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WELFARE: REFORM OR REPLACEMENT? (WORK
AND WELFARE)

MONDAY, FEBRUARY. 23, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMI'rEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY ANDYAMILY POUCY,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:35 a.m. in room
SD-215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Daniel Pat-
rick Moynihan (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Moynihan, Bradley, Rockefeller, and Danforth.
Also present: Senators Kennedy, Adams, and Evans.
[The press release announcing the hearing, the prepared state-

ment of Senator Moynihan and staff data and materials prepared
by the Committee on Finance follow:]

[Press Release No. H-161

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND FAMILY POLICY ANNOUNCES THREE FURTHER
HEARINGS ON "WELFARE: REFORM OR REPLACEMENT?"

WASHINGTON, DC.-Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D., N.Y.), Chairman, an-
nounced today that the Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy of the
Senate Finance Committee will continue with its series of five hearings on "Wel-
fare: Reform or Replacement?" The three upcoming hearings will focus on the fol-
lowing aspects of the welfare system: February 20--Child Support Enforcement;
February 23-Work and Welfare; and March 2-Short-term vs. Long-term Depend-
ency.

Senator Moynihan stated that the Subcommittee expects to receive testimony at
these hearings from expert witnesses as well as from individuals and groups with an
interest in the welfare of children and families.

The Chairman said he anticipates that the witnesses will address such issues as:
the basic principles that should guide legislative action on behalf of dependent chil-
dren and their families; how parental responsibility for the care of children can be
better enforced; how poor parents can be helped to increase their incomes through
work; how government policy can effectively distinguished between households
likely to be dependent for short and long periods of time; what role various levels of
government ought to play; and how programmatic recommendations can be imple-
mented in a period of fiscal restraint.

These hearings will begin at 9:30 A.M. on the dates shown above, in Room SD-215
Dirksen Senate Office Building.

(1)
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-MAKING WELFARE WORK

Statement by

Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan

Chairman

Senate Committee on Finance

Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy

Hearing IV: NWelfare: Reform or Replacement?"

Dirksen Senate Office Building

Monday, February 23, 1987
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It is no secret that the surest way out of poverty is to

final and keep a good job. We in the Congress know it. The

Administration knows it. State and local officials know it.

Just the other day, Governor Bill Clinton, Chairman of the

National Governors Association, put it very well:

What we want to do is turn what is now primarily a
payments system with a minor work component into a system
that is first and foremost a jobs program, supported by an
income assistance component. Our proposal focuses on
education, training and employment for the families now
dependent on the welfare system, along with a decent
living standard with which these families can support
their children while they strive for self-sufficiency.

The first thing we should do is help poor parents who are

not now employed to find jobs. In doing so, we must remain

mindful that, in 1986, the poverty line for a mother and one

child was $7,370, for a mother with two children, $8,738. If a

mother worked full-time, year round at the minimum wage of $3.35

per hour, she'd earn only $6,968. The Joint Economic Committee

reports that 58% of net new employment created between 1979 and

1984 paid annual wages of less than $7,000.

To address this situation, we ought to do two additional

things: We must help single mothers obtain child support

payments due them from absent fathers and, if these child

support payments plus earned income still prove inadequate in

meeting the needs of dependent children, we must supplement the

family's income.

Recurring Themes

In our hearings to date, three themes recur: First, the

primary responsibility for child support rests with parents. In
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single-parent families, the absent parents -- fathers 90% of the

time -- must contribute toward their children's support.

Second, there is agreement. that whether children live with

both parents, or just one, able-bodied parents have a

responsibility to support their children by working. Toward

this end, we ought to remove the barriers to employment for

low-income parents. A poor single mother cannot work if she

cannot afford child care or if she loses health care for her

family when she accepts a job. A poor father is unlikely to

work longer hours if he loses income and health care for his

family when he works one hour over 100 in a month.

We also need to provide state governments with stable,

sufficient resources and the flexibility to design and implement

programs that will help low-income parents enter the labor

force. Many states have already launched promising new

programs. State officials tell us they know what needs to be

done and they are looking to the federal government for some

help in getting on with the task.

Third, if a household's income -- from parental child

support payments and earnings -- still proves inadequate, we

must provide supplemental income to the family. Such assistance

could come in the form of a time-limited child-support

supplement or through an earnings subsidy. For example, the

present Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) could be adjusted by

household size. A second possibility is to provide a targeted

wage subsidy to low-income earners. In either case, the

additional income comes through work, not welfare.
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Work and Welfare

When the original Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) program

was created as Title IV of the Social Security Act in 1935,

married women did not work outside of the home. They kept house

and looked after the children while their husbands earned the

family income. The ADC program provided income assistance to

widowed mothers so they could continue to stay home and raise

their children.

Times have changed. Women with children have entered the

labor force in record numbers. In 1986, 72% of mothers with

children aged 6 through 17 were in the labor force, up from 55%

in 1975. In 1986, 54% of mothers with children under the age of

6 were in the labor force, up from 39% in 1975. Although most

of these mothers do not work full-time, year round, the

essential point is that a majority of all mothers, whether

single or married, work at least part time. In 1985, only

one-third of mothers did not work at all.

It is now the normal experience of mothers to work, at

least part time. This accounts for the expectation and the

desire that-AFDC mothers should do likewise. But for a long

while, we could not agree on how to get AFDC mothers into the

labor force: One faction pushed "workfare" requirements that

were largely punitive. Others sought massive public employment

programs. Our recent experience with this approach, the

Comprehensive Employment Training Act, proved very expensive

and, for the most part, provided employment to very few

long-term AFDC recipients. The impasse seemed insurmountable.
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The Emerging Consensus

Yet, in the last ten years, liberals and conservatives

have found common ground on the issue of work and welfare.

Simply put, poor adults who are able should be helped to work.

Conservatives have persuaded liberals that there is

nothing wrong with obligating able-bodied adults to work.

Liberals have persuaded conservatives that most adults want to

work and need some help to do so. The result is a new

welfare-to-work program that vigorously encourages or requires

poor adults to participate and that provides these adults with

skills training, help in finding jobs, and supportive services

such as child care.

This meeting of the minds coincided with a period of

cooperative federalism. In 1981, the federal government gave

states the flexibility to test new work programs under Work

Incentive (WIN) demonstration project authority and the results

are encouraging. On the whole, welfare recipients participating

in these pilot programs have made modest but measurable gains in

finding jobs, increasing their income, and shortening their stay

on the welfare rolls.

JEDI and WORC

Still, it is important to recognize that there are no

magic bullets. Work requirements and work-training programs

cannot, by themselves, solve the problem of poverty. This does

not mean that such requirements and programs should be

abandoned. On the contrary, every effort should be made to help
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poor parents find work. It is better for everyone involved, not

least of all the children, that we keep trying.

Toward this end, I have joined a number of my colleagues

in cosponsoring Senator Kennedy's Jobs for Employable Dependent

Individuals Act (JEDI). This bill would reward states for

successfully finding jobs for long-term AFDC recipients.

In addition, I will soon reintroduce, with my friend in

the House, Representative Sander Levin, legislation entitled the

Work Opportunities and Retraining Compact (WORC). The WORC bill

would require states to establish work, training, and education

programs for AFDC recipients. The purpose of the bill is

plain: to help low-income parents move successfully from

welfare rolls to payrolls.

WORC's requirements cut both ways. Certain able-bodied

recipients would be obligated to participate in the program. In

turn, states would be required to provide work, training and

education programs of their own design, along with necessary

support services, such as child-care and transportation.

The federal government would match 'the states' work and

training expenses at the rate of 70% on an open-ended basis.

This should provide states with the stable funding source they

need, as well as allow them the flexibility they desire in

structuring programs to respond to local circumstances.

Work and Child Support

Major elements of the WORC bill will mesh neatly with the

new child support program I've been talking about.
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In single-parent families, the absent fathers would be

required to share a portion of their incomes with their

children. More uniform and equitable standards of child

support, together with mandatory and automatic wage-withholding

should help to increase child support collections and send a

clear message toDen:__ If you father a child, you will be

responsible for helping to support that child until he or she

reaches age 18.

Custodial parents, usually mothers, would be expected to

work, at least part time, to help support their children. The

WORC bill, or something akin to it, would provide the resources

and general framework states need to help these-4ow-income
*.A

mothers train for, find, and keep jobs.

Improving child support enforcement efforts will raise the

income available to children without increasing welfare

payments. Helping poor unemployed parents to take jobs and

supplementing low wages -- by adjusting the EITC for household

size or by providing a wage subsidy -- will increase family

income by rewarding work, rather than by providing welfare.

There is widespread agreement that these are worthwhile

objectives. There is also strong bipartisan consensus that

investing in basic educational and work-training skills now will

produce a long-term payoff in reduced dependence on welfare,

greater labor force productivity, and increased tax revenues.

In this 100th Congress, we have a rare opportunity to

act. Let us seize the moment; we have neither time nor children

to waste.
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A. EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMS

FOR AFDC RECIPIENTS

Introduction

Providing employment, education and training services
for recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
has long been a major concern of the Committee on Finance. In
1956 the Committee approved amendments to the Social Security Act
that authorized Federal matching for these kinds of activities.
In 1967 the Committee developed amendments that established the
basic structure of the Work Incentive (WIN) program. Amendments
to strengthen the WIN program were initiated by the Committee in
1971. Also in 1971, the Committee initiated legislation to
provide a tax credit for employers who hired WIN participants.

In 1981, when the Administration proposed the community
work experience program (CWEP), popularly known as "workfare",
the Committee approved that proposal and also initiated
legislation to create two alternative programs: WIN
demonstrations and work supplementation. Thus, the structure
that is now in place to assist AFDC applicants and recipients in
preparing for and finding employment has been very largely the
work of this Committee.

Not all of the work and training proposals that have
been developed by the Committee have been enacted into law. In
particular, the Committee approved a major restructuring of
welfare programs in 1972 that would have placed all adult welfare
recipients (excluding mothers with children under age 6 and some
other individuals) in a work and training program that emphasized
job placement and training for those relatively "Job ready", and
a job guarantee program for those who could not be placed in
unsubsidized employment. Persons in these programs would not
have been eligible for welfare payments.

Currently, the Social security Act gives States broad
latitude in operating work and training programs for welfare
recipients. The statute requires that the WIN program be
operated in all States, but it allows States to choose to operate
a WIN demonstration program as an alternative to the regular WIN
program. The major difference between WIN and WIN demonstration
programs lies in who has responsibility for operating the
program. The regular WIN program is administered jointly by the
Department of Labor and the Department of Health and Human
Services at the Federal level, and jointly by welfare agencies
and employment services at the State level. WIN demonstration
programs, on the other hand, are under the Department of Health
and Human Services at the Federal level, and the welfare agency
at the State level. An additional important difference between
WIN and WIN demonstration programs is that, under the latter,
States are completely f~ee to design their own programs.
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The other programs that States may elect to operate--
CWEP, work supplementation and welfare agency job search--are all
under the direction of the State welfare agency. Thus, current
law gives the State welfare agencies the opportunity to take over
full responsibility for their work and training programs, and to
offer a wide variety of activities of their own choosing.

Perhaps the major concern of many States at this time is
not any limitation on their authority, but on their funding.
Certain program activities (CWEP, work supplementation and job
search) are generally eligible to receive 50 percent Federal
funding on an open-ended entitlement basis as part of the State's
AFDC administrative expenses. However, none of the 50 percent
matching money may be used for institutional-type education and
training activities. States that wish to provide these kinds of
activities must use WIN funds, but funding for WIN has recently
been cut back severely. (Institutional training may be available
to AFDC recipients under the Job Training Partnership Act, but
this program is operated under the aegis of the Department of
Labor and, at the State level, by an administrative structure
separate from the welfare agency.)

The employment and training activities that are
currently authorized under title IV (the AFDC title) of the
Social Security Act are described in more detail below:*

Work Incentive Program

When the Finance Committee approved legislation to
create the WIN program, it anticipated that the program would
serve very large numbers of AFDC recipients. The Committee
commented in its report that "... it is anticipated that
virtually all individuals who are referred to the Secretary of
Labor by the welfare agencies will participate in the program."
The Committee's expectations were never realized, because
appropriations for the program remained very much smaller than
was originally estimated.

* See Tables 1, 2 and 3 for information on State participation
in the work and training programs authorized under title IV.
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From 1968 until recently, however, the WIN program has
served as the major program providing welfare recipients with
employment-related services. The WIN legislation authorizes a
very broad range of activities, including job placement,
intensive job search services, on-the-job training, institutional
and work experience training, and public service employment.
Supportive services, including child care and transportation
services, counseling and others, are also authorized under the
legislation.

The legislation that authorizes WIN also provides the
only Federal work requirement applicable to AFDC applicants and
recipients. All applicants and recipients must register for and
participate in WIN activities to which they are assigned except:
(1) a child under age 16 or a full-time student; (2) persons
who are ill, incapacitated or of advanced age; (3) a person
remote from a WIN site; (4) a person needed in the home to care
for another member of the household who is ill or incapacitated;
(5) the parent or relative of a child under age 6 who is
providing care for the child except for brief and infrequent
absences; (6) a person working at least 30 hours a week; (7) a
pregnant woman; and (8) a parent if the other parent is required
to register.

The law prescribes penalties for persons who refuse to
participate in WIN without good cause. In the case of a single-
parent family, the penalty is loss of benefits payable on behalf
of the individual who refuses to comply. In this case,
protective payments must be made on behalf of the other family
members. If the principal earner in a two-parent family eligible
on the basis of the parent's unemployment refuses to comply, the
penalty is loss of benefits to the entire family. The period for
loss of benefits is three months for the first refusal to comply
and six months for the second and any subsequent refusals.

The WIN statute establishes priorities that States are
supposed to follow in assigning individuals to WIN activities:
(1) unemployed fathers, (2) mothers who volunteer for
participation, (3) other mothers, and pregnant women under age
19, (4) dependent children and relatives age 16 or over who are
not in school, working or in training, and (5) all other
persons.

WIN is administered jointly at the Federal level by the
Department of Labor and the Department of Health and Human
Services. At the State and local level, it is administered
jointly by the welfare (or social services) agency and the
employment service.

The welfare and employment agency personnel who
administer the program are required to be co-located to the
extent possible. Together, they are required to conduct an
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appraisal interview with each WIN registrant, and to develop an
employability plan that includes both an employment component and
a supportive services component. There must be a certification
that the individual has been (or will be) provided with any
necessary supportive services, including day care, before the
individual can be certified for placement in a WIN component.

The Federal Government pays.90 percent matching for the
costs of the WIN program. States must pay 10 percent of the
costs, either in cash or in kind.

Half of WIN funds are allocated to the States on the
basis of the number of WIN registrants in the State; the other
half are allocated by the Secretary of Labor as he determines
will best meet the purposes of the pruqram.

Appropriations for the WIN program have always been
below the levels estimated when the legislation was passed, and
recently the program has experienced severe 'uts. Appropriations
for WIN since fiscal year 1980 have been as followst 1980 - $365
million, 1981 - $365 million, 1982 - $281 million, 1983 - $271
million, 1984 - $267 million, 1985 - $264 million, 1986 - $211
million, and 1987 - $103 million. The appropriation for 1987 has
been designated for use in the first nine months of the fiscal
year. Table 4 shows WIN State allocations for fiscal years 1986
and 1987.

Enactment of the Community Work Experience Program (CWEP)

The Reagan Administration proposed legislation to create
the Community Work Experience Program (CWEP) as part of its 1981
budget proposals. The Committee on Finance approved the CWEP
proposal, with one major change. The Committee decided to make
CWEP an optional, rather than a mandatory, program for the
States. CWEP, as approved by the Committee, became law in 1981.

The concept behind the CWEP program is that recipients
should be required to work in exchange for their welfare
benefits. The program was widely described at the time of,
enactment as an expansion to the Federal level of a demonstration
program undertaken as part of California's welfare reform program
when Ronald Reagan was Governor of that State. Actually, it
differed only in detail from the community work and training
programs that States were authorized to operate under the AFOC
law during much of the 1960s.

The stated purpose of the State CWEP programs is "to
provide experience and training for individuals not otherwise
able to obtain employment in order to assist them to move into
regular employment." The statute limits programs to those which
serve a useful public purpose in fields such as health, social
services, environmental protection, education, urban and rural
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development, welfare, recreation, public facilities, public
safety, and day care. The law also states that, to the extent
possible, the prior training, experience and skills of a
recipient are to be used in making work experience assignments.

The legislation requires State welfare agencies to
provide certain protections: (1) appropriate health and safety
standards; (2) that the program does not result in displacement
of persons currently employed, or the filling of established
unfilled vacancies; (3) reasonable conditions of work, taking
into account the geographic region, residence and proficiency of
the participant; (4) that participants will not be required to
travel an unreasonable distance from their homes; (5) a
limitation on the hours of work required which is consistent with
the greater of the Federal or applicable State minimum wage in
re]ntion to the family's AFDC benefit; and (6) payment for
transportation and other costs, not in excess of an amount
established by the Secretary, which are reasonably necessary and.directly related to an individual's participation in the program.

The Finance Committee noted in its report: "Because
participants would not be required to work in excess of the
number of hours which, when multiplied by the greater of the
Federal or the applicable State minimum wage, equals the sum of
the amount of aid payable to the family, individuals
participating in these programs would have time to seek regular
employment." The Committee further emphasized placement in
regular employment by adding language which had not been included
in the Administration's proposal, requiring the chief executive
officer (Governor) of each State to provide coordination between
CWEP and the WIN program "to insure that Job placement will have
priority over participation in the community wbrk experience
program."

The 1981 law provides that all persoiqs required to
register under WIN may be required to participate in a community
work experience program unless they are currently employed for 80
or more hours a month with earnings not less than the applicable
minimum wage for such employment. In addition, mothers caring
for a child under 6 but not under 3 may, at the discretion of the
State agency, be required to participate in CWBP if child care is
available. (Mothers caring for a child under 6 are not required

-to register for WIN.) Persons who are so remote from a WIN
project that their participation in that program is precluded may
also be required to participate in CWEP.

The CWEP sanctions are the same as those under the WIN
program. If an individual who is required to participate refuses
to do so without good cause, he is removed from the grant and the
family's benefit is'rdduced. However, in the case of a two-
parent family which id eligible on the basis of the unemployment
of the principal earne , the entire family is removed from the
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AFDC rolls. In the case of a first refusal, the sanction period
is three months. In the case of second or subsequent refusals,
the sanction period is six months.

State expenditures for administering CWEP are matchable
at the 50 percent rate that applies to AFDC administrative costs
generally. However, matchable expenditures may not include the
cost of making or acquiring materials or equipment, or the cost
of supervision of work. Participants in a CWEP program may not
be required to use their assistance or their income or resources
to pay for necessary participation costs, such as day care or
transportation. If a State is unable to provide necessary
services directly to a participant or through a third party, the
State must provide reimbursement for necessary transportation and
day care costs that are incurred by the recipient and directly
related to participation (within limitations).

Finance Committee Approval of Alternative Programs

The Congress went considerably beyond the
Administration's 1981 request for new work program legislation by
approving additional alternative employment programs for AFDC
recipients. As part of its package of 1981 Reconciliation Act
proposals, the Finance Committee included not only the optional
CWEP program but, in addition, a proposal for a WIN demonstration
program, and for a program aimed at making "employment a more
attractive alternative to welfare dependency," which the
Committee called "work supplementation". These two additional
alternatives were supported by the Administration, and were also
approved by the House as part of the Gramm-Latta substitute.

The Finance Committee, in language written for the
report on the new alternative programs, emphasized the statutory
objective of the AFDC program of helping "parents or relatives to
attain or retain capability for the maximum self-support and
personal independence consistent with the maintenance of
continuing parental care and protection." "This objective", the
Committee stated, "reflects the consensus of American society
that dependency on welfare is an undesirable situation both from
the point of view of society and from the point of view of the
individual recipient. In some cases, certainly, it may be an
unavoidable situation; and the existence of the welfare program
reflects that reality. But even in such cases, the goal should
be to minimize insofar as possible the extent and duration of
dependency."

While urging adoption of the new alternative programs,
the Committee also expressed its support of the existing WIN
program:

The WIN program, as substantially revised in
1971 and in 1980 by amendments proposed by this
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Committee, remains the only part of the Federal
AFDC statute which is aimed specifically at the
goal of achieving independence from welfare through
employment. This program has enjoyed some success
in helping those it has served to attain
employment. However, the available resources for
tho WIN program have limited the proportion of AFDC
recipients it can actively serve. The Committee
believes that changes in the law are needed to
enable the States to supplement the WIN program
with programs of their own to assist and encourage
recipients to attain independence. In recommending
such changes, however, the Committee is not
proposing to repeal the WIN program nor
recot ending any diminution in the resources
devoted to it.

WIN Demonstration Programs

The WIN demonstration authority adopted by the Committee
was taken from a bill (S. 986) first introduced by Senators David
Boren (D., Okla.) and Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D., N.Y.). In
discussing the bill in a Senate floor statement, Senator Boren
criticized the WIN program as having "two serious flaws". These
he identified as "dual administration (HHS and DOL) and
inflexibility within the system--which result in a lack of agency
accountability, cumbersome administrative rules and regulations,
high cost and poor performance."

The Senator commented further:

Many States have indicated they could run more
efficient programs than currently exist. This bill
provides us an opportunity to utilize State and
local units of government which are the most
responsible, best equipped and most competent
levels of government to develop and administer
programs to meet the needs of families with
children.

The legislation authorizes the States, as an alternative
to the existing work incentive program, to operate a work
incentive demonstration program "for the purpose of demonstrating
single agency administration of the work-related objectives" of
the AFDC program. The law requires the Governor of the State to
submit to the Secretary of HHS a letter of application providing
evidence of intent, along with an accompanying State program plan
specifying (1) that the operating agency would be the State
welfare agency, (2) that required participation criteria would
be the same (Statewide) as are applied under the WIN program, and
(3) the objectives which the State expected to meet, with
emphasis on how the Stqte expected to maximize client placement
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in nonsubsidized private sector employment. In addition, the
plan must describe the techniques to be used to achieve the
objectives of the demonstration program, including (but not
limited to) maximum periods of participation, job training, job
find clubs, grant diversion to either public or private sector
employers, services contracts with State employment services,
prime sponsors or private placement agencies, and performance-
based placement incentives.

The WIN demonstration legislation provides specifically
that "a State shall be free to design a program which best
addresses its individual needs, makes best use of its available
resources and recognizes its labor market conditions." The
Secretary of HHS may disapprove an application only if he
determines that the State program plan would be less effective
than the regular WIN requirements. In addition, the Secretary
has responsibility for evaluating the demonstration programs.
According to the Committee report, "the Committee believes that
the results of the evaluations would provide insight into ways to
improve the administrative mechanism of programs which are
designed to provide employment for welfare recipients."

WIN demonstration programs were originally authorized to
operate for no more than three years. The legislation has been
amended, however, to allow States to operate programs through
June 30, 1988. Currently 26 States are operating WIN
demonstration programs. (See Tables 1, 2 and 4.)

Work Supplementation

The third alternative approved by the Committee and
ultimately by the Congress was called "work supplementation". As
mentioned earlier, the work supplementation program was "designed
to make employment a more attractive alternative to welfare
dependency." The basic concept of the program was described in
the report as allowing States to "utilize part of the funding now
devoted to welfare grants to provide or subsidize employment
opportunities which would be available on an entirely voluntary
basis for individuals who would otherwise be dependent upon
AFDC."

To generate funding for the subsidized jobs, the
Committee amendment authorized States to lower all AFDC grant
levels, or lower them selectively for certain geographic areas or
for certain categories of recipients whom they determine to be
most employable. The funding saved by lowering the grant levels
may be used to make jobs available for the recipients affected.

The work supplementation legislation gives States
complete flexibility in determining who may be included in the
program, provided individuals meet the State's May, 1981 AFDC
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eligibility requirements (or those requirements as modified under
subsequent Federal legislation).

Originally, the legislation defined a supplemented job
as one provided by: the State or local agency administering the
program; a public or nonprofit entity for which all or part of
the wages are paid by the administering agency; or a proprietary
child care provider for which all or part of the wages are paid
by the administering agency.

Emphasizing the intent "to make work more attractive
than welfare", the Conmittee report noted that the legislation
"would provide a significantly different approach to work
incentives as compared with the existing AFDC system. States
would be specifically authorized", the report continues, "to
lower AFDC standards so as to increase the attractiveness of
employment as compared with welfare dependency, and could make
any necessary further adjustments to correct for offsetting
increases which might occur in other needs-based programs, such
as the food stamp program. . . Inasmuch as the program is
designed to provide work incentives in the form of work as an
alternative to welfare, States would also be permitted to reduce
or eliminate the amount of earnings disregarded in calculating an
AFDC grant. To avoid the disincentive to employment which might
result from the loss of Medicaid eligibility, States would be
authorized, at their option, to continue that eligibility for
individuals who accept employment in jobs subsidized by the work
supplementation program."

Legislation enacted in 1984 added greater flexibility to
the work supplementation program. The 1984 amendments allowed
the use of AFDC benefits to subsidize jobs provided by any
private employer, rather than limiting subsidies to public and
private nonprofit employers, as was the case under prior law.
The amendments also gave the States flexibility in the manner in
which they could divert funds to employers by allowing them to
develop their own methods--for example, by diverting a grant on
an individual case basis, or by pooling the grants of AFDC
recipients actually participating in the program. The amendments
limited Federal funding for the program to the aggregate of nine
months worth of ynreduced welfare grants for each participant in
the program, or less if the person participated for a shorter
time. The new law also allowed States to offer a $30 plus one-
third disregard for up to nine months for individuals
participating in the program.

Although States were very slow in taking advantage of
the work supplementation'alternative, there has been increased
interest in it in recent years, and the Department of HHS reports
that 15 States now operate some version of "work
supplementation". Most projects are small in scale. (See Table
3 for information on Stateprograms as of December, 1986.)
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Welfare Agency Job Search Programs

In 1982 the Congress approved, in modified form, a
proposal by the Administration that authorizes State welfare
agencies to operate job search programs for AFDC applicants and
recipients. Persons who may be required to participate are the
same as those who are required to register for WIN (or who would
be required to register except for remoteness from a WIN site).
However, States may limit participation to certain groups or
classes of individuals, rather than including all persons
required to register for WIN. If an individual fails to comply
with the employment search requirement without good cause, he is
subject to sanctions in the sarte manner as under the WIN program,
although a State may, if it wishes, provide for a shorter
sanction period.

The job search amendment allows States to require
individuals to participate in an initial job search activity for
eight weeks, and in an additional eight-week job search program
each year. The amendment requires the Governor of the State to
coordinate the job search program with other employment programs
for welfare applicants and recipients to assure that priority is
given to job placement over participation in another activity.

The 1982 law also: (1) requires States to reimburse
individuals for transportation and other costs necessarily
incurred as part of the individual's participation in the
program; (2) provides 50 percent Federal matching to States for
costs of providing transportation and other services to
participants; and (3) prohibits States from using the job search
requirement as a reason for any delay in making a determination
of an individual's AFDC eligibility, or in issuing a payment to
an individual who is otherwise eligible.

Twenty-five States are currently operating welfare
agency job search programs. A number of them are operatiAg
statewide. (See Tables 1 and 2.)
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B. Characteristics of AFDC Recipients

The characteristics of AFDC recipients have changed over
time. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has compiled a table
showing certain characteristics for May, 1969 and for 1984, and
for selected intervening years. (See Table 5.) This table shows
that, in general, AFDC families have become smaller, many of the
mothers are younger, and more recipient children are of pre-
school age.

Specifically, in 1983, 56 percent of AFDC mothers were
under age 30, compared with 41 percent in 1969. In 1984, about
74 percent of AFDC families had either one or two children. In
1969, about 50 percent had either one or two children. In 1984,
44 percent of AFDC cases included only one child, compared to 27
percent of AFDC cases in 1969. In 1984, 43 percent of hFDC
children were under age six, compared to 33 percent in1969.

The table also shows that the basis of eligibility of
AFDC children has been changing. In 1984, about 46 percent of
children were in families in which there was no marital tie,
compared with 28 percent in 1969.

In recent years, considerable research has been done on
the dynamics of welfare dependency. Using longitudinal data, an
attempt has been made to describe the behavior of welfare
recipients over time. An understanding of the characteristics of
AFDC recipients, what causes them to become dependent upon
welfare, how long they remain dependent, and why they leave the
welfare rolls, is of great importance in considering any change
in employment-related requirements and services. The question of
what we have learned about these subjects will be explored'in an
upcoming hearing by the Subcommittee on Social Security and
Family Policy, "Short-term vs. Long-term Dependency", scheduled
for March 2, 1987.
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C. Client/Agency Contracts

Recently, interest has been expressed in the idea of
using contracts to spell out the mutual obligations of welfare
recipients and of welfare agencies. For example, the American
Public Welfare Association has recommended in its report
"Investing in Poor Families and Their Children: A Matter of
Commitment" (November, 1986) that States should be required to
use client/agency contracts in administering their welfare
programs.. APWA recommends that the contract include an
employability and financial assistance plan which will commit
clients to a range of self-help efforts, and will commit State
and local agencies to support those efforts by providing
necessary services. Obligations would be spelled out in concrete
terms through goals, timelines and benchmarks. The contract
would be a "discharge plan" aimed at independence from the
system, and would be implemented using a case management system.

The State of California has begun to use client/agency
contracts as part of its new employment program for hFDC
recipients, called GAIN. Appendix A includes a sample from the
series of contracts that the State has developed.
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0. Statistics Relating to Working Mothers

The percentage of mothers participating in the labor
force has risen rapidly in recent years. In 1975 1/, 55 percent
of mothers with children age 6 to 17 were in the lbor force. By
1986, 72 percent of such mothers were in the labor force. The
percentage of mothers with preachool-age children has shown a
similarly rapid increase. In 1975, 39 percent of mothers with a
child under 6 were in the labor force. By 1986, 54 percent of
such mothers were in the labor force. (Soe Table 6.)

Bureau of Labor Statistics data aiiow that in March, 1986
most mothers (72 percent) who were employed worked full time 2/.
The proportion of employed mothers working full time ranged rfom
69 percent of those with a child under age 6, to 77 percent of
those whose youngest child was 14 to 17.

However, substantially lower percentages of all mothers,
as opposed to employed mothers, were employed full tim-in March,
1986. About 48 percent of all mothers with a child age 6 to 17
worked full time in March, 1986; 33 percent of mothers with a
child under 6 worked full time.

The above statistics show the work experience of mothers
in one month of the year. It is also useful to look at how many
mothers work full time for the full year. 3/ Table 7 shows the
work experience of mothers for all of 1985. This table, prepared
by the Congressional Budget Office using March, 1986 Current
Population Survey data, shows that 19 percent of mothers with a
child under 3 worked full time full year in 1985, increasing to
41 percent of mothers whose youngest child was age 12 to 17. An
additional 18 percent of mothers with a child under age 3 worked
full time part year; 13 percent of mothers whose youngest child
was ago. 12 to 17 worked full time part year. Thirty-two percent
of all mothers with a child under age 18 did not work at all.

1/ Data are for March of specified years, except where

otherwise noted.

2/ Defined as persons who usually work 35 hours or more per week.

3/ Full year means working at least 50 weeks; part year
is less than 50 weeks.
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In general, mothers not living with a husband were
somewhat more likely to work full time full year than were
mothers living with a husband. The exception to this was mothers
with a child under age 3. Only 15 percent of mothers not living
with a husband who had a child under age 3 worked full time full
year in 1985. Twenty percent of mothers living with a husband
who had a child under age 3 worked full time full year.
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A. Earned Income Tax Credit

The earned income tax credit (EITC) is currently the
only refundable tax credit in the Internal Revenue Code. That
is, it Is te only example of a tax credit that can cause a tax
refund to be paid even when an individual tax filer has no income
tax liability for the year in question. The EITC is available to
low income families that include at least one child who is a
dependent of an individual with earned income. According to the
Joint Tax Committee, 6.7 million families benefitted from the
UITC in 1985.

In 1987, the maximum credit is $851 and it phases out as
total income rises above $6,920. The credit is totally phased
out at a level of $15,432. Under a one-time changer the phase-
out range will rise in 1988 so that the phase out will begin at
about $9,700, and the credit will be completely phased out at
about $18,400. The maximum credit in 1988 will be about $865.
Thereafter, the amount of earnings and income used to compute and
phase out the credit will increase each year under an indexing
formula.

The law allows individuals who have no tax liability to
claim the credit either as an annual tax refund or to have the
credit added to their paychecks throughout the year through
reverse withholding. In practice, very few individuals use the

&reverse withholding procedure.

The significance of the EITC as a source of income for
low income workers with children was greatly enhanced by the tax
reform legislation in 1986 which provided for increasing the
amount of the credit and the level of income at which families
remain eligible for all or part of the credit. The 1986 tax
legislation also provided for indexing these amounts on an annual
basis. The budgetary impact of the EITC will, by fiscal 1989,
have increased from its 1986 level of $2 billion to about $5
billion. About 75 percent of the "credit" is paid out as a
refund in excess of actual tax liability.

The EITC was originally developed by the Committee on
Finance as a part of an overall guaranteed employment program
which the Committee proposed in 1972 as a replacement for the
existing welfare program. It was approved by the Committee as a
way of assuring that private employment would be more attractive
than the public jobs proposed in the 1972 bill, and as a way of
offsetting the impact of payroll taxes for lower income working
families. The credit was called a "work bonus" in 1972, because
the Committee viewed it as a way of enhancing the value of work,
inasmuch as it was payable only to those with earned income and,
at least up to the phase down point, the amount of the credit
increased as earnings from work increased. Thus, unlike welfare
programs in which going to work meant a reduction in benefits,
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the work bonus provided an increase in income for individuals who
went to work. The Committee's 1972 proposals were not enacted,
but the Senate passed the EITC as a separate provision on several
occasions, and it became law in 1975.



Table I

STATE ELECTION OF AFDC WORK PROGRAMS

Community Work
Experience

Job
Search

GrantDivers ion

Alabama X X

Alaska X X
Arizona X X
Arkansas

California X Xx

Colorado K X X

Connecticut 2X X X

Delaware K

District of Columbia 
X

Florida X X X

Georgia X X X
Guam K

Hawaii 
X

WINDFHONSTRATION

-4

WIN



Table I (Continued)

STATE ELECTION OF AFDC WORK PROGRAMS
Community Work Job Grant WIN WIN
Experience Search Diversion DEMONSTRATI ONIdaho X 

xIllinois 

X
Indiana X

Iowa X 
XKansas X X 

X
Kentucky X

Louisiana x
Maine X 
Maryland X 2X 1X
Massachusetts 

X X * X
MichiRan X X XMinnesota X X X XMississippi 

X
Missouri 

XMontana 

X



Table

STATE ELECTION

Community Work
Experience

1 (Continued)

OF AFDC WORK PROGRAMS

Job
Search

Grant
Diversion

WIN
DEMONSTRATION

WIN

Nebraska x X X x
Nevada X X
New Hampshire X

New Jersey X X iX

New Mexico X X

New York X X 1x

North Carolina X X

North Dakota X X

Ohio X X X X

Oklahoma X X X X

Oreston X X X

Pennsvlvania X X i 1x

Puerto Rico X

Rhode Island X X
South Carolina X X X

; i

I-

%0



Table I (Continued)

STATE FLECTION OF AFDC WORK PROGRAMS

Community Work Job Grant WIN WINExperience Search Diversion DEMONSTRATION

South Dakota X Ix
Tennessee 

X
Texas X iX
lltah X X
Vermont X X 2X X
Virgin Islands 

X 0
Virginia X X X
Washington X X X X
West Virginia X 2X X
Wisconsin X 2X X
Wyoming "

TOTAL STATES 26 25 15 26 28
lThese. States operate a WIN demonstration that includes significant subcontracting foremployment and training services to the States employment security agency or lob trainingpartnership agency, or both.
2 E.ffective July 1, 1986.

Source: Department of Health and Humaai Services JANUARY 4987
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TABLE 2 - State Participation in Optional AFDC Work Programs
(Dats as of October 1986) '

Date WIN Demo
Implemented CWEP IV-A Job Search

Alabama

Alaska

Arizona

Arkansas

California

Implemented 1
county April
1982; now
operating in
3 counties.

Planning for
FY 1987.

June 1, 1982

Sept. 30, 1982

Jan. 1, 1985

Colorado

Implemented
in 1 county
July 1981;
now in 6
counties.

Implemented in
1 county Oct.
1982; now
operating in
26 counties.

Implemented
October 1985; now
operating
statewide.

To implement
statewide in
FY 1987.

Connecticut Oct. 1, 1985 implemented July
1986 statewide
for applicants
and recipients
witH UP cases as
a priority.

Apr. 1, 1982

Apr. 1, 1982

Jan. 1, 1985 Implemented
in August
1982; now
operating in
counties.

Implemented July
1985; in the 44
WIN demo counties.

Implemented
January 1986; in
16 counties for

9 applicants ,and
recipients.'

State

Delaware

Florida

Georgia
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Table 2 (Continued)

Date WIN Demo
Implemented CWEP IV-A Jo~b Search

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

July 1, 1982

Sept. 30, 1985

Sept. 30, 1983

Idaho

Maine Apr. 1, 1982

Maryland Sept. 30, 1982

Massachusetts Apr. 12, 1982

Implemented
in Jan. 1982;
now operating
in 8 WIN areas.

Implemented in
12 counties in
Feb. 1984; now
operating iq 16
counties.

Implemented July
1982 for regular
AFDC cases in 5
counties;
currently
operating in 49
counties for UP
cases.

Implemented in
4 counties May
1983; currently
operating in 19
counties.

Apr. 1, 1982 Implemented
July 1982; now
operating
statewide.

:4,

State

Implemented for
recipients onlyMay 1983; now

operating
statevide.

Implemented for
recipients only
Jan. 1983; in WIN
demo areas.

Implemented for
applicants and
recipients in 16
counties Oct.
1982. Statewide
for UPs only.

Kansas

Michigan

S

&

V,
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Table 2 (Continued)

Date WIN Demo
Implemented CWEP :IV-A Job Search

Sept. 30, 1982

Implemented in
3 counties Mar.
1983, now
operating in
7 counties; for
UP recipients.

Planning for
FY 87.

Implemented
May 1986; now
operating
statewide.

Planning for
FY 87.

Implemented April
1986; in t.e 7
CWEP counties;
for UP applicants
and recipients.

Planning for
FY 87.

Implemented March
1986; statewide.

New Jersey

New Mexico

New York

Oct., 1, 1982

May 1, 1985

N. Carolina

N. Dakota

Ohio

Implemented Oct.
1985; now
statewide.

Implemented
Sept. 1986; in
5 counties.

Implemented Jan.
1982; now
operating in 20
counties and in
New York City.

Implemented in
6 cdunties Jan.
1982; now
operating in 25
counties.

Implemented in
2 counties Jan.
1982; now
operating in 11
counties.

Implemented in
4 counties Mar.
1983; now
operating in 28
counties.

Implemented for
recipients only
in 4 counties
June 1986; now
operating in 28
counties.

State

Minnesota

Missouri

Nebraska

Nevada
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Table 2 (Continued)

Date WIN Demo
Implemented CWEP IV-A Job Search

Oklahoma Jan. 1, 1982

Oregon Jan. 1, 1982

Pennsylvania Sept. 30, 1982

Implemented
statewide
Jan. 1982.

Considering for
FY 87.

Implemented
statewide March
1983 as part of
WIN demo.

Rhode Island

S. Carolina

S. Dakota Apr. 1, 1982

Implemented in
2 counties lay
1982.

Implemented in
40 counties;
Apr. 1982; now
operating
statewide.

Implemented
statewide for
applicants and
recipients
Apr. 1983.

Implemented for
applicants and
recipients
statevide Dec.
1902.

Planning to
implement
statewide FY 87.

Implemented
statewide for
AFDC recipients
and UP cases
July 1985.

Implemented for
applicants and
recipients

statewide Oct.
1985.

Oct. 2, 1985
Mar. 4, 1985 Implemented Apr.

1983 for
applicants and
recipients nov
operating
statewide.

Implemented for
applicants and
recipients
statewide Oct.
1984.

State

Tennessee

Texas

Utah
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Table 2 (ContinueOd)

State Date WIN Demo
Implemented

Vermon t

Virginia

Washington

W. Virginia

Wisconsin

CWEP

Implemented
April 1984; for
UP cases active
6 months or
more.

Jan. 1, 1983

Sept 27, 1982

Sept. 30, 1982

Implemented
Statewide as
part of WIN
demo Jan. 1983.

Implemented in
2 counties June
1(082.

Implemented.
statewide for
UP cases
Jan. 1982; now
operating
statewide for
UP and regular
AFDC recipients
as part of WIN
demo.

Approved for
implementation
Aug. 1986.

IV-A Job Search

Implemented for
all UP applicants
statewide Apr.
1984.

Implemented
Statewide Jan.
1983 for
applicants and
recipients.

Implemented
statewide Oct.
1984 for
applicants and
recipients.

Implemented July
1986; statewide
for all
applicants and
recipients as
part of WIN demo.

Implemented
statewide July
1986.

Source: Depdrtment of Health and Human Services
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TABLE 4 - WIN ALLOCATIONS, 1986 AND 1987
(in thousands of dollars)

1986 1987*

WIN WIN Demo WIN WIN Demo

Alabama $ 1,877 $ 953
Alaska S37
American Samoa 273
Arizona $ 1,427 $ 724
Arkansas 1,171 594
California 27,791 14,109

Colorado 3,003 1,525'
Connecticut 2,945 1,495
Delaware 690 350
Dist. of Columbia 1,853 941
Florida 3,065 1,556

Georgia 3,346 1,699
Guam 151 77
Hawaii 1,191 605
Idaho 1,331 676
Illinois 10,028 5,091

Indiana 2,637 1,339
Iowa 2,189 1,112
Kansas 1,493 758
Kentucky 2,001 1,016
Louisiana 1,485 754

Maine 1,141 579
Maryland 3,837 1,948
Massachusetts 6,688 3,395
Michigan 14,621 7,423
Minnesota 4,072 2,067

Mississippi 1,546 784
Missouri 2,879 1,462
Montana 934 474
Nebraska 701 356
Nevada 590 299

New Hampshire 419 213
New Jersey 7,751 3,935
New Mexico 845 42S,
New York 17,534 8,902
North Carolina 2,831 1,463

North Dakota 4S4 231
Ohio 11,297 5,735
Oklahoma 1,221 .620
Oregon 5,641 2,864
Pennsylvania 9,209 4,675
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TABLE 4 - Continued

1986

WIN WIN Demo

Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee

Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virgin Islands
Virginia

Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

National Total

*k

$ 1,2401,153
1,455

3,032
1,520

206

8,742

317

$58,504

$ 870
1,991

4,194

2,009

$ 630
585
739

4,438
2,792
7,990

S 161

$144,380 $29,701

1987 allocations as of November 16, 1986. Subject to change.

Source: Department of Health. and Human Services

1987 *

WIN WIN Demo

$

1,539
772
10S

442
1,011

2,129

1,477

1,418
4,056

$73,299
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Table S - Characteristics of AFDC Recipients
1969 - 1984

May Jan. May Mar. Mar. Avg.a/ Avg.a/
1969 M2~~~ 93 9

Average Family Size.
(persons) . 4.0 3.6 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.0 2.9

Number of Child Recipients (percent
One 26.6 NA
Two 23.0 NA
Three 17.7 NA
Four or more 32.5 NA
Unknown - NA

of AFDC
37.9
26.0
16.1
20.0

Race/Ethnicity (percent of caretakers)
White NA 38.0 39.9
Black 45.2 45.8 44.3
Hispanic NA 13.4 12.2

Native American 1.3 1.1 1.1
Asian NA NA 0.5
Other and unknown 4.8 . 1.7 2.0

Educabtion of Mother (percent of mothers)
Less than 8th Grade
8th Grade
1-3 years of HS
High School Degree
Some College
College Graduate
Unknown

19.0
.10.4
30.7
16.0

2.0
0.2

21.6

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

10.3
6.4

31.7
23.7
3.9
0.7

23.3

Basis for Eligibility (percent of children)
Both parents present:

Incapacitated 11.7 10.2 7.7
Unemployed 4.6 4.1 3.7

One or both parents absent: #

Death 5.5 5.0 3.7
Divorce or separ. 43.3 46.5 48.3
No marital tie 27.9 31.5 31.0
Other reason 3.5 2.7 4.0

Unknown- 3.5 - 1.6

5.9 5.3 3.4
5.0 4.1 9.2

2.6 2.2 1.9
46.9 44.7 38.6
33.8 37.8 ,45.5
5.7 5.9 1.4

a. Average monthly figures for fiscal year.

cases)
40.3
27.3
16.1
16.3

41.4
43.0
12.2
1.1
0.4
1.9

6.8
4.8

25.1
20.5

3.0
o.4

39.4

42.3
28.1
15.6
13.9

40.4
43.1
13.6
1.4
1.0
0.4

5.1
4.4

20.8
18.8
2.7
0.4

47.8

43.4
29.8
15.2
10.1
1.5

41.8
43.8
12.0
1.0
1.5

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

44.1
29.6

,15.5
10.0
0.8

41.3
41.9
12.8
1.1
2.3
0.6

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

3.6
8.6

1.9
36.2
46.4

1.2
2.1
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Table S

Characteristics of AFDC Recipients. continued
4969- 1984

May Jan. May Mar. Mar.. Avg.a] Avg.a/
1 Mi~ in .2lI2 1983 -128

Mother's Employment Status (percent of mothers)
Full-tine job 8.2 9.8 10.4 8.4
Part-time Job 6.3 6.3 5.7 5.3
Actively seeking

work; in school
or training 10.0 11.5 , 12.2 13.8

Age of mother (percent of mothers)
Under 20 6.6 NA
20-24 16.7 NA

17.6
30.4
25.0
3.6

NA
NA
NA
NA

8.3

43.1

27.9
17.6

3.0

8.1

42.8

24.2
17.7

7.2

8.7 1.5 1.2
5.4 3.4 3.6

12.8 19.7 22.2

4.1lb/28. *0
21.4d/
27.2a/
15.43/

3.6b/
28.6 /
23.84/
27.94/
15.74/
0.34/

NA
NA

NA
NA
NA
NA

Ages of Children (percent of
Under 3 14.9
3-5 17.6
6-11 36.5
12 and over 31.0
Unknown

Median Number of Months
on AFDC 23

recipient children)
NA 16.5 17.3
NA 18.1 17.8
NA 33.7 33.9
NA 30.9 30.1
NA 0.8 0.9

18.9
17.5
33.0
29.8

0.9

22.5
20.1
31.5
25.5
0.3

21.6
21.0
31.9
25.5

0.2

27 31 26 29 26 26

SOUrfSS: Tabulations from the Office of Family

a.
b.
C.
d.

Assistance. HHS; National
Center for Social Statistics. AFDC: Selected Statistical Data on
Families Aided and Program Operations, NCSS Report H-4(71), 1971;
Office of Research and Statistics, Social Security Administration.
AFDC: A Chartbook, 1978 & 1979; ORS, SSA, 1979 Rocivient Characteristics
Study, Part 1. 1982; ORS, SSA, 1983 Recipient Characteristics and
Financial Circumstances of AFDC Recipients. 1986; Committee on Ways and
Means, Backxround Material and Data on Prozrams within the Jurisdiction
of the Committee on Ways and Means, 1986; and unpublished statistics from
the 1984 AFDC quality control data.

Average monthly figures for fiscal year.
Under age 19. Includes other caretaker adult if mother absent.
Ages 19-24. Includes other caretaker adult if mother absent.
Includes other caretaker adult if mother absent.

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office, January 19, 1987

25-2930-39

40 or over
Unknown
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38.2

$9.4$I.3
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TABLE 7 - WORK EXPERIENCE OF MOTHERS-WITH CHILDREN UNDER AGE 18 BY AGE
- OF YOUNGEST CHILD AND FAMILY TYPE, 1985

Age of.
Youngest

Child

All Mothers
Under 3
3-5
6-11
12-17
All-

Mothers
Under 3
3-5
6-11
12-17
All

Mothers
Under 3
3-5
6-11
12-17
All

Number of
Mothers

(thousands)

with Children Under
9,430
6.275
8,726
8.429

32,860

Living with Husband and
7,557
4,665
6,482
6,311

25,015

Not Living with Husband
1,873
1,610
2,244
2.117
7.845

Working
Full-Time a/

, Percent_

Full Part
Year c/ Year c/

Ag 18
19
28
35
41
31

with
20
27
32
37
29

and
15
31
42
52
36

18
14
14
13
15

Children
19
13
13
13
15

Working
Part-Time 11/

(percent)
Full Part

Year c/ Year c/

6
8

10
10
9

Under Age
7

10
11
12
10

with Children
17
17
16
13
16

16
14
14
11
14

18
17
15
15
12
15

Under Age 18
3 15
5 11
6 8
5 8
5 10

SOURCE: Tabulations of March 1986 Current Population Survey data.

a. Working 35 or more hours per week for the majority of weeks worked
during the year.

b. Working fewer than 35 hours per week for the majority of weeks worked
during the year.

c. Full-year means working at least 50 weeks; part-year is less than 50
weeks.

Table prepared by the Congressional Budget Office.

Percent
Not

Working
(percent)

40
36
28
25
32

38
36
29
26
32

50
36
28
21
33
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Vignia S96 1.099 1.66s 1.0920 169V~lhnla 347 725 714 714 78 123teu h tn 576 1.072 1.741 1.072 117 1 5
Dbe t~~ ja 312 673 1.153 673 73 116

jmm~ a 6495 1.176 1,413 1,178 129 203MIn 390 790 722 722 79 124

Health and Human Services
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Source: Department of
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GENERAL PROVISIONS
PARTICIPANT CONTRACT

APPENDIX A

iArd ,, siomi

L INTRODUCTION
This esea is an agemn bwe you. -n - mm, , ,- "

ao n ~o yo wil k sgathor s that u a gip and kee a job. The progrm t u d e c t m t i
cal G e Aveu for id a. orGA
Th is oonvals and enychege to tla entdmental wIN epply to You ofn*d Vie .CountY for lonl amyou goces ai with 11115 re~tllS t

to ptic ate in GAIN or you volunter o nm GAoN.

You nd tho prson gog over twhecosoa with yo u(cont reOroeonm wiN " GO iitial ch 1 etion Of hegerl p1vis o fitho'
.mci to heow thai tte seCtion has been esliained to you and u ou undsrmn vWit mns. Askanyquenonsyou have ~hut the

Before you wAie your btal.

Cuty Represeent ive' iWiaft Your initlis

M1 D INSCRIPTION

The GAIN pvprm will give you soc to help you find and keep a job. Unis you have a g0oe n t hat Id ke you from
partiiatn, you dwil ho Wto paotolte in program as lon a yu getcaeh al. E If vou norqud to p cM. youcU
Volunteer.

Some o the se-ics you cn goe are job search servee. adult education. -=ec dlouage instrucion. vocationi
education. on-te-ob enwn and work senew assignments. The s lemol ha ,ou gordpend on things li your jobhestory.
eduaton. eprinmce. skilis andl itaraus and te kinds of jobs m the nie ichere you bye.

Mom participants wil gat jobSearch services or go to aul educate as therM activity. The wlar ofcewillwrk with you to aee on
other sni tt are bat for you.

The fOare depmen mum pay for Certain erviced. like child cre. trasortation. and work or training related expenses Ike books.
tool. opial v coies. to help you particip t. Thas services am called supportive services.

The parti cpamion requires and the svices the welfare depervmn will provide ae listed in this contract. The contract will be
change wheo oee am changes i yi r propm sc mas.

County erseentstve ials Your initials

OIl. COUNTY WELFARE DIPARTMINT MISPONSIE./TIES

A. EMPLOYMENT SERVICIIS

The welfare, departnmnmm offer many different servicto helpyoufind and keepjob. Eachcountymust havevce that will
help you prepare to ge the kind of jobs that are in the ores were you ive. The services that your county has ar checked

E3 o oSec V opa ive classroom training an how to find job. This training includes basic job search
sk ill int erview sklls. understanding employer requirements, and how to build salf-confidarce

Supeniseed Job Search s ay of looking for work which includes calling emploers; to sat up interviews and
getting r red to lows. This will be closely supervised an reewed by an mpoyment counselor Who works
wM the weoam Office.

0-- Job Club mad up of both job search workshops and suervwis o search.

SJob Ploemnt includes referrals to jobs listed with Me State Efloment oevelopmn D partent or to
other jobs.

0 Job 0eveloprme s when an emploi y ienl counselor works one-to-one with you to hiolp you look for a joo.

SUnsupervised Job Serh is looking for work on your ovA and retw ting b ac at est every two WeeS About
VtOW progros.

] EmponM Counseling helps yoU to decide on the right emploVment gol and to ideMfy end solve the
probe es that might keep you from those goals.

om 14,4 (Com'Iftwm
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_____lie_ I.tf an ony claga in your

need fo sup lnamrue

If You Omnhesash the PWWs6e Wood shsm by lasshOne. you can sod a eWst to hm or her or you Gin go ne him a her st

It WHAT HAPPENS IP YOU DO NOT PARTICIPATE

If Vw do not si Maa. th ew" sas in "i arder will happe.

1. CISaS D4er1mWl

If you do no me GAIN program requiramens you hoe ia ngt to oqpain wiy you didn't m t VicerOeuts. Th. weft@
dopanman wil isid If Vm wa a gooi ren. The reso areo btd h Ve low, and thowel fare ro mus let you know
wat Utey We balor you amp this sOOllac I you have a good rOasOn lormto p Arsauga waistr olf0mswu workwth you to

maeIs n You san por"pmd . If you h, a good resonfor nopanqunog. andle r a notin taican bdono to help
vou bgnpte p an yo u win hs to Poai. I.mp

2. Ceomedama

II,~* do no meW GAN popoum roatpramnu. and Via woefare o111cmdecldas VWva VMa not a pd raso. you haysthe righi to
haa anther welfarel w~edar raa~w ViaO seas pd wa with you aa w ap I. rogram~ O reuirwAns. It thi do 't help.
OWhelm a i isewI work with you for up is 30 day o wholp yo ~ae the roniurdman hsi ala onbtoi

MWy Sap will not appl mo you dV"o ane I lumeer in Via proram

Thaeisaayufi omo i proOa reoem witihqa agoodreaonandIf you slldontw mes thatrthe 30-day
senciliasto Pand. tima will be a 3-alwm opriodf mono m agem q ut Vis um. s esom n well hari vowu
familv's cash ad fot yo. The wlm offim will soe aom one to av t~ aid to. wto will hep You decd how to "of th
money. Thie ps s ba sohnaad It ym ago to mom vm program rosaro.mnt.

4 Ca* AM Stpped ac Lewed fnusmoo Saniwol

(Thi pap wl not ppY o 0 If yOU rMe 4a 4 VO Mn In OiS rgm.)

N You sil don't Meet Vie rasustemnna at Viama mallagaeon pe rid vou family's Cash aid will be oped Ot lowared
Yowr fmlyv 's sash 0will be stopped 0 you donlt mt program requrern am yOu are e~ the oIV ela chid in yow aid
Uoa. 'ou ae an unampye pem n te only raon AM g0t weSe ts Yout unelo newnt. OtS . "wfmily's
cash aid will be loered ilmod of sooedI Your family's cash aid will also be s omor U lred if mo Wet maW progrm
reQ#mens wMs good raaons mote than once and conation dom no wa&#L The fir te your family s casm aid ts
PlOPOd or lowit w illbe 1s' a period f three months If it ia necesary to sop U loe you ful'a caa ai agan, it wll be

for a pnd od am ontt.

S. Penalty for Volsissemrs

(Thu us dm os pply to You it you are reored by law to paroicet.)

I You N na reqisrad to pW m AiN. OWYou volunteer and don't m the quirereos. money manage omn and
inancma tncion won't ap to you. Instead. vou will not be allowed to partiipate on GAIN lot 6 mont s of vou did nm have a

good reason for failing to mot tie roQurmats. and You don't "Ma to p1r4Co during comitun.

C. WHAT YOU CAN 00 IP YOU 00 NOT AGRl

Thare awe lout diflesnn ways you can otoas a progrm at parotioon requirement that you don't agree with The"a lout waoe are

I SnHeaing - Thu sWthe eame rocess ou sn usa wwn you don't agres wish aiw *aon Via wallfste offift takes falioutour
cash sod You may recuas a reliasring after Via stat has"n aciain is reahed.
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O Aa esmnt is when a paron specially qualIfied by education or experience wil work with you to look at yo4
killed wid orpoyntn needs to find out whim program activities and arvices will best helyou tofind W dkeep
a job. Ouring the aaeerliet an amOfmt plan will edveloped thot wNilOW amployqien goal.
what you can do to -eac your goal. and how long it should taka to reach your gOal.

o Jeb Tnlalut ia trading in job Mll$ im a classroom or a work setting. enc lulee on-the-job training

Ernio IrewmpleMen Prepartion (PREP) is a work assignment which gives work xerience and trying
in work behavior skills. You will not ge regular wages but you will keep gettng your cash id.

O Advanced Pramployment Preparaton (PREP) ts a work assin-ment which gives additional training
to increase job skills. You will not get regular wages but you will keep getting your

C3 Supported Work is job training to teach you basic job skill in a group setting. It is closely supervised and
slowly gives you experiences with more responsility. This type of training is paid for. in pert, by using all or
part of your cash aid to pay the employer back for the wages you gat from him or her. This is called grant
diversion.

c Trninatlonal Employment is job trlning to tech you specific job skills in a work setting. Tha job is set up for
you and you may roeiv some training for your assignment before you report to your work place. This type
of training is paid for, in part. by using all or pat of your cash aid to pay the rairner back for the wages you gt
from him or her. This is called grant diversion.

3 Adult oale Education teaches reading, writing and arithmetic that is needed to get a job or needed before0 yuo on to other a1ct0it8. This Includes classas to get a high school diploma or something equal to a diploma
like a genival education development 1GE certificate.

College programs teach employment skills that are needed for cerai jQ,.
Votatonal English as a Second Language teaches English matched with job training to participants who do
not speak English.

8. SUPPORTIVE S!RVICEIS

The county welfare department must pay for and arrange. or help you arnge. c rtain services that you need to participate in GAIN If
it is necessary, advance payments must be made to you so you do not hav to pay for any of thee services. These services aore

•decnbed below.

SChild Car must be arranged and paid for any of your children who are under 12 years old if you need it to
participate. You can choose the kind of child core you want. Payments will be made at the rate that is normally
charged in the aro where you irie. Payment is also available for relatives. riMends. or neighbors who take care of
your children. if vcu find a regular job and go off welfare, the county welfare office mst pay for your child cars
for another three months if you need t

" Transportto expanses must be paid up to ctsin limis for you to zrovel to and from your GAIN ssignment
and for you and your children to travel to and from child cre proviors.

e Work or Tralnin Reltated ExVenes must be paid up to certain limits for things like books, tools. and oectial
Clothing when It i determined that they ae required for ym'u to aroticipwte.

e PersonalI ,oMnllng for problems related to your particpatioi in GAIN must be provided to you if you need it to
Participate and if the service a available under th* count 's omal system.

C. The county waIflre department Muat m the terms agreed to in this contrat. If they do not. you do nrA have to oarticipate until th*v

meet the terms.

County Reprelntative a initils Your initial$

IV. PARTICIPANT DUTIES, RISPONSIBIUTIES, AND RIGHTS

A. WHAT YOU MUST DO:

I Sign a contract that you and the county welfare departnnt agree to if you are required to particioit or if you volunteer to
participate.

2 Meet the terms agreed to in this contract unless you have a good reason not to,

3 Repond tp any all-in notices the welfare department sends to you.

4 Notify a...... 4040 if there are any changes tnal
Affect Your participation (Such as employment, dilnes moving. transportation problems. etc.).
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2. iaemel Ge a- Seo Iy tt Unoupuim lsseuranse Code UI Code - Underthle proc mu the welfare office wi discuss
th 10 ole with you and find out th reason for the problem. The Wellare f0040 Wo1 Offer a pW for you 10lw to solve th
problem. If you do not gree with the wllat offie'e plan. youcan design or own plan. Thewelfare office wllworbwith you to
decide on a finl plan for you to follow. The praLses can lIre up to 30 days.

3. Pommeal Go ese Set bV tse Cam" Board of Suparwleora - Each county's board of'supervors is required so ea up a formalI
greve4on proem lach oOunty's proea can be dffWm. The welfare office mum toll you what your county'S process is lIk.

4. mideaedem ALessenemt - This process tan be uMed if you do not agree with the results of Your asearme. Somewn who -s
no conmeied with the county welfare department will review your asgesamenm and do ainother Assessment if necessary. The
results of M independent aesamemt will be used to sat up your employment plan.

The prooasyou can use depends on the situation you areprotestung. Also. sations mayor may not be applied, despending on the situation and
vememr or not you e participating. The differiee are explained on the chart below. If your situation dmo *'t fit what is descrile, the
welar deparment wdl eaiplean the processes you can uae.

P*OCusa YOU 00 MONIY AWL I*CmOUUT

. • ....I~~lrlOiN CAN Use Ot SMNC?10r APPLY? Io l YOU CANOT use

You don' sgn te be stw hown If You reuem 0 ao hearig IFo ma lvre M t I lito

You dsage with the
resls of an assoment

You d pee wIth the
ruulta otrue independent
"assenen

You thagree with the raults
of a .me haring.

YOU belie a relturletki
or asqn"mnt doeat fit
vour contract o should
nOt be showed under the
propem. and you kep
pattioweine.

You OVieve a reoramens at
assneMt dOem I fit ow
comtrac or should not be
allow undso in* program.
and you don t participate

Suate hoenng

St heatin
Iralseringf

State hearn. or
formal grience
sat by the UI COde.
or formal grience
sat by the board
of supervisors

State hearing or
formal grivrs
Wa by the board
of suptervisors

before monery management
at sanction o s money

cannot too applied until after
the hao is decided

N You request a Sat hear
awle moey management or

manoeen o sanctions apoly.

No money managemet O
sanctons sp

If You requs a SUM heat
tofore mone management or
sanCtionsma money
management atosrtun
cannot be aled until after
te hearing us decides

If you requests a t hearin
AIer meAY management O
Mneions sun money
management or sanctions

Mon"e "anagem at sanctIons
Wesd apply if ordered ov he
results of true sae nearing

No money management or sanctions

If yo request a Ntate nearng
tofe monv management m
or sawtons sart mone
mane"Imen or sant ion
Cannot betoolid until after
mhe near ius decide

Un COde. form0al 9 eeace
Wry ioerlesosusmeas.

of ANDeOsndgni elsssnm

$Me heanAt Of formal
qrieAMnc sa by tru Ul Code.
atformal grienc i by
the board of sce eors

Formal grevC eat bV the UI
Code. at formal grievance s
the bnOa4d Of Suorvisam . Of

"n~e0n1en assaessment

formal grievrnce et by te Ut
Codeot formal glance t by
me board of supervisors, or
Indeendet ame

idnd enl~ I asnet

Formal grtmce et by me
L Code or t
seaseamat

if yOu ,0auest I stle nearing
after money mansgmint or
sancions star. money
management or unctioii applv

It vou mopue a formal
grievance monev maiWgmetl
or sito~$t apply

I 'COflItkUIlo

00
t

nva1,1 4 66it
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smOcMs YOU 00 10o1aI UAISAU IVd
SIMItOeo GAN U oll WSOW , APPLY P"CIs YOU C"ASO U

Yot mese w1IO the remml Osi nmes le. did n* wusem Fennel ro g s Solv ith
ele ferne e .wktf Ve oermel ewnewe U Coede. W fOrm Pen e

pem man111 WW" - S mV bedo of PmAPeers.
ar somose aely. O e aeosmvie

If vW Peadee during taf
gnl Pwun pre A, and

Ve btee 10nCmIIn ON"
W4 1MSS hostin WoOM~
ma0y m " Wnqnei or

-wa PIu pee iwlb e eW

$eet em Se . erIOe me.1

ine~ayiU lor oUimwS
meueL sy memiiww IV
w*ISW0 ann me be appolw
untilg w Ve he&tinq a uuid.
If me ger'seeted during NW

lerm.lnance pocss but
m Partc""an and m

-request ae ee w after
MeW meollefiermA or eecAtio .).

OWLn ane monvfm

to 1,, 

, 

poy

YOU iem h te1 Sass. heling If wit rhus es. ein SU" yo gnn a-e oa hto by the U o
mategenie~t or soas. befoe aneney meriageriwni -aeSfomlyencgtb

inSao'w OWL. nwG the booc Of $61wv'aor, W
inogwsmen or iSWAef Alde adFriaessernent
cenna be smappd unW ofte-
"Whew as dmidet

of Voe rehmst a soemetaing
~fe mang misniegant or

"Panters Im~mangy
mOAngeiant or anameal0y.

As lon as o pvtcateduring e"ofthe etuetlodecrbed aovethe oun~ywelr department wall keep payig for your supportive
services

You have the right to geo lega advice during SWV of tese processes. If You need helip, you Cani conUt your legad office at the address below:

County Rweonaveas metila

V. EXIMMIONS/DOPIRRALS

A. EXEMPT

You are not reauted to register for GAIN if you:

e
S

C
e
a
e
C
C
a

Your initials

Are a chil under 6 years oWl
Are a cn,1d who i 16. 17. or 1 years old but you go to School (not college full time.
Are tem anrily ill or injured and the ilness or inpurv would keep you from working.
Are over 64 yars old.
Are ohys ially or mentally unable to work, or you are pregnant.
i.ve so fr oway from the wel"r office r service provider that you canon participate.

Must saY horn to take Caro of s om n the household who is unable to care for himself or herself.
Are the parent or caretaker of a Child under 6 and you are reSp be for providing full time care for the chilL
Hive another adult in the home participating in GAIN.

aCWETV4UEOu ~oI a p a6co"I'Vou, I 004111 up 6
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o Wafk or expeOt to work 30 hew or more per woo in rier elovmi th A shl l at Ie 30 dew
o, Are parent who is not th prmeal we earnerwhen the pnnc pel wqg earner in tho home a reieroforlee t AIro .
The welfare offls am asi to proof that You meo t any of the aboe conidoma.

You Mus regi11 for GAIN. bt mly not hav to parawopte until your tuao' chane if you:

* Are a pow who has a child under 6 years old and you ae eroled in Pecho at Ileat 12 wn of Credit
* Are dependsntonrupolohol

Move national or mental probie.
e Are havnWl al dlfukf e such as requwed court amearances.
* Do not hae the lqal right to work Me United Steam.
* Are having a aeverep family aim.
* Are in good m ed n in a union that Conrols emerrale and hwiin.
* Are umporoy lid off from a job with a define ca-bk dte.
9 Are w 1O or More haor week
a NaVe a tenorrY 1ilas or have a family member who. is temWorroy ill.
The welfare office can ask for proof of your situation when needed. The welfare offic w llteiiew vvur situation at least
@Mery am Months.

County Representatives initsale_____ Your Initials_____

~'oa s o.e
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PAR FA1- 04M4N W

JOS CWUS

BASIC CONTRACT #1

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

I MN~ 1111smm 
.

I. PArItCIPANT MISPONSIwUINuS
A. I understand Owet I mum mam te particpation requirnts in ts eontrie beaue:

I Je hd a~o jnlo b in die poor two years

My cash aid has not ben mpped two or oro Ohm due to my enpioyment in do pew tie wa and
The tIRs I took shiow di I do not h v to go to scolo to larn 0 pa English, rea. wr or do swp lW WKte or to
get aGD o1rtiflcst

B. Job Cu* has bemn desclbed to me.
I apse to ttn Job Club f three weiou. unaeel find. ob before then.

I ae to acpt a job if one is offered to the. uniee I have a good reason not t I have bee toii-,tm 0"e reasons could be.
I understd t I o not hae to acc a job if I would end up with les wmoo the i I Mst on ca h

C I need the suportiv arvIce to pM* .r e v Psno
ChildCars: I neesddwfe office to help me arrange* and/or pay fordcild ore for my chkran) who we unde
12 years ol. lase to giv thevwfareoffice prodf of m child cawets if theaskime. 0 03
Transmor-t-o: I need the wfare office to pay for my trasprtaio to and from the assignment anid to and
from my chid care provider.- I apse to g"v the wef aoffice proof of my" transportaton wets if the sk me. (3 C
WeON Or Trainin Relatd ExPeiwes I am required to have extr things like specil clothes, books oP toos for theaswam. nee d the elfaire office to pay forth extaD tings I ageeto give the welfare office proof of tneeexra expenses of my ask me. 00 C
Personal Counseling; I can reUe pw a ouneling if I need it to help me with oro m my
par1ntcpation, and the couny will arange itoIr me if it aisaviabe under service the ounty oaledy has. Ineed the couM to arrange pesonl counseling for me. 0 0

I. COUNTY WELFARE ULIPARTIINT ISPONSWIILTIES
A. The welfare deatment apeeM to halp you arrange child ceo If You need it to pwtipe. The welfare deparunen t oew to myfor your c hld cr os that Oa within dO normal range of cost for chld cae n the ares where you Iv. The sp c 1fic child carearQnm wil be kept in ~eur cse file and wll be bindig as prt of this convacm

You do not need paid child cre because:

8. The welfare deartmem agr to pay for necessary transpwoaton ensae to and from the asnment, including transportation
for you and your choiclren to and from cidce b onhe follin a:
o Pub ic transpm. :

You do not need p4i transportation becus

C. The welfare depatm@ 41e1 to pay for appropriate work or training related *Kexemn.
C You do nt ne" any work or training related expenses at this trrm.

oG is
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. Thl el @ dam wi e a rrnge for pareenel =mW n gor w Nw ie cauyw qmlin e no ineed f vmoaieWe SWI g olen d n omw ee

a 71e l0 ImmmM u W wON ageSeIM141 ne 10 e1ee00 iee aMo.rn menW for eAM e11e i yoa can IM ai osgwe you a

W. ADOMONSAI.POWSOU
A. I undamnd tom I do not he al patsse until go 0 INpe arranggmei far child care va~ onme work and

asr80g re~me eGN eeSI aWWI 1r pers coumeln have been ed. I undermand Oha the detsil of thaee urrangeinent will
be kep i mW ems ftl mnd wiN be b1 d'n spert oftVi cuaeOn I urwerand to I willbe gaw a coma rimwe

L I 1dem-n Um I mum INI MW welfare mwoe at to" ),,,, )o
ma m erviom aago en or fleet change end Vimt Owe changes will be wime down end kep in my me

fIle Thmine m ar ang m *poe w e ogred i m n welfare s tn mWno wo te V%.paM Of the Wa aMneI i

P engee u h cd r i er ponveli im- M w efar offic me t not pay for Mw change in aerce.
CC I WWWMWi Vimt I Am keap 'prtleon i GAIN a*ien if I don't haoe a job When Vie signmn le fiiehed

wismes m bec m e'n rdefere. Iwimeid VIM Vihe conect will be amended at ViM teni ushhume m ne rw requiwinnt
wil 68

do I 0 u I'a d Viat myt Ci IM may be harde by eone*Of ele atVi I mn"IOS 6r put of my camh aid If I fail or
is ea M W irieMM of VM mWe, wioe a good raeeen I hv beetoedi V iemtf reeewa uldl be.

I. I undeltnd that I hove three working davy to think about the terml of this contract after I'
Si iL I uademn Vi f I tn't gree i Mf W tt o ile m m I mum ta M welfare worker

am" _ 0 m'o be a" on dm
I u1demsad 0 it I O't NtM worker before Vien. MW torm of ti contact ar oneKded final. I undertan ta
if ally chege is MW athe os Viam con=c we agreedrt twhe MW Vree-ay coneaderuwn perod. MW changed *oac=
will be conidered fi t a..en I understand that I can take Vie contract to my legal
WAi office for advice.mu

PAGI 2 OF I



JOB CLUB/JOB SEARCH
BASIC CONTRACT #2

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

67

Ic~OVuRM OP 0061 UAwiraMe

-PMC WOW

. PAIlCIPANT RISPONSIIfflSUJ?
A I understand that I must mst the perticipetion reuirements in this Contract because:

I hae had a job In the p two years;
My cash aid has no been stopped two or more times due to my emplovmen in the pest thre yeart a id
The tests I took ehw that I do not have to go to school to learn to speak English. rad. writs or do s*mp* arithmetic or to
eN a GaD certificate.

a Job Club en Supennad Job Search ha been described to me.
I gree to trend

13 Job Cub for three weeks. unless I finds job flrst or
( Superv*sd Job Search for three weks, uness I find a job fim.

I Wgre to IcceW a lob I one is offered to me. unless I have a good reason not . I hav bo told what these reasons could W.
I understand that I do not have to accept a job if I woud tnd up with lees income than V I stayed on cash sad
I need these supported arvicas to paricipate. va ao
Child Cars: I need the welfare office to help me arrange andor pay for child Care for my childiron) who are under
12 years old. I oree to ge the welfare office proof of my child care coan if they ask me. =0 (3
Transportation: I need the welfare office to pay for my transportation to and tfro the assignment and to and
front My child care provider. I agree to giv the welfare office proof of my trsnswo.-isi cosm if they ask me. 3 a
Work or Trakq Related Expense: I am requwed to have extra things lik4 suecil tVothes. books or tools for thissaiginment. I need Me welfare office to pay for these extra things. I green to ,lnve thO welfare office proof of thesee expenses if they ask me. C0
PersoneI Couneellng: I can request personal counseling if I need it to help me with problems that affect my
participation. and the county will arrange it for me if it is availoole under services the county already has. I
need the county to arrange personal counseling for me .3

IL COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT RESPONSIMILTIl
A. The weffar department agrees to help you arage child cars if yOU need at to partnicote. The welfare depanment agrees to Day

for your child cae costs that Are within the normal range of Costs for Child Care an the ares where you Ive. The specific cnild carearrangements will be kept in your case file and will be banding as par of this contract.
(3 You do not need paid child care because:

the welfare department agrees to pay for necessary transportation expenses to and frg.the assinment including vanspontior
for youand you children to and from child care. bosed on the following rates:

O Public transporttion:
C3 Other-
O You do not need Paid transportation because:

C. The welfare deportment agrees to pay for appropriate work or training related expenses.
C You do not have iany work or training related expenses at this time.

lcotiTsrAol "45 I On:
ICOiMMUMO PAGI OF
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IL The wefa'sre dsorstwls a renga for pseenaf l for you Id th eoenlyVdIurmls m00 fo edkaltdlheairv tar
- -imm tund-r ceklu ''m.o You do net nee wnel uon s t ad dam.

o Personal im inse il is rm euollwo under m sing oun meas t this time.
C The welae dt* e4e open e to the -eOn errnge n for euppo rlv i eas e on your am fib ond smo e yo u

eae pe dlwae rrenomins

HL AMOmOOAl. POVIISIOU S
A. I umend th I do not hote to psr'lipls aitl the ap ic errngemere for child care. Vronawn. work and

vain related Spon'eIt end/or per1onel ounellng hw been m1de. I understand that the dlsie of these errangmfO will
bhe ul nnmymwaue Me land wi be bi lo so n prtf thcuwe l I understand hlw I be give a am of we

IL uIm- s that I WIIM tel t wellare worker "Wt,. + ,nytimenmy

mIedee eIlom arrongnemee ator needs change, and that heee 1 angee will be wrsen dewn and eat iny"W CW
fi. The lsatst snng e m ar to batwmne the welfare offlee en will taae pOlNa of the arrengwamn ts
Gio o wid" be b ain

C. I uwerstand tha I dent tol the welfare worker I t ON of a
clhn In clgd ho I e" oher a 'J v elf net Pay IV the chane im earwisie

0. I understand that I Miss kee prol h , In AIN eluee Ihif I iont0 hi, e a Jolwhav this soegnm is fltnhMd.
uless I becom &lmo or def. u hsd now . ,sre ement1
eil be.

I unertnd that my oach a may be handed by aemeone els. and that f Way Wae aInt of my cesh aId If I fell or
refues " m ea reduiroeeeUa Of econtrest withos a good rozoson. I haoe beu SodwaWseraoscud be.

PI understand this I have three working days to think about *a terins of this contrast after I
slgn it. I vndtoand am If I don't as with the meu of thi osaris I Rmu tOi the welfare worker

It a"---o 44MM )before _m . n daft__
I undersand that If I donst tall the woke before mm. the st s of thet cetre are consmdaed fial. I understand that
I tr W engms to mhe taem of thie omusa we agreed to daring the three-day conaimorasion meriod. the changed contract
will be i ssalered fina at an _ _____I undeiund that I con tak this contrast so my legal
aai ofic for advice

ell 1ii mae

1.m ib
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ASSESSMENT
SASC CONTRACT #3

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

SWVA0 goo INA

CAM -AA

Ido"
L PARTICIPANT RISPONSISIUTIEI
A, I widerstand th I mum mem t parocIpation reqwremenws in thi coract because:

My cash aI has bxen mope two or itie time n the pas tfve years due to my emlymn and

Tets I took 8how that I do not haW to go 0 school W M learn speak Enish. red. Wit and do simple arihmet or to
@ea ae e tlfls.

L I agree to participate in an assessment of my eiilns and needs unless I fin4 a job frL
I undrlStand that tMe purne of he asessmen as to develop an employmet plan that will help determine what kind of job
sev and/or training or education program a best for me.

Let~I 0 a501MNG1

I unrMand that If I do not ageeO with the results of the assessment I may request that a separate reaw and assessment be done by
nAther qualifled person who is not connected with the welfare department.

I W"re to SCOWp a Job If One le offered ta ma. unless I haV a godW reason not to. I hae bea told what thse reasons could be.
I undestW that 1d0o not hve to ac1e a 1 ob If I would end up with less income then If I stayed an cash asd
1. Ineed these supportive services to prtcipet vU rio
ChId CO I need te welfare office to help me arrange and/or way for child care for my Child(ren wfh ar under12 yer old. I agree to gie the wetlre offi proof of my child care cost they ask me. 3 0
Tranperton: I need the welfare office to pay for MW trnsorttio n to and from the assignment and to and
from my child Cre PrOride'. I agree to gve te welfare office proof of my transportation Costs if ver ask me. 0 0'
Work or Traknng Relate Expe: I am required to have ext things like Special clothes. books or tools for this
arnm I need the welfare office to pay for these eXa thng. I Wae to give the welfare office proof of these

ONO peneesM If they ask ma. 0 0C
Pe onal li014110allng I can reuM personal Counseling if I need it to help me with problem that affect my
ptiaGMM and the county will range at for me if it is available under services the county already h s. Ineed me County to arrate personal Counsel for me. 0 0

IL COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTMENT RESPONSIIUTIES
A. The walr department Woeea to help you arrange Child care if you need it to pnpapgte. The welfare departmnem agrees to payfor your child we costs tea are wftin the norma range of cam for child care in the are where you live. The spec Child care

arrangements ewill be kept m y~w case file and will be binding as Dan of this contract
(3 You do not need paid child car because:

3.. Thne welfare department agrees to pay for necessary transportation expenses to and from the assignment, including transor tion
for yOu An your chcileranl to and from child care. basea on the following rates:
( Pulic transportation :

Other:
You do not need Paid Ianspoa on because:

&he welfare department agree to pay for appropri1te work or training relted expenses.
C3 You do not have any work Or training related expenses at this tmq.

I~ 44 ~ icohilvajwl PAGI I OP 34660 4 W so 1CONTME01 PA" I OF 2
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0. The welfe - deatm ON aee to arrange for persnl unelng O ou it the county iMMMee you need it end the Service is
avalable under Semting county services.

you do not Pned poe on slIg at this time.

o3 Personal cMoelg il no available under ing county services at this tim.
L The welfare d Wlem ae to keep the specific arrangement for supponive services in your cas fil, and to give you a

aop of ose srangememi

I. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
A. I understnd that I do not have to participate until the specific arranements for child care. transportation, work and

training related emeneet end/or psonal counseling have been made. I understand that the detls of these rrsngemsnts will
be ket in my case file Od wdl be binding as par of this contract I understand that I will be givon a coy of these
erronenmre

IL I underagryl that I mugt tll the welfare worker a .t I any tiip my

support seIce1s arrangemeMs or nee0ds change. end that these changes will be written down and kilt in my case
file. The test arIngements agreed o0 between the wel fare office end me will take the place of the arrangernem ni in this
contract and will e beinding.

C. I undrStnd that i I dont tll the welfare worker "_.......... at mom of any
changes in my child care. or in any other supportive services, the welfare office might not pay for the change in services.

0. I understand that I muat keep participaing in GAIN activities if I don't have a job when this assignment is finished.
unless I lbcome6100tem or eferred. I unrstand that this contract will be amended at thaWt to show what my new requirefts

L I understand that my cash aid may be handled by someone els. and that I may lose alW or part of my cash aid if I fail (r
refuse to meet the requroments of this contract without a god reason. I ha beet told what 11sed ressons could be.

F. I understand that I have three working days to think about the terms of this Contract after I
sign it I undersnd that ff I don't gre with the terms of thl contract I mus. tell the waffare worker

." t _ _ I before ____ .. on

I understand that If I don't tall the worker before" then, the terms of this contract are considered final. I understand that
if any changes to the terms of this contract are agreed to during the three-aay cunsideration period, the changed contract

will be considered final at on I understand that I can take this contract to my legal
aidofc for advc. MUNI$0e

paan aFl Ma"M1 Iit
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11"a OFC..110. - iw"1111 em"AG
ASSESSMINT AFTER JOS CLUB/

JOE SEARCH
AMIINDMINT #M

mme amo"11111111

OBLOAA-*-

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS -

L PARMCIPANT RESPONSIIIUII

A. l unorSrSd that I mt e the ntim requsm of this co memndiief becauS:

I I completed tre wees of -1 club or pob seich and how not found & job yet.

I ees to peoosews in an asesentem of n ekil end needs.

I understnd am the urpm of the sesmoent u O de "l n emnmip ient pl that WI hep determine ww knd of o s
inerv vu-n w damason propm obeetfor me.

Ii

I understand thet if I do nt are* with the resulted of the asaemnt I Maey reqet tht s pierat rovaw and eesssi'fienOt be done by

another qualif~i pew i who a net connecmed with th welfare depernmot.

I e$ to Cotuo I fock r a ja unti y asseement.
I eyesO to erest eI ob if one ic Offered to me. unless I hews & good reesenet I hoe beet told what these reeson col te.

I undoetand that I do not hoe to mt & job if I woud and up with MM inome than if I stayed n c ead

C. I need theae vpportaws servCes to pertuset0

Child Cars I need rhe wn o lr e to help me eng* end/or pew for child care for my children who w* under
12 veors rold. 1gr to "ve wow aonfce proof of my td care emIf tfey m i. so 0A.
• Tran00t1I0ule- I need the welfare off** to pM for my tranortation to end from the aseignismiet end to sad
from " WId core WO ero I ree to gv the welfare office proof of ry trenei ion costs if they a .

Work or TraminIg Reltl Expenses: I en required to hew e wo tn lo special clothL boots or tOols for this
asogmnief . I need h Wlfare Offi1e to afo these et thngws I "gree to give Che wele offie proof of thee
exr epensee if they est me.

Peagelu Couamelyo. I can request prison counseling if I need a to helo me with problems that afft m my
.pariptin and the colay wiN arrange a for me if i a avadable under services the cony already has. I
nee county to arrange prona counseig for me. 00

IL COUNTY WELFARE DEPARTINT RUSPON$I3IUT1I

A- The welfare deoartent arees to hel you arrange child care if you need it to particiate. The welfare department agree to oay,
for your child car Itat are wot the norma range of cos for child e in the aea whore You Ive. The spcfic child care
errangemnent wil be ke m your cas i e and will be binding as part of this coract.

0 You do not need poid child care because:

S The welfare department aree to par for neceary gansoortation nses to end from e assignment. including transportation

for vou end your childIrenl to ae from child care. b a n te following rate:

SPublic transportation:

Other-
You do not need pid transportation because-

C. The welfare department agrees to ow sr ap propriete work or training remed expeni,

G You do not lav any vor or training related epensies at this a415

G s couram PA I OP I
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0 The m dsyinem a S h e s wrwegsmwws Sr s, s.'-. o s a w cT ieo ed spew " q a #o

a.of a" aWm"W^ein

A. I Woormseed iW I dfm im Wi tIIE se sertwngeoolhl o for OWr. avrommeft work end
vw* rm somm iNu ommose eoeeo he" beeom af mess gui tha Vie dOtao oe orrongemen il
an bm i o mfe me %we be Swg a part of am oowS. I uWsld Vi" I "a be games a a Of ao

i I waimamnd Vi "m Vo h e sa morke at ,.ameMy
seMPOOMfrveonners at ""ag thWn and m theme change be W o 1, e and ket on mvf"e Too thgeew pu uenWe welar OR"te ans mne wl tak e these of Vie arreeimeau an the

C I n w Id Re d eo l o wl AN worer i at ..... I ,of Gov
emnsele or cilsda or. p a saw s werm srvoms. go wo0erans a m N for the ohW a oaes,

0. I unermId i m I mum be" port0someng a 0MM amrvato d I don't hve a job - 0V alaeson ee #I (mashed.
iWmtO I booime esms pr dplrS I un erstl mV us tl O etm P "b I SeS Wa l im toIo ina atOW smy

L, I un4vorwn Vim or cos am e ho haie tk sine ose0. sW me m I lr S pe of myr pmho mw l ao I fl or
I mss aaesum Oft Wo k d tew a e rese. I Mt bon "Id who these Iomn cOuml O.
u5 WW I W 0n4mi Vim W Omm" osawes am00s ape. Pi muie mea of Oie esin or a 0*1011sa dsei______

0. I nadorsaOnd tht I hi throw working days to t10% about thO torms of thi Contract after I
Pe IL I- WINSMd OW f I int aps M 00 Wine Of tie CL I m.. U l the s me.. o

I wadusd th d I on't l ie meeor bslit then. h tem of Vohsmra an cosidr f.wL I understand thot

VA to ead final at. on I. iwnr s ta t I c0nte liSd Wentrse W my a*
oa o m *t* toe6.a

~m e me I I I iiiiiI ii iii I i

ma e a~w~ m eises
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o 0 .anm - M t vAt W

POST ASSESSMENT TRAINING
AMINDMINT #2

SPECIFIC PROVISIONS

cAIL411 V1011111ft I fa it

. PAIrCIPANT R1 1PORNISIUT1lElS
AL .1 understand ow I mun me the picipation requirements of this contract amendment because:

I hve had aeesamer a nd dlope an employment plen. S&Aa on the results of my assessment my employment plan
s -that trairdnig In the ara of
vAN best help me reachnw gol Mv goal under th Program s to go a ob in that area.

UL I agree to participate in the follaiMng training prograftl:

(Ansch additional pages if more then one training program s agreed to.)

I agree to attend the taning pogrm as requied, to male satsfactory Drogr and to cPet e the Wrogram.

If my asgnment invol on-the-jobt wtanng, supported work or ,ranemsa employmem I agree to hae my cash aid paid to my
employer to help Pay fr my weges. I understand that as on I pwarislate Iwull bepeidat lass a much as mycas aid would have
been.

I undrstwan that I have up to thirty days to request a chanp in asaigaments once the training is begun. I understad I can only
reqet a chnge once. H the wefare department agrees to the change. I agree to amelnd the contract to reflect tne change.

C1 The training program that I agreed to attend does not begi n i _ I agree to Participate in te folwing job
. Search actev until I begin the trairung program

0. I agree to accept any job that fit$ the goal of my employment plan. I understand that by accoting a ob. I may go off of cash aid

L I need the" supportive aervi to pamepate:
Child Ca re: I need the welfare office to help me arrange andor pay for Child cars for msAhildilrsn who are under
12 years old. I agree to give the welfare offer proof of my Child eare costs of may ask me.
Tronaportagbo: I need tMe welfare office to pay for my transporation to and from the aAsanment and to and
from my Child Ge arovidr. I agreo to give tie welfare office proof of my transportation costs if they Ak me.
Work or Training Related Expenses: I am required to have extra things like special clothes. books or tools for this
asaignment I need e welfare office to pay for these extra things. I agree to give the welfare office proof of thee
extra oxpensei of they ask me.

Personal Counellng: I can request personal counseling if I need it to hel me with problems that a my
participation. and te county will arrange it for me if it is aveilaele under services in county already has. I
need tn county to arrange personal counseling for me.

Simile ico.ittriutot
78.474 66
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I. COUNTY WILUARII DIPARTMINT RESPONS1I1MUTIEUI

A, The weftre deparnm agrees w help you arrange chld care If you need it to Perticipate. The welfare depaDim' Wee to p ftr
your Child cae roe tatem sie withm te normal rang. of om for child care in the ar where you ive. The sp eific ci m
wrngements will be kepr in your Ce file end will be ending a pert of this contract.

0 You do not need paid cild ar because: , .

t The welfare deptent a Nee to pay for necessary tansportaticn expenses to and fr Me u viiuilinIp transportation for
you and your chlkdlranl to and from d care. based on the following raise:

O Publk transpotation:

O You do nt need pad vaprtatin eause:

C. The welfare depGrment agree to pay for appropriate work or training related expenaee.

O You do not hwe any work or training related expenses at thi time.

0*: The Welfare department ages to arrnges for personal counseling for you if the county detarmlnee you need it and the service
Is available under ousting County ovics.

Cr You do not need personal counseling at thee timne.

O Personal rounseling is not avalble under sting county services at this time.

L The welfare dorm arells to keep the specific arrangements for aupportnt aervoces in your case file ai d to give you a
copy of thoee erranigemeante

F. The Welfare 0epartmen agWn to a114w a change to another traning aeaignment that fits your employment plan. A change wil le
Silowad only once. and must be requested within 30 days of stsrting the training assignment agreed to en thes Contre.

Il. *AOIMONAL PROVISIONS

A. I understand that I do not haee to participate until the specific arrangements for child care. transportation. work and
training related expenses and/or personal counelng have been mad. I understand that Me details of theS arrangements will
be kept in my cas file and will be ben4ig as pat of thee contiat I understand that I well bei 9mn a copy of tne
arrangements.
I understand that I must tell the welft worked I at )a.y time my

suoo services arrangements or nehd change. end that thes Changes will be wMn down and kept in my case
file. he latest arnWnts a ed to betwon the welfare Office and m wil Ie the plaf of the arrange ments in this
contract and will be bning.

C. I understand that if I don't tell the welfare worker I at lot any

changes en my child care. or en any other supportive servces. the welfare office might not pay for the change in sermces

0. I understand that I must ksmp participating in GAIN aivities if I don't hav a lob when thee assignmeM is finished.
unless I become exempt or deterred. I understand that this contrsa will be amendd m at tha tie to show what my new requirements
will be.

E. I understand that my Cs aid May be handled by someorn else, and that I may los all or pert of my cas aid if I fail or
refuse to meat the requrlments of this Contract without a good reason I have been told wrist these reasons could be

F I understand that this contract amendment replaces the specific provisions of the contract or aniondment dated

coreme.ieoi raoa a or 2
=1011101.010 "41 2 00 3
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I understand that I have three working days to think about the- terms of this contract after I
Sin il. I Wundrsand that If I don't aqle with te tem of this Conrl I must tell the welfare w

at__ _ )before • on

I understand that If I don't tell the .work before then. the trm of this conro are conesaered final. I unerst that
If ay change to Me term of tie contract are agreed to during the thrso ly consideraton peri, the changed contract
wI be Conaimered final at on I udermnd tat I can take th cmm to my.Jegal aid
ofice for aise.

PRO awnll

CPWTr WN DVWW A md-R i MitM
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APPENDIX B

WIN DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS*

1. Arizona

The Arizona WIN Demonstration began June 1, 1982. The major
feature is a three week intensive employment search workshop. The
first week focuses on building confidence and self-esteem; the
second week on developing good interviewing skills; and the final
week an ways of identifying potential employers and the use of the
telephone in scheduling Job interviews. Those who are not
successful in finding a Job In this three week period receive a
vocational and academic-assessment. The results of this
assessment and the Judgment of the local office determine the
selection and sequence of subsequent components. These other
components include job motivation workshops and marketable skills
training.

Effective-May 1, 1982, Arizona began operating a section 1115
research and demonstration waiver project that allows the De-
partment of Economic Security (DES) to require registration by
parents with children between the ages of three and six years.

2. Arkansas

The Arkansas WIN Demonstration, also known as Project Success,
began on September 30, 1982. Project Success emphasizes immediate
and continuous job search. Each county Project Success unit re-
quires recipients to participate in Job Club, Job Search, and, in
those counties that offer it, Work Experience. Job Club is
generally the initial component assignment. It provides group
employment counseling and training in effective Job search tech-
niques in five to ten three hour sessions. Recipients who are
still unemployed after completing Job Club are assigned to Job
Search to continue actively seeking employment. After completing
Job Search, participants may be assigned to a Work Experience
position. In the Work Experience component, registrants are
involved in developing job skills and improving work habits
through unsalaried job training. Registrants may work up to 30
hours per week for a maximum of 12 weeks for each Work Experience
Assignment.

In conjunction with its WIN Demonstration, Arkansas operated a
section 1115 research and demonstration waiver project that
permits the State's Department of Human Services (DHS) to require
mothers with children between the ages of three and six years to
register for Project Success unless otherwise exempt.

*Prepared by the Department of Health and Human Services
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3. California

The California WIN Demonstration project began January 1, 1985,
and is operational in 32 counties, comprising 95% of the State's
caseload. The objectives of the program are to increase the
number of AFDC registrants who receive employment services; to
increase the number of registrants No-enter employment; and to
decrease WIN-related quality control errors. County welfare
departments register and assess paticipants; the State Employment
Development Department, under contract, prepares employability
plans for each participant and conducts job search workshops. In
six counties, applicants are referred to a five-day job search
workshop, followed by a maximum of ten days at the phone bank and,
if necessary, up to 40 days of independent job search. In the
remaining counties, recipients are referred to a three-day job
search workshop, followed by up to 40 days of independent job
search. During the individualized job search period, employment
specialists specify each individual's minimum Job search contacts
based on the local labor market and the individual's skills and
circumstances.

In San Diego, the "Saturation Work Initiative Model" (SWIM) is
testing the impact of involving at least 75 percent of WIN
registrants in various work and training activities, including job
search, CWEP, and training. The project is in its third year.

California is currently implementing the GAIN (Greater Avenues for
Independence) program, a waiver-only 1115 project. GAIN proposes
to provide work-related activities and services to all employable
welfare recipients and to require their ongoing, open-ended
participation in one or more work activities until they are
employed. The program uses a case management approach of close
contact with the participant and ongoing monitoring of activities.

Under the program, each county is responsible for developing its
own work program design. Within two years, the county must submit
a plan which is then subject to the approval of the State. It is
currently Operational in 9 counties, and must be implemented
statewide by September 19ee. The total eligible caseload must be
served by September 1990. County plans must include a minimum
array of services including a variety of job services such as 2ob
search, training, work experience, education, and support
services. Specific participation and service requirements for
participants are established in individual ..ontracts between
registrants and the county.

With certain exceptions, registrants are expected to participate
in job search first. Where this is unsuccessful, employment goals
are established, and education or training is normally provided.

Child care is provided for program participants and for former
recipients who have recently transitioned into regular employment.
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The program provides a broad definition of "good cause" for
failing to participate and an extended conciliation period prior
to the imposition of a sanction.

4. Connecticut

The Connecticut WIN Demonstration, "The Job Connection," began on
October 1, 1985. It is operational statewide and serves all
applicants and recipients. Department of Human Resources staff
interview each client, gather the necessary data to design the
employabil-ity plan, arrange for any necessary supportive services,
and refer participants to the Department of Labor for individual
or group job search or referral to training and education. The
State Department of Income Maintenance also operates job search
statewide, focusing on unemployed parents, and grant diversion in
four districts, focusing dn long-term recipients.

The State also operates a voluntary program for long-term
recipients (10 years or more) emphasizing remedial education and
training.

5. Delaware

The Delaware WIN Demonstration began on April 1, 1962. Applicants
and recipients who are registered and assessed for the WIN
Demonstration may participate in any of the following program
components: Job Factory; Job Readiness Training, Work Experience;
Education or Training; or Independent Job Search (IJS). There are
also three separate programs that target services to groups with
particulAr needs. The State's Job Factory component was closed
temporarily in February, 1985, but reopened in January, 1986.

6. Florida

The Florida WIN Demonstration began on April 1, 1982. The program
includes Orientation, Job Search and Job Club, and education and
training activities. Program emphasis centers on individual and
group Job Search, OJT, and vocational training.

The State has increased the emphasis on usdof Job Clubs for
direct Job entry of recipients in jobs, rather than on the earlier
combination of training and placement.

Florida began operating .a Grant Diversion program called TRADE in
October of 1983. Operating in conjunction with the WIN Demon-
stration and the State's JTPA, Grant Diversion places recipients
in OJT positions that are expected-to convert to unsubsidized
employment.
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7. Georgia

The Georgia WIN Demonstration began January 1, 1985. It is
operational in 7 urban counties. Participants are first assessed
to determine Job readiness and barriers to employment. -Those
deemed Job-ready enter structured independent job search, group
job search, or Job club for two months. If the participant is
still not employed, he or she is reassessed. Those who are not
job ready may enter institutional training (such as JTPA), on-the-
job training, or CWEP. The State contracts with Employment
Services for employment and support services.

9. Illinois

The Illinois WIN Demonstration began July 1, 1992. The central
feature of the program is Independent Job Search (IJS). Parti-
cipants are required to contact twenty employers each month and to
spend at least one day every other week in the office to confirm
contacts and improve job search techniques. The IJS activity
continues for at least two months unless a participant obtains a
job sooner. For those not finding a job, a more detailed
employability assessment follows 13S participation. The
assessment determines the sequence of components, including educa-
tional training, Job Clubs and Work Experience.

In February 1984, the State added a regular work experience
component called the Illinois Work Experience Program, or IWEP.
Assignments in IWEP are limited to the regular maximum WIN
duration of 13 weeks.

The State has added two educational components: adult basic
education and employability skills training. The adult basic
education component, conducted by the State's public school
system, is available for those lacking a high school diploma. The
employability skills curriculum, conducted by the State's
community colleges, is a week-long intensive orientation to the
world of work. It is offered selectively after the first week of
U3S where an individual need has been identified. Funding and
technical assistance are provided by the State's JTPA program.

9. Indiana -

Indiana's WIN Demonstration started September 30, 1985, and
operates in 24 counties. Certain functions are provided under
ccntract by the Employment Services Department; others by the
Department of Public Welfare. After an assessment of Job history
and skills, education, and necessary support services,
participants enter job search or other activities, such as work
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experience or classroom training (including basic skills, GED, or
short-term vocational training). The State makes a special effort
to coordinate with education and training offered through th3
vocational and technical education system and JTPA.

10. Iowa

The Iowa WIN Demonstration began September 30, 1983, in the sime
47 counties in which the State has operated its Individual
Education and Training Plan (IETP) since 1969. Iowa's WIN
Demonstration consists of two models that operate in different
parts of the State: the WIN model and the Coordinated Manpower
Services (CMS) model. Services in the WIN model are provided
Jointly by the Iowa DHS and by the Job Service under contract to
DHS. Services in the CMS model are provided solely by DHS. The
principal difference is that the WIN model includes significant
individual Job search, while the CMS model includes work
experience assignments. In both models, classroom training is
provided when necessary through IETP. Also offered is a Job Club,
a structured four-hours-per-day, four-week course. One week is
training and three weeks are active telephone employer contacts.

The service group priorities start with primary earners in
Unemployed Parent cases, and proceed to volunteers, all other
unemployed registrants, and those already employed part-time.

11. Maine

The Maine WIN Demonstration began April 1, 1982. The program is
operated as a component of the State's Welfare Employment,
Education and Training (WEET) program. The program concentrates
on job preparation and training. These activities may vary
locally and include institutional training provided by colleges,
vocational or remedial education, or on-the-job training. Job
Search activities are reserved for those who are assessed as bei g
Job ready.

Effective October 1963, Maine implemented a Grant Diversion
program entitled "Training Opportunities in the Private Sector" or
TOPS. Grant Diversion is run jointly with \TPA, although the
level of JTPA involvement varies among the regions in the State.
Selection of participants for Grant Diversion centers on single
mothers who are unemployed at registration and have been AFDC
recipients for at least six consecutive months at program entry.
Participants are provided with prevocational training, and field
training (up to twelve weeks in a work experience assignment, with
the support of Training Related Expenses) as appropriate. They
are then placed in private sector on-the-job training positions
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that are expected to become unsubsidized employment at the end of
six months.

12. Maryland

The Maryland WIN Demonstration began on September 30, 1982.
Baltimore City and Wicomico County operated under the WIN Demon-
stration while the remaining counties continued to operate the re-
gular WIN program. The two WIN Demonstration counties were
allowed to choose feom among the following components: Job Club,
institutional training, work experience, and on-the-job training.
Also operating in Baltimore City and Wicomico County is a section
1115 research and demonstration waiver project called the
Employment Initiatives Project. Its purpose is to test an
alternative work program that offers a menu of employment
activities for the participant provided through a consolidation of
local resources from title IV-A, social services, and employment
service agencies.

13. Massachusetts

The State's original WIN Demonstration began in April, 1982, and
was called the Comnprehensive Work and Training Program, or WTP.
Its central feature was known as Diversion and included four
alternatives: direct job entry, supported work, education or
training, and a five-week job search. Those not regarded as
suitable for the first three alternatives were placed directly
into the five-week Job search.

A major redesign of the State's WIN Demonstration resulted in the
E.T. (Employment and Training) program, which began in October,
1993. Under E.T.:

1) The State appropriated a major expansion of State funds,
principally for child care.

2) WIN mandatory recipients must register with E.T., as with the
former WIN program. However, the State now emphasizes voluntary
aspects of participation in E.T. by drawing attention to the
several choices participants have among the program components,
based on their own employment goals. These include basic
education, skills training, job referral, career counseling, and
supported work services.

3) The State instituted an extensive marketing approach to both
the employer community and the welfare recipient community to
increase the level of employment for welfare recipients.

4) The DPW negotiated performance-based contracts for various
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training and placement services with other State and private
agencies.

14. Michigan

The Michigan WIN Demonstration program, known as the Education and
Training Program (ETP) began April 1, 1982. The program changed
the emphasis in WIN from traditional job development and job
placement to a new emphasis on self placement. The primary
assignment was to structured Job Search or Job Club lasting up to
four weeks. Those who were unemployed at the conclusion of this
assignment are screened by ETP for assignment to adult basic
education, other classroom vocational training, or CWEP. The
counties have been free to vary this basic sequence and to develop
their own additional work or training components. CWEP is
frequently used prior to Job Search or Job Club to update or
establish a work history.

The Michigan CWEP program also began April 1, 1982. In addition,
since March 1, 1982, Michigan has operated a section 1115 research
and demonstration waiver project. The original set of waivers
included permitting the State's Department of Social Services
(DSS) to require registration with ETP by three additional groups
of recipients: 1) mothers with children between the ages of six
months and six years unless otherwise exempt; 2) those employed
more than 30 hours per week; and 3) second parents in AFDC/UP
cases. The waiver project also permitted the State to sanction
those who quit or voluntarily reduced their hours on a job.

Effective June 1, 1985, the State received approval for two
changes in its section 1115 research and demonstration waiver
project. First, the registration requirement for second parents
in AFDC UP cases was dropped. Second, a registration requirement
was added for 16-to-20 year old recipients not in school and
without a high school diploma or GED.

The State passed legislation in early 1984 that significantly
altered both exemption and participation criteria not only for the
State's WIN Demonstration, but also for several work programs for
GA recipients. The legislation also changed the focus of the
programs to more vocational rehabilitation and skill training, and
shifted participation criteria to the harder-to-employ. 'The new
program was called the Michigan Opportunities and Skills Training,
or MOST, and became effective in April 1984. MOST established a
series of explicit exemptions from mandatory participation (not
from registration). These participation exemptions included:

a. three or more minor children under age 16;
b. over age 55;
c. youngest child under six months of age;
d. participation in a substance abuse rehabilitation program
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e. resident in a mental institution within the last five years;
f. in prison within the last two years;
g. already participating in Job training or education approved

by DSS.

The MOST legislation also established participation criteria for
selected groups. For instance, mOthers between the ages of 16 and
20 (now required to register under a provision of the State's
section 1115 waiver project) who lack a high school diploma are
directed exclusively to educational activities for job skills or a
BED, if child care is available. Finally, the MOST legislation
authorized both a Grant Diversion program under section 414 of the
Social Security Act, and a teenage pregnancy prevention program.
These are operated in conjunction with the State's WIN
Demonstration. Effective October 1, 19e5, the State initiated its
Grant Diversion program in eight counties.

15. Nebraska

Nebraska's WIN Demonstration began in October of 1982. The
program concentrates on Job Search. Individual Job Search
participants are required to make six employer contacts each week,
and to visit the office one day each week to confirm the
contacts. A more structured Group Job Search component includes a
one-week workshop that prepares participants for employment,
followed by a week of telephoning employers to arrange job
interviews. Other components include remedial education, training
and OJT. The State leaves to the counties the determination of
sequence of components.

There has been extensive cross-training of staff in order to fa-
cilitate the State's expansion of coverage without major staff
increases. While the variety of components has not changed since
the first year, the program's emphasis has been shifted towards
Group Job Search.

In May 1985, Nebraska began operating its "Job Support Project"
under a section 1115 research and demonstration waiver. This
project allows the DSS to require registration by parents with
children between the ages of three and six years. The project is
expected to enlarge the State's mandatory registrant population by
15 to 20 percent. The State expects an increase over time in the
levels of Job entries of about 25 percent.-"

16. New Jersey

The New Jersey WIN Demonstration began on October 1, 1982. Each
county must operate components that include Group Job Search, OJT,
and Work Experience. Each county then determines appropriate
component structure and usage. Thus, in six counties Job Search
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is usually the initial component, while in the other seven
counties, it is selectively assigned after an employability
assessment.

In September 1983, the State received approval to operate a
section 1115 research and demonstration waiver project for a Grant
Diversion program in four counties. Five additional counties
later asked for and received State authority to implement this
component. Participation in Grant Diversion since its inception
has exceeded 200 registrants. Of the 50 percent who complete
Grant Diversion, nearly all convert to unsubsidized employment.

17. New York

The New York WIN Demonstration began May 1, 1985, and is operating
in nine counties and New York City (together comprising e5% of the
State's caseload). The State Department of Social Services
contracts with the State Department of Labor for employment and
training services. After appraisal and development of an
employability plan, recipients may participate in supervised job
search, job clubs, vocational counseling, institutional training,
WIN-OJT, WIN work experience, training, or unsubsidized
employment. In addition, the State has CWEP in 20 counties and
has an 1115 project to operate grant diversion in 36 counties.

New York is also operating a Modified WIN (ModWIN) 1115 project in
27 counties not under WIN Demo. Under ModWIN:

- There are no mandated support services
- There is a 120-day limit on enrollment and registration
- State criteria for employability, rather than WIN criteria,

apply

- There is a minimum of paperwork and streamlined procedures.

18. Oklahoma

The Oklahoma WIN Demonstration began on January 1, 1982, as the
Oklahoma Employment and Training program. The State combined its
WIN Demonstration with a CWEP program. In April, 1983, the
State's Department of Human Services (DHS) added a title IV-A Job
Search program for the entire State. The State retained several!
of the regular WIN components, including Orientation, Job Search,
OJT, and Vocational Training. The State has operated a section
1115 research and demonstration waiver project in conjunction with
the WIN Demonstration. The waiver permits the DPW to require
mothers with children under age 6 to register unless otherwise
exempt. The State estimates that this waiver provision accounts
for approximately 65 percent of all registrants on hand, and for a
similar percentage of all of the WIN Demonstration job entries.
The State added a Grant Diversion program effective December 1,
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1986, with an initial annual objective of 500 participant
positions.

19. Oregon

The Oregon WIN Demonstration began January 1, 1982. The major
feature of the program is job search for AFDC applicants and
recipients. Applicants are required to participate in job search
activities (up to 45 days) as a condition of eligibility for AFDC.
Recipients are required to participate in job search for unlimited
periods of time with a two-week break every six months.- AFDC
recipients in a self-financed training program may be suspended
from job search for up to 92 days (with exceptions up to one
year). Job Search is preceded by a program orientation and
employability assessment where an action plan is developed and
signed by each registrant. The action plan is updated biennially.
Other activities available to WIN Demonstration registrants
include referrals to JTPA training and OJT.

Oregon continues to operate its section 1115 research and de-
monstration waiver project entitled Coordinated Job Placement
Project, or CJPP. The CJPP makes Job search mandatory for ap-
plicants and requires WIN Demonstration registration for mothers
or other caretaker relatives with children between the ages of
three and six.

Effective January 1, 1984, a short term training activity called
"Preparation for Guaranteed Employment" was implemented for regis-
trants deemed to be relatively hard to place.

Effective March 1, 1985, the CJPP was amended. A section 1115
research and demonstration waiver was approved that allows Oregon
to include a 30-day fixed sanction period for failure to partici-
pate without good cause. If the registrant agrees to participate
during the sanction period the AFDC grant may be restored.

20. Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania WIN Demonstration began September 30, 1982, as
the Work Registration Program, or WRP. Theoprogram established a
six month cycle designed to be repeated by all mandatory
registrants until they become exempt or leave AFDC. A major
purpose was to avoid the State's difficulties in the former WIN
program with large numbers of unassigned mandatory recipients.

The State's WRP cycle starts with two sequential fifteen-day
periods a; Job Search. The first was operated by the State's
Office of Employment Security (OES). The second segment was
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called Pennsylvania Employables Program, or PEP, and was operated
by county welfare offices for those who did not get a Job during
the first segment. The PEP operation originally included two
tools not available to the DES segment: contract use of private
employment agencies and an authorization from the State fcr a
State income tax credit analogous to the federal Targeted Jobs Ta:x
Credit.

The State began operation of a CWEP program in March, 1983. A
five-month assignment to CWJEP is standard for recipients who had*
not gotten a job in either of the fifteen-day Job search
activities. Those still on AFDC at the end of the sixth month are
recycled as new WRP registrants, to repeat the six-month program.

Operating concurrently with WRP is a section 1115 research and
demonstration waiver project which:

1. tightens the standard illness and incapacity exemption

2. requires recipients otherwise designated as remote from a
WRP site to accept locally available jobs;

3. change the sanction periods from 3 and 6 months,
respectively, to 2 and 3 months.

In addition, the State has been operating a saturated work program
in Philadelphia to test the effects of requiring participants to
be active in a range of wor14 activities. The project is in its
third year.

21. South Dakota

The South Dakota WIN Demonstration began on April 1, 1982.
Registrants are first assigned to 60 days in Job Search. Those
who do not find a job are then assigned to specific work sites in
the State's CWEP program. The State also rfetains the former WIN
components of OJT, and uses.a "Suspense" status to keep the
recipient registered with the Demonstration for the duration of
the non-WIN work activity, for eligibility and reporting purposes.

The State has added to their OJT program a Job Related Education
option designed to enable participants to acquire or develop
skills to enhance their value to their OJTr*mployers. Apart from
CWEP participants, the State will now make available a $3.00 per
day training allowance for up to 10 days when there are identified
travel difficulties or limited economic resources.
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22. Tennessee

Tennessee's WIN Demonstration, the VICTORY Network Program, began
October 2, 1985, anc'Is operational in 40 counties. In certain
counties the Department of Human Services provides the Arogram
services, while in others the Department of Employment Security or
JTPA provides the services under contract to DHS. After
assessment, Job-ready participants enter individual job search,
job clubs, or OJT. Those who are not job ready may be referred
for GED testing, purchased skill training, work experience, OJT,
or JTPA training.

Literacy assessments are available ih some counties through the
Adult Basic Education Department. In addition, Shelby County has
a special linkage with the Memphis school system for intervention
with young school dropouts.

23. Texas

The Texas WIN Demonstration began on March 41 1982. The primary
component is called Independent Job Search, and concentrates on
individual employment counseling and direct placement. Group Job
Search, or Job Clubs, previously used in the regular WIN program,
were retained only in a few of the larger offices, due to lack of
space and limited staff. A period of initial job search, varying
in duration with the individual needs of the participants, is a
requirement in some offices for virtually all applicants, with
necessary assistance provided from the Texas Employment Commission
(TEC) or the Department of Human Services (DHS).

The title IV-A Job Search program that began as a thirteen county
pilot in April 1983, became a statewide program as of October 1,
1984. This program is separate from the WIN Demonstration, but in
WIN Demonstration counties provides Job search activity support.
The State also uses private for-profit and non-profit job
placement services on a contract basis for additional job search
services.

24. Virginia

Virginia's WIN Demonstration, the Employmerit Services Program
(ESP), began January 1, 1983, for applicants, WIN-mandatory
recipients, and volunteers. The components are individual or
group job search (up to four weeks, to be repeated every six
months), work experience, and education and training (such as JTPA
training, basic education and GED preparation, or privately
operated training programs). The wprk experience component
focuses on the development of work habits, positive work
attitudes, and understanding of the employer-employee
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relationship. After 13 weeks of work experience, participants are
reassessed and may be reassigned to work experience or to another
component. Registrants referred for further education or training
must complete this activity within the shortest time possible,
generally no longer than one year.

25. West Virginia

The West Virginia WIN Demonstration began on September 27, 1982.
Since its inception, the program has concentrated on Work
Experience, as well as Job Search, and has fewer training
activities as compared to the predecessor WIN program. The State
had initiated a CWEP program in January of 1982. It became an
integral part of the WIN Demonstration, and has been by far the
State's largest initial program component. The State also retained
three of the WIN components: Job Search, OJT, and Vocational
Training. Recipients with a recent work history or high school
completion go directly into this Job search.

In July of 1983, CWEP was expanded to include WIN mandatory single
heads of households. At the end of 1984, CWEP was further
expanded to include volunteers.. Previously, CWEP had been used
primarily for registrants from AFDC-UP cases.

26. Wisconsin

The Wisconsin Employment Opportunities Program (WEOP) was
implemented on September 30, 1985. The Department of Health and
Social Services (DHSS) administers WEOP but has subcontracted with
the State's Job Service to provide WEOP services. In addition,
DHHS subcontracted with the State's Department of Vocational
Rehabilitation and seven community based non-profit agencies to
provide WEOP services in twelve counties not covered by Job
Service offices. Phase I of WEOP is a '-to-5 hour job search
skills workshop, and eight weeks of independent Job search with a
mid-point progress conference. Phase II is for those who do not
find a job in Phase I, and involves eight weeks of Group Job
Search Activity, beginning with a five-day Job Club session, and
including daily contact between recipient and WEOP staff.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. A very good morning to the one-time Gover-
nor of the State of Washington, who has arrived despite all the ob-
stacles the weather has put in his way. I would like to welcome you
all to this first meeting of the new Subcommittee on Social Securi-
ty and Family Policy.

I am constrained to note that we will be addressing the issue of
child welfare this morning. And in the best tradition of our com-
mittee, there is scarcely anyone present.

There are 30 seats in the first three rows of our hearing room
here in the Finance Committee. I observe that there are eight per-
sons sitting in them. So, we know we are not discussing capital
gains. [Laughter]

Even so, we are discussing something of much greater conse-
quence, and I am going to ask the patience of Senator Evans so
that I may read an opening statement about the new committee
and its very special responsibilities in this 100th Congress. I would
like to welcome those new members who are able to be present and
especially, of course, the Republican leader, Bob Dole, who will be
the ranking Repub1ican member of our Subcommittee.

A few weeks back many of us who watch television news encoun-
tered the term "sysygy,' by which astronomers describe a rare
alignment of the sun and the moon and the earth, which causes all
manner of natural wonders. And I would offer the observation:
with Bob Dole from one of the most innovative of our local states
legislators who is going to tell us about California.

As I said, I would like to just read that statement that Governor
Clinton has made which seems to me to summarize a general
sense. He says:

What we want to do is turn what is now primarily a payments system with a
minor work component into a system that is first and foremost a jobs program, sup-
ported by an income assistance component. Our proposal focuses on education,
training and employment for the families now dependent on the welfare system,
along with a decent living standard with which these families can support their
children while they strive for self-sufficiency.

I think this captures a general point of turning this program
upside down, the program that began with a grant that was intend-
ed to be sufficient to maintain a widow and children, established in
1935 as part of the Social Security Act, has become a program to
provide for a very large population, of which only a tiny fraction-
fewer than 5 percent-are in fact widows, and the rest of them are
simply, in the main, mothers who are alone, trying to support chil-
dren, and somehow make a way for themselves in a situation that
has never really had comparable currents in American history.

We now have a situation where the majority of American chil-
dren will live part of their life in a single-parent home; only a mi-
nority of children born today will reach 18 having lived with their
two natural parents all their lives. That traditional American
family isn't there. And our concern is, how do we make the present
arrangements work better for the children?

We are honored today to have Assemblyman Art Agnos from
California. You 'were going to speak with Senator John Larson,
who is President Pro Tem of the Connecticut State Senate. He is
not here, and I don't know that he can get here, but you are, sir,
and we have heard a great deal about the GAIN Program in Cali-
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fornia, of which you are the principal architect, and we welcome
you to testify on what you are doing out there and what you think
we ought to do here.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ART AGNOS, CALIFORNIA
STATE ASSEMBLY, DISTRICT 16, SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Mr. AGNOS. Thank you very much, Senator. It is an honor for me
to be here. I am one of those San Francisco Democrats you may
have heard about in last year's election. I am also the Chairman of
the Joint Oversight Committee on Gain Implementation, a state-
wide, full-blown welfare reform program that we have put into
place in California.

I have submitted written testimony.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Which will be put in the record.
Mr. AGNOS. Thank you.
I am very proud of what we have done in California, because we

put aside the partisan rhetoric that has always surrounded and re-
tarded any welfare reform (at least in California). The result is a
bipartisan program known as GAIN, Greater Avenues to Independ-
ence. It is a state-of-the-art program which offers training, educa-
tion and child support in the best and most complete blend we
could develop in our state, centered around the fundamental need
for meaningful work and dignity.

We used the very best knowledge available from Republicans and
Democrats, liberals and conservatives, and we especially benefitted
from the pioneering state, that is Massachusetts, my home state. In
fact, Governor Dukakis was almost like a personal tutor to me
while we were working on the legislation in our state.

What is noteworthy in California, I think, which may be differ-
ent from what you will see or hear about in other states is that we
have a state legislature, both the Upper and the Lower House, the
Assembly and the Senate, which is dominated by Democrats and
sort of leans to a liberal and certainly, at minimum, a moderate
Democratic base. And we have as our chief executive a very con-
servative Republican; and yet we put together this program with
bipartisan support. I think it offers a great deal to the country.

First, we included all of the components that experts tell us are
necessary for any meaningful welfare reform. Second, the program
is a mandatory one for all recipients, but the obligation does not
rest solely with the client; the state also has an obligation to pro-
vide the services they need, or the clients do not have to partici-
pate. That is written into the law.

Third, we target long-term welfare recipients. We focus on those
who have been on welfare the longest. Fourth, we encourage local
communities or counties to develop a GAIN program that suits
their individual needs. I would like to elaborate on each of those
points, if I may.

First, GAIN has all of the components that experts tell us are
necessary for any meaningful welfare reform, such as remedial
education, child care, professional counseling and assessment to de-
termine an employment plan, employment training programs de-
signed to lead to jobs-not merely certificates of completion-and a
redefined first-of-a-kind workfare program. Two choices for child
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care must be available or the client does not have to participate in
the program.

It also has four innovations that are not found anywhere else, to
our knowledge.

First, we empower GAIN recipients with a legally-binding con-
tract between the clients and the welfare office itself. The contract
spells out what services the welfare office will provide to clients, as
well as what the client's obligations and responsibilities are under
the program. When both are satisfied with the negotiations they
have reached, both sign the contract in order to proceed with the
program. What the contract does is hold both sides accountable for
their decisions, both the welfare office and the recipient.

Second, we redefined "workfare" in California. As you know, it
has traditionally been seen as, at worst, a punitive make-work com-
ponent of a welfare reform program. In California we have made it
a positive, part-time, on-the-job experience, to maintain newly-ac-
quired skills through the educational or training program they
have already completed.

In academic terms, I suppose you could refer to our workfare pro-
gram as a fellowship or an internship after someone has completed
their education aimed at a job. For example, if someone who trains
to be a computer operator, hasn't fund a job after 90 days of com-
pletion of the training. GAIN places them in a fellowship where
the client works with computers until they find a job. That way
they don't lose those skills.

Ifthe workfare assignment is not in the area that the person
trained for while they were going through their training compo-
nent, they don't have to accept it. And that is written into the law
as a guarantee.

Third, we modified the sanctions process (which has always been
a thorny one for us) so that they would be more humane and more
appropriate to the degree of noncompliance, through a phased-in or
incremental program.

Our unique vendor payment system is designed to give persons a
second chance, not simply to add to their misfortune or punish chil-
dren who are the ultimate victims of their parents' unwillingness
to participate in any kind of program.

We set up a process of impartial arbitration, so that clients
would not be forced into a career that is not their choice. Disagree-
ments over a career choice between a client and the worker are de-
cided by a third party, an independent arbitrator, who is paid by
the state but not in any kind of a state-employment workforce.

We developed these four elements in response to our particular
needs; however, I think they represent important fundamental
principles of fairness and accountability that should be incorporat-
ed into any kind of program around the country. I believe GAIN is
a model program because it places the client on an equal footing
for the first time, at least in our state, with the welfare depart-
ment.

I have often heard that welfare recipients must be held accounta-
ble, that they should have a sense of obligation and must meet
their responsibilities to society; but we forget that that responsibil-
ity cuts both ways. With GAIN we have balanced out that equa-
tion. We have made the program mandatory, but we have also ac-
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knowledged that the state has a responsibility to provide the wel-
fare recipient with the tools and the support services necessary to
become competitive within a labor market. The law says that if the
state cannot afford to pay for the services that are necessary to
help people find employment, then we will not reduce-we will not
reduce-the services.but we will reduce the number of people going
through the program, so that fewer people will still have full access
to all of the services.

Third, GAIN targets long-term welfare recipients, people who
have been forgotten by the system. For too long, many of the pro-
grams we have seen are allowed to, as we say, "cream" the very
best and most highly motivated for employment. In GAIN, persons
who have been on aid two years or more get the top priority for the
expensive services that are in the program.

We decided to focus our program where it is needed the most and
where we think we will get the biggest bang for our dollar, helping
those who have been in the web of dependency for the longest.

Fourth, GAIN provides for local flexibility so that communities
can tailor programs to suit their own needs and their own local
labor market.

We are just beginning to implement GAIN in California. Ten
counties which are currently operating have budgets totalling some
$52 million in our state, and they expect to serve some 37,500 wel-
fare recipients. They are doing that right now. Just to give you
some sense of proportion, that number, a little more than 37,000, is
larger than our model State of Massachusetts, entire caseload. By
1990, when the program is expected to be fully operational, we
expect to be spending some $400 million and serving some 280,000
welfare recipients. This means that GAIN will be spending more in
California than the Federal Government spent for the WIN Pro-
gram during its peak years.

Our counties have been in operation, as I said, since July 1 of
last year, 1986, so I don't have any startling numbers of wonderful
achievements that we have accomplished yet. But we do have some
snapshots of what is available. Also, I believe we are the first pro-
gram in the country to have hired an independent outside research
firm, MDRC, which you will be hearing from later-not about our
program yet-but we are willing to risk that kind of rigorous, inde-
pendent and scientific evaluation. The state is paying for it, and we
are anxious to see how that turns out.

The snapshots that I would share with you today, Senator, are:
First, I think we are learning more about our AFDC recipients

than we have ever learned before, as the result of this program.
. Fully one-half of our caseload needs remedial education. They

simply don't know how to read or write well enough in order to
fid successful employment. We never expected that almost 50 per-
cent would need that kind of remedial education. It is a very ex-
pensive and sometimes lengthy process.

Second, among the clients who are not required to participate-
for example, those who have children under the age of six-we are
finding that some 10 to 15 percent of the caseload are volunteering;
that is, mothers with children under the age of six are volunteer-
ing because they sense there is something there that is useful to
them.
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Also, we are finding that th6 mandatory nature of the program
is proving to be an asset for long-term recipients. To be very honest
with you, when they have been on welfare for a long time, they
have lost a sense of hope, a sense of interest in trying. And when it
is mandatory-in other words, they are required to come in-they
are finding the kind of self-esteem, the kind of renewed hope that
the program offers them, and they are finding jobs. They are tell-
ing us that, were it not for the mandatory nature of the program,
they wouldn't have done it, they would have been afraid to try, or
they just didn't have the confidence to do it on their own.

Third, experts all over California who have never met before,
who are supposed to be working on this problem, are finally sitting
down and dealing with it for the first time-people from the educa-
tional arena, the employment arena, obviously the welfare profes-
sionals, job-developers, clients groups, and employers. They are fi-
nally getting together in the same room under the same roof for
the first time.

GAIN has given people in California, especially those of us who
work on this subject, a lot of hope. Employers are looking forward
to trained workers, clients to meaningful jobs, and welfare profes-
sionals to the opportunity to really try to cure poverty rather than
just clerk it.

So far, it is doing well, but we can't do it alone, Senator. We be-
lieve the Federal Government has several areas where it can be
helpful:

First, by defining remedial education as an allowable activity
under the regular AFDC Work Program funded by Title IV(a) of
the Social Security Act. For many, remedial education is a neces-
sary step to employment. As I said, if they can't read or write, we
can't even begin to train them. Although WIN will pay for this ac-
tivity, it is so underfunded that, in our state at least, we are wind-
ing up paying for most of it ourselves.

Second, by allowing states to share in all of the savings associat-
ed with long-term welfare recipients getting off of welfare, I think
it would increase the states' incentive and motivation.

Senator Kennedy, who is on your agenda today, has proposed
bonus payments in JTPA for states serving long-term welfare re-
cipients. We support that proposal in California, but we also recom-
mend that it be expanded beyond JTPA so that states can share in
the actual grants savings that result from their efforts with long-
term recipients. That would be a very powerful incentive.

Third, by giving states needed flexibility to operate their pro-
grams, we think in California we could do an even better job. We
have the "100-Hour Work Rule" that the Federal Government re-
quires. We find that to be a disincentive for those who want to
accept part-time employment, because once they go over 100 hours,
they are automatically off of welfare.

Senator MOYNIHAN. The AFDC program?
Mr. AGNOS. That is right.
Federal policy requires that a family grant be discontinued when

the unemployed father works more than 100 hours a month, and as
a result we don't even have a chance to get him started, because
they simply can't make it on that arrangement.
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Early results of a California Refugee Demonstration Program,
where we did waive the 100-hour rule with our time-eligible South-
east Asian refugees, have been successful. We find that people did
get started in a part-time or entry-level job and merely supple-
mented their income with a partial grant. Once they were no
longer eligible for RDP, the 100-hour rule would again apply. That
is, a part-time job, if over 100 hours a month, made them ineligible
for welfare and they couldn't make it on a part-time wage. In
many cases, they returned to welfare.

We asked for a waiver of this rule. It was denied by the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services. We would like you to recon-
sider that in the legislative body to see if you couldn't help us with
that.

I think that completes my testimony-I have gone a little over
time, and I would be happy to answer any questions.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, first of all, congratulations. I don't
think we have anywhere heard of such a complete idea being im-
plemented. You say you have 10 counties, about a tenth of your ex-
pected caseload, which will be fully involved in the GAIN program
by 1990?

Mr. AGNOS. By 1990 our entire caseload in California, which is
somewhere around 225,000 recipients, will be on line.

Senator MOYNIHAN. So, you are just going to bring the program
on line, step-by-step?

Mr. AGNOS. That is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You have asked the MDRC to come out and

track what you are doing and tell you how you are doing. You
begin with this idea that the Governors are talking about, the idea
of a social contract where the individual has responsibilities and so-
ciety has responsibilities.

Mr. AGNOS. Absolutely.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And you sit down across a table and you

sign a piece of paper.
Mr. AGNOS. That's right. What happens is, as soon as the welfare

recipient comes in, the first things that are straightened out are
whether they are eligible, how much they are eligible for, what
their food stamps are, their medical benefits, and all the rest. And
then they begin to discuss what their employment goals are and
how they can get there with the kind of training and child care
that are available. Once they reach agreement in that negotiation,
it is written down in the contract, and both sides sign it as an indi-
cation of their agreement.

We have a three-day cooling-off period, so if the welfare recipi-
ent, for example, goes home and somebody says, "My God, that was
crazy; what did you do that for?" they can go back and change it
without any kind of recriminations. We think that is important.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And you have arbitration?
Mr. AGNOS. That's right, we have arbitration in the case where

there is a disagreement. Usually the appeals process is within the
welfare department, so the recipient feels it is a stacked deck
against them. So, we put in the impartial outside arbitrator so that
the recipient would feel confident that there would be some neu-
tral, independent, outside body. And so, for the first time at least
in California, the welfare department is giving up control of the
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destiny of that welfare recipient as it relates to an employment
choice, so that we can create that kind of credibility in the pro-
gram. But I think it is necessary for recipients to believe in it.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, I wish we could have all morning to
hear about this. We have your testimony. Your colleague or neigh-
bor up the coast, Governor Gardner, is here, and I want to see that
he has a chance to testify.

You mentioned specifics of waivers and even of legislation that
California would be interested in from Washington. Could you give
them to us in a formal letter, to this Committee?

Mr. AGNOS. Yes, I would be happy to do that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And to Senator Kennedy here as well? That

really is impressive.
Mr. AGNOS. Thank you.
[The information follows:]
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Honorable Daniel P. Moynihan
464 Russell Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Moynihan:

I want to thank you for the invitation to speak before your
subcommittee last week. Your long history of involvement in this
issue clearly makes you a leader in this very important work. I
salute you for it.

I must tell you that as T sat and listened Lo other
witnesses, and hearing the recommendations from the National
Governors' Conference, I was struck by the fact that California
is already doing what is being recommended for the rest of the
country.

As I said during the hearing, we didn't do it alone, but with
the help of earlier state initiatives, in particular that of
Governor Dukakis iil Massachusetts, and our observations in West
Virginia, Pennsylvania and New York. Benefitting from their
experience, I believe we put together a state-of-the-art program.

I want to invite you to California so you can personally see
what we are doing here. You will see first hand how people have
rallied around GAIN as a solution to a community problem, how
long term welfare recipients regain their self esteem as they
find jobs or complete their GED, and how the welfare bureaucracy
finally sees itself as an advocate, not a policeman, of the poor.

During the hearing you asked me to reiterate, in writing,
what the federal government can do to support our efforts.

First, the Congress needs to adopt consistent policies that
support states' efforts to help AFDC recipients become self
sufficient. The great interest in welfare reform is spawning
numerous bills which I believe offer opportunities to change the
system. At the same time, there is a danger that individual
proposals will continue to fragment a system the GAO has already
labeled a "patchwork".
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Senator Moynihan
March 5, 1987
Page 2

Second, the Congress should expand its definition of work,
activity for AFDC recipients to include education and training.
Specifically, Title IV-A limits funding for work activities of
AFDC recipients to job search or workfare. If we are serious
about self sufficiency, this must be expanded to allow funding
for remedial education and training. In California, we are
finding that our caseload faces great educational barriers that
must be overcome. Otherwise, we will continue to perpetuate the
revolving door that characterized our well-intentioned efforts in
the past.

Third, Congress should allow the state to share in all of the
-grant savings associated with helping long term recipients. I
fully support Senator Kennedy's efforts through the JTPA program.
However, I hope that Congress will consider expanding the
incentives to the actual grant savings that we expect to achieve
as a result of our state's investment in education and training.

Fourth, Congress should allow the states flexibility to
design programs that-meet their local needs. For example, we
have been trying, to no avail, to get a waiver of the "100 hour
rule". Based on our experience with the Southeast Asian refugee
population, we believe that this rule creates a disincentive for
unemployed fathers to accept part-time employment. As a result,
we lose the savings associated with a reduced grant and the
fathers lose valuable on-the-job experience.

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to share with you
what we are doing in California.

I hope you will take me up on my invitation to visit
California.

AA:jlm
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Senator MOYNIHAN. If you think of the distance that we traveled

from the stereotype of, 'welfare queens," and so forth, to a genu-
inely creative notion of how to work together without stigmatizing
the recipients, while acknowledging that if the society has responsi-
bility, so do the individuals.

Mr. AGNOS. Well, one of the important by-products, Senator, in
California at least, is that that whole "welfare. queen" argument
that you correctly allude to has been taken off the table in our
state; we don't hear those kinds of arguments over the last two
years. And what we are really arguing about is economic develop-
ment, where the jobs are, what we are doing to stimulate the econ-
omy to provide employment for these people, and that is a very
healthy and refreshing kind of argument for a change.

Senator MOYNIHAN- Well, you have stimulated this committee
and this committee chairman, I would say. We thank you very
much, sir. Thank you for being here at the beginning and getting
us started in a very positive way. We are going to hear from you.

Mr. AGNOS. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Now, what does a subcommittee chairman do with this embar-

rassment of riches? Governor Gardner, I understand that Senator
Evans has to leave shortly, and Senator Kennedy-we are trying to
follow just who got here first-and Congressman Levin. Would you
like to introduce Governor Gardner? And then, Governor, if you
could stay, we will go on with our regular order-does that make
sense?

Governor Evans. That is fine.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Evans, would you come forward and

introduce your Governor?
[The written prepared testimony of Mr. Agnos follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members:

My name is Art Agnos and I represent the great city of San
Francisco in the California State Assembly. Thank you for
inviting me to address your subcommittee on the subject of work
and welfare.

As one of its key architects, I am pleased to be here to talk
about California's GAIN program and to bring you up to date on
its implementation.

I am very proud of what we accomplished in California. I
think we have demonstrated our commitment to Californians who are
less fortunate. And we did so with overwhelming bi-partisan
support, once again showing that all of us, whether liberal or
conservative, can put aside our ideological differences to help
those who need our help.

GAIN is the latest step in our efforts to eliminate poverty
among our children. We started several years ago when we
strengthened our child support enforcement system to make sure
that absent parents lived up to their responsibilities.
Subsequently, I passed a law which set minimum standards for
support so that parents would pay at least as much as the state
for the support of their children.

Last year, we enacted GAIN and ended two decades of debate
and rhetoric about welfare reform in California. It marked the
end of a system that has fostered dependency, and the beginning
of a comprehensive effort to help those who can work go to work.

GAIN is a new, bold, and innovative program. It offers the
most comprehensive blend of programs ever assembled in one state
to help the poor. It is designed to offer solid opportunity,
real hope and dignity, centered around a fundamental human need
for honest work.



I believe GAIN offers a model for the nation and a unique
opportunity for you, as national policy makers, to learn from
California's experience.

I say this for several reasons.

1st. GAIN includes all of the elements experts around the
country say are needed for successful welfare reform
programs -- child care, supportive services, education,
and training.

2nd. GAIN is targeted at long term welfare recipients. For
too long we have had programs that have focused our
energies and our efforts on people who would have
helped themselves without government's intervention.

3rd. California faces circumstances which the federal
government is likely to face when implementing any
national welfare reform program. California relies on
58 counties to implement the program that, like the 50
states, have very different problems and 1P
characteristics.

Yet GAIN is flexible enough to let each county tailor
their GAIN program to their local circumstances -- to
their local labor market needs, their welfare client
characteristics, and their local resources.

4th. California is committed to a rigorous and scientific
evaluation of our efforts. We have built random
assignment into our implementation efforts so that we
will be able to tell whether or not GAIN makes a
difference in our fight against welfare dependency.

5th. Most important, it is happening. GAIN is gradually
being implemented in our counties. Since last July ten
counties have begun operations. Their budgets alone
total $52 million and they expect to serve 37,500
participants during their first year of operations.

By law, all counties must begin their GAIN programs no
later than September of 1988 but they may phase-in
their caseloads over a two year period. By 1990, when
GAIN in fully operational, California will be spending
more than $400 million a year to help approximately
230,000 AFDC recipients find jobs.

To put this into perspective, California will spend
more each year than the national WIN appropriation
during its peak yearB.
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WHAT IS GAIN?

GAIN is the product of the nation's best ideas on welfare
reform. We learned from the experiences of other states, notably
Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia. We listened to
the best ideas put forth by liberals and conservatives. And we
used all of this information to shape a program that delicately
balances the needs of society with those of the individual.

GAIN takes the concept of social obligation -- previously
tossed around as a euphemism for client obligation--and more
accurately defines it to acknowledge that obligation cuts two
ways. Clients must participate but the state must provide the
services necessary to help them find and maintain employment.

On the one hand, GAIN requires the state to provide a vast
array of services, essential to any welfare reform effort. These
services must include child care, transportation, and other
supportive services, remedial education, and other education and
training designed to help a person find a job.

On the other hand, GAIN is mandatory--but this does not mean
that it is necessarily punitive. Rather than using intimidation
or threats, it provides an opportunity, a second chance for its
participants to become productive members of their community.

Instead of pitting David against Goliath, GAIN places clients
on an equal footing with the welfare office. Clients participate
in decisions affecting their lives. Counties must listen to
participants, treat them as responsible individuals, allow them
to make their own choices.

The law spells out how this will be done. (For the record, I
am attaching a detailed explanation of how GAIN works. However,
I would like to briefly summarize what the law says.)

According to the GAIN statute:

o Counties shall provide education and employment training
services necessary to help participants find and keep a
job.

o Counties shall pay for child care at the local market
rate.

o Clients enter into a legally binding contract that
outlines what services they will receive and what their
obligations are under the program.

o Each person makes a choice about the mix of education,
training, and child care arrangements that best suits her
needs.

- 3 -
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o The county cannot dictate a person's employment plan. If
the county and a client are unable to agree on the results
of a professional assessment, the dispute is settled by an
impartial, third party arbitrator.

o Employment and training programs-must be designed to meet
local employment needs.

o Training programs will be held accountable for placing
people in jobs that will last. GAIN will not pay to
simply hand out certificates--a poor substitute for a job.

o If funding for GAIN is insufficient, services shall not be
reduced. Instead, fewer people will be required to
participate, targeting scarce resources to those who need
it most.

o Mandatory workfare is not punitive or make-work. Workfare
placements must be in the area for which a person is
trained. This will help persons maintain their newly
acquired job skills, remain active in the labor market
network, and provide job references to prospective
employers.

o Workfare placements cannot displace regular employees.
GAIN includes language that prevents using workfare
placements to replace paid employees. This language was
written by representatives of unions who feared that
workfare slots would result in the loss of existing jobs.

o There are sanctions but they are more humane, more
appropriate to the degree of noncompliance than required
by federal law. They are designed to give people a second
chance, not simply add to a person's misfortune.

In GAIN, persons who fail to make satisfactory progress in
their education or training may work their way back into
an education or training program by working in a basic
workfare assignment.

Persons who, for the first time, refuse to participate
without good cause will be placed on vendor payments for
up to three months. Vendor payments limit the person's
discretion to spend but does not penalize the children who
are the ultimate victims of their parent's refusal to
participate.

Federal fiscal sanctions, which cut off aid, apply only
if someone still refuses to participate after three months
of vendor payments, or if someone refuses to participate
for a second time.

- 4 -
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GAIN IMPLEMENTATION

Our implementation efforts are just beginning. While ten
counties have begun operating GAIN, some have been doing so for
less than three months. Therefore, I don't have numbers to show
how many people have found jobs, how long they have been there or
how much California has achieved in grant savings.

This will become available as we have more experience and as
we begin our evaluation.

However, I have some snapshots which I would like to share
with you.

o The need for remedial education is much greater than we
ever anticipated. Fresno County, which was the first
county to start its GAIN program, reports that half of its
new applicants and two-thirds of its continuing caseload
need some form of remedial education. Client surveys from
other counties show that Fresno's experience is not
unusual.

o Job clubs are an inexpensive effective way to help people
who do not need remediation find jobs. Between thirty and
forty percent of those who participate in job clubs find
employment. This experience is similar to that of other
states which have job clubs.

o Although the program is mandatory for mothers with
children over six, counties are experiencing a high rate
of volunteerism from mothers with children under six. In
counties where the program has started, there has been a
concerted effort to sell the program as an opportunity.
Consequently, there is a high degree of acceptance by both
AFDC recipients and the public at large.

o The mandatory nature of the program is an asset for many
long-term recipients. The counties point to case after
case of women who were afraid to come in the door, who
would not have volunteered because they were unwilling to
risk another failure. Yet, their attitudes, demeanor, and
dress change after they go through the job clubs. They
learn they can succeed, find a job, and regain their self
esteem.

o Workfare, as California has redefined it, is seen as a
positive component, not a make-work requirement. Napa
County, who was initially opposed to workfare, is finding
that using workfare as a work experience component helps
their newly-trained graduates learn about the world of
work, provides them with employment references, and keeps
them active in the labor market.

-5"
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INTANGIBLE BENEFITS

There have been other benefits to GAIN which are
unquantifiable. We see new hope in a demoralized welfare system,
improved coordination among different agencies, and innovative
thinking that focuses on problem solving.

Let me give you some examples.

o As Chairman of the Joint Oversight Committee for GAIN
Implementation, I have heard testimony around the state
from county welfare employees who tell us that one of the
best things about GAIN is the change they see in peoples'
attitude. For the first time in a long time, workers feel
that they will be able to help people, not simply give
them their checks and tell them to stay out of trouble.

o I have also heard time and time again that GAIN has
resulted in improved coordination of services. Los
Angeles County, which won't be implementing its GAIN
program until next year, felt that having the law on the
books has already paid off--during their GAIN planning
process they have discovered resources in the community
they did not even know existed.

As one GAIN coordinator put it, "We have been talking to
professionals who we've never talked to before. We're all
sitting down at the same table--educators, employers,
welfare workers, trainers--to tackle one problem. That's
a powerful combination."

o Finally, counties feel the freedom to shape a program that
is going to meet their individual needs and they are
coming up with innovative solutions to particular
problems.

One rural county has no public transportation so it is
exploring van pools. Others pay for minor auto repairs so
that people can get to and from work or training.

Another county which relies heavily on agriculture
recognizes that its economy will not generate enough jobs
for GAIN trainees. Therefore, they are exploring a
relocation allowance for people who are willing to move to
the more urban areas of the state.

HOW CAN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HELP?

o By adopting consistent policies that strongly support all
efforts to help AFDC recipients become self sufficient.

- 6 -
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A recent report by the General Accounting Office (GAO) on
Work and Welfare amply documents what it calls "a
patchwork of administrative responsibilities and lack of
overall program direction".

It recommends that program authorizations for the
different work and welfare programs be consolidated and
funding levels made consistent-across programs without
reducing state flexibility.

In California, for example, we are struggling with the
effects of this patchwork. As I mentioned before, there
is a great need for remedial education. Although the WIN
program would allow us to pay for remedial education and
the accompanying support services, funds are so limited
that the state is paying most of these costs. This is
because remedial education is not an allowable activity
under the regular AFDC work programs funded by Title IV-A
of the Social Security Act.

Therefore, I fully support the GAO's recommendations.

o By allowing the states to share in all of the savings
associated with serving long-term welfare recipients.

The federal government must recognize that there are
differences among welfare recipients and that helping
long-term recipients will require a significant investment
up-front in order to get the expected pay-back in savings.

Senator Kennedy has proposed a bonus payment program in
the JTPA program for states that serve long term welfare
recipients.

I fully support his proposal. I suggest, however, that
this bonus should be expanded beyond JTPA and allow the
states to share in the actual grant savings that are
realized from their efforts with long term recipients.

I say this because GAIN places an emphasis on serving long
term welfare recipients. The JTPA system alone is unable
to meet our needs and we expect to use all available
resources for this purpose. Thus, we expect to enlist the
aid of our adult education system and our community
colleges, most of which are funded by the state.

If we are successful in our efforts, the state will recoup
some of its costs from grant savings. However, as the
MDRC evaluation of our San Diego program showed, it is the
federal government who is the principal beneficiary of
program savings because of the sharing ratios of costs
associated with the various programs.

- 7 -
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o By giving the states the flexibility they need to operate
their programs.

For example, we bel ve that the "100 hour rule"
discourages unemployed fathers from accepting part-time
employment while on aid. This is because current federal
policies require that their family's grant be discontinued
if they work more than 100 hours a month. As a result,
there is a disincentive for heads of households to take
entry level jobs because they are likely to bring home
significantly less than they would receive from AFDC.

Fresno county requested a waiver of this rule in order to
demonstrate that it is counterproductive to GAIN's goals.

They have reason to believe this.

Under our Refugee Demonstration Project (RDP), which
serves time-eligible refugees, we have waived the 100-hour
rule and found that refugees accept entry level jobs and
supplement their incomes with a grant. However, as soon
as they become time-expired and no longer eligible for
RDP, they quit their jobs and go back on aid full time.
We, therefore, lose the savings associated with the
reduced grant, and refugees lose valuable on-the-job
experience that would assist them in their climb up the
career ladder.

Unfortunately the Department of Health and Human Services
denied Fresno's request for the demonstration.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before your
subcommittee today. r-will be happy to answer any
questions you may have.

- 8 -
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(;AIN

II I'IILGIITS

1) GOALS

The first goal is to develop a system wherein welfare recipients
are given a fair opportunity to prepare for a private unsubsidized
job through choices available to them which involve training,
education and fair work opportunities. This is an investment in
people which not only gives them the opportunity for permanent
removal from the welfare rolls and returns them to the taxpaying
roll, but saves the state money through reduced welfare costs.

The second goal is to develop a system wherein the recipients
are given a strong, equal opportunity to participate in the choices
and decisions that affect them as they prepare for private,
unsubsidized employment. This opportunity would be available to
them without the need for assistance from a lawyer or welfare rights
advocate. In this manner, the assumption is that the recipient can
take care of themselves if they are given the information,
opportunity and rights to do so.

The third goal of the program is to develop a system wherein the
recipient'is given every opportunity to educate, train and prepare
for a job without coming to a dead end. Nowhere in this system is a
person put into a dead end and nowhere in. this system does the
system give up on anyone.

The fourth goal is to develop a dignified system designed to
successfully and fairly integrate work into welfare so as to give it
new legitimacy with the recipients and the public. It would put it
on the same basis as unemployment benefits in terms of public
assistance and support. No longer can anyone disparagingly say
"you're getting something for nothing."

2) PHILOSOPHY

Although AFDC recipients want to be employed, current work
programs available to them have not been as effective in helping
them achieve this goal as they could be. A, comprehensive system of
employment, education and training programs--adequately
funded--would be much more effective in enabling recipients to
become economically independent and self sufficient.

-I-
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3) FEATURES

o GAIN i: n sy:tom designed to help and oncourage participants
find unsubsidized employment through incentive and choices rather
than threats.

o GAIN is based on the fundamental premise that people want to
work given the opportunity to do so. The state experts people to
work and will provide the necessary services to help them do so.

o GAIN recognizes that there are differences among people applying
for or receiving aid. Services are available depending on their
prior work experience and how long they have been on aid.

o Clients fully participate in decisions about their future with a
fair, complete opportunity to disagree with their worker. Career
decisions are made jointly between the client and his or her
caseworker.

o Choices are available wherever possible. Although they are
initially limited to job search activities, they broaden when
decisions have to be made about training or education as the person
moves through the system. Also, the participant can choose between
having a family member provide child care or placing the child with
any legal child care provider.

o There is an early recognition that education is important.
Early provisions are made to provide a high school diploma or
remedial education when they are necessary to compete in the labor
market. Participants can also pursue up to two academic years of
college education if it is likely to lead to unsubsidized employment
and they have completed at least half of their college education
when they apply. Community college would also be available for the
full two years. Students must complete their academic courses in a
timely manner.

o In addition to the existing fair hearing and appeal procedures,
the system provides several ways to iron out differences between a
participant and his or her caseworker.

Misunderstandings can be cleared up through informal and formal
conciliation.

Disagreements about program requirements or the services being
provided can be resolved through a county grievance procedure.

I

Disagreements about employment gals between a client and the
caseworker are resolved by an independent third party with career
planning experience who is not a part of the welfare system.

o. Anyone can refuse to participate for good cause. Good cause
includes being assigned or referred to a training component or job
that is not part of his or her employment plan, or not being
provided with the necessary support services (such as child care or
transportation expenses). -1
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In addition, a person is not required to accept a job that would
make him or her worse-off than if hp or she remained on aid.

o Pesons who refuse to participate for the first-time without
good cuuue will be placed on vendor payments for three months. Aid
will be restored any time during this period if the person agrees to
participate. If they still refuse to participate after three months
or refuse a second time, federal monetary sanctions apply.

o Child care and health coverage is available during a transition
period for those persons who find a job and need assistance.

o Success of this system depends .on the cooperation and enthusiasm
of state and county agencies responsible for the administration of
public assistance and employment and training programs.

Counties are required to tailor the program to meet local needs,
be responsive to local labor market conditions, and meet the needs
of their AFDC caseloads in a manner that is consistent with the
statewide program. To do so, counties must use and develop the
range of services envisioned by this program they must use existing
resources to benefit program participants or develop new ones in
order to offer participants the maximum number of choices consistent
with their needs.

o Implementation is phased-in over a three-year period.

o Monitoring of the program is on-going. The state will
continually review the implementation of the program to determine
the appropriateness of services provided to individuals and
sanctions and annually report to the Legislature.

o The program cannot create training positions which would result
in or be the result of displacement of regular employees already in
the work force.

o The program recognizes the value of the work performed by
participants in pre-employment preparation (PREP) assignments.
Instead of using minimum wage, the amount of hours that a
participant would work in a PREP assignment would be determined by
dividing the AFDC grant amount plus food stamps allotment by the
average statewide hourly wage for EDD job orders ($5.07 an hour in
]984). The average shall be updated annually on July 1st.

4) PROGRAM COMPONENTS

REGISTRATION

Mandatory for all persons currently required to register for WIN
(mothers with children over six years of age, and the principal wage
earner in a two-parent family) who apply for or are receiving aid.

Those who are not required to register are allowed to volunteer.

-3-



Persons may be deferred from participation under specified
circumstanus. These include problems which are transitory such as
.1 1imilly c1 i .$z., or because participation would jeopardize (a)
legitimate employment such as a part-time job or union membership or
(b) completion of a self-initiated vocational or education program
that may lead to employment.

BASIC CONTRACT BETWEEN PARTICIPANTS AND THE DEPARTMENT

At the time of registration, participants and the welfare worker
sign a contract which is binding on both the participant and the
department. It outlines what the program is about, the services
which the county will provide the participant, each person's duties
and responsibilities, and the consequences of refusing to
participate.

if the county does not provide the services called for in the
contract, the participant can refuse to participate in the program.

Persons who need remedial education, a high school GED, or
training in English as a Second Language in order to compete
successfully in the labor market will be referred to these services
before being required to attend a job club or look for work.

Persons who are enrolled in a vocational or educational program
at the time or registration or redetermination may continue the
program. If the person ends the program or stops participating, he
or she will be required to look for work in either a job club or
under the department's supervision.

Persons who have worked in the past two years can choose between
attending a job club for one week followed by a supervised job
search for two weeks or looking for work under the department's
supervision for three weeks.

Persons who have not worked in over two years will be required
to attend a one-week job club before the two-week job search.

The job search can be shorter than three weeks when a caseworker
and his or her supervisor agree that a person has exhausted all
reasonable job leads.

Persons who have been on aid more than twice in three years will
be referred directly to an assessment. ASSESSMENTS AND EMPLOYMENT
PLANS

The county and each participant shall develop an employment plan
for those who are unsuccessful in finding unsubsidized work after
participating in the job club or job search'or'for those who have
been directly referred for an assessment. The plan shall be
developed by a person with career planning experience, and it shall
be based on assessment of the person's skills and needs, including
his or her work and educational history and need for supportive
services.

-4 -
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Once the participant and the county agree on the employment
plan, the plan shall be incorporated in an amendment to the initial
contract between the participant and the department. The amendment
shall specify the goal to be attained, the training or education
services to be provided, and the criteria 'for successful completion
of these services. It also provides for a 30-day grace period once
training has begun during which the participant can request a change
or reassignment.

Services include on-the-job training, pre-employment preparation
(PREP) assignments, vocational training, supported work, grant
diversion, up to two years of community college or college education
which was at a work-related goal. In the case of college, the
participant must have satisfactorily completed at least half of a
four-year college program in order to continue while on welfare.
Thcollege training must be completed in a timely fashion.

The amendment to the contract must also specify the supportive
services which the county will provide the participant (child care,
transportation, etc.).

If the county and the participant dQ not agree with the results
of the assessment, an independent third party with career planning
experience outside of the welfare department shall do an assessment.
The results of this assessment shall be binding on both the
participant and the county.

SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION BUT STILL UNEMPLOYED

If a person successfully completes his or her education or
training as specified in the employment plan but is still
unemployed, he or she shall be referred to job search for 90 days.

If, at the end of the 90 days the person is still unemployed, he
or she shall be referred to a long-term pre-employmentpreparation
(PREP) assignment--not to exceed a year with reassessment in six
months--which provides the participant with on-the-job training
related to his or her skills. Of course, because employment is the
continuous goal, the person is expected to constantly be searching
for a job.

-5 -
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i a participant does not complete his or her education or
training successfully, he or she shall be assigned to a long-term
work experience (not to exceed one year) designed to acquaint that
person with the expectations in the world of work. The person must
be reassessed in six months to determine readiness to resume
education/training program at that time.

At the completion of one year, the participant will be given
another opportunity to begin a training program.

SANCTIONS

The county must provide for an informal conciliation period
between the participant and his or her caseworker.

If all conciliation efforts fail, the family shall receive aid
through money management services (vendor payments). If the person
agrees to participate in the program any time during these three
months, aid shall be reinstated as soon as possible.

If a person still refuses to cooperate, or it is the second tim,
that the person has failed to cooperate, aid shall be discontinued
for three months or six months, as required by current federal law.

Everybody is entitled to fair hearings, at any point in the
process.

GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

Counties shall establish formal grievance procedures which give
participants another opportunity to protest any program requirement
or assignment that they believe are contrary to the intent of the
law (such as a violation of their signed contract). Persons who
choose to file a grievance are not subject to sanctions as long as
they continue to participate in the program subject to the outcome
of the appeal.

Anyone can refuse to participate for good cause. Good cause cat
include being assigned or referred to a training component or job
that does not meet the provisions of the contract, or refusing a jol
that would make him or her worse-off than if he or she had remained
on aid.

-6-
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THE SCENE WAS Holly-
wood in Sacramento when
George Deukmejian signed
California's sweeping welfare
reform bill into law last
month. Sixteen TV cameras.
unprecedented for such an
occasion, whirred away - and
newsmen from the national
press were scurrying for back-
ground information.

The governor, a man not
normally given to public dis-
plays of frivolousness, had
his own little joke. a plastic
"take a bow" box from which
issued the canned sound of
cheers and applause. Deuk-
mejian had reason to be ebul-
lient. He had gotten the Legis-
lature to go along with his
campaign commitment to im-
plement workfare. It was
his biggest victory in office
and a timely one, since an Au-
gust Field Poll had shown him
trailing Los Angeles Mayor
Tom Bradley, his likely Demo-
cratic opponent in next year's
election.

San Francisco Democratic
Assemblyman Art Agnos, a
liberals' liberal and the man
who shepherded the measure
through the Legislature, was
equally exultant. "We got a
state-of-the-art training pro-
gram and a state-of-the-art
child-care program," Agnos
.declared, "and the conserva-
tives are paying a quarter of a
billion dollars for it all."

At the bill-signing ceremony,
praise was being ladled out
like whipped cream on a hot
fudge sundae. Republicans
were saying such nice things
about Democrats and Demo-
crats were saying such nice
things about Republicans that
you could imagine - at least
for the moment - that parti-
sjn politics had become as
passe as the hula hoop.

Politicans habitually exag-
gerate their accomplishments,
but this is one time when the
lawmakers can feel good about
their handiwork. They com-
nutted the rarest of political
acts - the bipartisan adoption
ot innovative social welfare
legislation.

"We've done something that
has never been done, and that
is to bnng the liberals and con-
servatives together and com-
bine work requirements with
training programs," asserts
David Swoap, until recently
the state's health and welfare
secretary and one of the prin-
cipal architects of the plan.
The action may ensure the re-
election of a governor, while
potentially cutting hundreds
of millions from California s
welfare bill.

U NDER THE NEW program,
which is called "Greater Ave-
nues for Independence," or
GAIN, an estimated 190.000
welfare recipients, mostly
mothers of school-age children,
will be asked to look for work.
If they don't succeed in find-

How workfare became law
- an amazing compromise

0..
,r

Gov Deukmejian signed the workfare bill Sept. 26 - a triumph for. among others. Assemblyman Art Agnos (seated.riht).



hag a job on their own, they'll
get help from the state. Those
who aren't required to join the
program may volunteer.

The idea is to get welfare re-
cipients off the rolls and into
decent jobs - work that will
keep them permanently out of
the welfare system.

There is English language in'
struction, for those who don't
speak the language, and a
three-month "job club," for
recipients who need to brush
up on the skills required to get
inside an employer's door. The
program offers up to two
years of on-the-job training
and subsidized private employ-
ment, or vocationally-oriented
community college instruction
for individuals who are hard to
place. *

Those who still don't have a
job will earn their welfare
checks by going to work for
the government. This is what's
generally called workfare, but
it's a far cry from the punitive
workfare schemes that conser-
vatives have advocated for
years. These jobs pay the same
wage as the average California
starting wage, presently over
$5 an hour; and they're de-
igned not as make-work but
as preparation for private em-
ployment. After a year on
workfare, the training cyck
starts again.

State support for the job-
seekers goes beyond training
to include personal counseling

and transportation. Most im-
portant, California will spend
$134 million annually to pur-
chase after-school care for the
children of working mothers.

Recipients who won't play
by the rules suffer sanctions,
including - ultimately - a cut
in their welfare check. But the
idea isn't to save money by
"sanctioning" people off the
rolls and onto the streets. As
Agnos puts it, the penalties are
conceived as a "kick in the ass."
Recipients who think they're
getting a shabby deal from the
bureaucrats are entitled to pre-
sent their grievances to an out-
side arbitrator.

This bill is, far and away,
the most ambitious social re-
form aimed at the poor to be
enacted during George Deuk-
mejian's term as governor.In-
deed, there's been nothing on
this scale adopted anyplace in
the country for the past de-
cade. Morton Sklar, former
director of Jobs Watch, a
group that monitors welfare
policy, predicts that GAIN
will be "very tempting to
other states."

PASSAGE OF THIS welfare
reform bill marks a major turn-
around in state politics. A year
ago, the governor and the Leg-
islature were at each other's
throat on almost every issue,
including welfare. For two
years running, Deukmejian
had introduced a workfare bill,

only to watch it attacked as
"'slave labor" and expire in
committee. "A forced labor
program," Los Antles Sena-
tor Diane Watson called it.
"It's sing for your supper',"
said Assemblyman Tom Bates.
And since Watson and Bates,
Democrats, chair the key leg-
islative committees, their "no,
never" posture seemed the
final word.

The idea is to get
welfare recipients
off the rolls and
into decent jobs--
work that will keep
them permanently
out of the welfare
system.

Even as the welfare issue
was going nowhere in the Leg-
islature, the number of welfare
recipients kept increasing at a
rate twice as great as the
state's population growth; the
return of better economic
times had made no difference.
Welfare costs, $1.6 billion last
year, have kept rising, too,
producing widespread resent-
ment among the voters. These
grim facts kept the pressure on
the politicians to do some-
thing.

What brought welfare re-
form back from te elephants'
graveyard is a complicated talc
with a cast of characters al-
most as big as a Cecil B.
DeMille epic. The pivotal
figures are Agnos and Swoap,
Sacramento's version of the
Odd Couple.

Art Almos was a social
worker before he became a
legislator - and he still is, in
his commitment to a govern-
ment that cares for those who
can't fend for themselves. His
fingerprints are all over most
of the social pr,%rams that
have emerged from the Legis-
lature in recent years. Agnos
has led the charge on gun con-
trol and the campaign for in-
creased AIDS funding. He is
probably best known as a tire-
less campaigner for gay rights.

Dave Swoap is a cost-cutter
by instinct, whose rst respon-
se to almost anything is "less
government." A decade ago as
a Washington staffer, he was
retailing horror stories about
food stamp cheats. As the
state's Health and Welfare sec-
retary, he cut his own burea-
ucracy by 10 percent and pro-
posed biger budget cuts than
the governor has been willing
to make. Swoap's deep-rooted
opposition to abortion has
made him a hated figure in
certain liberal circles.

"You can trust Swoap."
That's the word former San
Francisco congressman John

Burton passed along to Agnos.
The assemblyman was dubious
- "look at the guy's record"- but because of his admira-
tion for Burton, he was de-
termined to find out whether
there was some common
ground.

Agnos and Swoap began
working together on easy
problems. There was a July 4
call from Agnos asking Swoap
to break a bureaucratic log-
jam and get at-home nursing
care for a dying child. There
was Agnos protecting Swoap
against the petty harassment
of legislators who tried to nit-
pick his office houskeeping ex-
penses.

Swoap and Agnos gaw in-
stant access to one another, a
very important perk for busy
people. Gradually they took
on riskier issues, helping each
other out in the corncis of
the Assembly Democratic
Caucus and the governor's
cabinet. Last year, they won
approval for a mini-welfar re-
form bill, which gave mipi-
ents first crack at temporary
government jobs.

Yet when a frustrated
Swoap asked Agnos if there
wasn't something they could
do about welfare, the two mz n
were leaSue apart in their.
philosophies. Agnos wanted a
voluntary training program;
Swoap wanted workfare. Dur-
ing an early meeting with
Swoap, Agnos summarized the



differences on a scribbled
three-by-five card. Democrats
believe "people want to work
... and will, given the oppor-
tunity, choice and training,"
he asserted, while Republicans
assume that "people do not
want to work unless intimi-
date4 or threatened with sanc-
tion or some forced undesir-
able alternative."

THE FIRST TURNING
point was a week-long visit by
Swoap, Agnos and a handful
of other legislators and staff to
the workfare and job training
programs of three Eastern
states. "It was one of the most
unique experiences in my pol-
itical life," says Agnos, "not
only for what we saw, the
kinds of jobs people on wel-
fare were doing, but also for
the constant talking we did, at
breakfast, at lunch, on the
plane, over drinks till 2 in the
morning - talking about our
lives, our families, about how
we see the world. It was like a
retreat."

At a water-testing labora-
tory in West Virginia, Agnos
and Swoap met a 38-year-old
woman named Velda. She had
gotten pregnant at 18 and had
four children by her husband,
who was now in jail. Though
Velda was supposed to bt.
learning how to be a water-
tester, she was being used as a
janitor, and no one was moni-
toring her progress.

This shouldn't be part of
any California program,
Swoap and Agnos agreed.
When it came time to firm up
a deal, the "Velda factor" -
don't exploit welfare recip-
ients rby giving them dead-end
jobs - became a key principle.

By last April, Agnos and
Swoap had fashioned the
basics of an agreement. Swoap
still had to sell Deukmejian
that the added cost was worth
paying. Agnos had a tougher
task. He had to sell his hostile
Democratic colleagues on the
merits of the legislation - and
on Swoap.

Agnos' strategy was to bring
together all the key staff mem-
bers, including those working
for legislators opposed to basic
elements of the Agnos-Swoap
deal, to hash out a bill. The
measure produced by the
working group - essentially,
the GAIN program with less
generous provisions for child
care - was introduced in mid-
July. Watson and Bates were
still antagonists. But Agnos
had succeeded in lining up key
Democratic support.

Agnos had the backing of
Assembly S;.aker Willie
Brown, who saw the bill as a
way of neutralizing the "soft
on welfare" accusation that
made Democrats running in
conservative districts nervous.
He also won the endorsement
of Assemblywoman Gloria
Molina and Senator Bill

Greene, two legislators repre-
senting the black and Hispanic
ghetto communities of Los
Angeles. Their involvement
undercut opponents' claims
that the bill was no more than
a dose of harsh medicine for
those on welfare.

Most Important,
California will
spend $134 million
annually to
purchase
after-school care
for the children of
working mothers.

Governor Deukmejian was
an ardent supporter, even
though the new legislation was
far more elaborate and far
more costly than the Job
Club-Workfare measure the
governor had previously back-
ed. "We were looking for a
mechanism to solve the prob-
lem of welfare dependency,"
says Steven Merksamer, the
governor's chief of staff. "It
didn't have to be the pure
workfare model."

TtE GOVERNOR'S OF-
FICE had left much of the ne-
gotiating to Swoap and his
assistant, Carl Williams. So had

Assemblyman Ernest Konnyu,
who represented the Assembly
Republican Caucus during the
bargaining. "I trusted Wil-
liams," declares Konnyu.
"He's a conservative true be-
liever. He's also a bargainer
who can convince you that he
just got you the best deal, that
what you've given away is a
matter of detail, not principle."

The political maneuvering
was just beginning. A dozen
welfare reform bills had been
introduced into the Legisla-
ture during the term, and Sen-
ator Watson's committee was
busy converting all of them in-
to pilot projects. When the
newly drafted measure came
up in the Assembly, Tom
Bates used every parliamen-
tary trick in the book - as
well as some he made up on
the spot - to stall the measure
to death in the weeks before
the September adjournment.
It took a threatened special
session of the Assembly to get
Bates to bick down from one
particularly outrageous mane-
uver. When the Assembly
finally got the chance to vote,
it gave the bill a 68-8 sendoff.

Prospects were far more
dicey in the Senate, where
Senate President Pro Tem
David Roberti was at best luke-
warm about welfare reform.
Roberti was uneasy with the
speed at which the bill was be-
ing rushed through the Legis-
lature. And the chairwoman of

the Health and Human Ser-
vices Committee, Diane Wat-
son, was its most unbending
opponent. Watson had suffer-
ed several unhappy public
moments during the term, in-
cluding a verbal spanking by a
fellow senator, and Roberti
didn't want to inflict yet an-
other wound.

It was essential, Agnos real-
ized to "energize" Roberti.
The only way of accomplish-
ing that was to link welfare
with Roberti's pet program,
after-school care for the child-
ren of working mothers.

Passage of this
welfare reform bill
marks a major
turn-around in
state politics.

A year earlier, a S30-million
latch-key child bill sponsored
by Roberti had been vetoed
by Deukmejian. "I'll be dead
and buried," Roberti told the
Senate, before having another
shot at getting the governor to
approve a major child-care
program.

Deukmejian, who hates
horse-trading, had to be per-
suaded to bargain with Roberti.
The search was on for what
the participants called ?-. "ci-



egant solution," an understand-
ing that didn't look like wheel-
ing and dealing, but allowed
negotiations with Roberti to
proceed.

Roberti's support didn't
come cheaply. He got his latch-
key program - more focused
an poor working women and
less child development-orient-
ed than he might have liked,
but with a $71-million price
tag. He also came away with
$36 million to build new child-
care facilities. And for child-
ren whose parents are in the
GAIN program, he won more
funding - $2,100 a year per
child - than the administra-
tion first proposed.

ALTHOUGH THOSE close
to Deukmejian deny it, the
governor gave much more than
he got to win Roberti's sup-
port. Deukmejian needed to
emerge from this session of
the legislature with a win,
Major initiatives on toxics re-
organization and the unitary
tax had been stymied; work-
fare had a political sex appeal
that these items could never
aspire to. The August Field
Poll, which shook up Deuk-
mejian's staff, had shown that
Californians thought highly of
Deukmejian but were vague
about what he stood for.
Workfare became the govef-
nor's take-a-stand issue.

With Roberti offering what
one colleague terms "semi-

passionate" support for the
bill, the welfare reform bill
whisked through Watson's
committee and a vote on the
Senate floor in a single day.
"It's still a forced-labor pro-
gram," Watson angrily insisted.
"In places where there are no
real job prospects, welfare
mothers will simply go home
and have another baby."

Bill Greene, who like Wat-
son represents the Los Angeles
ghetto community, had a
sharp-edged retort. "The pre-
sent system is nothing, zip,
zero, double-zero. It is debili-
tating, denigrating, and I am
tired of seeing women that I
represent put in this kind of
posture."

With Senate passage, the
fight seemed over. Assembly
concurrence on some technical
changes was the only remain-
ing step before passage became
official. At that moment,
though, Assembly minority
leader Pat Nolan decided that
the package cost too much.

Those who had worked for
months to hammer out the
deal were understandably dis-
mayed at this 24th-hour ap-
pearance. And the fact that
the young Republican staffers
working for Nolan displayed
more zeal than brains - at one
critical moment, a staffer de-
tailing numerous points of
contention admitted he hadn't
even read the bill - made
things worse.

In the end, the Republican
Assemblyman surrendered to
the wishes of the governor's
office. "We had gone too far
down the road to change
course," says Merksamer.

'Tell Nolan the game is
over," Agnos said to Merk-
samer. "'Then go to Roberti
and shake on it."

A FTER THE bill-signing,
everyone was convinced that

he had made the best deal.
Deukmejian had had to com-
promise twice - offering to
spend more money, first on
training programs, later for
child care, than he had intend-
ed. But the governor got his
workfare program. As Carl
Williams declared, "if you saw
the TV coverage, it was worth
every penny."

Dave Roberti saw the bill
very differently, as the Magna
Charta for child care. Years
from now, he predicted, that's
what would, be remembered.

In fact, everyone involved
will probably benefit political-
ly, including the Odd Couple
of Swoap and Agnos. Dave
Swoap is now Mr. Welfare Re-
form. He's the man who was
picked to spread the gospel on
the 'Today" show and has
been seriously touted to head
the federal Health and Human
Services Department.

Art Agnos has been prais-
ed so lavishly by all the partic-
ipants that you'd think canon-

ization was in the wind. And
his political reward may be
more tangible.

At least that's the estimate
of Assembly Speaker Willie
Brown. During the last hour of
debate in the Assembly, Tom
Bates predicted that in five
years this measure would be
regarded as a failure. Bates
hoped that, when the time
came, the authors would
admit as much.

"If you're talking about
Assemblyman Agnos," Brown
shot back, "he'll be the ma. or
of San Francisco by then."

"Is that an endorsement?"
Bates asked.

"It's a guarantee."

WHAT ACTUALLY happens
in 1990, when the bill has
been fully implemented, is
anyone's guess. The Depart-
ment of Social Services pre-
dicts that the state will save a
quarter of a billion dollars a
year in reduced welfare costs.

The Department of Finance,
the administration's fiscal con-
science, is much less sanguine.
So is the Legislative Analyst's
office, which points out that
DSS has probably exaggerated
the speed with which welfare
recipients will get jobs and
overstated the savings from
those who, in order to avoid
workfare, won't sign up for
welfare in the first place. If
the Legislative Analyst is right,
costs could be much higher -

hundreds of millions of dol-
lars higher - and fiscal bene-
fits much smaller than the po-
iticans are acknowledging.

Who is right - how much
money will be saved, how
many jobs will be filled by
newly trained welfare mothers
- can't be known now. There
is some mildly encouraging
data from San Diego County,
which has been operating a job
club-workfare program for
several years. But much of the
San Diego savings came from
trimming people from the rolls.
and the protections built into
the new legislation makes this
strategy less likely.

A lavish employment and
training program in Massa-
chusetts has put 17,000 wel-
fare recipients in unsubsidized
private-sector jobs during the
past two years, saving the state
some $50 - million. Yet because
that program is essentially vol-
untary, it attracts the most
motivated recipients. In the
mandatory California program,
there are bound to be propor-
tionately fewer successes.

There will always be some
people on the welfare rolls, no
matter how the GAIN pro-
gram is carried out. But, in an
important sense, that is beside
the point. As Sen. Bill Greene
argued passionately during the
floor debate, those individuals
are better off bringing home a
paycheck - even if it's a work-
fare paycheck. The very fact
that they are working should
help break the cycle of depend-
ency and despondency -
which, after all, is what social
welfare programs are supposed
to achieve.
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Yo kfare Program
Modeled on 'Best' of
Other States9 Plans:

By RICHAI;D PADDOCK, Times Staff IVriter

SACRAMENTO-During the last school year, Velda Jenkins spent twd
days a week quietly mopping floors at a state lab in South Charleston.,
W.Va., in exchange for her welfare check.

A mother of three teen-aged
children, she had been promised
training as a lab aide. But she never
received an hour of instruction.

"I can't get off welfare with what
I'm doing," she said. "I'm not
working myself any farther than
up and down these halls."

In West Virginia, officials con-
ceded that Jenkins had fallen be-
tween the cracks of the state's
workfare system. But in California,
she has helped shape public policy.

Her case became known as the
"Velda Factor" among a handful of
California lawmakers and officials
who discovered i her plight last
spring while on a tour of states that
had enacted some form of work
program for welfare recipients. To
Assemblyman A4t Agnos (D-San
Francisco), stated Health and Wel-
fare Secretary Davia -9voaand
others, her situation was an exam-
pIe of what to avoid in creating a
California workfare system.

That trip turned into a crucial
first step in the evolution of Cali-
fornia's workfare program, which
was signed into law last Thursday
by Gov. George Deukmejian.

California's Plan
Under the California plan, as

many as 175,000 welfare recipients,
primarily women with children
c er the age of 6, will be required

. ,york, go to school or receive job I
ti'tining in exchange for public
assistance.

But in' part because of Velda
Jenkins, each of these welfare
recipients will receive a written
contract from their county welfare •
department spelling out precisely
what training they will receive-a
method unique to the CaiA:ornia
program.

And in part because of the lack of
child-care assistance available in I
'Vest Virginia for workfare moth-
ers like Jenkins, California's pro.
gram includes an expensive child-,
care feature that will enable wel-
fare recipients to spend many more'
hours at work or In training.

California's adoption of a work-
fare program comes at a time when
25 states are experimenting with
mandatory work programs and an-
other 12 have established volun-
tary programs. But lawmakers in
Sacramento have created a work-
fare and training program far more
comprehensive and complex than
any of the. programs attempted
elsewhere.

The California delegation's trip
to the East provided a first-hand
look at work programs in West
Virginia, Massachusetts and Penn-
sylvania. Perhaps more significant
politically, it also opened a line of
communication between the con-
servative Swoap and the liberal'
Agnos.

"The trip had precisely the result'
we were looking for," Swoap said in
an interview. Swoap, who an-
nounced Friday that he will resign
Nov. 1, said: "It enabled us to see all
these various elements in detail,
decide which ones we liked and
which ones we didn't. We devel-"
oped little buzzwords and common'
understandings, like 'the Velda
Factor.'" (
. In Massachusetts, the California

.delegation saw a highly touted
work program that stresses the
voluntary participation of welfare
recipients.

The Massachusetts program,
known as Employment & Training,
or ET, is not considered workfare
because it has no mandatory work*
provision. Its only requirement is
that welfare recipients register for.
the program. They then can choose;

'from a variety of training programs
'or choose not to participate at all.

Massachusetts officials said their!
-program Is designed to motivate:
welfare recipients to work-noti
c erce them to get off welfare. And'
k. o,far, there has been no shortage

'of, volunteers for the limited num-
,.ter of ET slots available.
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. "We approached it very differ-
ently-in a positive way," Massa-
chusetts Gov. Michael S. Dukakis
said in an interview. "The people
on AFDC have responded so well to
this that our only problem is we
can't respond fast enough to ac-
commodate all the people who
want to come in."

ET was so attractive to Boston
resident Cheryl Ulberatore that she
quit her job last year to go on
welfare so she would be eligible for
one of the training programs. As a
result, the 22-year-old mother
said, she landed a job at Massachu-
setts General Hospital that paid'
nearly twice as much as her old.
one.

When the California delegation
came through Boston, Massachu-

'setts state officials displayed Lib.
eratore as one of their success
stories.

Recipients Given Choices
California officials were so im-

pressed with the Massachusetts
program that they incorporated
into their proposal a component-
that gives welfare recipients some
choice in the kind of work, training,
or education they will receive. I

"Massachusetts provided a tre-i
mendous model for us," Agnos sald

Massachusetts officials report
that their program has saved $50
million in welfare costs since It
began In 1983. Between October,
1983, and June, 195, according to
these reports, 10,579 Massachusetts

,welfare recipients have'been
placed in jobs with an average

,entry level wage of $5.10 an hour.
In Pennsylvania, much like West

Virginia, the visitors from the West'
:Coast saw a workfare program
geared more toward giving em-i
ployers free labor than providingI
welfare recipients with training.
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One of the largest employers 6i
workfare labor has been the Pen,)-
sylvania National Guird, w1-.cW
used welfare recipients as custody
ans at roany of its 98 armories. /

In many cases, the workfa'e
participants replaced workers laid
off by the state-a practice that.
will be prohibited In the California
program. 4 "
. .."From my point of view, with'

-the number of budget cutbacks, i
don't know how we would have-
gotten the job done withouLthem,"l
said Pennsylvania Adjutant Gen.
,Richard Scott, who oversees the

National Guard.
But even at one air base at Pt

Indiantown Gap, where workfare
offers little in the way of Job
training, one participant praised
the program.

"It gives you a chance to get out;
and do something," said 36-year-
old George F. Keener Jr., the father
of two small children. "I Was Justi
sitting around the house doing,
nothing. At least I'm working for
the money now."

Keener's attitude is shared by
many workfare participants, ac-|
cording to field studies conducted,
by the New York-based Manpower I
Demonstration Research Corp.

"One of the surprises was the.
positive response of people to the,
work program," MDRC vice presi-,
dent Judith Gueron said In an
Interview.

Added Agnos, "All the studies.
done around the country indicate
that the overwhelming majority of
people who participate in even the
most Draconian forms of workfare
Indicate they feel better about
themselves as a result."

One element of the California
plan was drawn from a county-run
pilot program,in San Diego.

In that program, welfare recipi-
ents must look for work and those
that are unsuccessful are required
to take a workfare assignment. A
similar provision has been included
in the statewide program.

Reagan's Workfare Program
The proliferation of different

progama around the country was
fostered by President Reagan, who
as governor of California champi-
oned a version of workfare in 1971
that now is widely regarded to
have been unsuccessful. At the
time. Swoap was a Reagan appoint-
ee very much involved in the
governor's workfare efforts.

Ten years later, in 1981, the
Reaan Administration In Wash-
ington sponsored a change in the
federal law to make it easier for
states to require welfare recipients
to work. Swoap then was Reagan's
undersecretary of health and hu-
man services and played a key role
in changing the law.

In 1983. Swoap returned to Sac-
ramento as a member of De~kmejl-
an's cabinet, where he is n w in a
position to implement workdue at
the state level.

"It was particularly good to c"
back and design a package that'.
takes advantage of what we did on
the federal level," Swoap said.

/
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Richard P. Nathan

A Welfare Revolution
Quietly, in the states.

For 20 years, welfare reform has been the
Mount Everest of American domestic policy.
Politicians have tried to climb it because it was
there. The history of these ascents has been con-
trzoversial. The proposals have been mo3dy com-
prehensive grand designs, made in Washington.
(V.oe's position has been a test of one's ideology.

As a former participant, I now believe t!ese
earlier efforts to establish a negative income tax
or guaranteed income system were the wrong
approach to welfare reform. But in the past five
years, there has been a subtle and litle-notced
shift toward an alternative. A new consensus is
emerging, emphasizing jobs and with state gov
ernments in the driver's seat.

In over two-thiiLs of the states, there is activity
t.der the heading of "workfare," whkch I b heve
may turn out to be the real welfare re-
form. Ir this process, the meaning of the
word "workdare" is subtly changing. In the
1970s, worldare was anathema to liberals
vkho often dam.-.ed it as "slavefare." The
meaning of the term in this period w3s
narrower than it is now. It referred to the
snLg!e approach that people on wvez;re
should "work oT" their benefits. They
should engage in public service jobs (often
condemned as "make work") for a.n
amount of time equal to some %-age- rate
(uch as the minimum wage) divided by
their entitlement to welfare assistance.

Historically, this has been the approach
to welfare for ad,.t men without famies
under state and county assistance programs. In
1971, the federal law was amended to requi-e that
a woman in the then fast-growing Aid to Famuiies

,with Dependent Children program register for
work and accept a "suitable" job i one is available
a.d if her youngest chld is over .6 years of age.
T.is requirement does not say that states and
cunties have to set up jobs--only that if a suitable
job is availahe (along with child care) an AFDC
faily head is required to accept it,

Ten years ;ater, Ronald Reagan tried to move
even further in this direction. He proposed that
states be required to provide jobs to all AFDC
family heads, again with children over 6 years of
;e and where child care is available. Although

Rcagna succeeded in 1981 in obtaining passage
cf fundamental welfare changes removing mny
vorkir'g poor families from the AFDC roles, lie
• vwA not successful in winning enactment of uni-
versal and compulsory work as a condition of the

recept of AFDC benefits. Congress instead sa-."
t-,.' the states could test the approach along ,''vi
(j.'.= employment approaches to welfare reform.

The important new acti-Aty being undertaken
by over two-thirds of the states involves tos:s
u. dir this new authority, although on a broad-
et.ed basis that also includes job preparation 3rd

eb search activities. The states are using a vari
e, of approaches- they can be arrayed on a c',n-
tinuom according to the degree and character af
the obligations imposWd under these new state
systems.

The welfare reform programs of Michael Dia-
wis, governor cf Massachusetts, and George De.tk-
meian, governor of Ca~iorTria, bear pa ticuWay
clcw watching. The Massachusetts program caLed
"ET Choices" is the most bberal test of employ-
ment approac.as to welfare reform. (ET stands for
e-ployment and training.) The emphasis in Massa-
chusetts is on jcb preparation and placement serv-
ices, not on compulsory work experience. This ap-
proach can be contrasted with that of states such
,s Utah and West Virginia that have a strong ttadi-
tion of mandatory community work experience for
welfare family heads.

California's program stands out as the most
ambitious new state welfare reform in the nation.
In 1985, the state enacted legislation to provide
"Greater Avenues to Independence"--abbrevi-
ated, of course, as GAIN-for-all qualifying wel-
fare family heads. Under this program, all1 coun-
ties hi California are to set up new.systems to
provide a range of services-training, education,
job counseling and job placement. Eligible wel-
fare recipients are required to participate in one
or another of these services. If the services are
not successful in getting an eligible AFDC family
head into the work force, they are followed by six
months or one year of "relevant". community
work experience in a presumably useful (not
"make work") public service job. It is estimated
that California will spend as much as $300 eni-
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I:cn per -.ear on this program, not countirg the
expected welfare savings, when GAIN is fully im-
p:.-,ented. Tus is more than the federal govern-
ment spent in 1985 for the nation as a whole on
welfare employment and training programs
under its work incentive (or WIN) program.

It is not yet clear what will happen under the
California or otber new state welfare reform pro-
grams in the turbulent environment of Gramm-
: .uzan-Hollings. This quiet state-focused revo-
:':cn is, in effect, an attempt to change welfare
as an n,;tiution and, in the process, to reduce
rCe '..-. of welfare both for recipients and
f. r it.e society. But such change does not come

'The .anpower Demonst:aticn Research Cor
' ba-ed in New York City, has conducted

,:z:.e demor.str:ation research project on
ria-ixas cf the work and weLfare approach in

• ,;:h more than 35,000 people have been as-
s:!.- ed either tM a new program or a comparison
group. The results of these demonstrations so
far, including one in San Diego that was a model
for the California GAIN program, have been
promising. However, the earrings and work in-
creises achieved are not all that large, and fur-
thermore there is variation among the states in
these terms. One clear lesson from these state
experiments is that it is bound to take time to
dval with the accumulation of generations of the
terrible problem of very high rates of single-par-
ent families among the poor.

But there is new hope. The states are serving
as testing grounds for welfare reform on a basis
ti-at involves a delicate balancing act by liberals
,';,d conservatives. Job-focused institutional
changes to reduce the stigma of welfare are the
essence of the new approach. It is too early to
draw conclusions about its efficacy. But it cer- -
tainly bears close watching: it codd be the real
wetare reform.

The writer, ,ho was deputy undersecretary for
heah, educntion and u elfare in the Nixon admini,-
trotion, noto teaches at Princeton ULr.:ersity.
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California vests m 'workfare'
By Cheep Suan
Staf writer h c isia science Monitor

Fresmo, CHif.
Cherron Holmes knows what it is like

to be a "welfare mother," to hear people
at the supermarket whisper comments
about the amount of groceries she's al-
lowed to buy with food stamps. Now,
she's also learning what it's like to be a
working mother, holding down a full-time
job outside the home and drawing a regu-
lar paycheck instead of a welfare check.

She recently landed her job as a recep-

tionist with the help of GAIN (Greater
Avenues for Independence), California's
newly restructured welfare program Ms.
Holmes says the program is more like a
bridge than an avenue. "AD you have to
do is cross over to find your self-identity
and your independence," she says. 'If
you give it a chance, it can work for you.
But remember, nothing is free."

Californians"%percepton that welfare
clients were getting a free ride, however,
is the spark that ignited current reforms

Pbm se WORKFARE back pegs
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WORKFARE fl
in the state. As governor of California
(1967-74) Ronald Reagan tried a work-
fare program, but it was never fully put
in praice and ended when he left office.
His successor, Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.,
approved an experimental workfare pro-
gram for San Diego County that was a
forerunner of GAIN.

Launched June 30 in Fresno County,
the new program is expected to be initi-
ated in more than 20 of California's 58
counties this year. All counties are sup-
posed to have GAIN programs within
four years.

GAIN's bottom line is that welfare re-
cipients who are not able to find work in
the marketplace, as Holmes did, will be
assigned jobs in the public sector or with
nonprofit agencies. In effect, they will be
"earning" their welfare checks

During California's 30 years of experi-
ence with a variety of welfare programs,
"the sentiment of the general public that
able-odied people should work and par-
ticipate in the labor market has never
disappeared," says Ben Kelley, director of
social services in Fresno County. "We now
insist that everybody participate in the
marketplace - and we'll provide the ser-
vices [transportation passes, child care,

education, and job training] to do it."
GAIN's inauguration comes at a time

when the United States is beginning to
reexamine its national welfare policy.
President Reagan, in his State of the
Union address in February, announced
the formation of a White House commis-
sion to evaluate assistance programs and
make recommendations on welfare re-
form. New bills have been introduced in
Congress to restructure federal relief pro-
grams. And other states - Massachu-
setts, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia -
have also revised their welfare programs,
tying them more clbsely to job training
and employment.

California officials think GAIN is a
model for the nation. "It takes different
approaches that have been tried else-
where, and are proven to be effective, and
puts them into one comprehensive pro-
gram," says Bruce Wagstaff of the Cali-
fornia Department of Social Services.

Funded this year at $78 million, GAIN
will cost $335 million a year when it's
going. It is expected to save the state $360
million a year because of lower welfare
payments and new income taxes from
former clients who have found jobs.

Holmes, who found a job with Fresno
County after one day in the GAIN pro-
gram, will not earn enough at first to
cover her public-assistance allotment.

The state will make up the balance until
she earns enough to provide for herself
and her two boys.

"Is it not better to subsidize a person's
labor than to give them a check and let
them sit at home?" Mr. Kelley asks. "One
is a dead end. The other carries the
chance of something positive happening. "
GALN critics, however, say that manda-
tory "workfare" has never worked and
that voluntary programs are more effec-
tive. They are also concerned that wel-
fare clients who can't find employment in
the marketplace will be forced into"make-work" jobs - raking leaves in the
park or counting paper clips in the back
room.

Luisa Medina of Centro la Familia, an
advocacy group for Fresno County's poor,
insists that the workfare segment of
GAIN must provide "meaningful, useful
employment." She says Fresno County is
committed to that goal, but adds that
other counties in the state may not be so
willing to provide close supervision and
careful training for GAIN participants.

It's too early to draw any conclusions
about the program's success or failure.
Statistics are scant, but testing.of early
participants in Fresno County indicate
that about half of the clients need to
improve basic skills - such as learning to
speak English or reading at a sixth-grade

level - before they can compete in the
labor market.

GAIN is structured so that welfare re-
cipients look first for jobs in the competi-
tive marketplace. People who fail to find
work can then choose from a menu of
options, such as on-the-job training or
vocational education. Public-sector slots
are the last resort, but clients are required
to take them in order to continue to re-
ceive benefits.

The key to GAIN's success ultimately
may be whether it gets support from the
private business community. "I wish we
could have mandated to the employer, as
well as to the welfare client, that 'you will
participate.'" Ms. Medina says.

But the business community here may
not be capable of supporting the program.
The county's economy is tied closely to
the struggling agricultural industry, and
the unemployment rate varies between
10 and 16 percent, depending on the
season.

Between 1980 and 1985, the county's
population grew 8 percent, but job
growth has been flat, says Danidel K.
Whitehurst, president of the Fresno
County Economic Development Corpora-
tion and a former mayor of Fresno mayor.
"GAIN will only break the [poverty] cycle
if there are jobs to be had for welfare
people," he says.
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'Workfare' offers ways to GAIN independence

County program leads in\
state job training push

By TEsA BARNEI
Of (he rmes Staff

f "!

They are an unlikely team with an
enormous mission. Whether they
are simply charging windmills or
blazing new trails in this country's
system of helping the poor remainsto. be seen. "'€ ""

'On a recent cool and fogg rn
ing. Paula Amen-Judah. Laura Eck-
lin and Sally La Cau faced a room,
ful of women to enthusiastically
pitch their new program. The
women, mostly white, single and in
their 20s, sipped.coffee and re-
mained politely attentive, if a little
bored or sleepy.as they listened to
the introductory remarks. Amen-
Judah. Ecklin and La Cau had a cap-
tive audience, since the women were
all mothers on public assistance and
therefore required to attend the all-
day workshop.

The women were in for a day of
tests. forms and information about
the "options and have-to's".under a
new state law that requires able wel-
fare recipients to find jobs or partic-
ipate in job training programs

Napa gets head start
Napa is one of the first counties in

the state to develop and put in place
its "workfare' program under the
state law adopted in September
1985. (Fresno County launched its
program one day earlier than Napa.)

"By jumping in early, we can work
with the state to impact the develop-
ment of the guidelines:'says Dan
Corsello. county human services
director. %

Napa's program, called Greater
Avenues for Independence or GAIN.,
has been in place since earix July.
A pilot program, began inAugust
1985, and "has already helped
"hundreds:' #ccording to Amen-
Judah, who shepherds new par-
ticipants into the GAIN program.

"We were running (the pilot pro-
gram) on a shoestring, says GAIN
planner Lynne Vaughan. "We fol-
lowed the state work-welfare bills as
they developed, and when the law
passed we decided to go for it. This
is really a win-win-win program:'
..The program is designed to get

welfare recipients off the rolls by get-
ting them into entry-level , career"
jobs that will keep them out of the
public assistance system perma-
nently. Unlike earlier workfare pro-
grams. dating back to Ronald Rea-
gan's days as California governor, the
GAIN program provides child care
and transportation.

Since over 90 percent of welfare
cases are single mothers, child care
is the crucial component, according
to everyone involved with GAIN.

"I haven't been a great fan of
workfare because it is usually based
on dead-end make-work. As a result.

it never really got people iff wel-
fare," says Corsello. "What makes this
unique is that it addresses many of
the crucial issues, especially child
care You ask a woman to care for
kids and work a minimum wage job
that yil- go nowhere-shell just be
burnedout and back on welfare.
.Ta i.i po tive program, not nega-
tive and pdthtive." ..

The GAINyprogram provides sev-
eral levels of service, from adult
basic education and English classes
for non-Enlfsh speakers to job
search coa-hling tO vocational train-
ing. While some participants will just
need to brush up their skills, others
can enroll in college programs for up
to two years, according to Ecklin.
Others can participate in paid and
non-paid on the job training pro-
grams. ; "-.. , -

"At first I didn't like the Idea of un-
paid work experience programs:'
concedes Vaughan. "But 95 percent
of the employees and employers in
studies said the experience was
great. The facts didn't bear out the
fears." -

In order to place participants in
jobs with advancement potential.
GAIN training is closely tied to the
job market. The Napa Private Indus-
try Council is actively involved in the
program.

We have generally had tremen.
douis response from employers:" says

(pleasemee me 3)
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GAIN j b trainin'o;,, , oGAIN o jo tr il i taff' The grocery clerks treat you(colt. fm.page .like a cheater. People in line inspect4 1. .'.' ... ybur cart-you better not have any.
PIC chairman Ray Sercu. "We (em- thing but generic basics: "'I couldn't
ployers) have incentive to take these 060 anyone totreat my child %when
employees, because, many come "w as ill.-ihad to go out of county
with Sibsidzed triiifg..gUnder one Oind .wl ould accept
training program,GAIN pays half of ei-,a". . .-.-.0., .'' .;,'%.q te-,s ", . - ,,
the employee's salary during the, " o ntt tl perception' of weltAinifig period. "".... ie' " . ."nre reclientsi Amen-Judah asks.

A study completed in February each woman why'she's on public as-predicted that about 1,700 new jobs distance. Almost without exception
would be created in Napa by 1988. they said they were single, parents,.
Most of the new jobs are expected bften from abusive marriages, with
to be in the health and service in- small children they were unable todustries, so GAIN's vocational train-. support and care for on their low
Ingf6usesondedcal andsales-type *ages. .
'.s To. help pa rcip ants pre 'ae f" : .. ......c s e. ' I ei k ,n'stre for.. ". .. r
customerservice wo rkintores or "That illustrates our saying here:'hotels, one of the programs goes so Amen-Judah tells the group. 'iWel. .p
far as to film training exercises on
video, and offers opportunities to im- farg.others ae'created from r6w G

prov, apearace troug execise wages and unpaid child supportt..pove apk~arance through exercise

and nutrition counseling, lessons at As the day progresses, the par- .cc
th~e beauty college .nd "having your ticipants learn other details of the tic
colors do ne' GAIN program. They hear from

Phyllis Boyson, who heads the Fam- AiOrientation: positive response ily Support Division of the District ce
-The state-issue scratch paper is ti- Attorney's Officer]:Sh 'tells' them

ld "GAIN Appraisal: Scratch Paper" about the child support laws 'and TIThe sheet is.only eight by seven how her staff, with a caseload of 700 ". 'fchesi most of thefofirt and back apiece, work to find and collect from re(discovered with s riiblings after the non-paying parents, usually fathers. pr(
20-minute math lOortion of the exam For about half of the group, this ge,
is- over. A:. '. .' workshop is the longest amount of fe'The 17 women who are attending time they've been separated from six
Amen-Judah's orientation workshop their babies or toddlers. Child care holifis morning bifeathe a collectivee is a concern near'to their hearts, so
iih of relief iter ihe two-part test even-after-a full.dlay of forms and .-the

Rover. The reading comprehension tests, they perk up at the last presen- ing
5c0on includes samiple.'frm, re- nation. Susari Edwards from Rainbow of asmes,!'.mployee manuals and. Child Caie Council has arrived to ex- 7n6
charts likely to be encountered dur- plain how mothers in the GAIN pro- -helling a job search or on a job. The gram can arrange for their children 0math section tests basic math skills care-at no expense-duringthe bleusing examples such as paycheck time they attend classes or search for basi
stubs and tax deductions. a job. . ' T1
,."lt'sa very practical test:' says "So far, it has gone amazingly caseAmen-Judah..The results determine smoothly," sas Edwards of the CO'swhether a participant needs basic GMN-Rainbowahild care coopera. -ple t

education before or along .th 'job tion:Rainb6~ l pbmpletd'a study"of ." tke"Tub" workshops. ,...; cbunty child c , facilitiesIn Febri- 'yer
'b unwind from the stress of ihe* ary While it isfelatively easy to find Th1,ft, Amen-Judah invites the women care for.thr eeto four.year-olds, care from

(6 complete the sentence: "People for infants and'school-age children stateOn welfare are.. :' Immediately the remains a challenge, she says. In ad- "Wgroup perks up calling out "lazy;' "ir. dition, many of the nursing or sales- says.responsible:' "cheats." Soon the sin- cashier jobs encouraged under the to pa)gle words turn Into vignettes of mis. GAIN training require weekend and is nee
treatment and discrmination: "My, evening hours-times when availa. about
son was left ignorid and crying In ble child care acllitles'are scarce. pared
the hospital while non-Medi-Cal kids
got balloons and attention from the

Although only three of the women
resent are required to sign tip for

XAI, bythe end of the day 15 are
king appointments for child care
nsultation and individual evalua-

)ns..
"This response is typical;' says
rhen-Judah. "We've had a high per.
nt of volunteers:','

Ie 'have-to's' and the 'want.to's'
)nly cirtan welfare recipients are
iuired to participate in GAIN. The
gram targets those whose youn.
it child is 15, who have two or
ter children both over the age of
, and those with two-parent
iseholds.
We're especially concerned about
people whose children are grow-.
older, because they will run out
id within a few years and have
ob ldills" explains La Cau. "This
is them make the transition"
other welfare recipients are eligi-
to participate on a voluntary
S.
ie county handles about 1,300
s at any one time, according to
ello Heexpects about 500 peo-
o become actively involved InGAIN; * " ' , "r duringits tit.

.".. t. I z. '

e county requested. $750,000
the state to fund GAIN, but the
approved $545,000.
e're still negotiating,' Corsello
"We feel the state Is obligated
'the freight. The entire amount
ded. Our program would cost
$825 per applicant, as corn-

toFen t $30~

I
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Workfare Works
It has been nearly a year since California's

workfare program was initiated, and it will be a
long time before anyone knows whether it will
work. But it is the boldest plan of its kind in the
country, and is up and running in five counties.
This autumn, GAIN (for Greater Avenues to
Independence) administrators are touring the
state to drum up support for their plan to help the
poor get out and stay out of poverty. They seem to
have the right ingredients to make workfare work.

GAIN, modeled after San Diego's highly suc-
cessful plan, embodies the most important of the
liberal and conservative approaches to workfare.
Its fundamental premise is that those on welfare
want to work. In fact, most do: The average stay on
welfare in California is 22 months, and only about a
quarter of recipients stay on longer than five
years. GAIN is unique in that it requires nearly all
able-bodied welfare recipients to do something-
work, go to school, or receive job training-in
exchange for their checks. That pleased con-
servatives, who wanted to get something for their
money and impose a sense of responsibility on
recipients.

But GAIN looks beyond merely getting people
temporarily off the dole. Welfare recipients won't
be forced into make-work jobs, nor will they be
shoVeled into dead-end employment. GAIN gives
them the opportunity to learn a skill and teaches
therh how to market It. Administrators help
recipients find work and get them to it. If a welfare
recipient does take a low-paying job, the state will
make up the difference between the paycheck and
the welfare check. That will help alleviate the
dilemma inherent in so many welfare programs-
how to encourage a welfare recipient to take a job
that pays less than welfare. One disappointing but
perhaps unavoidable aspect of GAIN is that

welfare recipients are prevented from working in
jobs customarily performed by union members.
That prohibition, though it prevents governments
from replacing workers with welfare recipients,
removes a host of interesting jobs that workfarers
could do. And it is especially unfortunate in the
light of the spending limits placed on local
governments by Proposition 13.

No matter how good the training or the job.
lasting progress against chronic unemployment is
impossible unless families-especially those with
small children-are encouraged to stay together.
In California, 80% of the 600,000 families on
welfare are headed by one parent, who is usually
female and usually a member of a minority. GAIN
wisely provides for child care and transportation to
and from work and job Interviews. In the interest
of keeping families together, mothers with pre-
school children will not be obliged to take part in
the program, though they may volunteer to do so.
And If, after the entire process, welfare recipients
still refuse to work, the aid will be taken away
from them but not from their children.

The early results on GAIN, though in no way
conclusive, are encouraging. In Fresno County.
half the welfare recipients who have gone through
the initial job-search program have found work,
mostly in semiskilled service jobs. Administrators
in Napa County are reporting early success, too.
GAIN's big test will come when the program goes
statewide, and into full swing, in 1988. Its biggest
potential problem is child care, which is-inadequate
everywhere.

So many anti-poverty programs in the past have
been killed before they have had a chance to prove
their worth. GAIN, the most ambitious attempt yet
to lift the poor from the squalor that is their lives,
deserves a fair test.
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'Workfare' plan
is paying off for

the unemployed
By cD MINDEL
,&MM YUmo CA UMM MU

In em of the first results of "workfare"
in this area, a woman on welfare in Yuba
County got a job' at Kaiser Hospital in
Sacramento.

A bold new welfare program, enacted
by the state In September IM5, Is slowly
being phased In around the state.

Yuba Is one of the first 10 counties to
begin operating the program that will
rqusre many recipients of Aid to Families
with Dependent Cblldren (AFDC) to work.

But with the new threatof "no work, no
pay," comes we of the most elaborate lob'
search program ever attempted by gov'
erameit in Us country.

he. program called Greater Avenues
or Independence (GAIN) will offer lob-

search workshops, education, training,
child care and transportation.

In time, there may also be jobs crqnted
by "grant diversion," which will givi'the
Welfare check to the employer who hires

pessons in the progrpm.
"Some persons are really anxious to get

goinft a then, of course, we have some
people who resent it, who feel it's unfair,"

.sad Phyllis Bullard. Yuba County GAIN

The Yuba program, which began in
November, has about 300 participants. The
Kaiser worker is one of a half dozen who
have found jobs so far.

When the program is fully operational,
it will include about half of the 2,600 AFDC
clients in the county.

Among the exempted are persons with
children under age S. adults who live with
someone an GAIN, and those determined
to be physically and mentally unable to'
worL

The early trends, say several county
directors, show more volunteers than
expected as well as a high number of
persona who need remedial education In
basic reading and arithmetic.

After testing, about half of the Yuba
participants are now taking remedial
classes through the Marysvle Adult Edu-
eation Program or Yuba Community Col-

"I think it's consistent with the message
we are hearing from educators that the

OPieese so* WORKFAI, All
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American population Is not as well-educated as It used
to te," said Jo Frederick of the joint legislative GAIN
oversight committee, "and we are dealing In Califor-
nla with many people whose primary language Is not
English."

* As counties around the state sit down to work out
their-GAIN plans, some say It Is the first attempt to.

dl, together all of the existing resources for educa.
tao.; Iraining and job placement.

" Los Angeles County officials, for example, are said
to:'bave discovered resources they did not know

.n Stanislaus County, the planners concluded that
th:farm-based economydoes not produce enough
Jobs.'T Vlr solution was to export some of the welfare
pppulall6n.

They proposed a moving allowance, plus a $250 one-
time grant for mnor auto repairs.
' Calaveras County, which has no public transport.

tion, Is considering a van pool to carry persons to
training and Jobs.
: In, general, the county planning process Is proving

tq be more difficult than expected.
'The prediction last year was that 35 counties would

operating GAIN programs by the end of this fiscal
year In June. Now It Is expected to be about 20.

"We are basically on schedule," said Carl Wit.
llamt, state GAIN director. "We have had some
sllipage In some of the county start dates. In a way, I
afs'glad about that. Some of the early plans that came
imieie not very good."

'.By this September. all of the counties are required
t6submlt a plan. By September of next year, all
counties must begin operating a GAIN program.
. Then they have two more years to phase In all of

the caseload, bringing the program to full operation
statewide five years after the bill was signed by Gov.
Deukmejlan.

Most of the big counties, such as Los Angeles,
which has 40 percent of the state AFDC caseload, will
robably not move much In advance of the deadlines.

.,Only 10 to 15 percent of the AFDC caseload Is In the
c4Wptles that have begun GAIN operations-Butte,
Fr bbo. Naps, Kern, Santa Clara, Stanislaus, Madera,
4 aMateo, Yuba, and Ventura.
,*.n the county where California workfare began, San
D)ego, the last of two prototype programs Is scheduled
ft'end In June. Officials would like to begin GAIN In

y but they have not yet submitted a plan.
,%They are going to have to hustle," said Williams,

',ind so are we."
'>,'h GAIN budget for the current fiscal year, $93

"iIon, Is scheduled to increase to $266 million next
year.'
,.A tfird of next year's budget is In the form of

existing federal programs, mainly job training, and
#4t4,offlclals are worrying about possible federal
Iujlget cuts.

a' otn the budget next year, the two largest spending
eftfg'ries are education and training, $112 million,
inUiehlld care, $59 million.

r ng the first years of the program, GAIN Is

more -
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WO.RKFARE: State... plan pays
off for the unemployed

Increasing welfare costs. Next year, the level will be
$162 million over current funding.

But as programs become fully operational, there
may be a saving as persons leave the welfare rolls,
supplement their welfare aid with work Income, or are
deterred from applying for welfare by the prospect of
work.

In Fresno County, which launched the first GAIN
program last June 30, Welfare Director Ben J. Kelley
estimates that It will take two years to hit the "cross-
over" point.

The county has a large refugee population, unem-
ployment In the area of 12 percent, and one of the
heaviest per capita AFDC caseloads In the state.

"We have seen some evidence that we are holding
the line in terms of the total number of cases," said
Kelley, "but it's too early to know whether there Is
cause and effect there. It was one of the things we
were hoping for, but we haven't got the figures yet."

Fresno began quickly because it already had its
own GAIN-like Employmhent Linking Services Pro-
gram, which Included a job-search club and work slots
at public and private non-profit agencies.

Under GAIN, said Kelley, 300 persons have been
placed in jobs, most of them "entry-level" positions
paying $4.50 to $5.50 an hour-with a few "outstanding"
professional-level jobs.

He mentioned stenographers, truck drivers, carpet
Installers, field workers, quality control Inspectors,
bar tenders, sales clerks, printing, child care, data
transcribers and diesel mechanics.

By July, said Kelley, the Fresno GAIN program
may have exceeded its goal of finding jobs for 800
persons during the first year.

The program now has 4,500 participants, about half
of the total number eligible. There are 23,000 AFDC
families In the county.

Kelley said the county has not yet begun grant
diversion or supported-work programs. lie said the
state is still developing guidelines.

One of the things that has helped the Fresno
program, said Kelley, is strong support from the
community and employers.

"We have tried very hard not to put any extra
paperwork or requirements on the employer," lie said,
"It's the responsibility of either staff or the partici-
pants."

Fresno found, for example, that a large U.S.
Internal Revenue Service center could not- find enough
workers at times for Jobs that paid over $5 an hour.
GAIN and the IRS worked out an agreement to meet
manpower needs.

A new firm, Jet Plastic, is said to have agreed to
hire 60 percent of its assemblers from GAIN. The jobs
pay $7 to $9 an hour.

"We are excited about it," said Kelley. "We really
are. I know that is an overused word. But it's so
darned nice to be working In a positive vein, to know
you are helping people--both the taxpayers and the

people in the program. Our staff is really high on it."
As In Fresno, the GAIN program in Napa County,

which began a day later on July 1, Is being built on a
strong existing local program.

"We have a real good private industry council in

Naps, 'and they have been very supportive of our
program from day No. I," said Terry Longoria, Naps
County eligibility services chief.

She said about half of the 564 GAIN participants
are volunteers,

"The No. 1 reason for people coming on welfare In
Napa County Is because of divorce or separation, not
because they lost a job," Longoria said.

Since July, 24 of the Napa participants have found
Jobs, ranging from $14 an hour at Kaiser Steel to
minimum wage at McDonald's.

In one case, a woman with one child who had been
on AFDC for nine years found a job as a waitress.
Another recipient with an 18-year-old daughter found a
$15.50 teaching job."'The mandatory provision Is having some good
effect," said the oversight committee's Frederick.
"We are hearing from clients that had they not been
forced to participate, they would not have had the self-
confidence to go back to school or training."

While the early reports from the field are op!lmls-,
tic, the GAIN program has Its critics.

Among other things, they say, It does not address.
the problem of the males who father welfare children,'
exempts too many AFDC recipients, will not save
money, and does not alloy welfare recipients to work
in jobs usually done by unbn members.

Of a number of states that have already begun
workfare programs, one of the best known Is the ET
(Employment and Traling Choices) program In
Massachusetts.

The governor there, Mehael Dukakis, says it is a
success. But critics say It takes credit for the job
placement of many motivated and well-trained persons
who probably would have 6und work on their own.

In addition, the AFDC caseload In Massachusetts
has risen slightly since tht program began In Septem-
ber 1983, from 86,999 to, 87,40), while the general
unemployment rate in tht state plunged 40 percent,
from 7.2 to 4.2 percent.

Page 2 of 2
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Mo'llocal k elfare recirpients oul rt!her ,
t.ar, lini;er on tl., dole, says a survey b.y th:
Sior-ani enc County Deprtment of Social Serv!c..

.s a resn' more than 16.8 '. survey re!ponden.'.
.0h") said they need assistbr.ce' to ottain gainfus

ein',.vment njay find more such job oppar'unities
-rthe planned state" 'de work:lare progrnin.

That much-touted program is schetd.td to be
%tar'd Io c:i: next summer.

1Vvrh',.re is designed to wcen mo;t recipients off
w, ', ire by fo,'cing tho.,,e who can to %"'r-.

\Vcr~i-re - created by tl,/. LeP, it':re as the
Gre'.ter Avenues for Indepen,lecc Act (GAIN, of ItP
- v '.A*:!rcs abled-bodid m-. wid women on welfare to
a t:re markctable jol skills. lien Jot's

Lost year, !he st.te earmarked more than $15.9
mijn to implement GAIN programs throughOAt
Californmi.

As incentives to those trying to break the we!fcre
ch,,m. iri,;-!c emplo:eis may obijirs county grains to
pay ree'piert s

This procedure, called grant diversion, may give an
edle to GAIN-trained graduates entering the jOc
market.

Workfare will be implemented locally over a two-
year span beginning next July. Sacramento Co,,,nty
GA:: Bureau Chief Jari,, Hasmussen raid Friday.

"Once the workfare program is under way, tax.,%.
ers can anticipate applause from 73 percent of the
21.600 welfare recipients who responded to the survyc

Here are some of the survey's results:
* Nearly 15.700 welfare recipients do want to

obtain training that leads to employment.
# More than 16,800 respondents said they netd

assistance in obtainin; a job that pays adequately.
* Filly-five percent have not completed high

school.
a Fifty-one percent would prefer to obtain on-the-

Job training.
& Thirty-two percent speak little or no English.
There are an estimated 30,000 welfare reciplen's In

Sacramento County.
Some recipients - Including single mothers with

children under 6 and the Incapacitated - are not
required to participate in the workfare prograin,
Rasmussen said.

Workfare will force mandatory GAIN participation
on 12,156 recipients. Including the unemployed prnci-
pal wage earner in a two-parent household and the
single parent with no children under 6.

Fifty-two percent of the mandatory participants
will be unemployed fathers and 48 percent female
hevds of households.

At least 4.800 persons can participate voluntarily.
Child care may be paid by GAIN up to 90 days after

welfare it, discontinued.
A recipient may continue to be eligible for non-

assistance food stamps and a medical card. but that
depends on the participant's income and resources.

The Private Industry Council has received $413.930
for remedial education and other service needs for
GAIN participants.
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Work-for-welfare
program working

GAIN
El Onto,CA
(Dqxnral Co.
Inprial Valley Press
1-15-87

Te early returns on Cali-
fornia's pioneering new work-for-
welfare program are in and they
indicate the plan is succeeding
beyond the expectations of its
sponsors, who merely wanted it
to accomplish two unprecedented
goals: Reduce the welfare rolls
at the same time It put recipients
to work in real jobs.

In its earliest going, that's
exactly what GAIN (Greater
Avenues for, Independence)
seems to be doing.

In Fresno County, the state's
first guinea pig, 727 persons on
aid to families with dependent
children had completed the job
training required by GAIN as of
Dec. 1. And 225 already had jobs,
working as everything from se-
curity guards to nurses aides,
roofers and fast-food fry cooks.

Listen to the rhapsody sung by
Romelia Carrillo, a 30-year-old
divorced mother of three who
was on welfare for three years
before the Fresno GAIN program
helped her find a job In the
dietary department of a local
hospital:

"I wanted to work" she said.
"They helped me with babysit-
ting. paid for my first uniform
and work shoes and even paid me
,as milage before I got my first

paycheck. Their classes helped
me learn how to fill out an
application and how to act during
the job interview. Now I'm
finally off welfare and I never
want to go back on. I was
shocked. I never thought the
welfare department could help

r:e find a job."
What's happened to Carrillo

demonstrates how different
GAIN is from the short-lived
workfare program that was one
of exGov. Ronald Reagan's pet
programs during the early 1970s.
At that time, welfare recipients
in several counties actually were.
forced to pull weeds, sweep floors
and clean parks to get govern-
ment assistance.

But none got useful job training
and virtually all stayed on the
welfare rolls as the plan was
eventually killed by Democrats in
the state Legislature who called
it a form of "slavery."

If the new $250 million a year
program is slavery, an awful lot'
or-w erefpients seem to:
want it.

For volunteers abound In the 10
counties that have already begun
using the GAIN system. which is
scheduled to Include all of Cali-
fornia by September 1988.

"Almost all the counties on the
plan are getting hundreds of
volunteers asking to be phased in
early," reports Thomas Burke.
GAIN Implementation coordi-
nator for the state Department of
Social Services. "There's been no
'1 don't want to do it' sort of
thing."

Stanislaus County is typical.
says Burke. The county had
planned to wait for annual
eligibility reviews before putting
existing welfare clients into its
GAIN classrooms, but had to
expand classes to accommodate
volunteers.

As for the expected movement
of welfare recipients across coun-
ty lines to escape the program,
that hasn't happened, Burke says.
"We don't see any Increases in
caseload in counties neighboring
those that have already started."
. And employers are also ap-
parently enthusiastic. "Fresno,
Naps and Madera counties have
each had dozens of small busi-
nesses call in and volunteer job
listings," Burke said. "That was
totally unexpected."

But there has been a continu-
ation of one aspect that Fresno
County officials hesitantly re-
ported when they began using
GAIN in July: At that time,
county officials said that about 20
percent of would-be welfare ap-
plicants were simply walking
away when they learned they'd
have to take training and seek
work. '

Now the county and state

aren't so definite with the per-
centage, but Robert Whitaker,
Fresno County GAIN coordi-
nator, says "We know there's a
falloff."

The positive response from
both welfare recipients and
potential employers apparently
stems from the bi-partisan
nature of GAIN, which won
strong Democratic support in the
state Legislature because it was
so different from the old Reagan
program.

"This is the only plan in the
country which tailors require-
ments for each individual." said
Marc Pinckney, a spokesman for
the state welfare department.
"We're giving instruction in Eng-
lish, high school equivalency
training, day care and transpor-
tation where needed. It's not just
a make-work program."

So GAIN obviously has attrac-
tion for liberals. And its tough
partlcipate-or-lose-your-benefits
rules appeal to conservatives,
too.

So far, the plan is an obvious
success. But the figures aren't In
yet from the few urban counties
already on the plan and big
counties like Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Alameda won't
begin until the deadline draws
near.

So the jury is still out on GAIN,
but all signs are positive.
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WIN on e for workfare
•Unless quick action takes place this week to only $11 million next year. So big a

as'ihe Senate-House conference committee budget cut would cripple GAIN before it
wrestles with the 1986-87 federal budget, becomes fully operati6nil In the state.
California's new workfare program will take Under the prograii,. all recipients of Aid
a devastating pruning just as it's beginning to Families with DepeAdent Children except
to grow. parents o( children under 6 choose between

"Hard-working Californians Interested in looking for work Independently, getting re-
seeing more poor and jobless citizens leave medial education, training for a job or tak-
the welfare rolls and join the tax rolls should Ing a job-finding workshop, backed by neces-
contact their representatives lih Washington. sary child care.
The'message they should deliver: Trimming Those who don't fiqd Jobs keep their wel-
back-the federal funding that helps pay for fare grants by accepting assignments to
the state's pioneering workfare program is a part-time public or n'on-profit work while
fiscally and socially unacceptable move. continuing their job search or training. Pub-

The program, known as GAIN (Greater lic sector jobs must have some connection
Avenues for Independence), came about last with the training recipients have completed
year through a compromise hammered out and must pay at least f5.07 an hour, equal to
between Democratic legislators and the average starting pay statewide.
Deukmejian administration. Both normally With emphasis on real jobs and decent
combative factions knew that public opinion hourly wages, GAIN avoids what San Fran-
-even among many recipients - demands cisco Assemblyman Art Agnos, one of its
change in the too-often dead-end welfare architects, calls the two most objectionable_..
system. components of previous workfare programs,

Financed jointly by state and federal "meaningless 'make-work jobs and unfair,
funas to the tune of $93 million, the program low pay." Even participants see it as "a way
has begun In five counties and is slated for of getting out" of welfare, a way "to put
implementation next year in Alameda and pride and dignity In people."
Contra Costa counties.

But now the portion of GAIN's funding Good workfre programs benefit taxpay-
that comes through the national Work Incen- ers, too. While a fully operational GAIN will
tive (WIN) program is in jeopardy. Com- cost the state some $180 million in extra
pared to this year's allocation of $350 mil- funding each year, its successful implemen-
lion, the conference committee Is consider- tation will save some $272 million in AFDC
ng only $110 million nationwide for next grants each year.

year. Turning previously dependent adults into
Since California usually gets about 10 job-holding and taxpaying citizens will pay

percent of the national total, the new figure dividends in the long run. But the state must
would trim the state's current allocation by have sufficient help from the federal govern-
two-thirds, from about $35 million this year ment in order to reach that goa'.

JOSEPH J. HARABURDA
Ro Pa,,..qG. MoRWg

ROY GRIMM
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE DANIEL J. EVANS, U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator EVANS. I am pleased to do so, even though his testimony
will be delayed a short time.

I have felt for a long time, and especially from my previous in-
carnation, that the best of ideas very often come from the states,
are transmitted through their successes to other states, and eventu-
ally work their way up to national policy.

I can't think of anything more important for us to be doing today
than trying to find a better policy in the field of welfare. I know
the Chairman agrees with that, from his eloquent testimony and
speeches of the past, in terms of the breakdown of our current wel-
fare system, especially as it relates to AFDC, and new programs
and ideas which could allow us to do a better job.

I have presented a program under the Federalism Act of 1986. I
have testified before your committee before on that. The rather
unique, I think dynamic, interesting program that Governor Gard-
ner has suggested for the State of Washington is fully in accord
with the Federalism Act, which is much broader of course in its
coverage; but this proposal of the Family Independence Program or
plan I think is terribly important. That is the plan of the Governor
of the State of Washington. He has developed it with a consider-
able amount of investigation and preparation. He will present it to
you this morning, and I certainly urge this Committee and this
Congress and this Administration to listen carefully to -what he
will have to say, and hopefully to react with the necessary waivers,
some of which will be administrative in nature but some may re-
quire some legislation.

I think it is imperative that we allow states with good ideas, with
innovative ideas, to proceed in their directions and give us from
their experiences better answers from which we can craft national
programs.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, I couldn't be in greater agreement, and
the evidence is so clear. We just heard from Mr. Agnos describing
what California was doing, and ascribing it in the first instance to
the inspiration of Governor Dukakis in Massachusetts. And next,
shortly, we are going, to hear from Governor Gardner of Washing-
ton. Something is happening out there, and it is happening the way
it was supposed to happen, that the states would have opportuni-
ties to innovate, experiment, and deal with different situations in
different ways, and if we are going to have some national uniformi-
ties, Congress can legislate them in a consistent way.

We are looking forward to hearing your Governor, your succes-
sor, and we thank you very much, sir.

Senator EVANS. I wish I could stay and listen to him personally,
but I have already had an individual briefing from him on this
plan, and I commend it to you and commend it most highly.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very much.
We are going to be democratic here. Senator Kennedy arrived

just after Mr. Agnos began speaking, and we welcome the distin-
guished Chairman of the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resources, who has already brought his work component to this
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puzzle. It is out of the Committee, and I think yours is on the cal-
endar, is it not, sir?

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE EDWARD M. KENNEDY, U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS

Senator KENNEDY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The bible teaches that it rains on the just as well as the unjust,

and today it is snowing in Washington and on all of those who are
concerned about trying to bring some enlightened and informed
and compassionate leadership in the whole area of welfare reform,
and how we are going to move people off dependency.

I welcome the leadership that you have provided here in this
Committee and, most importantly, for the Senate, and for our
country. I think all of us in this body know very well that this has
been a subject matter where you have spent an enormous amount
of time and creativity. Those across our country who have been in-
terested in an informed and enlightened policy have listened to
your voice, now the country is addressing these issues. I for one
want to say what a pleasure it is to know that you have the respon-
sibility here on the Finance Committee, to lead the body of the
United States Senate, and how much we on our Human Resource
Committee are hoping to work with you in a constructive and posi-
tive way. We have enjoyed working together in the past as friends,
and we welcome the opportunity now to try to see if we cannot put
on the unfinished agenda of our country the proposals which can
make some difference to millions of people whose lives have been
blighted with the inevitable outcome of continued life on welfare.

Mr. Chairman, I know you have a very full morning. I would like
to file all of my material and just review this program with you for
the record. I know you are very familiar with this concept, with
the program. We have had a good opportunity to talk at consider-
able length in the past about it, so I know that you are familiar
with it. We will file all of the statements and related materials so
that it will be available for the record, for members of the commit-
tee and their staffs, and I will just review this briefly with you
again to try to highlight the program this morning.

All of us understand very well, Mr. Chairman, that the basic
kind of fundamental welfare package lies within the Finance Com-
mittee and must be determined, shaped, addressed before the Fi-
nance Committee. Our responsibility on the Human Resource Com-
mittee, is basically to try to find ways of moving the people off wel-
fare and onto a path of some hope and opportunity, and trying to
bring together some of the elements which have been outlined here
this morning and which have been raised in our own committee
hearings-areas in education, some training, other kinds of support
services which can make such a difference in terms of the needs of
many of the families today.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Could we ask what we have?
Senator KENNEDY. What we have here, Mr. Chairman, is a chart.

Our first column here, lists the total numbers of the AFD house-
holds; from 3,700,000 families, this is probably 10 to 11 million
Americans. This, as you know, is only the AFDC. It doesn't include
all of welfare, but a very substantial part' So, we have the 11 mil-

78-474 0 - 87 -
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lion Americans who are living in the approximately 3,700,000 fami-
lies.

We have a program in our Human Resource Committee on which
the Federal Government spends about $2,800,000,000 called the
JTPA Program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is the Jobs Training Partnership Act.
Senator KENNEDY. The Senator is correct. The Chairman is cor-

rect. And we, in the period of the last five years, have fashioned
that program, trying to take into consideration various other train-
ing programs-the old CETA program, job Manpower programs-to
try to bring into this program a more active private-sector compo-
nent, and quite frankly we have had a very considerable success in-
volving the private sector. That has been one of the successes of
this particular program.

It has placed some 6-700,000 individuals into employment; but, of
the 650,000 people that it has retrained, only 150,000 of those indi-
viduals have actually come from the AFDC program, and that is a
very significant and important statistic.

Of the 150,000 AFDC participants in JTPA, only 25,000 of this
number would have actually been in what we call the JEDI target
group. Now, the JEDI target group is a defined group in the legis-
lation that indicates has not attained 22 years of age, has not com-
pleted secondary school or its equivalent, has had no work experi-
ence in the year preceding the year for which the determination of
eligibility under the Title is made.

So, what we are doing here, Mr. Chairman, is to recognize-
based upon all of the past studies which you and this committee
have been interested in-that we can tell today-the Congress can,
the Governors can-when the person walks into the office, that
day, that if they fall into this category defined in our part of the
JEDI Program, we are 65-percent certain that they are going to be
on welfare for a period of 10 years.

So, the thrust of this is to try to take this targeted population
which we know, based upon studies, and see what can be done
about those individuals.

We will address in our Human Resource Committee the 650,000
which we are rertaining now to see how we can make that more
effective. In carrying through our responsibilities, we want to
retain private sector involvement. And we are very hopeful, Mr.
Chairman, as we fashion this JEDI Program, which is targeted in
this population, that we can include the private sector component
in there, as well.

Now, the thrust of this legislation provides that when this indi-
vidual which I have described here falls within this particular cate-
gory, and you know that there is statistical evidence that they will
remain on welfare, is employed and it is certified that they have
been employed at a rate which will have been the equivalent-at
least the equivalent-of the sort of resources that they would have
received; that savings will come to the Federal Government. We
know, of the total dollar which is actually expended in support of
welfare, AFDC, about 63 percent of it comes from the Federal Gov-
ernment.

So we are going to see sizeable savings when an individual is
moved, as we have seen occur in other programs-in the ET, the
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MOST and WIN and ACCESS and other kinds of programs. So, of
the savings that come to the Federal Government at the end of the
first year, 75 percent of those savings go to the state; in the second
year, 50 percent of the savings go to the state; in the third year, 25
percent. So that is a bonus to the respective states.

Now, what does that amount to, Mr. Chairman? That amounts to
this: That the states themselves would receive $3684.00 for the
training and placement of these individuals. We have seen in our
own Commonwealth of Massachusetts that about $1,600 of training
goes into this. It may vary between $1,600 and $2,000. We are not
wedded to what that percentage is-75, 50, 25? I think you could
make a good case to even increase this-but we have basically
taken what we consider to be a responsible, a bonus, provision and
put it into place. That would represent 3,600 in 1984 dollars, as I
say, anywhere from $1,600 to $1,800 for the first year. You really
can't do very much less. Some states do, with $600 to $800, but all
you are basically doing is a research program on want ads; you are
not really getting a varied and effective program. But if they do
the kind of program that we have seen in the ET and that the
other states have done, you can get into qualification for these indi-
viduals who will be, then, employed, and the states get $3,600.

This figure over here, this line over here, represents the
$26,950-what would have been the dependency cost, the federal
cost, to the Federal Government for that individual who, again, is
defined in this legislation. The best statistical information is that it
would have cost the Federal Government the $26,000. So, this pro-
gram is saving the amount of money here, some $25,000 to the Fed-
eral Government over what would have been the projected depend-
ency life of that individual. The important fact remains that not
one nickel is expended in this program until actually you have an
individual who is gainfully employed for the period of that one
year.

That is, basically, Mr. Chairman, what the incentives program
provides for the states. We give maximum flexibility to the states
to be able to develop the kind of program, using the experiences
that have been worked out in the States of Washington and Cali-
fornia, the State of Michigan, and other political subdivisions.
Some communities have worked out similar kinds of programs.

We reference those particular features of the various programs
that are compelling in terms of health services support, daycare
services support, other kinds of support services which have been
common to successful programs across the line.

We do not tightly restrict, when the benefit comes back to the
states, how they are going to use those resources. We would insist
that they would use those resources for this kind of a program, but
we do not restrict those programs.

We recognize now that we have anywhere from $250 million to
$300 million which has been appropriated which has not been ex-
pended for this program. We hope to be able to use those 250-
300,000 to begin to focus incentives to the states where they have
the highest numbers of AFDC individuals for targeting, and then
we hope that this program will be unlimited; because we do believe
that, if the states move toward this kind of a program, if they see
the incentive, they will know it is going to be a sound investment
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for them for the future. If they put up the $10 million or $20 mil-
lion, hopefully they will know that over a period of time, a few
years, they can get reimbursed by the Federal Government in this
area. So, it will be a sound and responsible incentive for those
states to begin to multiply the effect, really, to provide the initial
kinds of resources with monies that have already been budgeted,
through appropriation, and have not been expended-no new kinds
of funding on that, no new budgetary consideration-carrying for-
ward what we think are the central responsibilities we have in
trying to address these particular needs.

So, we are hopeful, Mr. Chairman, that we can continue this
type or innovatile policy. As a leading, prime cosponsor, your own
support for this program has been enormously valuable and very,
very important. Your insight and constructive suggestions as we
have been shaping this program has been enormously worthwhile.
We are grateful to you for it; we have bipartisan support for it,
strong bipartisan support in our Human Resource Committee, and
we are hopeful of being able to work very closely with this commit-
tee as you are moving in this whole area of welfare dependency, so
that we can have a constructive, positive and humane, cost-effec-
tive program for those people who have been left out and left
behind in our employment system.

Senator MOYNIHAN. This is absolutely first-rate stuff.
We welcome Senator Rockefeller. Senator Kennedy has been de-

scribing the JEDI legislation which has now been produced and in-
troduced.

The basic notion is that this starts with something we have
learned. We have learned that what we think of as the population
of welfare is not just one uniform group of people. There are some
who need assistance because of temporary circumstances. But like
unemployment insurance-and unemployment insurance is part of
the Social Security Act; we sometimes forget that-there are par-
ticular groups of young persons, and you described them, under 22,
not finishing high school, not having steady jobs, and when they
appear in a welfare category, they are going to stay there unless
substantial efforts are made. This is a proposal to target some of
the available resources and reward the efforts of the states, who
are obviously more and more concerned and willing to try.

You know, this is learning. It has been a process of learning, and
I just hope that this legislation is on the President's desk by July,
if not sooner.

Senator Rockefeller, we welcome you through the storms of Feb-
ruary.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER IV, U.S. SENATOR

FROM THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Overestimated, Senator.
Senator Kennedy, your family has much to do, in my judgment,

with the concentration and the bringing to attention given to pov-
erty in America. Your brother, President Kennedy, visited West
Virginia, as did your brother Bobby, and you have come to our
state many times. You have seen it in ways which few others have,
and you have responded to what you saw. The food stamp program,
the Appalachian Regional Commission, and a lot of other impor-
tant programs went to work in West Virginia because of you and
your brothers.
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One of the concerns I have with respect to the "JEDI" proposal
you are now presenting is that it rewards only non-subsidized em-
ployment. When I was Governor we started, in 1981, a CWEP (com-
munity work experience) program with the hopes that we would be
able to get welfare recipients into nonsubsidized jobs. But we
couldn't, because there weren't any jobs, and there aren't any jobs
now.

Is that a flexible or inflexible part of your program? I can under-
stand it working in a number of states where there are jobs. But
you go down into McDowell County, where you have been, into
Boone County, and into Raleigh County-there are not free enter-
prise jobs down there. And if you want a young person or a mother
or a father on welfare to go and help as a Deputy Sheriff or to
work with the streets program, or something of that sort, that will
work; but "free enterprise" there is not. The coal mines are shut-
ting down and the steel mills are not operating. As you know, 4
percent of the land is flat and 96 percent is mountainous, and
there is not much place for new businesses.

Now, I don't mean to overexaggerate-all states have problems-
but is the non-subsidized job a requirement for the reward in your
program?

Senator KENNEDY. Well, it is in the legislation, Senator. We have
built this particular program on the states' efforts, and there have
been a number of them who have worked very closely with the
kind of support services and education, health, and the other kinds
of support services, in moving people off the dependency, and work-
ing with a number of the private enterprise groups and it has
worked in that area. And that, I would hope, would be maintained
and would be the principal thrust of the legislation.

But I think, as that is certainly the purpose of these hearings, to
try to find out how we can best shape solutions that are going to be
responsive to particular problems we are'facing as a country, we
are clearly a multidimensional nation.

We would be glad to work with you and your committee to see
what particular features of this might be adaptable to areas not
only in your own state of West Virginia but are common, clearly,
in eastern Kentucky, parts of Tennessee, I imagine, and other parts
of the South-Central part of our country. And we would be glad to
try to see what suggestions you have.

We have seen over the period of the past several years in many
other parts of the country that being able to place these people into
employment has not necessarily depended upon the levels of unem-
ployment. We had in our own State of Massachusetts reduced our
unemployment in the Seventies by half and doubled our welfare
population.

In shaping this program, we were trying to put that concept
aside, trying to spend more time and effort to find the various
kinds of possibilities in the employment and training arena. Clear-
ly, we have had some success in our own state, through a variety of
different circumstances.

But accepting that even in some other states where they have
had higher employment; these programs have worked even in
places like Michigan-I know Congressman Levin will speak-
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where they have had higher unemployment, and they have still
been able to work out these kinds of programs.

So, we want to keep that kind of a thrust.
I want to say I would welcome the opportunity to work with you,

Senator, to try to find out if we can take the concept and the spirit
here in order that we move people off the dependency rolls and
onto paths which offer future and better open opportunity. That is
the central thrust of the legislation, and if there are other ways of
doing it, we would welcome the opportunity to work with you.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman, I have pointed out to Senator Kennedy a number

of times, and he. knows it very well, but I would like to say to you,
too, that in 1964 I was a young student learning the Japanese and
Chinese languages, and I worked for the Peace Corps-which of
course was started by President Kennedy-I also worked at the
State Department. I went to talk to a young Attorney General by
the name of Robert F. Kennedy. He told me it would be a good idea
to be a VISTA volunteer and helped me to go to West Virginia.
That was 23 years ago.

I also am struck by the wealth of programs and ideas that are
coming out of both parties now. It would seem to me-remember-
ing back to that time and being a VISTA volunteer, talking about
welfare issues the way we are now was almost un-American. Now,
there seems to be tremendous intellectual integrity, compassion,
and a surge of interest in really doing something that is meaning-
ful for people that get trapped.

As you indicated, if people are on AFDC for more than 2 years,
they may stay on it for more than 10 years or for a lifetime. Only a
very few of them get off after a certain amount of time. So, this
thrust to do something on your part, Mr. Chairman, and Senator
Kennedy's part and Sander Levin's part and other people's part, I
think is terrific, and I have nothing but my highest respect for you,
as well as great gratitude to the Kennedy family for even being in
West Virginia in the first place.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Can we agree that we will get our staffs to
work on this particular question that Senator Rockefeller raises,
which is what you do in a situation where there is simply not that
employment base to work with?

Senator KENNEDY. Sure. We welcome the opportunity.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you.
Senator KENNEDY. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Kennedy follows:]
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TESIMONY OF SENATOR EDWARD M. KEWNEDY
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY ANU FAMILY POLICY

FEBRUARY 23, 1987

Nearly four million American families will receive Aid to
Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) this year. And most of
these families will receive AFDC for most of ten years. These
are the most needy and most expensive of the poor -- they have
the fewest resources, all have children, and these families
will consume most of the AFDC dollars spent each year.

Federal job training efforts have largely missed this
group. Not only do federal efforts suffer from a lack of
resources, but the resources we have are misdirected to those
who are easiest to place rather than to those most in need.

The principal federal job training program is the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA). JTPA spends $1.8 billion each
year on job training for 700,000 "economically disadvantaged"
persons, but less than 150,000 AFDC recipients are enrolled in
the program, and of these perhaps as few as one-third are long
term dependents. The Work Incentive Program (WIN), funded now
at $115 million, provides less than $35 per welfare family, and
even this paltry amount is often targeted to those for whom
jobs are easiest to fiid rather than to those for whom job
training would be most helpful.

There is impressive evidence that job training efforts
directed to the long term poor can succeed. The Massachusetts
Employment and Training Choices program (E.T.) has reduced the
number of families that remain on AFDC for five or more years
by 25%, and it has reduced the average time that a family
spends on AFDC by one-third.

Despite the impressive evidence that action can succeed,
too little has been done. JEDI creates a new incentive for
states to find, train and employ the long-term dependent -- and
it does so in a way that reduces the federal deficit.

JEDI identifies two groups that are likely to receive AFDC
next year and for several years. If an agency, private or
public, within a state trains, places and privately employs a
person from those groups for one full year, the federal
government will pay the state a bonus of 75% of the federal
AFDC benefits that would have been received by that person if,
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the person has not been employed. In the second year of

successful employment, the state receives 50% of the predicted

AFDC payment, and in the third year 25%. In the average state,

the JEDI bonus would be $3,684 over three years' time.

No federal bonuses will be awarded until corresponding

federal savings have been achieved. Thus, while the federal

government would pay out $3,684 in average bonuses over three

year's time, it would save just as much. In fact, because the

target groups identified by JEDI stay on AFDC an average of

eleven years, the federal savings produced by a successful

placement will be several times the bonus amount. JEDI will

not fund failure -- only successful, long-term results are

rewarded. Maximum flexibility is afforded to the states; JEDI

does not dictate how to deliver successful results.

Finally, JEDI could be the catalyst for real change in

long term dependency. We know that dependency costs money, and

that solving it costs less. By offering strong fiscal

incentives for success, we can bring to hear the best of

government and of the market's forces to produce a result we

all desire -- and at savings we greatly need.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very, very much.
That is exactly our experience, what they are doing in Human

Resources, of disaggregating the welfare population and not just
seeing it as one undifferentiated mass of people. There are persons
who are temporarily in distress. At times that happens to families,
and that is why we have social insurance. Yet there are other
people who are in real trouble. And if we don't get to them, we
have failed them.

About 25 percent of AFDC recipients account for nearly half of
all years spent on welfare, which we didn't know before. That is
one of the nice things about this country-every so often we learn
something.

And one of the other nice things is that we have friends from the
House come over to teach us from time to. time.

Mr. Levin, we welcome you, sir. You are here despite a snow-
storm, hail, and what you will.

Our distinguished friend, who has distinguished connections in
this body as well, we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE SANDER LEVIN, U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

Congressman LEVIN. Thank you so much.
You have been known for your perseverance, and one test was

this morning. This may be the only hearing going on on The Hill.
One rumor was that they plowed the streets of Washington so you
could go on this morning.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, you were here. You were the first to
arrive, Congressman.

Congressman LEVIN. Mr. Chairman and Senator Rockefeller, one
item that was not buried was the revision of the bill that we intro-
duced last year and that came from the Legislative Counsel before
the storm to our offices late on Friday. I know we intend to reintro-
duce it, and I wanted to comment briefly on the circumstances
today as compared to last year and the years before.

For many years, you were a voice in the wilderness, and now
there is a rather large chorus. You are still the leading-what is
it?-baritone or tenor, I am not sure which it is, but the numbers
have grown. And I think it is interesting to ask why.

One reason, it seems to me, is just the sheer numbers of poor
kids and young adults. Society is more and more taking cognizance
of the millions who live in poverty and the increasing numbers.

Second, Mr. Chairman, it has become more and more clear the
link between lack of training and education and poverty. I come
from Michigan. It is clear that the day of the decently-paid un-
skilled job is over-it is over. For my generation, if there were no
training, no skills to begin with, there was a blue-collar job. I was
one of them. I was one of the most unskilled tool crib men in the
history of Dodge-Main and was paid a rather decent wage. Those
days are behind us.

Another factor that has been changing, as you have so eloquent-
ly pointed out, women are working. Another factor, training works.
Training has been working.
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And a fifth factor that has been more and more evident has been
state experimentation. There has been reference this morning to
the MDRC report, and the -GAO report in its usual blue cover,
quite thick. And we should not overstate their conclusion, but we,
should not lose the significance of it.
.The gains have been modest when welfare and work have been

creatively linked, but they have been real. As you have pointed out
so clearly, there is more to welfare reform than the welfare-work
linkage; there is the issue of child support and the issue, also,
clearly, of the levels of benefits.

But the welfare-work issue is an area, as I mentioned in page 4
of my testimony, that has driven the deepest wedge into reform ef-
forts in the past; and I think, until it is resolved, it is likely to
deter progress on other issues.

Even if we can make a start, a further start this year, and I hope
we can, on the income side-it is badly needed-it is my guess that
we won't reach adequacy until there is a system in place that is
helping people move forward and not leaving them where they
stand. And as importantly, there is a public perception and under-
standing of that progress.

The work-training component, in my estimation, is a fundamen-
tal part of comprehensive reform, likely its leading edge.

I was in St. Louis Saturday talking to a welfare reform group
about the interaction between opportunity and obligation. I think
it has been shown in a number of states that the welfare-work link-
age, if it is creative and not just negative and punitive, is a meet-
ing ground. It is where opportunity and obligation can construc-
tively meet.

So I think it is time to move ahead. We are planning on r~intro-
ducing our WORC bill I guess this week, with some changes. Let
me, if I might, just briefly describe it-very, very briefly indeed.

Senator MOYNIHAN. No, you got here; take your time.
Congressman LEVIN. All right, thank you.
First, it embodies a national mandate for welfare reform and for

these creative efforts to link welfare and work, and it is a national
mandate that is a mandate to the states.

In our State of Michigan, and it has been true in most states,
there has been this bifurcation between the welfare departments
and labor departments.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Congressman LEVIN. Right, and the twain did not quite meet.

The welfare department took care of payments, the labor depart-
ment took care of training. So, there is a national mandate with a
requirement, with a clear placement of responsibility in welfare
agencies on the federal level and on the state level.

There is also a mandate that there be registration, counseling,
and assessment of non-exempt recipients. There is also a mandate
within our bill that education and training must be provided.
There is also a mandate for child care and transportation and,
after further assessment, we are building health into this as a tran-
sition service.

How these mandates are carried out is left to the states. There is
flexibility. It builds on the experimentation within the states. How
far mandating goes is up to the states, the difficult issue of wheth-
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er work itself is required, and for people with children, of what
age?

When I was in St. Louis on Saturday, I urged everybody not to
become hung up only on the issue of mandating work. It needs to
be worked out. States come to different conclusions. Massachusetts,
with ET, came to one. They wanted to emphasize the opportunity,
the assessment, the counseling, and felt that because most people
on -welfare really want to work, the response would be there.

Other states have gone beyond that. But it is interesting as you
go into this-and I have triedto follow your lead-how much varia-
tion there is among the states-right?-as to the mandatory nature
of work.

But our bill goes beyond a national commitment and some man-
dating with flexibility; it puts some resources where our commit-
ment is.

It is interesting to hear from California. The same story is in
every state. They say, "We'll be creative, but we want linkage with
the Federal Government, and we want some help from the Federal
Government." And so we provide resources, as you so well know,
on a 70/30 federal/state matching basis for training and retraining,
and 50/50 in terms of administration, child care, and transporta-
tion.We also worked hard in this bill to incorporate some perform-
ance standards, so that we just don't judge by numbers, so it isn't
just a revolving door in and out, so that there isn't-I don't like the
word "creaming" because people aren't the product, but we know
what it means. In JTPA, one of the critiques is that money has
been short so that the easier cases or instances have been empha-
sized, a lot of resume preparation and the like. I think that is an
overstatement, but there is some truth in it.

The performance standards in our bill, WORC, go beyond that,
and we are concerned about placement, concerned about quality as
well as quantity, and we have built an incentive into it for the
meeting of these performance standards.

The cost? I want to say a word about cost as I finish, and also
about pace. In my testimony there is a discussion of pace-and I
don't mean this in a partisan way, but I mean it in a clear-cut way.
I point out that the Administration, in their recent study that you
commented on, "Up from Dependency," and in their draft legisla-
tion, seemed to be emphasizing that we needed another five years
of pilot projects. You know, I think we have the ship, a variety of
ships, and we don't need more pilot programs.

In his statement releasing his report, the President said, "We
must face up to what we don't know." I think what we are saying
here is that it is time to face up to what we do know.

We have had five years of local experimentation and initiative,
and now is the time to act. We are the first to say that we don't
have all of the answers, but we know a great deal about what it
takes to help those on welfare to become self-sufficient. Our rally-
ing cry should not be five more years of pilot projects.

A final word on costs: The bill is going to be bipartisan. We have
been working on that in the House. There is a realization that it is
going to cost some money. You and I asked CBO to estimate our
bill last year, and they came back with a cost of about a billion dol-
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lars over five years. We sent it back saying that was probably too
low. They returned with the same estimate. With the amendments,
the costs will be higher, especially if we handle the issue of Medic-
aid.

It makes no sense, as you said so clearly, for us to try to stimu-
late training and work if the cost is the loss of health care for the
recipient, right?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes.
Congressman LEVIN. This makes no sense at all. So, there will be

a cost. But we need to ask ourselves: Is a billion or two billion over
several years worth it? And the answer coming from the states,
coming from welfare recipients, more and more coming from the
public, and certainly coming from both sides of the aisle in the
Congress is that it is worth it. In the end we are going to save
money, perhaps. Clearly, in the end we are going to save lives, in
terms of hope, in terms of fulfillment.

I am proud to be associated with you, Mr. Chairman, and with
your colleagues, and I think perhaps-somewhat to the surprise of
at least myself-the pace is moving faster.

Senator Kennedy and I were discussing your vim and vigor and
vinegar. I think you have helped a rebirth of this issue, and it is
time to begin to deliver the child.

Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Very generous, too generous, but beautifully

stated. [Laughter.]
Now, the case for the WORC legislation. This is an idea whose

time has come, and I think this is the Congress in which we are
going to see it happen. There is no reason whatever not to pass this
legislation this year and see it in law.

What we are dealing with is a generation of children. We look up
in this world, suddenly, and the whole American spirit has gotten
reversed; we had just become settled with the idea that each gen-
eration is a little better off or considerably better off than the pre-
vious generation, and suddenly we look up and wonder if this is not
just reversed, that the best times have passed. And as you look
down the age scale, you see the problems of poverty and dependen-
cy rise. I mean, one child in five in this country right now is living
in poverty. And if that is our future, what happened to us? It is
just beginning to sink in. You know, it is 17 years. I think Senator
Rockefeller knows this: the median family income in our country
has not risen significantly in 17 years. There just has been no pre-
vious experience of this kind.

And the point you made about the day of well-paid unskilled
work being over. I remember in the first Manpower Development
Training Act of 1962, I was then the Assistant Secretary of Labor.
We used to find in places like Detroit, men who would come up
from the South or in from West Virginia or up from Mississippi-
you know, the Illinois Central Railroad, that kind of thing-and
they had been perfectly self-supporting, well-paid, stable workers.
Then the plant closed, or something happened, and it turned out
they had no skills of any kind; they did very well what was re-
quired of them in the first round-of industrial life, but when that
isappeared we just found people desperately" in need of training

that had not previously been required in the New World. And to
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act like there was something the matter with them was to deny the
reality. We have done it, we continue to do it, and either we are
going to get ourselves together in this thing or we are going to
have a lot of trouble, I think.

Senator Rockefeller?
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, I have to say that I think

Congressman Levin put his finger on something very important
that ought to be said at all public occasions, and that is your own
heroic history on this subject.

I can remember many articles about Senator Moynihan, in years
past dealing with his vews on welfare-few of the articles were
flattering. But it appears today, people are recognizing that he was
telling the truth at a time that it wasn't very popular to hear it.

I say that as background, again to stress the really superb work
that is being done on this. I had forgotten, in a sense, how impor-
tant this was. I guess I had forgotten it because I wasn't sure that
anything could ever be done about it.

Mr. Chairman, if you will indulge me a memory, I mentioned a
moment ago that I was a VISTA worker quite a long time ago, and
I can remember taking a young man who was of employable age
from the community where I was working. In that community
there were 56 families, 50 of them were on welfare, and I worked
there for two years as a VISTA volunteer. This young man had ev-
erything, Congressman Levin, presumably going for him-he was
able, he was attractive, he was energetic, he wanted to work. But
he was untrained. I took him in for a job interview in Charleston,
West Virginia, our state capital, to a plant where I had arranged
for the job interview.

So, this young man of willingness to work came in, and we had
to go up to the fourth floor for the job interview. We went up on an
elevator, and he had never been on an elevator. If you have never
been on an elevator and you go up for the first time, that is not an
easy experience.

So, when he came in for the job interview, Mr. Chairman, he was
a fairly traumatized young man. He sat down facing the person
who was going to ask him the questions, and I was right by his side
as a support system-I was his friend. Behind the interviewer was
a window, and the sun was pouring through it into his eyes. He
was, one, nervous, and two, wasn't able to respond very well be-
cause he was uncomfortable with the sun beaming right into his
eyes.

So, the interviewer told him to lower the blinds. Well, the blinds
were venetian blinds, and in Emmons-this community where I
worked-venetian blinds were not prevalent. So, I watched this
young man over a period of about a minute and a half, I would say,
try to do something called "lowering the venetian blinds." And I
watched him in his frustration, unable obviously to do anything
with the blinds. He ended up finally taking the bottom slats and
hanging from them with his full weight, feeling that he had to
"lower the blinds." The result, of course, was that he was so utterly
humiliated he couldn't even, as I remember, answer what his name
was when the interview started.

That struck me then, that on the one hand there were the people
who want to work, as did he, as opposed to the people who would
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have the skills and the training to work, and how a venetian
blind-much less math, science, education and verbal skills-could
undo a willing young worker.

I find in West Virginia now, Mr. Chairman, we have the highest
participation-at least we did in 1985-of people participating in
the WIN Program, according to this report that you have before
you, Congressman Levin. People are trying. And we also have the
lowest success results in terms of WIN participants entering unsub-
sidized jobs of all of the states-the highest number of people trying,
the fewest coming out of it with success-because there i.* dbt
work.

And at some point when there is no work, people begin to know
that, and then they begin to get discouraged, as did my friend get
discouraged. He just-after about six months later-he was gone.
You know, where he is today, I have no idea-long, long gone. That
kind of humiliation he didn't need in his life. He tried once more
for a job, and it didn't work, and off he went.

So, do we need more study? No. I saw these things 20 years ago;
the Chairman saw these things more than that; you have been ob-
serving them. I mean, we don't need more studies; we need action,
we need programs.

Yes, it is going to cost money at the beginning, the program
which you two are sponsoring is going to require increased funding
at the beginning. But I also think in time it will save money. And I
think we have to be willing to pay that money now to save money
later on, and to do what we need to for people who want to work,
who could work, but who simply must get the training to get a job.

I like your notion of performance standards very much. I see a
possibility, in fact, in terms of a whole new view of welfare as a
problem of national conscience which doesn't have a dark and
nasty side, and performance standards will help to legitimize our
efforts. You know, if we do this properly, if we are tough, then this
effort will become like other programs-worthy of consideration be-
cause they are applying rigorous standards, and people should
come to accept the program and not be as hostile towards it.

I think the WORC Program which you two, Mr. Chairman and
Congressman Levin, are putting forward is a superb program, and I
would ask the Chairman s permission to be a cosponsor of that pro-
posal.

I enormously admire what you both are doing, and what you
have done for so many years, Mr. Chairman.

Congressman LEVIN. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, sir.
Congressman LEVIN. If I might just close by referring to your ref-

erence to WIN, the program, the funding expires in June, I believe.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Right.
Congressman LEVIN. So, there is a sword dangling, and let it be a

target. Maybe we can get out of this wonderful institution a bill, if
not by June, by summer, for a Presidential signature.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. And along with that sword dangling, Con-
gressman Levin, there has been chopping in the last several years.
You know, I am not being political, either, but a few years ago we
used to get $4 million for WIN in West Virginia, and it has now
been reduced to $1 million, so there is precious little to work with.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. We can't go on saying people have to find
work and not give them the capacity to do it.

Do you remember that French economist Mr. Say, and Say's
Law, which seemed to reverse our general perception? Say held
that supply creates demand, and that is absolutely the case with
skilled labor. If you have skilled labor, you will find that jobs will
be created because the labor is there. It is something which we
tend not to remember, that skilled labor is an opportunity for en-
terprise. In its absence, enterprise doesn't expand.

Congressman LEVIN. Yes. So much so that states have shown, at
least in some cases, that the important thing is training for real
jobs. It has moved so fast that no longer are people talking about
the person in the Cadillac; indeed, I think no longer are people
saying the answer is to give people the address of a fast-food res-
taurant; we need to train people beyond that.

Well, Mr. Chairman and Senator Rockefeller, thank you very
much for this opportunity.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, sir, and we are going to put that
bill in this week, right?

Congressman LEVIN. Yes.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And we have a cosponsor already.
Congressman LEVIN. Good, and many in the House as well as in

the Senate.
Thank you so much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, sir.
[Congressman Levin's written testimony follows:]
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Our nation is in the midst of a reexamination of our welfare

system. This is hardly the first such occasion, but it does seem

a particularly auspicious one.

Why should the 100th Congress expect success where so many

have walked unsuccessfully before?

One reason is the sheer passage of time and your continued

commitment, Mr. Chairman, to challenging norms and folkways. It

has thrown the current welfare system into sharp relief, exposing

the inadequacies, not obscuring them.

A second reason, and maybe the most important, is a new sense

of common ground on so much of the welfare debate from both sides

of the political aisle. There is a recognition that most of

those on welfare want to get off. There is an understanding that

barriers to self-sufficiency must come down so that people can

pick themselves up. There is an appreciation that the family

unit itself must find a society that builds on its strengths, and

not one that magnifies its weaknesses. And there is an

acknowledgment that for some, the tragedy of poverty has grown

into an unhealthy dependency.

This common ground has led to a fundamental rethinking of the

concept of welfare. And not a moment too soon, for it is the

children that have paid the price. Poverty today is a story

about the young. 40% of all those in poverty are children, and,

as you have so correctly stated, we don't have children to waste.
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Parents - both mothers and fathers - have a duty and an

obligation to their offspring.

This duty is to provide support for their children, whether

or not they are together in one household, to the extent

feasible. If the family income is inadequate, there is an

obligation on the part of the parents to seek education, training

and work to increase that income and become self-sufficient - and

society has a reciprocal obligation to provide the necessary

opportunities. And finally, if the income parents contribute is

still inadequate, society has a responsibility to provide

children with a decent standard of living.

This confluence of thinking is perhaps most evident in the

the long battle over work and welfare. Terms like workfare and

guaranteed minimum income will bring a host of memories to the

longtime participants in this debate.

But today, there are some new facts on the table that change

the entire nature of the debate.

First, the dramatic growth in the female participation in the

workforce and especially the increasing participation of women

with children have altered some very fundamental assumptions

about the woman's place in society. When 8 out of 10 women were

at home with their children, it was natural that our assistance

programs incorporated this assumption. Now, when two thirds of
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all women with children under 18, and 60% with children under age

3, are working at least part of the year, it makes sense to

redesign our assistance programs to take into account this new

reality.

The second change is the success we have seen in connecting

people with work.

In its recent study "Up From Dependency" and in draft

legislation which I have seen, the Administration would have us

and the American people believe that we need another five years

of study and local demonstrations before we can make needed

changes in federal policy. The President says we must "face up

to what we don't know" before we begin the process of reform. I

would submit it is time to face up to what we do know. I submit

that we've had five years of useful local experimentation and

initiative and that now is the time to act. We don't have all

the answers but we know a great deal about what it takes to help

those on welfare become self-sufficient. Our rallying cry should

not be "Five More Yearsi"

There is much more to welfare reform than the welfare-work

linkage. There is the critical issue of adequate income

support. There is the vital challenge of adjusting it so that

there is an incentive to work. Such issues must be faced in any

comprehensive reform worthy of the name.
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There is a strong argument to focus in the present debate on

such comprehensive reform, and you Mr. Chairman have expressed

that case most eloquently. I would# however, like to focus my

remarks on the work-welfare linkage for several reasons.

It is the area that has driven the deepest wedge into reform

efforts in the past. Until it is resolved, it may deter progress

on other issues.

Even if we can make a start on the income side, and it is

badly needed, it is my guess that we won't reach adequacy until

there is a system in place that is helping people move forward,

and not leaving them where they stand, and there is a public

understanding of that progress. The work-training component, in

my estimation, is a fundamental part of comprehensive reform -

likely its leading edge.

The work-welfare linkage is also the area where we have been

experimenting and have learned considerably in recent years.

Last year, the highly respected Manpower Demonstration

Research Corporation (MDRC) gave us the first results of their

detailed in-depth evaluation of work/welfare initiatives in 11

states. While their study is not completed, the findings from

the first report were confirmed in a more recent release.

Perhaps the most important of the lessons from their study is

that "a number of quite different program approaches will lead to
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increases in employment, but that the gains will be relatively

modest. . . Nevertheless, while the impacts may not be striking,

they appear large enough to justify the program costs...

At the request of our colleague, Representative Ted Weiss,

the General Accounting Office (GAO) has just completed its own

study of work/welfare programs in 24 states. Their findings are

very similar. Despite somewhat bureaucratic management, limited

funding and the lack of intensive training and support services,

these programs have shown modest but positive effects on the

employment earnings of participants. I would like to submit a

more detailed summary of GAO's findings for the record.

As the MDRC and GAO studies have shown, programs like

Massachusetts' E.T., California's GAIN and Michigan's MOST are

right now, today, helping people to turn their lives around. It

was from discussions with the managers of these and other similar

programs that I have become convinced that we are ready to move

on at least this part of welfare reform.

Mr. Chairman, last year you and I introduced legislation

entitled the Work Opportunities and Retraining Compact (WORC)

which is drawn from these state experiences. We have been

reworking the bill together with a leading Republican member in

the House. Your office now has the new draft and I hope that we

can reintroduce WORC in the near future, with bipartisan support.
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The six key features of the WORC bill will remain the same.

1. A national mandate for state welfare agencies to

provide training and employment assistance for

welfare recipients.

2. Performance standards to measure program success and

progress.

3. Mandatory registration, counseling and assessment for

non-exempt recipients.

4. Education and training must be provided based on the needs of

the recipients.

5. Child Care and transportation assistance must be provided.

6. Adequate resources based on a 70-30 federal-state match.

The current redrafting will increase the focus on education,

provide assistance to women with younger children, provide

<-transitional support services to help participants find jobs and

increase ties to the private sector.

As this Committee considers welfare and work ideas, I would

draw your attention to GAO's recommendations for legislative

action. The GAO calls on Congress to "develop a coherent,
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streamlined federal work program policy that would preserve some

of the more desirable features of the programs begun in the past

5 years." In particular they call for one program that

consolidates administrative responsibility, but gives the states

flexibility in providing services, with a stable federal funding

source. Services must be provided to those with the most severe

barriers to employment and adequate support services must be

provided. Participation for women with children under six should

be voluntary. More sophisticated measures of performance must be

used to gauge program success and reporting, and evaluations

should be uniform.

I believe these are important principles for us to-follow as

we draft, and mark-up the work-training component of

comprehensive reform. In my opinion the WORC bill meets these

tests.

Mr. Chairman, as we consider the much needed overhaul of the

welfare system, I think it is important that we keep another

event in mind. Last year you persuaded the Senate to include

full funding for WIN in the budget resolution. Unfortunately the

appropriations bill included just enough money to carry the

program through June. WIN has been an important catalyst for

state innovation linking work and welfare. I am very concerned

that unless we move quickly on a work/welfare proposal that

provides continued federal support, states will shut down their

fledgling but effective work/welfare programs. This would be a
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tragedy. Not only will the doors of opportunity close for those

\ on welfare, the government will also lose the benefit of savings

in welfare costs and additional tax receipts.

Perhaps we can accomplish comprehensive welfare reform by

June. But if that timetable cannot be met you may want to

consider a work-training initiative to serve as a bridge between

WIN and comprehensive reform.

Mr. Chairman it has been a pleasure working with you in this

vital arena these past months. Let's make the promise of welfare

reform a reality.

# I I
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Senafor MOYNIHAN. Well now, Governor Gardner arrived'almost
as early as Representative Levin. Senator Evans was here just to
let us know that he came to introdtice him, but he had to leave.
after speaking very generously, and I see that Senator Adams has
arrived.

So, we welcome you, Governor, and we welcome our colleague
Senator Adams, who I know wants to introduce you, and we look

-forward to your testimony.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BROCK ADAMS, U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator ADAMS. Mr. Chairman and Senator Rockefeller, it is a
great pleasure to introduce the Governor of our State today, and I
was very pleased that you and I had an opportunity the other day
to have an informal chat about the background and the change of
circumstances in America that have arrived at the point that you
predicted some many years ago, that it is now not an isolated prob-
lem, it is not a widow and orphans problem, but it is a problem of a
major portion of our society.

I told you at that time that our Governor was coming this week
and how much I wanted you to have an opportunity to meet Gover-
nor Booth Gardner, because he has proposed, with a great deal of
courage, to our state legislature a whole new program that is pat-
terned very much on the types of programs that you have dis-
cussed, that Governor DuKakis has testified to before these com-
mittees, as have other members of other states.

I think that you will find-his proposal both interesting and very
innovative, and part of the wave of the future. But far more impor-
tant, Mr. Chairman, he is actually doing it, and he is before his leg-
islature at this time, and those of us from the State of Washington
are doing all we can to support him. But it is very necessary, and
he can speak far more eloquently than I can about it, that the Fed-
eral Government indicate a willingness to have states move for-
ward with new programs to solve this problem.

So, it gives me a great deal of pleasure, Mr. Chairman and Sena-
tor Rockefeller, to introduce the Honorable Booth Gardner, the
Governor of the State of Washington.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Governor, we welcome you.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BOOTH GARDNER, GOVERNOR,
STATE OF WASHINGTON

Governor GARDNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Senator Rockefel-
ler.

I have listened to your discussions with the other people who
have testified, and I am pleased to note that we all agree that the
problem is very simply defined, which is weak skills and poverty.
So, if we can attack those two problems in a constructive way, it
will resolve the problems before us.

Let me begin by saying that I am from the "other Washington"
and therefore not totally versed on the protocol, but I have handed
in written testimony, and with your permission I will speak from
notes and paraphrase.
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- Senator MOYNIHAN. Certainly. Your testimony will be made part
of the record.

Governor GARDNER. Let me begin by saying that we share your
views that a realistic reappraisal of the whole national welfare
system, particularly AFDC, ought to take place. And in fact, for
the record, the State of Washington pays financial assistance pay-
ments at the range of 85 percent of poverty level. Yes, that is not
bad, but 100 percent would be minimal. In our opinion, 85 percent
borders on tragedy.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And even that is much higher than the na-
tional average.

Governor GARDNER. Well, I am pleased to hear it, but I don't
think it is adequate to begin to solve the problems of poverty and
the skills problems we have heard about, because it doesn't do the
thing which is absolutely necessary, which is, it does not give hope
to the poor that they can become financially self-sufficient, and
that is the first objective.

I would be less than honest if I didn't say was another driver
behind our motivation, which is that we in our state and with
other states in our area are facing a relentless growth in caseload,
historically. And if we do not control that, we will just simply flat-
out run out of money. The alterative is a very simple one, that you
turn down the valve with the degree of payments that you make,
and that is just encouraging further tragedy.

So, we set out with a goal. We had three objectives. The first was
to try to develop a system which would allow people to be better off
working than they are staying at home; very simply stated, to get
rid of the disincentives and to provide incentive for people to go to
work.

Second, if we could, to moderate that relentless growth that we
are experiencing of people coming on AFDC.

And third-and this was a bit of a risk, but we think we can do
it-would be to provide a program which is attractive enough that
people will come on to it voluntarily, but with the understanding
that there is an implied social contract in this whole endeavor that
we feel very strongly about.

Therefore, we have trigger mechanisms built in, such that if
there is adequate employment in an area or training opportunities,
and the voluntary pool dries up, then we can bring people into the
system who are capable and qualified to work based on the assess-
ment which would take place.

With those as our objectives, we sat down and designed a pro-
gram that, first, provides immediate availability of child care; sec-
ondly, it extends the medical benefits so there is not the disincen-
tive that, if you take the risk to go to work, four or six months
later you have lost your medical safety net. And we extend that for
a full year beyond the period of which one gets employment.

Thirdly, we provide training and educational components too, with
it. But then we add another feature, which we think is unique and
do-able, and that is, we provide an incentive or bonus for those who
are willing to come on the program, as follows: '

You take your 100-percent grant level payment. A person goes
into training or education, they get a 5-percent bonus. If they go
into part-time work, they get a 15-percent bonus, and if they go
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into full-time work they get a 35-percent bonus. So, if you take, for
example in our state where th? averagee income assistance payment
is roughly $7,500-it is slightly" higher, but for rounded numbers-
which is 85 percent of poverty in our state--

Senator MOYNIHAN. That would be a family of three?
Governor GARDNER. A family of three, that is correct. And if you

give the person full-time employment, and they get the 35-percent
bonus, that takes their income up over $10,000, slightly, above pov-
erty, gives them some breathing room, gives them some job experi-
ence, gives them some self-esteem, and gives them a chance to be
able to move themselves forward.

Now, interestingly enough, we are going to do this budget-neu-
tral-not revenue-neutral, budget-neutral-and we are going to do
that through very enhanced support enforcement, as it takes two
parents; and, secondly, through earned income.

Then what we do is, we get a person the job, we take the differ-
ence between what we have to pay in the bonus and what we we
would pay him totally, and we plow that money back into child
care and extended medical benefits and the training and employ-
ment that goes with it.

Now, part of the component of our program is a six-month as-
sessment. At the time a person's child reaches six months, they
come in for an education and skills assessment. They are not re-
quired at that moment to go onto the program, because it will be
initially voluntary; but we feel that we have to begin to focus on
those who are first-time recipients, because that is the place we
have to make the impact. And quite candidly, I appreciated Sena-
tor Kennedy's testimony, because it will give us an assist in help-
ing those that are more hard-line, income-dependent profiles. The
argument is always, "Go after those who have been there a long
time," but what you really want to do, in our opinion, is to go after
the first-time recipients and don't let that mentality begin to set in.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And you have that profile that says to you,
"This family is going to be in trouble if we don't really help them."

Governor GARDNER. That's right. Yes.
So, those are the ingredients of our program, and all we need

from you is a waiver of the Title IV(a) program, AFDC, a waiver of
the Title XIX program, which is your Medicaid Program, and a
waiver of the food and nutrition elements, so that we can cash in
the food stamps which we have worked through with our own agri-
cultural community, so that we can make cash grants to these indi-
viduals.

That is the sum and substance. I would just add one interesting
footnote, which is that we are a state that feels we can do this
budget-neutral in an arena where we are experiencing 8-10 percent
unemployment.

I listened very carefully to Senator Rockefeller's comments about
where are the jobs. We have worked that problem very carefully.
We see a window coming in the need for labor because of the
trough; we are going to jump into that window.

But secondly, we have also come to the conclusion that we at the
state level, with our employment security departments, are already
placing individuals. And when we look at the incremental differ-
ence, we just feel, and working with our private sector community,
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that we can place enough people into the workforce to make this
program work.

The choice is very simple. If you take 100 people receiving AFDC
today, that is all they are doing, because there is no incentive to
get off AFDC; it is just disincentive. In our program, using the
same dollars but using earned income and support enforcement, we
will put 75 percent of those 100 people into training, into part-time
work, or into full-time work.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Great. That is very impressive.
We are going to get from you, sir, a concise statement of the leg-

islation you would need to put that in place?
Governor GARDNER. That is correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I just ask-would you go over that

bonus again? You come in, and there are so many thing that we
are hearing from other places-social contracts, obligations, train-
ing.

Governor GARDNER. We feel the unique feature is the bonus, be-
cause what you have to do is you have to give them some breathing
room also, at the same time, an opportunity to experience what it
is like to be above the poverty level with a little bit of discretionary
income, if you will.

The bonus works as follows: If you take the 100-percent grant
level, if a person volunteers, or if the training and employment op-
portunities are available and he then is pulled into the system, he
goes into training and employment to get a 5-percent bonus-not
much, but something. If they go into part-time work, they get a 15-
percent bonus; and if they go into full-time work, some subsidized,
then they get a 35-percent bonus. And as long as they are in that
category where they are receiving a bonus, the support benefits
continue, and then for a year beyond when they actually go on
their own.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And you are also going to arrange, or you
want to arrange, for medical coverage to continue. I suppose the
hardest choice a mother makes is to choose between getting out of
the house and improve her life, if the price is to lose all of the med-
ical coverage for her children. You know, do you dare make the
choice?
. Governor GARDNER. That is right, and the probability of going
into a job where there are no medical benefits is high. So, if they
run the risk of losing their medical benefits within four to six and,
in some rare instances, nine months after they go onto some type
of employment, it is a poor risk.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And you are risking your children.
Governor GARDNER. That is right. It is a bad decision, if you

want to be very candid about it; and what we are trying to do is
make it a good decision.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Rockefeller?
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Governor, you are superb in what you say.
One of the things that interests me in watching human behavior

is that there is a feeling or a stereotype that, if people get onto
AFDC or welfare, that they don't want to get off. You point out
some very good reasons why, in their self-interest, public policy
gives them reason to not want to get off if they care about their
children
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Governor GARDNER. That is correct.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. And most people don't know that. But

beyond that, there is a feeling that people don't want to get off.
Our experience-and I am interested in your state-is that

people do respond in fact, when they are given a work require-
ment. Under our CWEP program which started in 1981, they do
not resent in the slightest the requirement of going to work. In our
case it's been community service jobs, working with deputy sheriffs
and a whole lot of things, helping in the community, in parks and
recreation. They didn't resent it in the slightest. In fact, evalua-
tions of our CWEP program indicate an increase in self-esteem on
the part of the participants.

Now, obviously there would have been exceptions to that, and I
am sure there are all kinds of snafus; but the basic human instinct
of wanting to be productive has been demonstrated in West Virgin-
ia's program. This surprised some people. Have you found the
same?

Governor GARDNER. Yes. We have found that most people, if you
give them a decision which is a rational decision, would much
rather be productive-gaining job experience, gaining the opportu-
nity to put something on the r~sum6 that they have done so they
can see that next step forward-then they would be staying at home.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I particularly appreciate your candor and
your willingness to come here and explain to us your program.

There is a certain stereotype about who becomes dependent, who
turns to welfare in our society, in this country, and the stereotype
does not extend to people who live in the State of Washington. And
yet such welfare dependency is there, too. It is everywhere, not just
in our central cities or in our Eastern Seaboard or what you will, it
is across the nation. The median child in America, the average
child, will live part of his or her youth in a single-parent family,
and that single-parent family is going to have trouble. It is no
longer a minority experience, and it is no longer an experience of
minorities; it is the general American experience now, and you are
finding it right there in the State of Washington, where it never
snows, and you can always catch salmon, and Mount Rainier is
there to be looked at.

Governor GARDNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You know, we
have talked so much about skiils-I don't think there is any argu-
ment on that-and many of the programs we have observed are ex-
tremely competent and well-run in the areas they run in; but until
we also address this issue of poverty, until you can get someone out
of that poverty area to where they can think clearly and concen-
trate on the jobs that you get them and not be traumatized by
what goes on, we are only doing half of the job.

So, getting them to work is one thing, but getting them over that
line of poverty I think is another, and that is why we have built in
these incentives which we think can work, by rigid discipline on
our part in the areas of earned income, job placement, and support
enforcement.

Thank you very much for your courtesy.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, we thank you, and we are going to get

a very specific request from you. If I know Senator Adams and Sen-
ator Evans, they are going to see to it that you get what you are
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after. Obviously, this is what federalism is all about, giving oppor-
tunities for this kind of experiment. And let's see if we can't do it
quickly.

Senator ADAMS. Place it in your bill, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very much, Governor.
Governor GARDNER. Thank you very much.
[Governor Gardner's written testimony follows:]
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SENATE TESTIMONY OF BOOTH GARDNER.

GOVERNOR, STATE OF WASHINGTON

Chairman Moynihan and Members of the Committee:

It's a personal pleasure and privilege to be able to testify before this distinguished

committee on an issue of both national importance and individual consequence --

welfare reform. The potential for giving children the opportunity to break the bonds of

poverty and parents the chance to join the regular workforce, earn a decent living and

develop a sense of self-worth, is so promising that it commands timely and far-reaching

action.

Under current policy, the potential for improving the human condition is greatly

limited, which is why I'm before you today. The state of Washington shares the view of

Chairman Moynihan and this committee that the time is ripe for a realistic reappraisal

of the national welfare system, particularly Aid to Families with Dependent Children.

Not only is the time ripe, it is growirl short. In Washington State, we see our

caseloads growing exponentially. This growing financial commitment is strangling our

budget and producing limited benefits for participants. We are offering AFDC recipients

only 85% of the poverty level. One hundred percent would provide a minimal

subsistence; 85% guarantees tragedy. Children go to school ill-clothed and ill-fed.

They spend their day hungry and ridiculed. Education takes a back seat as the cycle of

illiteracy and poverty speeds on.

At the same time, their parents remain without work, because the current system

creates disincentives for them to pursue employment. Ultimately they lose any hope for

a prosperous future and any feeling of personal satisfaction.

Taken as a whole, the business-as-usual approach Is failing miserably. The result

is a huge waste of human potential.
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The welfare programs that served us with varying success in years past have lost a

great deal of their effectiveness. They need updating to confront today's problems

effectively. My two years as governor has given me sufficient evidence to become

convinced that a complete revamp of our system is necessary.

Toward that goal, I developed a plan to address the problems of the current AFOC

program. And because we don't have the luxury of being able to invest large sums of

money, I made sure that it be a budget-neutral program that would offer incentives for

entering the workforce, that would guarantee medical and family support systems, and

would increasefinancial benefits.

The result of their efforts is the Family Independence Program, an alternative Which

we believe more closely responds to the economic needs and public attitudes in our

state. It is a program which has quickly gained bipartisan support and is almost assured

early passage in our state Legislature- a passage which constitutes only half of the

legislative action necessary.

Because of its wide scope, the program must also obtain congressional waivers for

its five-year demonstration period.

I am here to ask for those waivers and to briefly explain the program. Before I

begin my summary of the Family Independence Program, I'd like to discuss four

premises that guided us in the construction of the bill.

First, it is a fundamental error to view the welfare population as a homogenous

group. The wide range among individual's in terms of intellectual capacity and

motivation, educational and employment background, age and family situation, demands

that future programs have the flexibility to respond in a way that will meet the

individual's needs and accelerate their departure from assistance programs.
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Second, welfare programs must be grounded In economic reality. We must provide

job training that prepares recipients for a rapidly changing job market. We must extend

medical benefits for the displaced worker and the working poor. We must develop public

policies which reflect and respond to the reality that our current economy is not

providing enough jobs which offer sufficient compensation to ensure that families live at

or above the poverty level.

Third, we believe that any new AFDC system must provide economic incentives for

participants to join the work force. Exceedingly small, even temporary Increases in

income, can disqualify families for cash assistance or cost them critical medical and

child care benefits. Thqs.e disincentives must be: replaced-with economic and family

support benefits. We must create incentives to induce companies to create more jobs

and welfare recipients to take those jobs. And, we must financially sustain a family as

it embarks on the difficult journey to economic independence.

Finally, we concur with Senator Evans and Governor Robb's fir-sighted plan, To

Form a More Perfect Union, which calls for the major financial responsiblity for AFDC

or similar programs to be borne by the federal government for reasons of uniformity and

constistency in benefits.

And, while on the subject of thoughtful approaches to welfare reform, I'd like to

offer my endorsement of Senator Kennedy's JEDI program. Our FIP program focuses on

the new-comers to the AFDC program; Senator Kennedy's plan would be a welcomed

additional program In our state to assist the long-term, hard-to-place AFOC recipients.
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CONGRESSIONAL ACTION NEEDED

We are asking Congress to direct the secretaries of Healthand Human Services and

Agriculture to grant waivers for five years under Titles IV-A (4-A) and XIX (19) of the

Social Security Act, as well as the Food and Nutrition Act of 1977. During that period,

we are asking the federal government to share the costs of FIP in amounts comparable

to what it would pay if the current AFDC program remained in effect. We believe FIP is

budget neutral for both the federal and state governments.

I would like to clarify our reasons for requesting congressional action on FIP. First,

we believe that the walvers needed are beyond the scope of authority of the federal

agency Isecretaries: Second, While we clearly favor giving states the opportunity to try

variations to the current system, we do not agree, as some have suggested, that this

should be unbridled authority, we orefer to ask Congress for specific authority to carry

out this well-definod project. Should this program not acheive its goals in our judgment

or yours, we would return to the regular AFOC program.

We have decided to pursue our request while simultaneously supporting nationwide

welfare reform. We do so for three reasons:

I. The fact that our program contains features beyond the range of those included in

other current proposals;

2. With a relatively small welfare population, we can put FIP into operation in a much

less time than would be possible nationally; and

3. We believe that our experience could provide useful examples as the national debate

on welfare reform progresses.
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I am submitting for the record detailed Information on FIP as it was proposed to the

Washington Legislature. We will be pleased to update this material once legislative

action is complete.

To close, I'd like to simply outline the major features of our Family Independence

Program. We believe FIP can break the cycle of poverty for thousands of mothers and

children In the state of Washington.

SUMMARY OF THE FAMILY INDEPENDENCE PROGRAM

- All families applying for assistance, who would have been eligible under AFDC,

would henceforth be enrolled under FIP.

An estimated 75 percent of families enrolled would participate in education, training

and part-time or full-time employment. After a two year evaluation period,

participation would become mandatory in regions where there were more job

opportunities than FIP job applicants.

The state would subsidize some jobs in the not-for-profit and public sectors if jobs

for enrollees were not available in the private sector.

A cash assistance standard combining the existing grant levels for AFDC and the

cash equivalent of enrollees' food-stamp benefits would be established as the

program's "benchmark level" to which enrollees would be "entitled." The benchmark

would vary with family size.
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An Incentive structure of cash benef its would guarantee enrollees a combination of

earnings and cash assistance at the following levels:

* 105 percent of benchmark for those participating in education and training.

* 115 percent of benchmark for those working half-time.

* 135 percent of benchmark for those working full-time.

- The standard for those working full-time equates to 115 percent of the poverty

level, compared to 85 percent for current AFDC recipients who do not work. In

other words, those v ho worked under FIP would be measurably better off than those

who did not.

-Child care and medical services would be provided free until the family reached the

135 percent level. Once a family reached the 135 percent level, they would, with a

nominal fee, continue to receive those benefits for up to one year.

Additional help could be provided enrollees for parent education, family planning and

family financial management services.

- Child support collection efforts would be significantly stepped up.

- Assistance would be offered to absent fathers in training for and obtaining

employment.

A new approach to organization would meld the efforts of the state departments of

Social and Health Services and Employment Security to improve productivity in

management and distribution of services.
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Employment and training efforts would be coordinated with the state Private

Industry Council under the Job Training Partnership Act.

- A thorough evaluation is mandated throughout the five-year demonstration project.

Taken together, we believe these features constitute a comprehensive approach to

welfare reform. We hope that when FIP is formally presented to this committee, it will

have your support.

I thank you for your time and would be glad to answer any questions you may have.

I_____
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POTENTIAL MOYNIHAN TESTIMONY QUESTION

Answer to possible questions from Senator Moynihan as to why we selected six-months

as age of child for parent to return to work,

1. This is an equity Issue -- the welfare program should mirror the way most

Americans live and at this time many American women with very young children

work -- this is particularly true of the working poor and lower-middle income

population. The six-month time frame was chosen for.our state, because state,

government allows its women employees to take six months off for maternity

leave. It is my understanding that this is very generous compared to most

employers.

2. It is my position, as it is the position of the National Governors' Association, that

the most timely intervention occurs when recipients first come onto welfare -- and

this usually means young, first-time mothers with very young children.

3. I do not expectany mothers to go to work unless there is good quality child care

available for their children.

4. The FIP plan exempts mothers that must be at home to care for special-needs

children
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Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Let's see, we are a little bit out of order be-

cause of the weather out there. Is Senator Larson here, by chance?
I wouldn't be surprised if he is not.

[No response.]
Senator MOYNIHAN. All right.
Dr. Gueron is here, am I correct on that? I think you are not

only here, but you must have camped outside, because you were
here this morning, first thing.

During our hearings this morning, we have heard several refer-
ences to the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation. We
heard earlier from our first witness, from Assemblyman Agnos,
that in the new GAIN program that is being put in place in Cali-
fornia, they contracted with MDRC to tell them how they are
doing, as an independent evaluation of the program as it proceeds.
That is a very impressive thing indeed and not surprising given the
reputation that the MDRC has established in this field.

We welcome you, Doctor. We have your testimony, which will be
put in the record. Why don't you proceed to tell us what you have
in mind?

STATEMENT OF DR. JUDITH M. GUERON, PRESIDENT, MANPOWER
DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION, NEW YORK, NY
Dr. GUERON. Thank you, Senator.
I am Judith Gueron, President of the Manpower Demonstration

Research Corporation, and I am pleased to have the opportunity to
share with you some of the findings from an on-going multi-state
evaluation of state work/welfare initiatives.

Senator Moynihan has pointed out the emerging consensus
among policymakers concerning the responsibility of parents to
support their children, and the responsibility of the government to
help poor and welfare-dependent parents achieve self-sufficiency.
While the outlines differ, the more comprehensive proposals to im-
plement these reforms call for increased efforts in child support en-
forcement, extending benefits to two-parent families, a national
minimum benefit, and other support for the working poor.

While the cost and feasibility of much of this is still being debat-
ed, the common core in most of the proposals is something about
which we do have solid information from several years of careful
testing. This can best be called, as you have, a redefinition of the
social contract, whereby welfare programs such as AFDC would be
changed from a broad entitlement to benefits to a reciprocal obliga-
tion between citizen and the state. My remarks today are limited
to this part of welfare reform, the work/welfare connection.

Since Congress opened the doors to state experimentation in
1981, states have tested a number of ways to revise the AFDC "bar-
gain" and restructure the administration of the WIN Program. Be-
cause resources have been relatively limited, changes were modest
in scale and design, but they moved in the direction of establishing
some sort of reciprocal obligation where benefits would be tied to a
person's agreement to search for work, receive training, or accept a
workfare position. In return, states had to provide the services and
supports necessary to allow that participation.
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Since 1982, MDRC has been working with eight states, including
the State of West Virginia, to carefully study these new programs,
and final results are now available from five of them-programs in
San Diego and Baltimore, and of multi-site programs in Virginia,
Arkansas and West Virginia.

I have written elsewhere in more detail about what was tested,
and I will only say briefly that these were very real-world in scale
and implementation; that while the programs were relatively large
scale, they were directed at about a third of the AFDC caseload,
women with children six or over, with rare exception in the stud-
ies; that they were implemented in a variety of conditions; and
that what was tested so far were relatively low-cost programs, com-
pared to what has been discussed here this morning, programs cost-
ing up to about $1000 per eligible person and providing primarily
job search, brief workfare assignments, and limited education and
training.

Each state's program that we studied representated a particular
mix of obligation and services, and in the research these two things
are tested together so that you don't distinguish the impact of the
services versus the mandate to participate.

The findings from these careful studies provided the basis for
action in 1987. They show that, first, it is feasible to require work-
related obligations as a condition for welfare receipt. On the whole,
states and localities were successful in involving a substantial por-
tion of the caseload in activities. This is a precondition for success
and a notable change in institutions and attitudes over the average
pre-1981 WIN experience.

Second, the initiatives increased employment and earnings and
reduced welfare costs. These results dispel the notion that employ-
ment and training interventions don't work. In all of the states we
studied, with the exception of the very special conditions in West
Virginia which the Senator referred to earlier, we found that
work/welfare programs increased the employment of women on
AFDC. Across the four states, average earnings increased between
8 and 37 percent.

The results also point to a way to increase the effectiveness of
work/welfare programs, which was alluded to in some of the earli-
er testimony this morning. The findings show that the most em-
ployable people, new applicants for welfare who have recently
worked, don't gain much, if at all, from relatively low-cost pro-
grams that basically teach them what they already know. In con-
trast, the next group, women applying for welfare without recent
work experience, can benefit substantially from support and assist-
ance.

Turning to the effect on welfare dependency, overall these pro-
grams produced welfare savings that were smaller than the earn-
ings gains-that is simply a function of the AFDC formula-but
the savings across the states ranged up to about 11 percent.

Third, overall we found that program benefits outweighed costs
for participants, for the state, and for the Federal Government.
These initiatives cost money upfront, but in general they should be
viewed as an investment, with a payoff in future budget savings in
less than five years and sometimes much less.
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Together, these results suggest that work/welfare initiatives can
make consistent and measurable improvements in people's lives.
Multiplied by large numbers of people and over a long period of
time, these relatively modest improvements take on considerable
policy significance.

However, the programs have not so far led to major reductions in
poverty and dependency. This is not a quick fix for poverty or a
short cut to balancing the budget. This should come to no surprise,
given the limited funding that has so far been available, the nature
of the population, the generally poor labor markets in which they
were implemented, the diversity of the AFDC population, and the
range and seriousness of the obstacles they face.

An open question is whether more costly, comprehensive pro-
grams would have greater impact. And another open question is
whether these programs could be extended to an even greater
share of the welfare caseload, including mothers with younger chil-
dren, without compromising quality, encountering administrative
or other resistance, or raising broader issues of in- or post-program
displacement.

Now, as Congress moves to translate what we recognize is the
new consensus on work into specific reform, I think the research
points to a number of issues on program design.

First, it is important that the expectation about what a program
can achieve be consistent with the level of funding it receives. It
should be recognized at the outset that, if funding is limited, states
will have to make a choice between programs which are large in
scale but limited in the range of services they provide, or programs
that offer intensive and comprehensive treatment with a smaller
portion of the caseload.

Faced with the opportunity to overhaul welfare employment pro-
grams, policymakers should take care not to replay the WIN expe-
rience of the Seventies and foster ambitious expectations that are
not supported with adequate funding. In theory, WIN also intended
to require all adult AFDC recipients with school-iage children to
participate in training, job search, or accept employment offev. In
fact, it was never adequately funded or staffed to enforce these re-
quirements, and the obligation existed on paper only. While
changes in attitudes and performance suggest that we can do
better now, additional resources will be necessary to transform this
potential into reality.

Second, the benefit-cost studies also point to insights into the
cost-sharing relationship between the Federal Government and the
states in welfare employment programs. The findings highlight the
importance of continued federal support to encourage states to un-
dertake programs that may ultimately prove cost-effective, and in
which the bulk of the savings accrue to the Federal Government.
Moreover, increasing the required state match may prevent poorer
states from introducing programs which entail large initial outlays
of state funds. States which are not able to make up the difference,
for example with the current 90/10 matching arrangements and
which were changed to 50/50, could wind up with smaller welfare
employment budgets than we currently have.

Third, care should also be taken to assure that program funds
are not misspent by targeting services to the part of the caseload
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that stays on welfare only briefly, to the exclusion of other welfare
recipients. It is important that performance standards not encour-
age program operators to serve this group to the exclusion of more
disadvantaged people. Performance measures that place emphasis
on achieving, for example, high rates of placement at low cost are
likely to have that effect.

Finally, the persistence of dependency and the limited magnitude
of the employment and earnings gains in the programs evaluated
so far provide a rationale for states to offer more intensive services
to move recipients into jobs and off the welfare rolls. A number of
states are already doing so, in part relying on large-scale coordina-
tion of existing services and delivery systems. These programs
should be carefully examined. And while there is some evidence to
show that such approaches can be effective, it is still unclear what
exactly the return to the larger investment will be and who will
benefit the most.

In conclusion, the relatively modest achievements of the first
wave of welfare employment programs and the cautions expressed
here shouldn't deter you from action. On the contrary, I would
urge you to use the findings as a foundation on which to construct
a new welfare employment system which can avoid some of the
mistakes of the past and push into new areas.

Most importantly, I would urge you not to miss the opportunity
to revamp the WIN system by losing sight of welfare/employment
programs in the rush for more comprehensive reform. Work pro-
grams cannot by themselves solve the poverty problem, but they
are important stepping stones or building blocks on the route to
self-sufficiency.

Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Beautifully done. Right on time, for the first

time, and these hearings have been going on for two months. No
one has ever finished on time. (Laughter.) No wonder you get your
work done so well.

Can I ask two things? One, say again what you just said about
WIN, because Representative Levin has mentioned it and Senator
Rockefeller has mentioned it. You know, that is about to appear
before us in June. Now, you say, "Hold on"?

Dr. GUERON. Right. I would say two things about WIN. First of
all, it expires in June.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I guess this year's appropriation expires
then.

Dr. GUERON. The money ends in June, right. And WIN has been
the only money currently available to states which is dedicated to
providing employment and training service for welfare recipients.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That would be true in West Virginia, I
assume?

Dr. GUERON. That is right. WIN is the major funding source for
the CWEP program in West Virginia, and it provides 90/10 money
of a very limited amount. WIN has been cut from several hundred
million dollars back to $110 million this year, but WIN resources
are the only ones dedicated to this program; so that, when WIN re-
sources become unavailable after June, it will be very important to
consider something immediately to put in their place, or the state
experiments that have depended on this may easily contract.
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The other lesson from WIN which I refer to is that WIN also had
lots of rhetoric and little money, and it is important not to replay
that a second time.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Right. In that regard, if someone will dig it
up, I would like to put into the record an editorial in the Washing-
ton Post from yesterday morning. It said, by all means let us move
here, but let us not get our language out ahead of our real opportu-
nities and real resources.

[The editorial follows:]



T THE HEIGHT of his power in 1982,
President Reagan made an ambitious "New
Federalism" proposal to realign the respon-

sibilities and programs of the federal government
and the states. The proposal died, in part because
it turned out to be a sham. Programs were not so
much being shifted from one level of government
to another as-in the guise of such a shift-they
were being abolished.

Now the same sort of issue is arising with the
president's pending welfare reform proposal. The
idea is to turn over to volunteering states the
money now going into about 100 different pro-
grams for the poor. A state would still have to
spend the money on the poor, but, within limits
still to be disclosed, could otherwise shape its
spending as it chose.

The problem is that the programs on the list as
last reported are wildly dissimilar. They range
from the Aid to Families With Dependent Chil-
dren that is the putative object of this exercise to

compensatory aid for needy schoolchildren and
college student grants and loans. There is no way
that Congress either will or should permit the
indiscriminate blurring of these program into a
lump sum. Among many other things, it is not
clear what such an act would have to do with
welfare or welfare reform. The contemptuous
suggestion is that all dollars spent on the poor are
the same; that is wrong.

A controlled program to alow greater welfare
experimentation by the states is a good idea. It
will-as to some extent on the issue of "work-.
fare" it already has-tend to reduce the polariza-
tion that has followed this subject on the national
level in the past. At the state level both liberals
and conservatives seem able to take positions that
on the national stage they cannot. But if the
administration expects its proposal to be taken
seriously, it must put sensible limits on it. Other-
wise it will be no more than the diversion that the
new federalism was.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. But now, look, Senator, what are you going
to do? Are we going to let the WIN Program stop? You said 'con-
tract,' Doctor; I think the word is 'stop,' isn't it, in June, if we don't
get something done here?

Senator ROCKEFELLuR. Well, the program has been cut, as you
say, by about half or by two-thirds. West Virginia has lost 75% of
its Fderal WIN funds.

Dr. GUERON. That is right. In 1980 or so, it was $365 million,
then went to $220 million last year, and this year it is $110 million.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question?
Senator MOYNIHAN. Please, sir.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. You made a very interesting comment on

page 12 which I identified with. I had talked earlier about perform-
ance standards and the fact that people relax about, or they look
upon what they might otherwise consider to be excessive govern-
ment spending with more patience and tolerance if there are "per-
formance standards." But then you make a very interesting point:
A state bureaucracy will then try to deliver by focusing on those
who are closest to being able to get off of welfare, and therefore"up" their statistics-which would be good for the State and for
those no longer on welfare; but it wouldn't be getting at some of
the worst cases.

Mr. Chairman, that strikes me as a very real concern. You know,
you think back to some of the people you work with that have vir-
tually no skills; they can't help their children stay in school be-
cause they aren't role models themselves; they had a third or
fourth grade education when they stopped, they can't communicate
verbally; they can't read-what is it, 20 percent of our displaced
workers in this country are functionally illiterate? What happens?

The Ford Foundation is doing some interesting work on moving
people forward in terms of basic skills-for example, through the
learning centers developed by Dr. Robert Taggert, whom I am sure
you know. Is it possible to take people in their 30's and 40's and
50's who are at the bottom of the list, who are just simply un-
skilled, unverbal, uneducated, and who for 20 years have been
avoiding-because of lack of opportunity-work? Is that a perma-
nent underclass? Or in terms of basic skills and other training, do
you think they can be reached through things that we have not
been doing as a general rule?

Dr. GUERON. A few responses to your comments:
First, I think Congress does hold the key in how it establishes

performance standards. This is something to approach with a great
deal of caution, because the system will respond, and you want to
make sure it responds the right way.

The consistent lesson from careful research is that programs are
most effective in that they make the largest difference for people
who are the least likely to succeed on their own.

And you mentioned the very -hard to employ. For example, a pro-
gram was tested in this country eight or so years ago called 'Sup-
portive Work,' including a site in West Virginia, which focused on
AFDC recipients who averaged about eight years on the rolls. That
program provided very structured and intensive work experience
and did show that it could double the rate at which people moved
off of welfare and could ultimately prove very cost-effective. So,
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there are programs that reach out to the most disadvantaged, but
they are likely to require an upfront investment.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. But still, what about getting at a 40-year-
old who dropped out in the third or fourth grade? Do you know
about the Ford Foundation learning centers program I am talking
about?

Dr. GUERON. Sure, the CCP program ,Certainly.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Are there possibilities, do you think, in

something of that sort? I mean, they talk about being able to move
participants forward in months. If they had the money, they say
they could move the entire nation quickly ahead by one grade
level, through very intensive, different kinds of help.

Can these people whom I discussed, the ones at the very bottom
of the heap with a history of being at the bottom of the heap-thor-
oughly discouraged, thoroughly nonverbal, thoroughly without
hope-are they a permanent underclass, or can they be reached in
some way other than "Well, they can't make it," and so we will
simply permanently provide them public assistance.

Dr. GUERON. One of the things that should inspire this commit-
tee is the consistent evidence that women-on-welfare are one of the
groups that you can help. When I mentioned Supported Work earli-
er, women in that program had averaged eight years on welfare,
and the average age was about 35; so that many of them were
them were the kind of people you discussed who had spent many
years on the rolls and brought little skills or education. That pro-
gram of course didn't succeed with everybody, but it did make a
substantial difference.

The CCP Program is showing impressive results in terms of in-
creasing grade levels among participants. I think it will be impor-
tant to see if those results, in terms of testing, can be translated
into success in the labor market, and I think we should be optimis-
tic, and proceed, and try it.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, can I make one more ob-
servation?

Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator, of course.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. We are talking about getting people off of

welfare. It is true, I think, also, that sometimes people can be cate-
gorized as having been moved off welfare by some minor adjust-
ment in their life-say a marriage, or a minor skills adjustment, or
something which moves them just past the point financially where
they are on welfare.' But in fact, instead of being very, very, very
poor and on welfare, they are very poor end not on welfare. And
that is something also we have to watch out for. In other words,
they are marginally out of the system but could easily return to
the -system through some small adjustment-divorce, or some
downward income adjustment.

Dr. GUERON. I couldn't agree more. And in stressing that results
are positive but modest, there is a difference between moving off of
welfare and moving out of poverty.

I know you are going to hear later this morning, about the work-
ing poor, and there has been discussion already today about the im-
portance of having incentives for people to work, that really in-
crease the rewards to work sufficiently so that individuals would
rationally choose work over welfare.
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Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I was very interested to glance through your testimony. You

made a comment i relation to Senator Rockefeller. In your testi-
mony you say that workfare in West Virginia did not lead to in-
creased employment and earnings but was cost-effective. Could you
explain that?

Dr. GUERON. Yes. As I said, we completed studies in five different
states and locations across the country. West Virginia did stand
out, and I think it is for the reasons that the Senator mentioned
earlier, in terms of the extraordinarily high unemployment rate
that existed in West Virginia when the study was conducted, and
the very rural nature of the economy. People participated in the
program and had positive responses to that participation, but it
didn't increase the movement off the rolls.

Now, in terms of cost-effectiveness, we looked at the benefits and
costs of programs from a number of different perspectives--from
the budgetary perspective, from a larger social perspective that
counted not only budgetary savings but the value of the work that
people performed while they were in workfare assignments, and
also the perspective of individual participants.

In West Virginia, we found that people participated in a work-
fare program for a number of months, and that the work they pro-
duced was of value to their communities. And it is when you con-
sider that work that the program in West Virginia appeared to be
cost-effective.

Senator BRADLEY. You listed a number of points in your testimo-
ny about participants responded favorably if their workfare assign-
ments, or their supervisors considered their work valuable, et
cetera, et cetera.

If you were to counsel the committee, what would you say are
the two most important things we should consider when we are
looking at the work component of a welfare reform program?

Dr. GUERON. We have solid evidence already that relatively low-
cost programs do something. That is a rock on which you can
refute the idea that welfare employment programs are not cost-ef-
fective. But we have also fairly clearly seen their limitations, and I
think states have gone beyond these low-cost programs to increas-
ing reliance on education, remedial education and other, and train-
ing. I think it is important that any legislation that emerges now
support that shift and provide resources for more intensive serv-
ices, as well as the more low-cost services that we already know are
cost-effective but limited in success.

Senator BRADLEY. So, you think any program should not simply
have a work component but also an education component and a
child care component?

Dr. GUERON. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I just note once again for the record

that what MDRC has done so importantly is to establish somewhat
counterintuitively that you get your best results from your most
difficult cases. As you say, for people who have been employed and
who are just dipping into welfare, a little bit of training doesn't tell
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them anything they don't already know. But it is the individuals
who most need it who really benefit the most, and for whom such
training is most cost-effective.

Could I ask you this almost personal question, but a professional
one? We talk about and hear about efforts to deal with this subject,
and the most interesting efforts -come from the places where the
density of the problem is least. We are into our fourth hearing, and
it may go on most of the day, and no one ever mentions New York
City. We have three-quarters of a million people on welfare, and
yet it doesn't move. Is it just unmoveable?

You have been checking out areas all over the country, places
where there are 50 people on welfare in the county and what can
you do about them, but what about the great heavy urban concen-
trations? Isn't this a different order of social conditions?

Dr. GUERON. Well, we have tested-for example, Supported Work
was one that also ran in New York City, as well as 10 other sites
for AFDC recipients across the country. There is no doubt that it is
difficult to run an innovative program with a caseload of that size.
But you see Los Angeles grappling to implement the GAIN Pro-
gram, and that is also a location with a very heavy welfare case-
load.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Is Los Angeles going to be one of the first 10
counties?

Dr. GUERON. Not one of the first.
Senator MOYNIHAN. But it is coming?
Dr. GUERON. It will be there by the end.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We were concerned about this this morning.
Dr. GUERON. And we have been looking at a program implement-

ed by Illinois in Chicago. So, the fact that we were not studying the
welfare employment efforts in New York City doesn't convince me
that they are not making a difference. But I will say that it is very
difficult to move a large bureaucracy to be innovative, and that is
one of the challenges that anyone running a welfare employment
program in New York City faces.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you agree that one of the risks of ex-
perimentation in this work, as indeed in education generally, is
that you get very high quality experimenters? You know, the
1960's was rather famous for those studies of the Yale graduate
who, rather than going into the Army, thought he would go into
teaching disadvantaged students, and he put three years into it,
and he taught those 12 kids to be "whammos," and then as soon as
he got out of the age where he could be drafted he went off to law
school. And you can't run a school system which assumes that 90
percent of the teachers are Yale graduates temporarily disposed
toward the school system.

Dr. GUERON. I would certainly agree with that, but I should point
out that the welfare commissioners in the eight states that we were
studying were really heroes in terms of letting an innovative re-
search study get put in place in a real-world, large-scale environ-
ment. Over 35,000 people were involved in the study-21 counties
in West Virginia, the County of San Diego, the City of Baltimore-
so these were not tiny programs testing on a small scale something
that you then ask is this relevant to the real world.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. If you have Baltimore and San Diego, you
have the real world, sure.

Doctor, thank you very much. Would you be good enough to send
this committee some thoughts on what needs to be done quickly
about WIN? Won't you?

Dr. GUERON. I would be delighted to.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We need your advice, and we thank you very

much for your testimony.
Dr. GUERON. Thank you, Senator.
[The information about WIN and the prepared written testimony

of Dr. Gueron follows:]

, .o . •
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The Honorable Daniel Patrick Moynih
United States Senate
464 Russel Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Moynihan:

YOU have amdedOr my rm lendaticns about what to do with the WIN
program. My ocuments are limited to those issues that emerge directly from
our research on welfare enplment programs.

In its design for a new welfare employment program to replace WIN,
Congress seems to be applying the lesscs learned in recent years about
operating effective euploymet-related programs for AFDC recipients.
Because our research showe that different progLaUintic aproadies to link-
ing welfare and work could be cost-effective investments of taxpayer's
money, we feel it is important that the federal legislation not be overly

"prescriptive, and that states be given considerable flexibility in the
design of their programs, the choice and seq*iEcing of components and the
structure of program administration. These princip-les are reflected in the
proposals curently under discussion.

We also feel that the opportunities for states to provide more inten-
sive services, a broader array of education and training activities, and
additional support services are important developments, as they hold out
the possibility of producing larger impacts for some groups than the job
search and werk experience strategies that were the basis of most of the
initiatives studied in MKVC's multi-state demonstration., %hether the pram-
ise can be fulfilled, remains to be seen, however, Right. now, there is not
sufficient evidence to indicate whether these approaches are more effec-
tive, or for what segment of the population they can be wost effective.

NERW's analysis of the federal/state ratio of the budigetary savings
produced by work-weifare programs is also Bprtive of. Cressinal
interest in establishing a 70/30 or .75/25 federal/state ratch in the
replaoement WIN program. The 70/30 split awr1erdmtps the typcal distri-
bution of program-related costs and benefits in the states we studed.
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Because our research did not deal directly with. a nmber of other
issues of concern to Qrnress in the drafting of a new bill -for emmple,
the effect of requiring participation from women with children under 6, or
of providing transitional support services to AFDC recipients once they go
to work - I am not making any reocmn-nedations along these lines. Simi-
larly, MM1C's work does not address some of the broader aspects of welfare
reform of interest to you. It remains clear, however, that the effective-
ness of welfare employment initiatives will be dependent in part on broader
work incentives and the strength of the economy. -

While generally in agreement with the development of the welfare
employment debate in Washington thus far, we do, however, have a number of
concerns. First, because so many key questions remain open -* questions
about the effectiveness of programs that target women with pre-school
children or provide more intensive education and training or transitional
employment supports - we feel it is critical that any new legislation
include a mandate anu funding for rigorous evalution of the employment
initiatives. The more flexibility states are given, the more important it
becomes to develop good information about what works best for whom. Ihis
can only be done by well-strucured studies.

Further, the current welfare reform debate points to the importance of
issues that go well beyond workVwelfare programs to the broader questions
of poverty and the working poor. As you have so eloquently stated, these
include work incentives and income supports under AFDC, as well as child
support enforcement. 7he current debate is partially hindered by the lack
of information on the real cost and feasibility of such approae. Tb the
extent that these issues are not ackrssed in legislation this year, it
will be important to use the next few years to get the answers.

b do this, this year's legislation might allow states the option -
on a trial basis - of restructuring the package of benefits available to
the poor in line with some of the more promising approaches. Thus, new
legislation should encourage the federal government to use waivers anj make
resources available to enable states to run experiments under rigorous
evaluation conditions. The types of experiments that should be encouraged
include: further integration of child support enforcement and AFDC, and
changes that increase the return to work, including part-time work (e.g.,
increased disregards, the provision of transitional child care and health
services, and changes in the EIC or other tax measures that benefit poor
families).

A second area of concern is in the .development of federal performance
standards for the new welfare employment system. As I indicated in my
testimony before your subommittee last month, a clear lesson from MIIC's
Work/Welfare Deemstration is that programs should not work exclusively
witl. the most empoyable recipients - thoe that have a prior work his-
tory, and less welfare reoeipt - because the impact of the program on such.
individuals is smaller than on other, rpre needy groups. . From this perspec-
tive, it' appears misguided to use 'a simple placement standard based. on an
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absolute level of pihA , because it drives program qperators to serve
thes most euployable individuals. It is also clear that the oUl ic of
lcxjer-term data on program participants willnot solve the difficulties
associated with this type of performancer easre.

While we know what should not be done, it is unfortunately less clear
how to construct a system that will give program operators an r iate
incentive to serve harder-to-uiploy recipients who are likely to benefit
from participation. One promising approach is to use a Weigh placement
standard, that gives operators more credit for placing harder-to-eaploy
recipients, defined by such objective criteria as length of time on welfare
and prior employment.

Still another challenge is to develop a system of performance stan-
dards that is sufficiently flexible to take into account that states may
have legitimately different goals and objectives in their programs, as well
as varying xcxuc conditions and program designs. Too rigid an applica-
tion of a single peafonnance measure could undermine the intended flexibil-
ity of the new welfa. e employment system. Senator Itxkfeller's concern
about the effect of a placement standard - weighted or otherwise - in a
state such as West Virigina that has few employment oportunities is a case
in point. Thus, even a weighted plaoemnt standard may need to be combined
with other measures of program performance - for example, activity levels
or educational gains - that reflect other objectives of the new legisla-
tion or state intentions.

Given how much remains unknown, I would recommend that congress not be
too prescriptive in setting the parameters of a performance-based system at
this time. 7he establishment of performance criteria should be delayed
until there are better data available on the relation between demographic
and economic factors and program outcomes. Since the programs in the M[IC
demonstration were largely job search and work experience, it is particu-
larly important to collect information and analyze the results of programs
that are more intensive or comprehensive in scope.

A final onoern is that, if WIN replacement legislation is not passed
by June 30, funding for the current program will expire. It se vital to
continue WIN authorization and furing, at least at current levels, until a
new program is in place. Past experience has shown the problems that arise
if program are forced to lay off workers and close offices in response to
funding shortages, and then expected to increase capacity quickly when addi-
tional funding becomes available. Experience also shows that a long period
of planning and start-up is required to get a new program in place. It
would thus be inefficient to disband the current WIN structure before new
legislation can take effect; instead, WIN should be phased Out as the new
structure is pased in.

In closing, I would like to reiterate what I stressed at your
subcmmitee hearing last month: Congrss should be careful to avoid
replaying the WIN scenario of the 1970s and Should set realistic
expectations about what can be achieved by an overhaul of the welfare
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Mplcment system. The clalz for what the program can aoomplish shzld
be consistent with the level of wIijiy available to the states.

I would be twM to provide any additional information or anwr any
questions that you or your staff may have. I will be watching the develop-
ment of your welfare reform proposal with interest.

Sincerely,

Juy Qaeron
President
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Good morning. I am Judith Gueron, President of the Manpower Demonstra-

tion Research Corporation (MDRC). I am pleased to have this opportunity to

share with you some of the findings from our five-year, multi-state evalua-

tion of state work/welfare initiatives, and to discuss their implications

for the current debate on welfare reform.

Senator Moynihan has pointed out the emerging consensus among policy

makers concerning the responsibility of parents to support their children,.

and the responsibility of government to help poor and welfare-dependent

parents achieve self-sufficiency. While the outlines differ, the more com-

prehensive proposals to implement these reforms call for strengthening the

enforcement of child support, establishing a national minimum welfare bene-

fit, extending benefits to two-parent families, increasing the income of

the working poor, and addressing the underlying need for educational

reform and a stronger economy.

While the cost and feasibility of much of this are still being de-

bated, there is a common core in most of the proposals about which we do

have solid information. This can best be called a redefinition of the

social contract, whereby welfare programs such as Aid to Families with

Dependent Children (AFDC) would be changed from a broad entitlement to a

reciprocal obligation between citizen and state. By the terms of this

contract, work -- or participation in an activity leading to work -- is

required in return for public aid.

Work/Welfare Research: A Solid Basis for Welfare Reform

Usually, a new consensus surfaces in a climate long on rhetoric and

short on facts. Fortunately, the body of knowledge on work approaches has

-1-
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grown considerably over the last four years. In 1982, the Manpower Demon-

stration Research Corporation began a five-year study examining eight state

initiatives that attempt to restructure the relationship between welfare

and work. This allows us to draw upon the results of several years of care-

ful testing. We can avoid overstating the magnitude of the possible re-

sults, while at the same time not yield to pessimists.

The Work/Welfare Response to the Deficiencies of WIN

All of these programs represent innovative responses by states to the

administrative and programmatic flexibility offered in the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1981. OBRA offered states a new option which allowed

them to change the institutional arrangements for delivering employment and

training services which had existed under the Work Incentive (WIN) Program.

The WIN program was originally mandated to link welfare to work by provid-

ing training opportunities for adult AFDC recipients with school-age chil-

dren. Recipients were officially required to participate in job training

or job search, and to accept employment offers. However, the WIN program

was not funded at a level sufficient to meet these objectives, so the pro-

gram was usually unable to provide services and enforce requirements as man-

dated.

The option introduced under OBRA, known as the WIN Demonstration Pro-

gram, seemed to trigger a new resolve on the part of state administrators

to establish meaningful work-related obligations for AFDC recipients. Be-

cause the resources were very limited, the changes were relatively modest

in scale and design, but they moved in the direction of establishing a re-

ciprocal obligation. In these new welfare employment approaches, to re-

-2-
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ceive benefits people would have to search for work, participate in train-

ing programs, or accept a "workfare" (work- for-benefits) position. In

return, the state would provide the services and supports necessary to

allow participation. The programs were mandatory: welfare benefits could

be reduced for failure to participate.

Program Design and Target Population

The MDRC study of the work/welfare initiatives does not test a cen-

trally developed and funded reform proposal, but rather evaluates programs

designed at the state level. To ensure that the project produced findings

of national relevance, MDRC studied states that are broadly representative

of national variations in local conditions, administrative arrangements,

and AFDC benefit levels. Final results are available on programs serving

the urban centers of San Diego and Baltimore, and programs spanning large

multi-county areas including both rural and urban Arkansas, Virginia, and

West Virginia. At its conclusion, the demonstration will also include full

evaluations of programs in Chicago, New Jersey, and Maine.

The population studied is primarily female heads of households who

qualify for AFDC, the nation's largest cash assistance welfare program. In

most cases, only mothers with school-age children, about one-third of the

caseload, were targeted for participation. In two states, the study also

included male participants from the rolls of AFDC-U, the welfare program

for unemployed heads of two-parent families.

The programs used a variety of strategies to link welfare to work.

The most common method was job search, either by itself or in combination

with workfare. In a few states, limited education and training opportuni-

-3-
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ties were also part of the program. Overall, these were relatively low-

cost, short-term interventions. Group job search typically lasted from two

to four weeks, and work experience lasted 13 weeks.

Each state's program represented a particular mix of services and a

certain degree of obligation. The research addresses the feasibility and

effectiveness of the combination of assistance and requirements, and can

not separately examine which of the two was responsible for program achieve-

ments.

MDRC measured the success of these programs in terms of "impacts."

Individuals in the study sample were randomly assigned to two groups.

Those in the experimental group were required to participate in the pro-

gram; those in the control group could not. After a follow-up period, the

earnings, employment, and welfare receipt of the experimentals were com-

pared to those of the controls. The experimental group demonstrates the

effect of the program upon employment and welfare patterns, and the control

group represents the patterns that would occur without a program. The dif-

ferences between the two are the program impacts.

Findings, Implications, and Open Issues

The findings of these careful studies of relatively low-cost employ-

ment initiatives in five states provide a basis for action in 1987.

They show that:

o It is feasible to require work-related obligations as a
condition of welfare receipt.

On the whole, the states and localities were successful in getting a

substantial portion of the eligible AFDC caseload to participate in the

-4-
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required activities of their work/welfare programs. This represents a

major management achievement for program operators. It is particularly

striking when compared to the participation record of the pre-1981 WIN

program, which was unable to establish meaningful work-related obligations

for recipients.

However, one should not exaggerate the intensity or scope of this

obligation. The major activity by far has been job search, a relatively

short-term and modest intervention. Education and training activities were

limited, and unpaid work experience was almost always a brief obligation --

usually lasting no more than 13 weeks.

The limited nature of the requirement is in part a reflection of fund-

ing constraints. The programs were relatively inexpensive, with average net

costs per enrollee ranging from $165 in Arkansas to $1,050 in Baltimore.

Had the typical obligation bee longer or more intensive, it would have

been necessary to raise the level of the initial investments in services.

States have thus far managed to deliver services with generally modest

funding. However, if resources remain low or are further depleted -- or if

the programs expand in scale -- there is a risk of returning to the pre-

1981 WIN approach of formal registration requirements and little real pro-

grammatic content.

o The majority of participants responded favorably to their
workfare assignments, and their supervisors considered
their work-to be valuable.

Workfare jobs were generally entry-level positions in maintenance or

clerical work, park service, or human services. While the positions did

not primarily develop skills, they were not make-work either. Supervisors

judged the work important, and indicated that participants' productivity

-5-
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and attendance were similar to those of most entry-level workers.

Among participants, a large proportion responded positively to the

work assignments. They were satisfied with the positions and liked coming

to work, believed they were making a useful contribution, and indicated

that they thought a work requirement was fair. Nevertheless, many partic-

ipants believed that their "employer" benefited from the program more than

they did, or that -they were underpaid for their work. In brief, they would

have preferred a paid job.

o The work/welfare initiatives increased employment and
earnings, and reduced welfare costs.

The results of the study dispel the notion that employment and train-

ing interventions do not work. Most of the programs for which we have

final results produced gains in employment and earnings, and savings in wel-

fare payments for women on AFDC.

The percentage of experimentals who held unsubsidized jobs during the

study period was greater overall than the percentage of controls with jobs.

The program improved the employment of people on welfare in four of the

five states for which we have final results. For example, in Maryland, 51%

of experimentals were employed at some time during the 12-month study pe-

riod, compared to only 44% of controls -- an employment difference of 7

percentage points. In San Diego, the employment rate of experiementals over

15 months was 6 percentage points higher than that of controls (61% com-

pared to 55%). This is a 10% improvement.

As a result, the average earnings of experimentals were also higher

than those of the control group. During the 15-month follow-up period in

San Diego, the average total earnings per experimental (including non-
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earners as well as earners) were on the average $700 higher than the $3,100

earned on average by the controls. This is a 23% increase overall. Across

four states, the earnings gains ranged from 8 to 37 percent.

The results also point to a way to increase the effectiveness of

work/welfare programs. The findings show that the most employable people

-- new applicants for welfare who have recently worked -- do not gain much,

if at all, from the relatively low-cost programs that basically teach them

what they already know. With no particular program assistance, many of

these women usually stay on welfare only relatively briefly. In contrast,

the next group -- women applying for welfare without recent work experience

-- can benefit substantially from support and assistance. While more of

these women remain on welfare after participating in a work program, their

employment rates increase by substantial amounts. Finally, very initial

indications are that the relatively inexpensive programs studied so far may

not be very effective for the small group of welfare recipients who have

been on the rolls for years and have very limited skills and work experi-

ence.

The results suggest two exceptions to this overall positive picture.

First, the pure workfare program in the state of West Virginia did not lead

to increased employment and earnings. The rural nature of the state, and

its high unemployment severely limited job opportunities. Second, the

gains in employment and earnings were not shared by recipients of AFDC-U,

the welfare program usually involving the male partners from unemployed,

two-parent households. Nevertheless, the work/welfare program was still

cost-effective among this portion of the target population.

Turnihg to the effect on welfare dependency, overall these programs
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produced welfare savings that were smaller than the earnings increases.

For example, in San Diego, the average savings over 18 months was $288,

reflecting an 8% decline over the average $3700 received by controls. In

Virginia, there were average savings of $84 per experimertal, a 4% differ-

ence from control benefits. Across the four states, savings ranged from 0

to 11%.

Overall, these findings suggest that work/welfare initiatives can make

consistent and measureable improvements in peoples lives. Multiplied by

large numbers of people and over a long period of time, these relatively

modest improvements take on considerable policy significance. However, the

programs have not so far led to major reductions in poverty or dependency.

In assessing these findings, it is important to remember that they were pro-

duced by programs that had participation obligations of limited intensity,

cost, or duration. An important open question is whether more costly, com-

prehensive programs -- providing either more services or longer obligations

-- would have greater impacts. In addition, it is unclear whether these

low-cost programs were beneficial to the most disadvantaged -- those with

major, multiple barriers to employment, such as severe educational defi-

cits, or language problems. It is possible that there is a threshold below

which more intensive assistance is required. Finally, we do not know wheth-

er these programs could be extended to a greater share of the caseload with-

out compromising quality, encountering political or administrative resis-

tance, or raising broader issues of in- or post-program displacement.

o Overall, program benefits outweighed costs, for both
participants and the state and federal government.

The work/welfare initiatives cost money upfront, but in general the
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investment paid off in future budget savings in less than five years (and

sometimes substantially less). The ability of mainstream programs such as

these to effect change on a large scale is an important new finding.

Moreover, the research produced unusual findings on the distribution,

of benefits across federal, state, and county budgets. In San Diego, where

a detailed study was conducted, all three levels of government gained under

the particular funding formula and matching arrangements in place. How-

ever, the federal government bore more than half of the costs and enjoyed

the greatest net savings. This finding provides a rationale for continued

federal support for programs like these work/welfare initiatives. Had

there been no federal funds -- or had there been substantially less -- the

state and county would have had no financial incentive to run these

cost-effective programs.

For program participants, as well as program operators, the benefit/

cost picture is again generally positive, although results vary according

to target group. For AFDC women, the increased earnings associated with the

programs usually exceeded reductions in welfare benefits and losses in

other transfer payments, such as Medicaid and Food Stamps.

While the findings of the overall cost-effectiveness of work initia-

tives is important, they do not address a major issue in the current de-

bate: the extension of work requirements to women with pre-school chil-

dren. For thpse women, program costs -- especially those for child care --

would be higher, and program effectiveness remains uncertain. Clearly the

evidence of long-term dependency for young, never-married mothers suggests

the importance of addressing the effectiveness of services for this group.

o A number of quite different ways of structuring and
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targeting these programs will yield effective results.

Overall, the results do not point to a uniform program structure that

merits national replication. Instead, one of the notable characteristics

of these state welfare initiatives is their diversity -- in population

served, local conditions, and program design. A key explanation for the

successful implementation of these initiatives may indeed be that states

were given an opportunity to experiment and felt more ownership in the pro-

grams than they did in the earlier WIN program, which was characterized by

highly prescriptive central direction.

Implications for Program Design

As Congress moves to translate the growing concensus on the need for

reciprocal obligations into programmatic strategies that also provide oppor-

tunities, consideration should be given to other lessons that emerge from

the MDRC findings: lessons about the relationship between funding and pro-

gram scale, targeting and performance standards.

Funding, Scale and Intensity

First, it is important that the expectations about what a program can

achieve be consistent with the level of funding it receives. It should be

recognized at the outset that if funding is very limited, a choice must be

made between programs which are large scale but limited in their range of

activities, and programs which offer intensive or comprehensive treatment

to a smaller proportion of the caseload.

States cannot be expected both to intensify their efforts to improve

the employability of their welfare population and to increase the number of

people served, unless more money is put into the system. If funding for
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welfare employment programs stays at the current level or declines, states

will be forced to operate programs that either limit the number of people

they serve, or limit the services they provide. In either case, the out-

comes are likely to disappoint those who expect welfare employment programs

to "solve" the welfare problem.

Faced with the opportunity to overhaul the welfare employment system,

policy-makers should take care not to replay the WIN experience of the

1970s and foster ambitious expectations that are not supported with ade-

quate funding. In theory, WIN was intended to require all adult AFDC recip-

ients with school-age children to particpate in training or job search, and

to accept employment offers. In fact, it was never adequately funded or

staffed to enforce these requirements, and the work obligation existed on

paper only.

More recently, the experimental programs studied in MDRC's evaluations

suggest the limited results of operating relatively inexpensive programs

for a large segment of the caseload. More recent state initiatives -- for

example, E.T. in Massachusetts and GAIN in California -- are designed to

provide more options and more intensive services to a broad spectrum of wel-

fare recipients, but they rely on funding sources in addition to the fede-

ral WIN system. Not all states appear to be in a position to concentrate

resources to this degree, however.

Cost Sharing and the Federal Role

The cost-benefit studies n MDRC's work/welfare demonstration also pro-

vide insights into the cost-sharing relationship between the federal govern-

ment and the states in welfare employment programs. The findings highlight

the importance of continued federal support to encourage states to under-
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take work programs that may ultimately prove cost-effective and in which

the bulk of the savings accrue to the federal government. Moreover, in-

creasing the required state match may prevent poorer states from introduc-

ing programs which entail large initial outlays of cash. States which are

not able to make up the difference if the current 90/10 matching arrange-

ment were changed to a 50/50 match could wind up with smaller welfare em-

ployment budgets than they currently have.

Targeting and Performance Standards

Care also nlseds to be taken to ensure that program funds are not mis-

spent by targeting services to the part of the caseload that is least in

need of assistance. The most employable welfare group usually stays on wel-

fare only briefly. It is important that performance standards not encour-

age program operators to serve this group to the exclusion of the more dis-

advantaged members of the caseload. Performance measures that place empha-

sis on achieving high rates of job placements at low costs, for example,

are likely to have exactly that effect. Such a strategy may amass impres-

sive performance statistics, but it concentrates limited resources on the

people who can probably get off welfare without them and limits the assis-

tance available to those who can most benefit from it.

More Intensive and Comprehensive Programs

The persistence of dependency and the limited magnitude of the employ-

ment and earnings gains in the programs evaluated by MDRC provide a ratio-

nale for states to offer more intensive services to move recipients into

jobs and off the welfare rolls. A number of states are already doing so,

in part by relying on the large-scale coordination of existing service de-

livery systems. These programs should be carefully tested. While there is
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some research evidence to show that such approaches can be effective, it is

still unclear whether larger investments in education and training have a

larger payoff, which segments of the welfare population can benefit the

most from such approaches, and whether they will be more successful than

earlier efforts in reducing welfare dependency. There is also much to be

learned about the resources of time, money, and staffing necessary to plan,

coordinate and monitor such large-scale programs.

Conclusion

The relatively modest achievements of the first wave of welfare employ-

ment programs under OBRA and the cautions expressed here should not deter

you from action. On the contrary, I would urge you to use the findings as

a foundation on which to construct a new welfare employment system which

can avoid some of the mistakes of the past and push into new areas. Host

importantly, I wouT-durge you not to miss the opportunity to revamp the WIN

system by losing sight of welfare employment programs in the rush for more

comprehensive welfare reform measures. Work programs cannot by themselves

solve the poverty problem, but they are important stepping stones -- or

building blocks -- on the route to self-sufficiency.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. I am going to ask if our good friends from
NYU and Brookings and Brandeis would indulge us.

Mr. Kolberg, the President and CEO of the National Alliance of
Business, has been here patiently all morning and has to leave by
noon.

Therefore, sir, we welcome you, and we look forward to your tes-
timony, which will be put in the record as if read, and then you
can just tell us it in your own words.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. KOLBERG, PRESIDENT AND CEO,
NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. KOLBERG. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate being allowed to speak
out of order this morning. You and I may be the only two people in
this room, and maybe in this whole hearing, who were involved in
the Family Assistance Plan in the Nixon Administration in 1970.

Senator MOYNIHAN. A long time ago.
Mr. KOLBERG. I can think of no one in the country who is better

qualified to lead this set of hearings and lead us to get something
done finally in this area. I congratulate you on what you have al-
ready done, and you have a monumental task before you.

As I was thinking this morning and listening to the other testi-
mony, several things occurred to me that I thought it useful to
point out in terms of differences, what has happened in the last 17
years.

First and most importantly, it seems to me, is the cultural
change in our society. When we were working before on this prob-
lem, less than a third of mothers with young children were work-
ing. The baby-boom mothers are working now to the tune of about
74 percent. And so it is a very normal thing: Mothers with young
children work-all mothers of all classes. And certainly, therefore,
it is time for us to readdress that whole question.

Second, you have heard this morning and in your other days of
hearings that welfare reform has begun; it is already well along in
a number of states. Governors are exciting. In terms of even the
last 10 years, the most exciting things going on in domestic policy
and domestic programs in this country are being done by governors
and being done by states. You have heard a good many of those,
and I think it is important to recognize that.

Third, the Federal Government has played a part. In the last six
years the Federal Government has loosened up and become much
more flexible in its authorities and its money, which have allowed
governors to move ahead and do the things that they have done.

Last, as the President of the National Alliance of Business, I
would say to you that I think business is more interested and more
involved now than they have ever been in this issue, first of all be-
cause of the Job Training Partnership Act. As I will point out sev-
eral times, 10,000 business volunteers now serve on the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act private-industry councils in every community.
They are very involved in this kind of thing.

Forty-two percent of the trainees under JTPA are welfare recipi-
ents, so you have a cadre of intelligent, involved business people
out there that already know a lot about welfare problems in their
community and welfare reform.
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The last point I would make-and I think the previous witness
said something about this-we have a window of opportunity in the
next few years. The demographics make it possible for us to do
something. There are two-fifths less young people coming into the
labor force over the next 10 years than ever; we have the smallest
growth in our labor force that we have had since the Thirties. If
our job creation can continue on even a moderate path over the
next 10 years, we have a chance to find jobs, entry-level jobs, for
people that are trained, willing, and able to work.

With that, Mr. Chairman, let me just shorten my testimony by
saying a few specific things drawn from the printed testimony.

The first and most important principle, we think, is the need for
state flexibility, and I think I have already made that point. States
are moving ahead in this kind of thing. A number of states have
already done very innovative things. And in that flexibility, it
seems to me there are four points that need to be made:

First, continue adequate funding to stimulate the implementa-
tion of state welfare to work programs. We have heard about the
work-incentive money; 20 percent of AFDC people in the states
have used the WIN money. That needs to be continued. That has
been a very strong motivator for state legislators to put up state
money to move ahead with welfare reform.

Second, leave discretion to the governor to determine which state
agency should administer the program. Let's stay out of the way of
the governors. Let them decide how to organize state government,
whether it is the welfare agency or the employment agency or a
combination-governors know better how to do that than the feder-
al level does.

Third, let us continue L, authorize a broad range of allowable ac-
tivities, so we can simplify program design.

And finally, let's make it possible again for governors to coordi-
nate this program with the multitude of other employment and
training programs. Many of them are out there. States are begin-
ning to make some sense in integrating program delivery systems,
and we need to allow the flexibility.

The second key principle that I would talk about this morning is
the need for substantial local control over service delivery. Again,
the private industry councils of the Job Training Partnership Act
have involved governors, have involved mayors, have involved the
business community. It goes without saying, I think, that the busi-
ness folks know where the jobs are, they now know a great deal
more about training the disadvantaged than they did four or five
years, and clearly a lot of those delivery-system decisions must be
made at the local level.

The third point I have already talked about, business involve-
ment.

I would ask you and the committee to take a very careful look at
the Job Training Partnership Act. We in the business community
have spent a lot of time and a lot of effort to try to become part-
ners from the top to the bottom in a delivery system which we
think now involves a very effective partnership between govern-
ment at all levels and the private sector. We think having business
people involved adds a new dimension of credibility, of understand-
ing and know-how to this whole system.
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As Governor Dukakis has probably pointed out to you, he is
using private industry councils as a key delivery mechanism in his
program; we would think other states might want to do the same
thing.

Let me, then, just skip over the rest. I see the red light is on, Mr.
Chairman, and we in business like to get things done efficiently
and effectively. I hate to be the one who runs too far. Let me just
skip to the end.

The Work Incentive Program, as has been pointed out here this
morning, expires in terms of dollars in June. I would hope that
what the committee might do is use that as an action-forcing event,
if you will, not only to provide more money, because WIN has been
an effective motivator at the state level, but also we would hope
that the committee might just pull that whole area out and go with
a separate piece of legislation, and go quickly.

As you have heard from me and every other witness, a lot of
very innovative, important things are already going on in welfare
reform. The WIN money has been an important key, perhaps the
most important federal key, to urging that innovation on, and to
stop -that money now would be wrong. I think it probably is time to
rewrite that, so that states-for instance, in our view, it shouldn't
any longer be a 90/10 program; states ought to be asked to put up
more money than they have in the past. It seems to us a 25-30 per-
cent state match would be very reasonable. But let's fund it, as Dr.
Gueron said. Let us fund it so that the money is there to urge the
states along, so it becomes a real carrot, a federal carrot, to allow
and encourage states to move ahead with welfare-to-work pro-
grams.

Mr. Chairman, I am over time, and I will stop.
Senator MOYNIHAN. May I say to you that you make a very im-

portant point about what our chances look like. The demographics
are with us, for a change.

Mr. KOLBERG. That is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. After watching that baby boom just crash

into one institution after another for the last 40 years or so, I think
it would be useful for our staff if we could just have Bill give us
those numbers, something about the enormous drop in persons en-
tering the labor market over the course of the next decade. That
gives us a moment here that should encourage the thought that it
is not hopeless. Maybe that is why we are getting around to the
subject.

Senator Rockefeller?
Senator ROCKEFELLER. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to

echo your word on the demographic point that you made. I suppose
what we will have to weigh, what inevitably will be the fact, is that
there are many people in this country who are undertrained and
unemployed.

Do you see a potential tension between this group and new immi-
grants who come into the country? This is not a new tension, by
the way, in American history; but do you have any counsel for us
from the business community as to that tension?
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Mr. KOLBERG. Clearly, Senator Bradley, there is that tension.
The mis-match I talked about ought to be of concern to all of us; it
isn't just relating to welfare clients but it relates to our young
people. Jobs become more complicated all of the time. Our recent
study showed that three out of four jobs by 1995 are going to re-
quire training beyond high school; so jobs become ever more com-
plicated. And so the mis-match-23 million adult functionally illit-
erate people, we are losing a million young people out of our
schools every year who drop out. Essentially, dropouts are unem-
ployable, increasingly. Functionally illiterates are unemployable.
And yet, at the same time, if we have this strong inflow of people
from outside the United States, obviously you are going to have a
real problem. Are employers then going to be attracted more to
those that want to work, that are capable of working, who come
from outside the United States, rather than address the real prob-
lem of the underclass-those that are disadvantaged, unemployed,
functionally illiterate-whatever their problems?

We would hope that, through policies both public and private,
that we spend our time over the next 10 years seeing if we can't
dig at that real problem in our center cities, whether it is New
York City or wherever it may be, the problems of the underclass,
welfare, those that drop out of school, the functionally illiterate-
we have an opportunity to do something about it, and now is the
time to do something about it.

Senator BRADLEY. The opportunity.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, thanking you for your testimony and

knowing you have to be on your way, may I just say that back in
the 1960's a lot of organizations got started doing something about
the issues that arose and the problems that appeared. Most of
those organizations have disappeared, and most of those people
have disappeared. The National Alliance of Business has not, and
this member of the Senate would like to thank you all for hanging
in there. You come with experience and commitment. Twenty
years is a long time, and it certainly wasn't easy 17 years ago when
we were working on these things, and we didn't succeed. We knew.
I think it was to one of your groups that I said that if we didn't get
that bill in 1970, we wouldn't get it in that decade. Well, we didn't.
But life goes on, and you are still here.

Will you take something back to your board? Tell them the Fi-
nance Committee appreciates what they are doing and admires
what they are doing.

Mr. KOLBERG. Thank you for your kind words about the National
Alliance of Business.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Sir, thank you.
We are now going to go back to our regular order, and we are

very pleased and I think privileged to have a panel of three of the
most distinguished research economists and sociologists in our
country, who concern themselves with human resources and ques-
tions of public entitlement and private obligation: We have Law-
rence Mead of New York University, who is now visiting at the La-
Follette Institute at Wisconsin. His seminal work on obligation ap-
peared several years ago and obviously greatly influenced the
course of the discussion in our nation-you hear it; every witness is
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talking about "social contracts," and out in California they are
drawing them up.

And we have Robert Reischauer, who is at Brookings, who is
going to speak to us on a subject that he is particularly well quali-
fied to speak to, the Expansion of the Earned Income Tax Credit.

And then, Professor Bob Lerman of the Center for Human Re-
sources of the Heller School of Social Work at Brandeis University,
and he is going to discuss Helping the Poor Outside the Welfare
System, a Proposal for Restructuring Antipoverty Policy.

I welcome you all, and as is our pleasant practice, we like to ad-
vertise books for sale from time to time. (Laughter.)

Mr. Mead, you are first, and you can commence with "Beyond
Entitlement," or wherever you would like.

And I would like to hear from all three members of the panel.
[Mr. Kolberg's written prepared testimony follows:]
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TESTIMONY
OF THE

NATIONAL ALLIANCE OF BUSINESS

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND FAMILY POLICY
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

ON WORK AND WELFARE ISSUES

FEBRUARY 23, 1987

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the views of the National Alliance

of Business on issues related to training welfEire recipients for jobs in the private sector.

My name is William H. Kolberg, President of the National Alliance of Business. The

Alliance has worked to promote job and training opportunities for the economically

disadvantaged for 19 years. We are the only organization led by, and representing,

business In the specific areas of job training, employment, and human resource

development for the nation's unemployed and disadvantaged. Our experience in working

with both private sector employers and publicly funded job training programs provides us

with a unique perspective on the subject of these hearings.

At the outset, I want to commend the Subcommittee for holding hearings on what we

feel is the critical element In welfare reform. We believe that the only meaningful way

to change from a life of welfare dependency to one of self-sufficiency is by providing

the training, support, and incentives necessary for competitive employment in our

private, free market economy.
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National Alliance of Business

B.uieas Interest in Wefae Reform

When the Aliance was founded nearly two decades ago, private sector Interest in the

disadvantaged was based mainly on social commitment. Since the late 1970s, however,

the Interest and involvement of private sector employers in the problems of the

disadvantaged has increased substantially, due in large part to a growing concern about

the lack of literate and qualified applicants to meet increasingly complex job

requirements. The slowing of labor force growth that the nation has been experiencing

for several years, and will continue to experience for several years to come, restricts

employer choice in filling job vacancies. Unless a concerted effort is made to increase

the education and skills of available workers, productivity could be impaired and
economic growth could be undermined'

Employers are beginning to understand this problem, and are increasingly committed to

doing something about it. Business interest in welfare reform is no longer based solely

on the social good, but on economic necessity. Tight labor markets in the Northeastern

states and shortages of qualified entry-level workers in local labor markets throughout

the nation are spurring business interest in facilitating the transition from welfare

dependency to productive employment.

Growing business concern has coincided with a growing state interest in welfare to work

efforts. Two decades ago, the federal government had to assume the burden of assisting

the poor because most states were either unable or unwilling to do so. Now, many

states are competing with each other to design the most effective welfare to work

programs. That transformation has been spurred in part by the desire to reduce state
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welfare expenditures. But It has also been reinforced by a change in public attitudes.

The rate of entry into the workforce for all women -- including single parents with

children - has Increased dramatically, leading many to reconsider the equity and

appropriateness of expecting that able-bodied welfare mothers should be supported

without working.

Another factor Is federal legislation. Changes in the early 1980s granted states greater

flexibility and authority in planning and operating employment and training programs for

welfare recipients, launching a wave of state experimentation. The success of many of

those experiments has fueled additional interest and innovation.

Ky Prfnellei ,•.

Mr. Chairman, we believe thsre are three key principles that should guide employment

and training programs for welfare recipients and other disadvantaged groups.

State Flexibility. One important principle is the need for state flexibility. Decades of

categorical federal legislation have left states with a patchwork collection of narrowly

targeted programs that lack vision and the coherent policy framework needed to

promote employment. To compound the problem, state education, job training,

economic development, and human services agencies operate in relative Isolation,

despite their mutual Interests and their combined effect on the state's economy.

Over the past several years, individual states have been struggling to develop a rational

policy framework and to reshape existing delivery systems to meet their employment

Page 3
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and training needs. A major thrust has been the coordination, and in some cases

integration, of related human resource development functions within the state. This is

often achieved through a state-level strategic planning process that addresses a broad

spectrum of state programs. The key players have been the governors, who are in a

unique position to fashion a rational system through their authority over state

administrative agencies.

Currently, states have many program options for addressing the employment-related

needs of welfare recipients. The Work Incentive (WIN) and WIN Demonstration

programs serve around 20 percent of AFDC recipients and are the most important

element in most state welfare to work programs. The Job Training Partnership Act

(JTPA) programS.aboo serve- welfare recipients in proportion to. their representation in

the local population -- at present some 42 percent of JTPA participants are public

assistance recipients. In addition, some states are taking advantage of federal matching

funds to operate community work experience (CWEP), job search, and work

suppleentation programs.

States also have at their disposal statewide networks of community colleges, vocational

and technical schools, and public school systems. Moreover, states have access to

federal funding to provide English as a second language (ESOL) instruction and hdult

basic education.

The challenge to state human resource planners is to assemble these many pieces of the

puzzle, along with others, to fashion a coordinated and comprehensive employment and

training system to move welfare recipients into unsubsidized employment. Given the
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considerable diversity In state administrative capacity, welfare characteristics, and

economic conditions, it Is clear that no federal model could fit every state equally well.

In fact, such an approach would necessarily be inefficient. States are still

experimenting with the many options they have under current law. The federal

government's role is to insure they have the proper tools, and the flexibility, to do the

job.

To preserve state flexibility, federal welfare to work legislation should:

9 Continue funding to stimulate the implementation of state welfare to work

programs. WIN grant money has played a critical role in leveraging additional

financing from state legislatures. Under a new federal program, continued,

but stable, funding of this type is essential.

o Leave discretion to the governor to determine which state agency should

administer the program. The WIN Demonstration authority has been a

significant incentive to state experimentation. Each state should be free to

decide how this piece fits best into its emerging employment and training

strategy.

Allow a broad range of allowable activities to simplify program design and

facilitate program integration. Authority for welfare to work programs'

should be consolidated in one place in federal statute, and should include all

services authorized in current legislation.

Page 5
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o Require coordination of the new welfare to work program with other

employment and training programs within the state. This could be

accomplished through the sate job training coordinating councils established

under the Job Training Partnership Act.

Local Control. Another principle is the need for substantial local control over service

delivery. Because the demand for workers, the types of employers, the population to be

served, and the resources available vary substantially across different areas of the

state, the design and operation of employment and training services must-take place at

the local level.

A wide-rnge of. education , economic development, welfare, and employment-related

services exists in most communities. Effective local planning can orchestrate these

local resources to provide a logical stream of programs and services that cuts across

institutional boundaries. Currently, a number of local areas are experimenting with

one-stop shopping, case management approaches, and competency-based curricula that

allow program participants who face occupational barriers to enter the employment and

training system at practically any level and progress toward self-sufficiency at their

own pace.

In such a system, it is no longer necessary for every program to provide sufficient

resources for every conceivable service that participants might require. Instead, local

planners should be able to draw on many different resources -- both public and private --

to provide comprehensive services to those in need.

Page 6
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To promote local control, federal welfare to work legislation should:

* Leave open who should provide services at the local level. That decision

should more appropriately he made by local planners.

Require coordination of welfare to work services with other employment and

training services available in the same local area to avoid duplication of

effort.

Business Involvement. A final principle is that business has an important role to play in

designing and overseeing employment and training programs. To begin with, the private

sector has over 80 percent of the-jobs. In addition, private sector employers know what

job skills are needed in their industries and geographic areas. Their understanding of

local labor market trends can help inform appropriate public program designs, training

content, and necessary support services. And where private sector job placements are

the goal of public initiatives, employers know best what level of competency they

require from program graduates. Finally, local private sector leaders can serve an

important role as an outside broker, or focal point, to facilitate coordination among

various public programs related to employment and training. Very often it is the

"neutral" business volunteers who can motivate various public agencies and officials to

work more effectively together and coordinate resources more efficiently toward a

common goal.

We believe that valuable lessons for welfare to work programs can be drawn from

experience under the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA). That law incorporated the
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landmark principle of private sector involvement in finding solutions to "social"

problems by equalizing authority between the public and private sectors over all aspects

of local polleymaking, planning, administration, and program operations. This was a

deliberate and concrete recognition of the need to harness private sector expertise,

resources, and support, and to tailor publicly financed training programs to local

economic realities.

We believe that such a partnership brings the best leadership, resources, and

commitment to the table in each local community to address a common problem. Under

JTPA, each local service delivery area must establish a private industry council with a

majority membership of business volunteers, with other members coming from

education, welfare agencies, the employment service, organized labor, and community;

based organizations. Each private industry council shares authority with local elected

officials over program design and skill content, service delivery, oversight, and

coordination.

After nearly four years of operation, we have seen that employers have a lot to bring to

the table. They are willing to participate and have done so effectively. We have seen

the private industry council, as a community institution, begin to mature and to define

its role more broadly as a center of human resource policy the locci labor market.

The councils have an established identity and credibility in the business community.

In some states, the public-private partnership concept is already being extended to

welfare to work initiatives. The Massachusettes "ET" Choices program makes extensive
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use of local private industry councils. The concept is also being applied in the

California GAIN program and in numerous local welfare to work initiatives.

To promote business Involvement, federal welfare to work legislation should:

Utilize existing public-private partnership institutions to gain private

expertise, resources, and support, and to coordinate employment and training

services for welfare recipients with other services available in the

community.

Lessons from Succefu! rEMTQ"m

Mr. Chairman, after two'decades of public employment and training efforts on behalf of

welfare recipients, it is possible to draw a few lessons about what makes programs

succeed.

Incentives are more effective than Duntive meoaares. Employers seek, and work best

with, "motivated" employees who are more likely to be found in a voluntary system that

offers them real opportunity. Most welfare recipients want to work but lack the skills

or education to find a meaningful job that pays more than what they can receive in

welfare benefits.

A voluntary system does not mean that the welfare system just waits for recipients to

walk in the door, taking their own initiative to volunteer for job training. It is tied to a
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system that initiates an assessment of each welfare registrant, actively counseling them

on the opportunities and Incentives available for training and services.

If the incentives for recipients are appropriate, they should draw individuals into the

program on their own. This appears to be the case in Massachusetts where volunteers

are flooding the program for services and placement. The incentive is that most

recipients double or triple their income in jobs compared to welfare payments.

Once incentives have drawn as many recipients as possible off the welfare rolls, then it

might be appropriate to consider enforcing the enrollment of others into job training

services. Self-selected and motivated participants, obviously, are more likely to

succeed in getting jobs, holding them, and proddcing long term gains for themselves and

the economy.

Participation must be more profitable than remaining on welfare, In our view, one of

the persistent barriers that has plagued welfare reform efforts in the past has been the

lack of meaningful financial incentives to draw participants into jobs more naturally.

Probably the largest single problem has been the loss of Medicaid coverage or health

care assistance when recipients take jobs. Wages may initially provide more cash flow

to participants, but having to purchase independent health insurance for themselves and

dependents often reduces income below what they received on welfare. This problem

must be addressed If programs are to succeed.

Programs must offer incentives to employers to cover the extra costs of training and

lost orodUctivitv. There are proven models in federal policy that give employers
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incentives for hiring and training unskilled, disadvantaged job seekers. These Include

on-the-job training reimbursements up to an amount that equals half of wages paid

during a specific period of time, or tax credits on the actual wages paid. These are

specific and effective incentives that help cover costs of extra supervision, training on

the job, and lost productivity until the new employee comes up to speed. Such

incentives are important to overcome the hesit-ancy of employers to hire welfare

recipients over otherwise similar applicants who need less training.

We would recommend that incentives continue to be part if the federal authorization

for programs seeking to place welfare recipients in good jobs, where they can receive

additional training in job-specific skills from employers. Employers, knowing they are

.being reibursed for the costs of training, will invest more time and training in the

individual. Studies of past on-the-job training arrangements indicate that the

reimbursements do not cover all the actual training costs to employers, which suggests

that the incentive may leverage additional training funds to benefit participants.

Employers will expect, and must be able to rely on, continued public program assistance

for other necessary client support services such as personal, job, and financial

counseling, transportation, and day care. For this particular clientele, which is often

characterized by little or no work history, the involvement of private employers is more

likely to occur if they can be assured that the individuals they hire and train will be

helped with the basic support services necessary to retain a job and to minimize

distractions at the workplace. Employers are not equipped to provide many of the basic

necessities clients will need in making the transition from welfare to work.

Page 11
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It is difficult to say which of the support services is most Important Initially, but

Intensive counseling and follow up after placement ranks high. Personal and financial

counseling would help new employees establish a greater sense of stability and

satisfaction in their new status, and can provide referral for transportation, day care,

and other needs. Job counseling would provide them with a sounding board for job

related fears and problems outside the potentially intimidating supervisory system of

the workplace.

Emrployers must be able to measure program success, see results. and know that their

efforts makO a difference in how the oroagram works. To maintain the long term

commitment and involvement of employers in such initiatives, the program should

include some system of accountability or performance measurement. The investment of

public dollars should be able to show results.

Other public programs involving employers, like JTPA, have included performance

evaluation criteria and have significantly improved the way in which employers view the

programs. Performance measures become an important management tool, like those

used every day in business. Performance goals Improve chances of identifying problems

early, allowing changes in program design, management, and oversight. Monitoring

program results increases credibility among employers, who understand that if the

program works and produces measurable results, it can justify a continued public

Investment.

Our experience has shown us that if employers have a role in the design of services

against specific measurable outcomes, they gain a sense of ownership in the program.
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A final lesson is the importance of slmnllcitY in oroaraM reauirements. reducing red

tape and the ofrfcptjon of red tape. for business involvement. Employers have a natural

reluctance to get involved In what they see as bureaucratic government programs,

whether the perception Is true or not. Legislation that does not attempt to regulate by

statute and that provides.the maximum flexibility for local decisionmaking In program

designs is more likely to be successful in attracting private sector volunteers. It is

possible to keep legislative requirements and administrative structures streamlined

without losing accountability. When a program degenerates into a paperwork

compliance process, at the expense of good program designs and results, the purpose is

lost and business interest cannot be sustained.

Need for WIN Revlacement

Mr. Chairman, we believe that new federal welfare to work legislation is needed that

builds on this foundation. But we must be careful not to take a heavy-handed approach

that could stifle the creative efforts being made by individual states. The most

important contribution the federal government can make to improve the transition from

welfare to work is to give the states the freedom and the "seed money" to continue their

efforts. Currently, the WIN program is one of the most effective tools used by the

states to provide a comprehensive mix of job search and training activities.

A new program is needed to replace WIN, whose funding runs out in June of this year.

The new program should increase state and local flexibility, increase the state share of

funding, broaden the range of authorized education and job training activities, and
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ensure the provision of adequate support services to sustain program participants. The

program should be carefully coordinated with the public/private structures under JTPA.

State Job Training Coordinating Councils should have a role in developing the overall

policy guidelines for the program, and private industry councils should help plan and

oversee programs at the local level. Finally, this new program should provide the

critical Incentive funds for states to undertake more comprehensive initiatives for

helping welfare recipients prepare for private sector employment.

As the Subcommittee deliberates how best to move forward toward reform of the

nation's welfare system, we hope that you will consider drafting separate legislation to

address work and welfare issues. June is not far away, and the uncertainty over

continued federal funding for state work and welfare initiatives is already frustrating

state planning. We believe that federal work and welfare legislation, if considered apart

from other potentially more controversial aspects of welfare reform, could be enacted

before that deadline.

We are ready to work with you and your Subcommittee to help design such a program to

create meaningful private sector work opportunities for welfare recipients.

Mr. Chairman, I would be happy to answer any questions you may have.
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STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE MEAD, PROFESSOR, NEW YORK UNI-
VERSITY; VISITING PROFESSOR, LAFOLLETTE INSTITUTE, UNI-
VERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON, WI
Professor MEAD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is an

honor to participate in these deliberations.
I will not say anything about the overall reason for reform; I

think you have heard a lot about that. I want to emphasize three
points, one of which I suppose will not surprise you.

That is that an element of clear-cut obligation on the part of the
recipients of welfare must be part of any successful reform. By that
I mean an obligation to participate in some form of activity pro-
moting self-reliance, either job search, or actual employment, or
training.

Now, my reading of the problem in welfare employment is that
the main constraint is not in fact lack of jobs. The situation in
West Virginia, which we have heard about, is unusual. In most
urban areas, anyway, jobs appear to be available at the margin,
and that is not a serious constraint, at least at current work levels.

The problem, rather, is that welfare itself has not generally re-
quired participation on the part of the recipients in some form of
meaningful activity.

What is new about the recent programs that MDRC has evaluat-
ed is that most of them more clearly require participation, and for
this reason I think we see the impacts that we do.

There are some improved economic results in terms of higher
earnings for the recipients and higher work hours, but in my view
the most important consequence is simply participation itself,
simply that these programs have raised the share of the employ-
able recipients who have to do something in return for benefits.
They have raised that share from the usual WIN level of about a
third up to over half. That is, in my view, much the most impor-
tant impact these programs have achieved.

Also, it is well to remember that this is what the public wants.
Important as the economic impacts are, their main effect is to make
it rational to pursue workfare; they give us the returns that we need
to balance government's costs. But the public is interested in that
participation in and of itself; they want that; they want people
involved at higher levels of effort on their own behalf. And we should
view that as an important impact all by itself.

Also, you earlier raised the question of what was the answer in
New York State and New York City. I have done studies of the
WIN Program in New York City and State, and I find, particularly
in these areas, that the key to people getting into jobs is the share
of the clients who are obligated to participate actively in the pro-
gram. That is much more important than variations in the labor
market or the demographics of the clients themselves.

To expect people to work is the most important thing you can do
to cause them to enter jobs. Obligation doesn't much raise the qual-
ity of the jobs, and therefore an issue of equality remains to be ad-
dressed; but it does raise their participation in meaningful activity.

The second concern I have is that political reflexes of an inappro-
priate kind may keep us from generating an effective reform. I
speak here as a political scientist. I hear some concerns expressed
by liberals and conservatives that sound all too traditional. There
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is an effort on the part of some liberals, I think, to use welfare
reform to reinvent the over-elaborate welfare state of the late
1970's, prior to the Reagan cuts. They want reform to consist
mainly of new benefits and services for the recipients. Some bene-
fits are necessary, but let us remember the history that purely vol-
untary, benefit-oriented programs have not raised work levels on
welfare. We must not go down that road again. We must make sure
that alongside the resources we have definite participation obliga-
tions.

Conservatives, for their part, see an opportunity here to reduce
dependency, to reduce spending on welfare, perhaps to devolve wel-
fare to lower levels of government. I think that agenda also is inap-
propriate to the kind of reform we are talking about. We can't
expect workfare to save a lot of money in the short term. We
shouldn't expect short-term reduction. in dependency. What we
should look for primarily is higher levels of participation by the re-
cipients in some kind of activity.

Another political danger is what I would term overselling. If we
think that workfare will work a transformation of welfare in the
short term, then when we don't see it we will be disillusioned and
we will withdraw funding. We will refuse to wake a long-term com-
mitment to administrative development, which is really required to
make these programs effective.

Finally, what would be the essentials of reform? One important
thing is to extend the reach of a participation requirement. It
doesn't achieve very much if you define the share of the employ-
able very narrowly; you must define it broadly, I would say to in-
clude mothers of children as young as three. And most important-
ly, you have to mandate actual participation by these people.
Merely to require that they register, as they usually have to do in
WIN, achieves very little. We have to set some targets for partici-
pation levels that the states have to achieve, under some kind of
fiscal sanction or incentive. I would raise the share of the employ-
able that have to participate actively from the current level, which
is only 15 percent, up to 30 percent, then gradually up to 50 per-
cent, and then see whether it is economic to go further.

We should try to see that at least half the employable recipients
do something active in return for their support.

I will elaborate any of these points later.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. And we will just go right through, pro-

ceeding to Dr. Reischauer.
[Professor Mead's written testimony follows:]
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"Princpls fr WV u Defor" pop

My name Is Lawrence .Ma. I am Asociat Prdor orPolitics at Nev Yort
University. This semsNter I am a Visiting Professor at the La Folett Institmue of Ptb Affairs at
hUflvlesity oiVconsisns-MCadson. I he been, studying welfare employment programs since

IM'. I recently published hnondP1UigM toa& aLRW jbgSW fCtsnhp ePes
19a). a study atthe work requ'ements and other oblations in fedel social programs.

A movement has gathered to reftm welfare, especially Aid to families vith Dependent
Children (AWD). The main qend is to require thal more edut recipients work or take other Ast
to help themselvs a condition of support. Maures in this direction eem ental for the
vell-being ot the recipients as vell as the nadton. Belo. I sAumuise some reons for this
mov mt, vhat it might achieve, the political dangers it faces, end finally the essentials of
rerm itself.

The main lmpets to reform is e"idene that long-term dependency hat become a esriow
problem in aericen welfare. It is at the heart of the nation's social problem especially in the
low-income aea of aor cities.

11 vws once thought that most families on welfere remained there only ftr short periods, end
that is true for about halft the ces. ft according to the bt recent resech. halft the c asl st
moe thn o years, end 38 percent last five years or longer. These longer-term c dominate

therolls at ny given time. rthermore, prolonged dependency hits the mt disadvantaed
families hardest. Young. ner-married mothers vho go on AMVe with a child under 3 tend to tay
dependent the longest; newly 40 percet will spend a total of at lew 10 years on the rolls.2

A major Temw for dependency is nonvork by adult recipients, next only to separation from
their spowes.S Lock of earned income is eve more important at a ce of poverty. About half of
all *pells of poverty begin through a ioss of eanings, end three-quarter of them end through a
gain in earnings. Even fbr female heads of families. enings are the leading escape route out of

1Mwy JD D and David T .M od. The Dynamics of Dependence: The Routes to Self-
Stcfiency study prepared for the Depetment of Health and Human Services (Cambrlde, Mass.:
Urban Systems Research end Engineering, June 193). ch. 2.

2 Davit T. lluo& "areting 'Vould-Be" Long-Tem Recipients of AI," study prepared for
the Department of Health end Human Services (Princeton: Mehematie Policy Rech. January
19e6). p. Iiii

3 Bane and Illvood, "Dynamics of Dependence." pp. 17-2.
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poverty, more Importnt then either remarriage govrn met benefits. 4 But it is a route fv of
the long-term poor or dependent tuW.

There i little re to think the problem rill solve itself. Only about a quarter of AF1C
mothers are vw'dag or looking fbr work at a given time, about hel the level for comparable,
div d or separated mothers in the general population. end the level is lover still for the long-
term cses. After even two year on the rolls, the chance that a family will work itself off the rolls
is ls then 5 percent.3 Vork levels have hardly dgd in tw decades, even though welfare
mothers have become more employable In What time.6

The main purpo af the current movement its to weo that more of the dependent do
something to help themselves. The humene purp of AIIX md to be to free needy mothers to
sty at home to raise their children. Today there is widespread doubt that it is good for a single
other or her children for her not to vork for long periods. Among fbmlles vith limited
educaion end work experience. nonvork tends to Isolae end depress the mother, end it does not
fuwnish the example of competence that children need to see in their parents. Ideally, a family
has tM parents, and betwem them they can both work aud cae for their children full-time.
Then the mother is the only parent it is bes that the divide her time between these tasks.

Vhie welfare largely supports women and their children, there is concern also about poor
men. Most welfare fami le ere created vh,. fathers leave their spout or never marry them.
Some argue the fathers leave to quality the falfes fbr AIDC, which does not cover tvo-parent
families unless the father is unemployed. More likely, they Iem bemuse they despair of
supporting the family on the ves they con or they ee kicked out s poor providers by the
mothers. Velfare reform should not consist only of steps to make the mothers work, neceay
those these are. Measures are also needed to obligate the others to do more to support their
families, end to help them function better s brea d winners.

Nonwork/s elso herd on the nondependent. Polls show that Americns are deplydistse
by velfare. That they oppose is not dependency es such, since large numbers of better-off
people rely on Social Security and other middle-ess benefit programs. Rather it is
dOft'wutional dependency, the fact that velare adults often do so little to help themselves The
presence ofa substantial cla of vorking-qged, yet dependent dult violates the American ideal

4 MaryTo Dane end Devid T. E lvood, "Slipping Into end Out of Poverty: The Dynamics of
sp ."8 jurt of N an Resources vol. 21, no. 1 (Vinter t*u), pp. 13-21.

J ume A. O'Neill at al., "An Analysis of Time on Velf'e," study prepared for the Departmet
of Health and Humen Serwices (Vuhlngton, DC.: The Urfe, Institute, June 194), pp. 27-6.

6 Lavrence M. Med, eond Entment: The =al Qbf o= d Citiensho (Nev York:
tree Press, 1906), pp. 73-6.
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ae na m a'equ ciums. Ormr In rtla t ,g-um ed t isemtld t
athlw stuaMtyt this Amloa ene. It Is also vMit w mainn pWtlod mpoe fhr vsftm
(em a gen, m social plcy.l

ISlu m tnT MR Iy

Te ftbu he" pw in qmtlm the peive Vproach th go maw t tk to 6 pendency
until reOy. Since recipients vent to wk. It has been mmed that they vii vthn they an.
A number ot imapermW O "b s ebe boen Owht lo keep them fen vwkikng-lack ot Job# or
child amr' racIsm or iowils. or the dor lnntlwm to vark creoe by vw i . Gouromeot
aw remown these tmpedimmts, end than th, *Adt poor ril g turk vith* special

Thi va the reasoning behind the &any bdlt-arianud programs the Great Socey
Invud ito wry to ralse york levels. These incluisd gownment teing propen for
dtsadented kers end outh. In 17?. AMD recipients v's afllovd to ke pt of any
emned inja e vwthot any 4ductw m m her geu, to creae a rnogw 1nti" to vork.
During the IM0, l"g nmben of gop naet JcOb we created for the seriouly unampboye&

nmy of them wifre recipients.

Dowu., research end xperienae hew to shovn the brie to be vry n6stntial.
specially. jobs oat let a lov-pd kind - wifdly aftlable. The shrwW, it any. we in

nual reas, not in the cities vhwe vWif is ionen'it. The prince of large number o
lel dins working in uban ores is ome sign of that. The kn of Medicatd o*ow is en

important detmrent to work bt velfe itself is not. This is not to my th vrk is emy for
vwlfte mothers, only tha it Is not wntbly me difflcil for them then ft ot single mhers,
a ofwhon vnowe working.8

Porhwh fr this reom a e of the benefit-oriented proges shoved auch Impec on
work levels. S0me of them generated vbt klie gins for the earnings of recipients. M tone
mused tham to vwk we swtUy in the Jobs already amilable In the prl m sector. In
gotctier, vwk incentis esid no peruptibly rMe employm leels in AMC. nor did York
o dro ' bn the incenUe ve largely s ated in 1901.'

MdMeia. pp. n-40.
Lawrence M. Hee, "Vork end Dependency, Pt I: The Problem end Its Cmm." p

written for the Velfte Dependenty Project of the Hudson Insttime. September 1906, port III, end
Mh Potential for Vork - went: A Study of V111.0 unplshed pee.

9 laren e M. MM, Vork end Depen4dency, Part 11: Pu Policy end Proposals, paper
written fir the Velfre Dependency Project of the Hudso Institte, Septmbr 16 pp. 5-17.
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atuft mewam asportant for VWe mofters, the second for uwwed men.1 I

from thkW "pec . the problem Vith pt fera progress U tmh they we
petrmisre. They 4 not eerly require the dependent towk in return for bown . Ejpedly,
AM has not seslwly required aft recipients to wOrk. he Vork Incentive (VII) proVpe wU
eMMbshed in 197 to try to ple employable recpients In work or trtnin& x it h8 utfed
fmc limtled Mthority. Mothers vith preschool chlr eluded, thowh they comprise the
IO ot saft recipients. Thw. only about a third atf AI aAuts even be to register vith YIN.

And ot then, only about a third heX to do anything a&oCt 1o retA their VwqltW prnts. The rat
re ecMd Infomaly by the staff. Partly Am t limited ftmntg. And ame for the who

puticipe. the requrement is urully only to ookrfwk. not a twliy vork.1I

The paicipation constraints we epecilly important became VIN's pafomance deends
ily On the tae of the emplyble recipient, it obligates to petiCi"pete aCtlWly. The higher

Owa proportion,. the higher fth shore of cliets who entar jobs. Compwsed to low participation, the
onstraints pod by the clients' lo, sll or the limited jobs avalable we much less important.1 2

The IWI rsfrms in AMD oe. in part designed to couter tbm problems. Sttes culd nov
institute mom stringent work requinments, and they vould obligate mothers vith children a
rung w 3. Since then. am stoe -abe " pleen td new wsltui vork programs o mom kind.
The proprms cow. as t only a sma part o the wmlfue cumlo end much of Wfe reftm
oms don to deciding vhich of the nev stipulations should be mandafted for te nation.

The MW publiciLA of the nev options wes "V re." or a req"iren that employable
clinet "work ofr their pants in government jobs. ft since the ne programs involve many
other strategic as well I we nwrkfno to co m all man4wy activititlet aimed at increawng
client independence, including e ucaion tting, end privwtsector job serch w well w public
employment.

Meost "York end Depen4ncy, Prt L" prt IV.

1L ence .Med, 7otnmial fo York E mtend epet ons VelfUe
Vork: YIN in Now York Statee PoU vol. 16. no. 2 MYinter 185), pp. 2245.
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bnerW ctthe ne r ha' ew s~uedm by m, Meso I~enu l,* Imeb

Corsaot CMR). Te ferit a'w'tha witemployasat t ro the arnin at
Pver1 u nd to bw tey Von Ier they Ism the pr i. It r their

dspe~Iac. Th efft onsg wue t tr the leas Ildiuged recipients, exacty those ve vent
a m reac. hMss ecnmic giAs wem in prw tar sm prorms. bt w ow at
Hwm vlth tbe iambct at wlle tedera training Progrms.

They us laprtnt n ly becsin they shov the It b so Irra to purue wkfs. To
require vul 4s an economic gai for both the recipe t nd gomna t in mat M . It
mnds aen i nree in spenling far - l - nd stpport s ,ric. appeclaly child cue.

WN much at thecot is record from svis in velfts w ,*l* recipients enter Job.1 S

On the other be" there Is no prospect tha rw tkt vil r&Aoe velte rolls by Urge
aceamts in the short rm. Nor vii It ed ce economic eqmlity In the swm at revising

am ae inama fr recipients. No train pni Ow omeam the Seromw abdi in
education Od blc d01 t mot long-trm dependet auto hae. Vhll. vwkt u ralse
earclgs, It 4oe this menly by i clients to w Ar ha' In the r taiaery Jow

tey anc etreel ge. It does not much Improv their 9 s. 14

The economic efftct ot vwka my be Im mportant then vb I cel Its politics! impecu.
The nev programs ha" raod uarticipetion in 1rk eTr d y. The shms olsmploysbe
recipie0Nus perti-cipating wdtvely hw typialy been abotW halt weabov the wwi V IN level.

end in the bet-nm prams (eg. Sen Diego end Vet Virginit is consideraly abom tha.t
Himeput ipaLon is ewential t the economic paWft ot vortue, W It is afro an d# Ma
ltelt To involve the recipients in moinstrea activity wAd be valuable intrinsicaly en
voAd me the ci V ¢ lon n about vwe, ~ it there ve no comic gans.

The othe important political rectAt is tha the patipet theslve rippart the new
propems. Lw moritdu 6ospt the forn ot the wk req irement nd feel p tivWly abou
their wkr exporlnca. Required jobs sedom import new *11, bt* neither an they nake-

ortk. The sn remyatimo rsw wmog thmi whos mlgnt Is jwt to k -" tt their

$JUdith U. Gu 'onf R Olev Tork: Manpose
Dom afewCaraMrg pp. 1-Velfuse Vith VOW

(Noev Tok: Manpow Demonstrion R'ch C'poratiMon, Decamber 195). pp. 10-Z.
14 MOe& 7oetlal fbro Van nrcemmt" pp. 8-9; Lepte j. NW end " Ashenfbtae .

Mbe Ifect ot Direct Jb Creation end Tralxing Progrms on LovSed Vork s . in Sheldon H.
1 igs end Daiel H. Veinb uL ed. ,,ghgn N g'M Z.JVks Od o.,m
(Cambrldge. Men.: Evarvd University Prow. 1906). p. 141.

1 $Gum gYrkgLhJMaug .pp. 10-11. end lret Veltn, p. 16.
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pmit-ther ywmd pre.' reg r Joe.1 6 Activft Yho speak for recipients wuily oppose vrk
ufiMnts in prinple. The pwtiepmit do not. rev fesl they.'. being 7fWoefc to vorka md

pIlltcillyth Isa lpormt. Itit w' othwvle, tM d not l amnting rqirets
s natlnal polcy.

Three things ebowt the nev Prorm sb dM be tri in ell at vhic they rumble VIN.
rir towh required wk in pulic Jobs Is allow& smo ot the program have emphasised
plcment in p ec Jobs instead. The reo nts '. thet iitis ch . md that prits jobs
w. generally aailable. A Job watraent h emerged only in rel wows, at lowt at the
prtldpetion leves currently acbeved.17

Second. the Impacts of the programs a'e ompweble rq'geads of the stae gy chosen. Soe
program emphals lmaaft job plment vlth or vithoul a public jobs component, and me

phaesim trinin b t the Onwome Is much the sme-laportant biN limited econmi-c geW
cmpled with hher ptcilpation.t I My interpretRion is that oblgsion is vhat sak the
propu tick. It is emntial that vjt dtefiW~ be , Wrtd of recipients. It Is much les
aiticel "at that activity Is. job ah. treining nd ed ton s welo e lsmaebdt vat in
gournment job# m promote employent-prwYl tbsy am sadtory'. 19

ThK eoax4ng lo MDRC. meet states have not IplentedW vrkfw' e "vth a pmitive
intent.-20 Voltre adpceus fte tha the purpose of 'wk reqrl-resents is only to cut the rol or
dater the needy from seeking otaice. That smetim ho been the intention. especially in the
put mid in la Assstenoe, ste-tamded prors that ove mortly single ae. ft in AIX

UOr's. w in VIN, the man gosi I to s e f re a t c rqtiremant itbia velt e notinstead
at it. it I to Is1 ra ictlo level s theongM dent ta If they remain dependent.
Ambitions tosa money amd redue dependency we import nt alo, bt awdwy.

Vwtfe hes to tr been implemented only in xoe kcalities. mnd wuiy only for nev
qplicnts for AM. Vhat vaid happen it it vwe instituted tor the entire ceooad? That is the
main question testing studis do not a m'. In all probability, the impacts vodtd ook are in

me smin thmi theydo for the upeimets! program. Adts already receiving wlf.
especially the long-t'rm ma, we uruUy lem employable then those who hew jug alied for it,

16 Gum,, VM IWftil.m pp. 1,-Il nd "Reforming Velt ," p. 17-16.
1? Beron. "Refouing Velft,r p. 23. Vest Virginia is the only stae sA by MD that

has ha to rely mainly on govmrent jobe for vorkfwe.
1*Guw,, "Reft VeUWe," pp. 26, 2.
t9 The am t activitie preferred by ror is not sinificnly related to VIN

pai"fosem . See d. "ectstions md Velfw'r Vort." p. 244. nd 70omtlal f Vork
Knf.r-ent." p. 9.

20Guur Vm iuiitiyim p.13'.
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so the economic glm at vktme VoMd be maler. d inM aM more ripport erv lca 1
realm. Overall participation res voud probably be lIow. PA become t fS cnloW vas
involved the i impact an the vmfW* problem vim mo be geamter.

n current vslena. I believe it is stable to implement a seriow wk reu rement for at
lot helf the empl yble recipients. end to do thi shuM be the, goa. Such a policy co4 m low
mabe vork-related activity, rather then inactlity, the norm on valfure. And oier tim, this
VOd do Much to re e long-term dependency.

III DAMRS TD RUORN

Despite the, potential of vwkfwe. a ucet. redbm ma edude w beaw e at the political
mistakes the naMo is prone to in soxial policymaking. There is a very red emoger tiat through
pertishlp or ow'stseng. vv Wilexpec from varktae vwat it cannot achimv and fail to
resume VIat it cm.

Vork e dm t ~ the principle that velfuae is ammile to the needy. It purpoe i to
champ the ,hara'tr ot inistmnce. Ow both lft eand right we Wepte tDo u it to chae the
mta of what 18 done for the poor, the tra~tima1 bons ofpartisan contentio. Some liberals

telke wif, through velfbre refom they cotAd reote the overblow wilfore sta of the late IM7(.
prior to the Regan ct. Some comnatiu telk at if reftm Ad got rid of vetter at ve knov
it. or at lot deolve it to lover levfs ot govern mt. Specific liwlos include:

Tht mrvicow frip. Leral plans for varkfte tend to emphasbe ne child cae and
training beetu slmoet to the exclwlo ofo k obligation. It i8 true, as noted above, that
u'raning vel a1 ob plament f t wm vok lev"s. Govwnmet c- maly provide
Wt lningor ef don to clients who, thogh enhanced lls. can get better-peyig job. The
best obligation wagne moths can have 1 to graete from high schoo. A training strategy is

o p Wr vith recipients, w It cams to their m e hopes.

Dw fr ms recipients the gains from training we small. There is little progpec of
eqpippin mot clients for oett"- jobs. The danger 18 that trading becme asbedtiW for york
raher m a pre ftr it. TraInee ov trom one prp;wWon aurs to aw ther end
neer m a to Wms with the labor mau a t it8 In . hich few JobW thy cen get match their
ex;ecttions. It i vell to remember that VIS inveted hebvily in trUnng in Its early yoe. up to
1971. ClMenu vwe posed to school and allege In large numbers. in hopes that they coid bome
m rwl, nur's ida, or beamaciens. fev 4d, and amos o th ret remained an wdte rther
then tkemr Jobs. Ve mau not repe alite now.
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The puDk/eb A trap. Aad r* i Ut v U rew t"O l. Plk jobs
HPavme at dt Ira. Sme liberal a0p; the prw s that the e ployblo m wVat for
hr atp bi only l goVwneujt job. 11 Tho ru'uet t bjob. mayb lcdn orth

tham the a m w too to be Md to aftrw Vwk. w job. guerfly do rxit at loew of a
SalW kid. OOWnua t mowd o p Id l the jobs fwI. only a Smll po ot

I~toa gw aeb iJ~ty~m apri~at.-m tluent operaion.

A fth tht available job# vili be inhumene is un mmanle w long they met feral
stu for pay end cnitlons Pu'haps thoe snumdo awt be rlsed beftb. politicelly. w
m nmondale suh job.. 1Wntee through rang the mintimum vag or requiring hoalib

courge. ft that is an lsu from volter raft m. It job quaUty Ls robot it mu be
done fr dl lorpdd wein not Jurt thoe on velte. It is vidLous end nJwt to call available
jobto menial tbW recpents vhe milio:n of other Americans. not on wtlfedo rich Job.
ewuyay.

The OHUc Job.e Mg y betray, the proclivity ot liberals to viev employment Jun another
benefit the dtendnt siutd re eiw from gourmnt. lu vwkfue vl no muw its mor l nd
politIca purpose unle it Is uny en obligation, rather then a right. It must amphami real Job
In vhich the recipients we truly accotdtable fbr perftromce, aut of vhich e in the private

they we. While training ond government employment have a role In vokf, they mut never
obe tha reelity.

7k.* OPee/ag AMeP. Thu's Is a, %~doc ftr dWCUSmIMS, Of vwkt to Ibw 08 Its *00
implhaons rather then its go s. LWras my that raIwis i possible unleso gto nment is
killing to c lt "resu'w up front. while th It true It is impolitic to lead vith It. It souds
like the purpose at rkf'sy i siply to jped soe m y on the poor. Rath . it i to dmend
pter utity on the part at the sp nented s y to rain prtidlpetion raow in vork
progrms. Let us m t loal end Wthen p=d vhat i needed to reach It.

Kqmuly. cooevadtI ofen uiggut that the purpose of te is lo sav money. Bit it
dow ot a much money in the short run, eod the sa n ipet behind it Li not economic at all.

hdb'lmW mocli laurece benafts at wtly soe then wa tue, yet an much
cetrovenw. To sus ma vh ings politically avise. sit s gsut that the purpow Li only 1o
reduce government's cmitment to the poor. Rat , the aed is political, to tlhoI4 sl

2I Se e.g. MieJy [ui, M Work thic Stowe a& low hIbflie Jdly 7, NO , pp. 22-n.
Kun mys he p's recipients to lob privse job#, big al t entho t in his scheme wuitd
be turugh pubuc empbosyent.

78-474 0 - 87 - 8
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mm =4 adma clW ino rwjm . Tr Is a prpm far vhich fth pulic Is illing to spend
more Ma then lin.

Aaicam soc ia prq td to w be td o ,ith grew tww am litte a ttion to fth
dovoment ned tMome them wrk *ht. Too much is e wptd to Wn, end ths undmrn
mart fr tm in the long run. Specifically. tre is:

~rpfwaldag KnthUlSIS t vorl~ soAtMu nMgt tha it vod truitara the
amtue at ddwocy olwmnight. IM it con be lntituted only sloty. Cwmt mwt be

Udme fto om n an c me in a t e, en tw witho m pravgre must impleont t .
Trhat woUk te se l Toms as a minlun. Ixpctatiog at m uch hige rk levels or lae
economic Uvtuw boman to be uppolnted in th shrt run.

PoliticIms e4 the public hae to ampt t varkftue requim deloping an
waIaINjraIiM :)Wfa&. It lVolVu PuMk aua oIfAO m much at sW Ip4df mey. The
purpm it not wm oly to &lvervics to clients NA to require thW thr do soasting in
netwn. ThS 11000d IN& it much Wtha then the ftnt eeeclally tr the federal goerMent
wom o l prgims tpilly he strlbwed benefit to people vwM regiments.

Imlmniof rqulzw woWmne tr loca ecupnd are impartent.tdevelomenit ot

Not by accient. the lag sa.In ww'ktee including CallfWnlaend Vast Virginia, hav
on hime of Innation in vwhte employment. They w'e readier to 4d with vwktn' then

am Other m~ To instte poic aainwd w eiealong ;procee. at -i,tA~
development. Thatix asobaring prospect to political who need rewots to&diply by the next

MI$lsm of lapiemm a tuoa. Social programs tend to be legilt4ed vith inatentim to how
they vwll be ar ow at the local lwl. Politicims nauy coentra o defining fth Ice
at the propm ait will oppeor to the mcipient-the bnflits en4 the eligibility rtlw-Wt this is
anot enowuh. ae mwt also wrtt r%"a trw the tllstrlMW tha " VW Wan them to imloomt
to pr amw od. Tha inv lv the f in u'rm env, other f cam M4
epftn sysms to alow Vahng to ow wht Is hp at the loct l lwe.

Wow tm to leave too mu& ot thi to the ' cy. That allodm cient end provider
potpto Influenm the implomentaion in wv"s ta may not mv namiona nd . The euential

22UM& I1 Dmlmad httlmum pp. 1 44.
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MgS nr b#U a e witM Anto v 1W. , vwkMu , OW mear. o a.
am~ng Oncgtk pnom hyipeii dM bylow).

W/ag SN auh--& w" IPla A rdmed pllity to 10fatinwh vim look eM
-rellag wzpwIquubdbe enouh Ia kow about - wt . Tlis saw *a slhwl an

inattWVba d Vhich We then hard to =Oc. One aimplf v Cmmunity UJtko, wich va
lgiIMed str ry little planing, mtccld my Ioal cftidh, e= noYw wilewd iv

larvtftly, in vrktw we hae te deedes a experience t rv o. The perio a
Iupu'lmwilaon wheed In by te 1981 ry',a h. bein eqpmayindu"h. SWu vwe Jef

free fa repae VIN vith workfue or number of othe optma vith ftew rutlctl .
Their experieo =oe vith the MWA elvuat give w a awe beui on whch to @Woac

inonal refrm. The AmIo"Wo m3, qm rihayth nothing shout be kL@e t
bw no proved it in la preges. A ftrtbr argument t w 'rialas isa i o Ue Iee
gi ft omitment lo pVreW they have 4dekoed thuetave.

Now o thm n tm N a d wut refm * d - lit nt w h
continue experimntlon. That conduelon dm not tov. Se thin we greedy knovvk

in vw , M they oh m d qineU for te pen dt alo rime Iwe Io
native on4 important form en4d not t be et by Cogrs. It is time to ben raping
the har at t we have leaned. To 4I vom sappint the now.

IV AN O1TLUI 101 WU=M

The to g me sce this ref ra =94 end *aot. TM& hir p op is to cp1%Ut on
tat we havM laned a" to aod the denges abon. I do nW get into deai. W rafrm "U
o f at adirm sch thm eme.. The tintt wo we much the mst iapoent. w they
detemine the rech of vor requirement.

flae So m Asrdp'as w MpiopAM en hence #*aect to ak v yor otran
repirment. Th is " ao the km to higher wkrt bea. It mm, abM L shrenn t

fmtotm OM"lo nplyblt that othuinovreeived soe fhtdewW n. Lowt
e ot wtngem lM thwt eacmpu the mother ftrm w re1ire- ots ftim the crent 6 ,s

to 3, the level tha is nowv optional ft ae. ioder mothmer wd go into vl or uciniong bta f

AN CleWv York: fm Prem, 190).
34 much orte tfowIng i b uM on net pp. 144-, Md Tok en4

lpmdecy, Pit IL" pp. 41-7.
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UMMe U o w, e reqluilt Y d o= ly be f tayIn Choo trough w Schoi

I wul doo reM n tW uB MM hers too on lftre he no gram peo. They
VMid fb MtOect to ewt s IcatOnor treing obiainlm aY. to tad inthauisoity
wmdosm chldeu1og only within amriqe. Im not sure how th such elitincton
vwid be acedtltutoeal.

Ral pdrvI'paWl& leiMl aRoVa te eapleOpa/. T ticipal r sPmiM the

shat o the employable recipients engaged in required wok-reltod effort. either vak
tranfng or loki n forvark. The sin kn th ra Is low nov is the a ve pow wolwak
propem s~ft over ho to obligaw. Current rui say they hare to work actively with only 15
percent Othe employable clients to svoWd Mrei fts"a wmtiow, Tha level should be n1e
ferly quickly to 0 percent then reduelylo half orme. This lsthe keytoch ing the *wk
one frm a fomaslity to a re ty fr the emplaoyle.

A oonenton o the prticipatl r om e @ poaital problem comed b
lengthy Iaplesmaon in wori e. Acvlty levels In the prr am be raised we quickly
then economic Lmpwc cm be dA-sotaw. The publk is q"ua ready to valt for lw velfae
rolls if it Is ansrek yew by yew, th mor en&d wo @ the 4pent re 4dag asthing to
help thes.elyw.

S'r'ea thea vort prqraa:' leal authoripj The wk reque t Is beet leved
positively mid informally, bu the ewbority o rk programs voud be enhanced It their
saenolons w u'etsnthned. Currency. the penalty tr nocoo; ork Vith the Vwrk
retirement is only that the nonomplieant edut's share of the elfore prent is ended. The rut of
the pant continues, svpporting the children indirectly, the no ooopesor a vil. I VOMd
out oft the enti pnt. This may seem draconic, Au It is vb we alreadyD fo iolations of
vork requireaa in food Stampw end Unemployment nwence and for nonwork oftences in
AM.

Currnly, maot velf6e mothrs vho met work reireeant arrange their own chd we
md peter to do so. IM current rtun allow them to demend tha the agency wrenge the core. a

n~ usom e to pwtpone participlo in wok programs. I wd shift the lega obligetio to
wrong cre to the mothr, unv s sbe pr eIts sidene that ee Is unalable. moment
vwPid. however, pay ftr the cre. t it doe now.

Limit alfteiatl ve to wok ia available lob,. To be serow, or requirements hew
to O wk in ubstg plesew jobs, m thoo providedd they e l el) that we menir
or loyjaid. Employable clients should be allwed to ok for aejb of their choce, but no
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ifllthUy. Thy daWMd ewnmly h neoupt eha" iMmr .JoW in tw privem nc or , it
mo'ra wnm n t job. This wmd be equlent m aw S 'oynlhem' rig tht
~e sI o tfllu wlthma requiremento be tmo-limited, thotg,' I vouid nt a shrter tema
tm tw Tan.

im ott dnflo thse Vho a prit has it. nd require them to mone as Ie maWintn

awo bsy aondtin ot otegbdt. Reqire th baiu hew wroorked mcprior to

hanin limt the lfth training. @zd require pedutc to vwk ain boftn quftln fot
wther uini . MI otrm t wo hme shi elementay wor denipli am sced at
"rAftig y e the mporleno C. Re-pde ok wil elant" them profit from it.

Uiit th role f pi'eormnt job to mftri1et1 1o te p l .s Detcw piment as" int
ewu with menifMs job shortq. Much joW su to ewetiil 4gne to mw's th tboy we
docent t& do o mte with hBva pdht joW. I wo d osfitel them to entr-W
posiion paying fth min"Imsm uqe. To reONiw bg "wqor-m pmtis. recpients wot"
hm to k o fthe ph"* cthe. They cd ctr aitm ch to rfntw go m t jobs. ho
onl by meet te fmm cvi mylvc teq fuirmetx.

a P*o.n , aprq &P ,ia.Pa Me Arm As mlone abow me w ebmen ta nd o ro
k ro delpe woamejo om tth Waer prblment reforms I c t m.

ouned to roquir more ebh t tethe ft aontrlbth to their fW. chil stpoqr by IWf
dc no o w ftu tb eth m w ani to ibe No does it help te ts suced

b eawn eso fte of thes w their Untpo emi in the firt p ,te.

Awa mwy betd to re th fthers edo,. f thme tie, hlp them am
e. The tth fMr .e o r to pw tnde r a vk oblatio the t mothes becm fbdra

vk t *a be le~i ony on tho vho receive tbde ben sefit end fw ot tethey do.
Ther we ,io way the tether might be giwn =v' rappW ontnet on their wkling.
Suc barwgai uanv atmeat themtoplay te reawinnerrodespite lw skils thomh
smy VWAi Stil reject it.

Iow wprmh is to reorm fth tlmpy Ian part otAMD (=YD-UP), which at St"
coton crn twa-parent tflls it t tethe is uinemployed. Rather then then ti'bid the
tethe to work in UP, iwtWlw his to wok tui-time ot a =n1tiof *tovwroe. Velfee vW4d
then beome a 'sq s~plament for working tmalll. The achemev" w t befterent from put
refor p&en thu proposed to on fte vorkng poo in thu dfnite employment wotd be
requiredoffthetther.not onlyaowch for wor.

Vuhinge mawnot obiatem to wk withom giving them benefisMA s ne . endfthy coti
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be rev*" 1o do m a .a4udm o rft AM , aching grem . SOB k Weon specify
ewL ith M i ld tMpct Oder. a fter Od hew to enter a privft or. it

mcnr a pt*& job in rdar to t it t or f w Luoeatlon A thid ti eped th

bmeow Lua e Tm Credit (ITC) Io tw ve utlr to lov,-pd employment for - ith

Pop *t*&a fIea to laplaatA ation. Phorn 'K I P aton raw gradually. I
VIA4d1 MAN stat. Teem 0u reach the 30 pwrnt le101 mentioned fibois then raie the flMo
by fiw further points a yer until the 50 pwcent level vu reached. Then raw= to me vhether
the CM at svi end plaement wid permit higher leis. Politically, there is no rwN to
hurry praMed there is sady prWogs.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT REISCHAUER, BROOKINGS INSTITU-
TION, WASHINGTON, DC, TESTIFYING ON EXPANSION OF THE
EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT
Dr. REISCHAUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have prepared a statement which I will submit for the record,

and I will summarize that statement this morning.
This nation is on the verge of launching an ambitious program to

make welfare recipients more self-sufficient, to substitute work for
welfare. For this effort to be more than marginally successful, wel-
fare recipients are going to have to perceive that it is in their best
interests to participate.

Under the current system, this is often not the case. The reason
for this is not that welfare b4.nefits are too generous. As you well
know, they are not. Rather, the major reason is that most welfare
recipients can expect to earn very little from entering the labor
force.

Over half of AFDC mothers don't have a high school diploma,
and close to a third of them have no previous work experience.
With little education and few skills, most recipients are relegated
to low-wage jobs that offer few fringe benefits. These are jobs that
don't pay enough to lift the family out of poverty.

A seco,id reason why the earning prospects of welfare recipients
are limited is that many find it difficult to work full-time through-
out the year and still fulfill their family responsibilities. Over half
of AFDC parents have two or more children to care for, and three-
fifths of them have children who are under six years old.

With respect to work, welfare mothers face the same difficulties
as other mothers. While a great deal of attention is focused on the
rising labor force participation rate of women with small children,
less attention has been paid to the fact that many of these women
limit the number of hours that they work. Two-thirds of married
women with children under six worked at some time during 1984;
however, only one in four worked full-time throughout the year.
The rest either worked part-time or worked part-year.

Unemployment is a third reason why the earnings prospects of
AFDC recipients may be limited. Low-wage jobs employing low-
skilled people tend to be relatively insecure even in the best of eco-
nomic times.

Well, what can be done to give welfare recipients more of a fi-
nancial incentive to work? The answer to this question I think lies
in action on three fronts:

First, the overall economy needs to be strengthened to bring
down the unemployment rate. As long as almost 7 percent of the
labor force is unemployed and 14 percent of the women without
high school diplomas are looking for work, welfare mothers are
going to have a difficult time competing for the jobs that are avail-
able.

Second, we need to do all that we can to reduce the barriers that
face AFDC mothers who are considering entering the labor force.
This implies doing more to help welfare mothers with their child-
care problems, and ensuring that they do not lose their health in-
surance when they enter the labor force.
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The third front on which action is needed to increase work incen-
tives is wage policy. We need to raise the earning potential of wel-
fare mothers, to ensure that those who work are significantly
better off than those who remain dependent. The ideal wayto do
this is to raise their productivity through increased education,
training, and work experience. However, such policies take time
and have proven difficult to do well.

While awaiting the. results of these types of programs, more
direct steps can be taken to boost the earning potential of these
workers. One way to do this is through an expansion of the exist-
ing Earned Income Tax Credit. This credit acts like an earnings
supplement for very low-income families with children. Because it
is refundable, it can represent a strong inducement to get a tow-
wage, part-time job.

For example, an AFDC mother who takes a $4-an-hour job will
receive from the EITC, as it was expanded in the 1986 Act, a bonus
of 56 cents per hour for every hour she works up to about 1500
hours, which is about three-quarter time. However, as currently
structured, the assistance provided by the EITC is smaller relative
to the income needs of large families than it is for small families.
This is the case because the credit does not vary by family size, al-
though the amount needed to keep a family out of poverty does in-
crease with the number of people in the family. Thus, a single
mother with one child who earns just enough to reach the poverty
threshold will get an EITC credit of $869 in 1988, but a mother of
four children who earns just enough to reach the poverty level for
a family of four will receive less than half that amount. For larger
families, and by that I mean families of four or more persons, the
EITC doesn't even offset the Social Security Tax that the worker
with poverty-level earnings will have to pay.

If the EITC were modified to provide larger credits for families
with greater needs, these inequities would be reduced, and the wel-
fare-dependent population would have a stronger incentive to enter

Ahe labor force. A number of the groups who have been studying
the welfare system have recommended such a polic

One straightforward method of adjusting the EITC by family size
would be to increase the credit rate according to the number of de-
pendent children who are in the family. In my prepared statement
I have described the plan that would increase the credit by 4 per-
centage points for each child. This modification would add about
$250 per child to the maximum credit, and it would ensure that the
EITC would offset the Social Security Taxes that the vast majority
of poor families with children were required to pay. It would also
increase the likelihood that a welfare mother with several children
could earn enough from a wage, supplemented by the EITC, to
leave the welfare system altogether.

In an efficient market economy such as ours, workers are paid
according to their productivity, not according to the number of
mouths they must feed. For those with positive tax liabilities, we
rely on the personal-exemption provision of the Tax Code to ensure
that families have more disposable income if they are large than if
they are small. In 1988 the personal exemption will be worth about
$292 per child for a family that pays a positive income tax. By ad-
justing the EITC by family size, this same principle can be ex-
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tended to working parents who do'not earn enough to have a posi-
tive federal income tax liability.

Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Dr. Reischauer.
Dr. Lerman?
[Dr. Reischauer's written prepared testimony follows:]
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Testimony of

Robert D. Reischauer*
The Brookings Institution

before the

Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy

of the

Committee on Finance

U.S. Senate

February 23, 1987

During the past few years, a good deal of effort has been directed

at making welfare recipients more self-sufficient. Work-welfare

initiatives have proliferated; experimental or full-scale programs

havebeen started in 39 states. Some of these programs offer modest job

readiness and job search assistance while others are providing

comprehensive education and training approaches, supplemented by

supportive services such as day care and transportation assistance.

It is still too early to judge whether or not these efforts will

markedly increase the number of welfare recipients who are able to work

their way off of the welfare rolls. However, our expectations for

these programs should be modest, because, in many cases, welfare

recipients have little financial incentive to strive for independence.

*The views expressed in this testimony are those of the author and should

not be attributed to the trustees, officers, or other staff members of the
Brookings Institution.
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This lack of incentive does not arise because welfare benefits are

so sumptuous. They are not. In no state does the combination of AFDC

and food stamps support a family at or above poverty level; in the

average state, these programs provide assistance for a family of three

that amounts to less than three-quarters of the poverty threshold.

Moreover, the adequacy of these benefits has eroded over the past

decade. Between 1976 and 1986, the real value of AFDC.and food stamp

benefits to a family of three with no other income fell by 18 percent

In the average state.

Instead, the major reason for the lack of incentive is the low

level of income that most AFDC recipients can expect to earn from the

jobs that are available to them. Over half of AFDC mothers do not have

a high school diploma, close to one-third have no previous work

experience, and the vast majority of those who have held a job worked

in relatively unskilled occupations. With little education, few

skills, and not much in the way of work experience, most recipients can

only expect to secure low-wage jobs that offer few fringe benefits --

in other words, jobs that do not pay enough to lift a family out of

poverty.

The experience of poorly-educated women who.are currently working

bears this out. In 1985, over half of the working women who lacked

high school diplomas held jobs that, on a full-time, full-year basis,

did not pay enough to support the median-size AFDC family of three
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above the poverty threshold. The earnings prospects for AFDC

recipients are likely to be even bleaker than those of current workers'

because AFDC mothers have less in the way of experience and skills than

the average current worker and, therefore, can not command as high a

wage.

Low wages is not the only reason why the earnings prospects for

welfare recipients are limited. Many may find it difficult to work

full-time throughout the year and still fulfill.their family

responsibilities. Over half of AFDC parents have two or more children

to care for; in three-fifths of the families the youngest child is a

pre-schooler (under six). The neighborhoods in which many AFDC

recipients live lack community facilities that provide constructive

outlets for children; some are sufficiently dangerous environments so

that a responsible parent may be reluctant to leave her children

unsupervised after school. Day care, summer camp, after-school music

lessons, the Girl and Boy Scouts, and other activities that middle-

class families with working mothers rely on to substitute for parental

care are often not available options for the low-income, single,

working parent.

The fact that many AFDC mothers may not be able to work full-time

throughout the year is not peculiar to this group. While a great deal

of attention has been focused on the rising labor force participation

rates of women with small children, less attention has been paid to the
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fact that many of these women limit the number of hours that they

work. Two-thirds of married women with children under six worked at

some time during 1984. However, a distinct minority of such women,--

fewer than one in four -- worked full-time throughout the year. Some

27 percent worked fewer-than 40 weeks during the year and 24 percent

held part-time jobs. In total, close to two-thirds of working married

women with small children did not work full-time throughout the year.

Unemployment is a third reason why the earnings prospects for AFDC

recipients may be limited. Low-wage jobs employing unskilled labor

tend- to be relatively insecure even in the best of economic times.

Many such jobs are in small firms which do not have the financial

resources to withstand downturns in demand. Layoffs, therefore, are

more frequent. In addition, in some low-wage jobs the workers face the

choice of quitting or being fired if they must miss work for more than

a few days. These jobs often do not offer paid sick leave or

vacations. Once unemployed, the poorly-educated, unskilled worker is

likely to have a difficult time finding arnew-,jorand may, therefore,

remain unemployed for a long period of time. Women who have not

completed high school experience three to four times as much

unemployment as those who have attended college. The bottom line is

that the welfare recipient who does find a job will be more likely than

the average worker to experience some unemployment during the year.
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If the nation expects the work-welfare initiatives to

significantly increase self-sufficiency among welfare recipients, more

must be done to ensure that there exist strong financial incentives to

work. Those who work must be clearly better off than those who remain

dependent. This will require action on three fronts.

First, the overall economy needs to be strengthened. As long as

almost 7 percent of the labor force is unemployed and 14 percent of

women without high school diplomas are looking for work, welfare

mothers are going to have a difficult time competing for the jobs that

are available. Much would be gained if the overall unemployment rate

could be reduced. This would tighten up the low-skill labor market,

making it easier for AFDC mothers to find and keep jobs. A tighter

labor market would also push up the wages for low-skill jobs.

In a nation that has had a difficult time maintaining both high

employment and low inflation, it is unlikely that we can rely on a

healthy economy alone to provide strong financial incentives for

welfare recipients to strive for self-sufficiency. A second way to

strengthen these incentives is to reduce the barriers that AFDC mothers

face when they consider entering the labor force. One impediment is

the loss of the health insurance coverage that welfare recipients are

provided through the Medicaid program. Many jobs available to an AFDC

mother do not provide group health insurance. For example, in 1984

three-quarters of the women working in the service sector were not
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covered by an employer- or union-provided group health plan. Of women

who worked full-time in jobs that paid less than $10,000 per year, 57

percent lacked job-related health insurance; 87 percent of women who

worked part-time in such jobs did not have group health coverage.

While those who lose their AFDC benefits because their earnings rise

are covered by Medicaid for nine months, some may need more time to

establish themselves in the labor force and find adequate and

affordable health insurance.

Child care is a second impediment that can limit the participation

of welfare mothers in the labor force. Several states have initiated

work-welfare programs which have emphasized the provision of child

care, but more will have to be done if there is to be a substantial

increase in employment of welfare mothers. At the federal level,

middle- and upper-class working mothers receive benefits through the

tax code's child and dependent care credit. However, low-income

working mothers have not received much help from this provision because

few can afford paid child care and because the credit is limited and

non-refundable. In 1983, less than one percent of the tax credit's

benefits went to families with incomes below $10,000.

Under the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, families with

incomes below roughly 110 percent of the poverty threshold will not be

eligible for this tax credit because they will have no tax liabilities

and the credit is not refundable. If the fraction of eligible child
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care expenditures were raised from 30 to 50 percent for those in the

lowest income bracket and the credit were made refundable, AFDC mothers

contemplating work could be helped with their child care expenses in a

simple and non-intrusive way.

The third front on which action is needed to increase the work

incentives for welfare recipients is wage policy. In high-benefit

states, the earnings from a low-wage job may not be much more than the

assistance that is offered by welfare. Few of these jobs are likely to

keep a family from being poor. The earnings from a full-time, full-

year minimum wage job are not enough to keep a mother with one child

out of poverty. A mother with three children would have to earn more

than $5.25 per hour to keep her family from being poor.

The ideal way to increase the earnings potential of AFDC mothers

is to raise their productivity through increased education, training

and work experience. Some of the state work-welfare initiatives take

this approach. However, such policies take time' have proven difficult

to do well, and often are not .realistic for adults who are not highly

motivated.

While awaiting the results of education and training programs,

more direct steps can be taken to boost the earnings of these workers.

One option is an hourly wage subsidy like that which Robert I. Lerman
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of Brandeis University has proposed. Another is an expansion of the

existing Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). There are two advantages of

relying on the EITC: first, it does not require the creation of a new

and complex program structure; second, it offers a practical method of

adjusting the earnings of low-income workers to reflect differences in

family financial responsibilities.

When the modifications of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 are fully

implemented in 1988, the EITC will provide families with dependent

2children a 14 percent credit on their earnings up to $6,210. (See

pages A-2 to A-11 for a description of the current EITC.) The maximum

credit of $869 will be reduced by $0.10 for every dollar of income the

family has over $9,780. Thus, families will receive a credit until

their incomes exceed $18,470. If the credit is larger than the

family's tax liability, the excess will be refunded to the taxpayer.

In effect, the EITC is an earnings supplement for very low-income

families with children because such families do not have tax

liabilities under the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and, therefore, will

receive their EITC as a refund. It will be a strong inducement to

.Robert I. Lerman, "Separating Income Support from Income
Supplementation". The Journal: The Institute for Socioeconomic
Studies, Volume*X, No. 3- Autumn 1985.

2All of the figures for 1988 are estimates based on assumed rates of

inflation.
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those holding low-wage, part-time jobs, just the kind of jobs that many

AFDC mothers may find most readily available. For example, an AFDC

mother who takes a $4.00 per hour Job will receive from the EITC an

extra $0.56 per hour for each hour that she works up to 1552 nours a

year; this is roughly three-quarters time.

However, as currently structured, the assistance provided by the

EITC is smaller relative to the income needs of large families than it

is for small families. This is the case because the credit does not

vary by family size although the amount needed to keep a family out of

poverty rises as family size increases. Thus, a single mother with one

child who earns just enough to reach the poverty threshold will get an

EITC credit of $869 in 1988, while a mother of four who earns just

enough to bring her family's income up to the poverty line will get a

credit of less than half that amount. For larger families with

poverty-level earnings, the EITC does not even offset the social

security taxes the worker must pay (see pages A-4 to A-7).

If the EITC were modified to provide larger credits for families

with greater needs, these inequities would be reduced, the tax system

would be more effective at reducing poverty among the working

population, and the welfare-dependent population would have a stronger

incentive to enter the labor force. A number of the study commissions

and task forces which have examined the shortcomings of the current

.
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welfare system have supported a family size adjustment to the EITC

(see page A-I).

One straightforward method of adjusting the EITC by family size

would be to increase the credit rate according to the number of

dependent children in the family. The current rate of 14 percent could

be maintained for families with one child, and four percentage points

could be added for each additional child. Thus, a family with two

children would receive a credit of 18 percent; a family with-3 children

a credit of 22 percent; and a family of four or more children a credit

of 26 percent (see pages A-12 to A-21 for a description of this

alternative).

This modification would add roughly $250 per child to the maximum

credit that a family could receive. It would ensure that, for

virtually all, the EITC would offset the social security taxes that

poor families with children were required to pay. It would also

substantially increase the likelihood that a we.fa.re mother with

several children could earn enough from a wage, supplemented by the

EITC, to leave the welfare system.

In an efficient market economy such as ours, workers are paid

according to their productivity, not according to the numbers of mouths

they must feed. For those with posi- ve tax liabilities, we rely on

the personal exemption provision in the tax code to ensure that large
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families have more disposable income than small families with equal

pre-tax incomes. In 1988, this exemption will be worth $292.50 per

child for most families. A family with two children will pay $292.50

less in federal taxes and, therefore, have that much more income to

spend on food, clothing, and other necessities than the family who

earns the same income but har only one child. By adjusting the EITC by

family size, this same principal can be extended to working parents who

do not earn enough to owe federal income taxes.

Such a reform would help the millions of working poor in the

nation. It would also provide a greater incentive for welfare

recipients to work. When combined with strong economic growth and

a reduction in the employment barriers facing welfare recipients, an

enhanced EITC could help to ensure that the nation's effort to

substitute work for welfare succeeds.

'.4
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A-i

RECENT SUPPORT FOR VARYING THE EITC BY FAMILY SIZE

"We also recommend tnat the EITC be amended to increase credits for
larger numbers of children."

"One Child in Four," The American
Public Welfare Association, 1986.

"We should go beyond the assistance provided to the working poor in
the Tax Reform Act of 1986. We should provide further tax relief to the
working poor by varying the Earned Income Tax Credit by family size and
by assuring that the ratio of the tax threshold to median family income
be at least kept constant over time."

"Ladders Out Of Poverty," The Project
on the Welfare of Families, 1986.
(Bruce Babbitt and Arthur Fleming,
Co-chairs)

"We also propose that the EITC vary by family size. Under the new
tax law, the maximum credit a family can claim is raised to $800 by 1988
and would be phased out for workers earnings between $9,000 and $17,000.
While this is an important step, it does not respond adequately to the.
needs of working poor families, especially large families.

Varying the EITC by family size would approximate a children's
allowance for low-income families. Every industrialized country except
the United States recognizes the importance of children through some
sort of universal child allowance. Using the Earned income Tax Credit
to increased the earned income available to working-poor and near-poor
families will bolster the efforts by parents to support their children
through work."

"A New Social Contract," Task Force on
Poverty and Welfare, State of New
York, 1986. (Submitted to Governor
Mario M. Cuomo)

"The EITC could be modified by introducing a "per child" factor.
For example, if an eligible family has three children, the amount of
income on which they could earn the credit would increase accordingly."

"The Family: Preserving America's
Future," White House Working Group
on the Family, 1986.
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A-2

EITC UNDER THE TAX REFORM ACT OF 1986

1) Credit of 14 perceiL of earnings up to $6,210.a -

2) Maximum credit of $869 for those with earnings of $6,210 to $9,780
and total income not exceeding $9,780.

3) Reduction of credit by $1 for every $10 of total income over
$9,780. No credit for those with incomes over $13,470.

4) Credit refundable for those whose credit exceeds their income tax

liability.

5) Available only to those with earned income and a dependent child.

aAll figures are estimates for 1988.
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Current Law

EITC, SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES, AND NET INCOME OF FAMILIES
WITH EARNINGS AT TIE POVERTY THRESHOLD, BY FAMILY SIZE

(Estimated 1988)

(A) SINGLE PARENT

Dependent
Children

(1)
Poverty

Threshold

In..m. I me Toverty Threshold
1 7,895 869.00 592.91 8,171.09 103.5

2 9,360 869.00 702.911 9,526.06 101.8

3 11,998 6117.20 901.05 11,74 115 97.9
4 111,202 126.80 1,066.57 13,562.23 95.5

(1) 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage increase in the CPI

from 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.

(2) Estimated effect for 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax of 7.51 percent for 1988.

(14) (1) + (2) - (3)

(2)
E. TTr

(3)
Social
Security

Irft
(4)

(5)
Net Income
as a % of

(5) (4)/(l



(B) MARRIED COUPLE

(1) (3) (5)
Poverty Social Net IncomeDependent Threshold (2) Security (4) as a % ofChildren Income EITC Tax Net Income Poverty Threshold

1 9,360 869.00 702.94 9,526.06 101.8

2 11,998 647.20 901.05 11,7114.15 97.9

3 111,202 426.80 1,066.57 13,562.23 95.5
4 16,0115 2112.50 1,204.98 15,082.52 941.0

(1) 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage Increase In the CPI

from 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.

(2) Estimated effect for 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax of 7.51 percent for 1988.
(4) (1) + (2) - (3)

(5) (4)/(1)
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EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT versus SOCIAL SECURITY TAX
at the Poverty Level, by family sizes Sing le Parent Familie

(Eatimated for 1988)
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DOLLARS

RRIED COUP MARRIED COUP MARRIED COUP MARRIED COUPI Child 2 Childr.n 3 Children 4 Children
FAMILY SIZE

EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT versus SOCIAL SECURITY TAX
at the Poverty Level - Married Couple Families

(Estimated for 1988)

EITC SOC SEC TAX 1204. 98

1066. 57

'00 901.05

702. 94

647. 20

426. 80
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Current Law

EITC, SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES, AND NET INCOME OF FAMILIESWITH EARNINGS AT 125 PERCENT OF THE POVERTY THRESHOLD, BY FAMILY SIZE
(Estimated 1988)

(A) SINGLE PARENT
(1)

125% (3) ()(6)
Poverty Social Federal Net IncomeDependent Threshold (2) Security Income (5) as a % ofChildren Income EITC Tax Tax Net Income Poverty Threshold

1 9,869 860.10 741.16 235.35 9,752.59 123.5
2 11,700 677.00 878.67 217.50 11,280.83 120.5

3 1)1,998 3117.20 1,126.35 1119.70 13,799.15 115.0
4 17,753 71•70 1,333.25 540.115 15,951.00 112.3

(1) 1.25 times the 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage increase inthe CPI from 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.

(2) Estimated effect for 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax of 7.51 percent for 1988.

(5) (1) + (2) - (3) - (4)

(6) (4 )/Poverty Threshold

I
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(B) MARRIED COUPLE

Dependent
Children

'(1)

125%
Poverty
Threshold

Inom 0.TT Incom ro.'.Thesol...... ..... ^ ,° ,,.. izauuw rovery ilresnoid
1 11,700 677.00 878.67 127.50 11,370.83 121.5

2 141,998 3117.20 1,126.35 -329.70 13,889.15 115.8.

3 17,753 71.70 1,333.25 450.415 16,0111.00 112.9

1i 20,056 0 1,506.21 503.40 18,0416.39 112.5

(1) 1.25 times the 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage increase in

the CPI from 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.

(2) Estimated effect for 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax of 7.51 percent for 1988.

(5) (1) + (2) - (3) - (i)

(6) (14)/Poverty Theshold
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EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT ve SOC SEC. FED INC TAX
at 125 per-cent of Pover-ty. by family eizes

Single Parent Families (Estimated for- 1988)
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EARNED INCOME TAX CREDIT vs SOC SEC. FED INC TAX
at 125 percent of Poverty. by family size:

Mar-ried Couple Families (Estimated for 1988)
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A-1 2

FAMILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC

1) Variable percentage credit for earnings up to $6,210.
14 percent for 1 dependent child
18 percent for 2 dependent children
22 percent for 3 dependent children
26 percent for 4 dependent children

2) For those with earnings between $6,210 and $9,780 and total income
not exceeding $9,780, a maximum credit of:

$869 for families with 1 dependent child
$1,118 for families with 2 dependent children
$1,366 for families with 3 dependent children
$1,615 for families with 4 dependent children

3) Reduction of credit by $1 for every $10 of total income over
$9,780. Credit would be'totally phased out at incomes of:

$18,470 for families with 1 dependent child
$20,960 for families with 2 dependent children
$23,440 for families with 3 dependent children
$25,930 for families with 4 dependent children

4) Credit refundable for those whose credit exceeds their income tax
liability.

5) Available only to those with earned income and a dependent child.

aAll figures are estimates for 1988.



FAMLILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC versus INCOME
(Estimated for 1988)
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FAMILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC, SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES, AND NET INCOME OF FAMILIES
WITH EARNINGS AT THE POVERTY TIIRESIIOLD, BY FAMILY SIZE

(Estimated 1988)

(A) SINGLE PARENT

(I)
,Poverty
Threshold

Income
Income EITC

7,895

(2)

869.00

9,360 1,117.80

(3) (5)
Social Net Income
Security (4) as a % of
Tax Net Income Poverty Threshold

592.91

702.94

8,171.09

9,774.86

11,998 1,11111.110 901.05 12,2111.30

111,202 1,173.{t0 1,066.57 111,308.83

103.5

1041.4

102.0

100.7

(1) 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage increase in the.CPI

from 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.

(2) Estimated effect for 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax of 7.51 percent for 1988.

(4) (1) + (2) - (3)

(5) (4J)/(1)
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(13) MARRIED COUPLE
(1) (3) 

(5)Poverty Social 
Net Income

Dependent Threshold (2) Security (I1) as a % of
Children Income EITC Tax Net Income Poverty Threshold
1 9,360 869.00 702.94 9,526.06 101.8
2 11,998 896.00 901.05 . 11,992.95 100.0
3 14,202 924.00 1,066.57 14,059.43 99.0

16,0145 988.10 1,2011.98 15,828.12 98.6
(1) 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage Increase in the CPItrom 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.
(2) Estimated effect tor 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax or 7.51 percent for 1988.
(4) (1) + (2) - (3)
(5) (4)/(1)



FAMILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC versus SOCIAL SECURITY TAX
at tho POVERTY LEVEL - Single Parent Families

(Eatimated for 1988)
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FAMILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC versus SOCIAL SECURITY TAX
at the POVERTY LEVEL - Married Couple Families

(Estimated for 1988)
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FAMILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC, SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES, AND NET INCOME OF FAMILIES
WITil EARNINGS AT 125 PERCENT OF TIlE POVERTY THRESHOLD, BY FAMILY SIZE

(Estimated 1988)

(A) SINGLE PARENT

Dependent
Children

(1)
125%

Poverty
Threshold
Income

(3)
Social

(2) Security

ov'.ry InresrnOLG

1 9,869 860.10 7111.16 235.35 9,752.59 123.5

2 11,700 925.80 878.67 217.50 11,529.63 123.2

3 111,998 8111.40 1,126.35 ]119.70 111,296.35 119.2

4 17,753 817.30 1,333.25 540 .115 16,696.60 117.6

(I1)
-Federal
Income (5)

(6)
Net Income
as a % of

(1) 1.25 times
in the CPI1

the 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage increase
from 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.

(2) Estimated effect for 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax of 7.51 percent for 1988.

(5) (1) + (2) - (3) - (11)

(6) ('1)/Poverty Threshold
o
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(11) MARRIED COUPLE

(2)
EITC

677.00

596.00

568.90

587.00

(3)
Social
Security

Tax

878.67

1,126.35

1,333.25

1 ,506.21

(11)
Federal
Income

Tax

127.50

329.70

450.45

503.40

(5)
Net Income

11,370.83

111,137.95

16,538.20

18,633.39

(6)
Net I income
as a % of

Poverty Threshold

121.5

117.8

116.4

116.1

(1) 1.25 times the 1985 poverty threshold income increased by the actual percentage increase

in the CPI from 1985 to 1986 and by 3.5 percent for both 1986 to 1987 and 1987 to 1988.

'2) Estimated effect for 1988.

(3) Social Security Tax of 7.51 percent for 1988.

(5) (1) + (2) - (3) - (l)
(6) (1l)/Poverty Theshold
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FAMILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC ve SOC SEC. FED INC TAX
at 125 percent of Poverty, by family size:
Single Parent Families (Estimated for 1988)
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FAMILY SIZE-ADJUSTED EITC ve SOC SEC. FED INC TAX
at 125 percent of Poverty. 6y family size:

Married Couple Families (Estimated for 1988)
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT LERMAN, PROFESSOR, CENTER FOR
HUMAN RESOURCES, HELLER SCHOOL, BRANDEIS UNIVERSI-
TY, WALTHAM, MA, TESTIFYING ON WAGE SUBSIDY
Professor LERMAN. Thank you.
It is a real pleasure to be here today, and especially to interact

with members of a committee that is very interested in these
issues.

I am especially pleased that Bob Reischauer has helped me short-
en my testimony. I would like to put this in the record.

Senator MOYNIHAN. It will be in the record.
Professor LERMAN. Because he pointed out the importance of the

fact that even with success in encouraging women on welfare to
work, we have two problems, one of which Senator Moynihan men-
tioned the other night on the McNeil-Lehrer Report, that many
children are poor and don't touch the welfare system; and, sec-
ondly, that those welfare recipients that do go to work-as I have
shown in a graph at the end of the testimony-don't reach the pov-
erty line even if they are able to work full-time, year-round at $4
an hour. If they have child care expenses, they can't get above pov-
erty even at $6 an hour. These are realistic wages that we can
expect people to have, and therefore we want to build a system in
which, realistically, people can be off welfare and above poverty.

Now, how do you do that? Well, in my view, I think you need a
bridge system which would operate in the short run until we have
all these successful education and training initiatives that really
raise greatly the earnings capacities of low-income family heads.

For the foreseeable future we know that that won't be the case;
there will be large numbers of families that will have to exist on
quite low wages. And what we want to do is have a system where
they don't have to resort to programs providing aid in the form of
charity. Many of our programs now do. We know that, when they
do, a lot of people don't even take up the benefits in participation
in food stamps-by two parent families it is quite low, even among
people who are income-eligible.

So, what we need is a bridge system outside of welfare, main-
stream kinds of programs, that provide a way for people who are
earning realistic wages to bring their families above poverty.

Now, what is that system? I have developed one set of compo-
nents, other people can develop others. I am going to mention
mine. But one principle I want to mention in developing this bridge
system is that we don't try to rely on any one component to do ev-
erything, that we try to utilize small changes, incrementa changes,
that together amount to a major change, that together greatly
reduce the exit points from welfare, that together greatly increase
support for low-income families outside welfare.

Well, the five components I recommend are these:
First, is a child-support assurance program, something like the

Wisconsin model that I believe the committee has heard about.
States would insure that custodial parents receive at least some
minimum amount from non-custodial parents. Otherwise, the
states would have to pay the custodial parent a basic amount, say
$90 a month per child.
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What I think you need to do in developing this program is, again,
not try to do everything with it. You should say that if states col-
lect what 90 percent of fathers can realistically pay, the state li-
ability is zero. You want to set that insured benefit low enough so
that, if they collect what 80 to 90 percent of fathers realistically
would pay, the benefit would be zero. Then it is clear that if the
state does not collect it, it shouldn't be the fault of the custodial
parent, usually the mother. So that is why I would like to have
that benefit small.

The second component would be to replace the current personal
exemptions, of about $2000 coming in 1988, with a child tax credit,
a refundable tax credit. This would provide my way of varying ben-
efits by family size. I would like to see one of about $600 per year,
which is about $50 per month per child.

The third component would be a wage-rate subsidy, which I do
prefer over the Earned Income Tax Crylit, which would pay half
the difference 'between some target wage-let us say $7 an hour-
and a family head's actual wage. Let us say the family head's best
wage is $4 an hour. Well, that family head would get half the dif-
ference between $7 and $4. Half the difference would be $1.50, and
that would be a very substantial increase in their earned income. I
don't think you can do it through the Earned Income Credit, but
maybe we can. We will see.

The fourth component-all these three components together, just
these three limited components: the child support assurance, the
tax credit, the small one, and the wage-rate subsidy-would greatly
lower the exit points from welfare. But as you know, that won't do
much good -if you don't have something in the health area. Now,
for that, I propose the following:

That we have states develop state insurance programs where
states first ask providers, like employers do, to bid, to offer them-
selves programs. States would choose from among these programs,
and if you were on welfare you would choose either an insurance
company's program or an HMO, something like an employer does.

Then with people who were out in the work force, or welfare re-
cipients that go out in the work force, they would be able to buy
into these programs at greatly reduced rates. I would finance this
by charging employers who do not provide health insurance now a
payroll tax, as a contribution to that system. This would be a more
viable system in the long run than just saying that for the first
year that you are outside welfare you get Medicaid. That doesn't do
anything for the second year; that doesn't do anything for all the
working people we know now who are uninsured.

And then, finally, with these four components we then have a
greatly reduced-or a possibility a reduced welfare caseload. Once
that is done, then I think you have a much better chance to have
great success with these employment and training initiatives.

I will just close there. I'm sorry to go over.
[Professor Lerman's written testimony and a letter to Senator

Moynihan follows:]
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mr. chain and lwbes of the cmiV e, dressing this omtitt.e

is a giie onor for m. I am grateful tA have a chance to present my

idea for redhpingour nation's i=m a ort system directly to the Senators

most ro; mible for dealing with antipoveit-y and welfare policies. It is

a special privilege to interact with Oairman t.kyan, Whose wisdoM and

knowledge of these issues are only imoztta~d by his sawtr-dim interest

in relivlzq and ---- it~ poverty.

In my view, we now have an opportunity to build a new strategy for

helping the poor while reading ---. e- M on welfare ! xrogratuw. Th key to

the new aproac is to develop a brid that can help low income

families (including mother-headed families) live decently outside the welfare

system, even if they cannot earn high wages. Working families should not

have to resort to program providing aid in the form of charity; they should

not have to admit (to tklves or to others) that they receive benefits

to : rpe sate for their inability to support their families. Unfortunately,

the current system's rmans-tested pr-gzzu-AFDC, food stamps, public housing,

and medicaid--make abudantly clear to recipients that their benefits depend

almost entirely on their own inadequate earnings.

Although several current proposals =ve in the right directions, they

still rely too much on welfare prrgrm and do little or nothing to help

poor families not on welfare. ey nmra mothers to work, but fail to

ren pize that working most of the year at available wages would leave most

mothers on welfare and below pi-erty. proposals do not offer solutions

to the prcbles of -nadequate halth covers for the curret ixrking poor

and for welfare recipients who stay off welfare for several years.

1
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Ocsder a mother trying to move off AFDC and i* "o the mirstream system

of work. Supose the mployutnt and training programs sLxeded in helping
her obtain a job for two-thirds of the year at $5 per hour. In emst states,

even if the mother worked steadily at this job, her family would still be on

welfare and have to live on an irnome that was well below the poverty line.1

If her job did not provide health insurance, she wild either have to limit

her family's aess to medical services or spend a '..arge share of her income

on health insurance.

There is a better way. It is time to reorient the system away from

means-testing and tward mnstrea:m alternate ves to welfare. As others

have ephasized, we should insist that low inome adults have the

responsibility to work and to support their children. In return, we shald

make sure that parents who work and obtain child support at realistic levels

can achieve a decent living standard for their families without resorting

to welfare programs. In building such a system, we must guard against
unrealistic expectations and the terxlency to believe that any single program

can accouplish our main goals. You have already heard proposals for child

support and employment initiatives. Mule these lc t play some role

in the rw strategy, they cannot carry the entire load.

The best approadi is to make several modest and increental changes

that add up to a fundamental shift away from welfare.

1 Take the exmqrle of a mother with two children, working 110 hours
per month at $5 per hc in a state with a benefit level of $400 per month.
After one year, the mother can deduct from countable incom only $75 as a
standard i and $160 per dild for child cam payments. hus, her
coutable income would equal $387, ($550 in earnings, - lus $72 as EITC
paymts, minus $75 and $160 in AFDC dedutions) which is less than the
$400 APD benefit.

2
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I prpe a s based on the follwiw ou wnts:

1. A Child Sup;zt Assuranc Program

2.* A Wage Rate Subsidy Program for Family Heads

3. A Rafw~able Child Tax Credit

4. State Health Insurance Programs to Replace and Supplement Medicaid

5. Enhae Training for Those Rtmining on Welfare

The Individual Proaram CumQMt

1.0 e id ur suaePrcm

UMver the Child Support Assurane Program, states wm1d insure that
custodial parents received at least some min.;um am=* fr=t non-c-istodial

parents. Otherwise, states would have to pay custodial parents a basic

amount, say $90 per month per dhld, less any payments collected fr=n the

absent parent. While this program resembles AFDC, especially now that states

have expand dild support collections, there are iotant differences.

Moths heading families would be able to retain their entire paymnt even

if te earnd othr inre. (Those earning beyond $15,000 uld have to

pay tax on the payments.) Perhaps as important, tkvm mothers and the general

public would clearly see that the benefits were the result of nonpaying

fathers and weak state aInistraton rather than the family's poverty and

inability or waillinness to work. States would only have to collect $20-

$25 per week to avoid spending cn this program.

You have already heard about Wisconsin's effort to operate a Child Support

Assurance Systan (CSAS). iile I applaud this initiative, I believe the

Wisccrsin assured benefit has been set too high relative to the amounts

3
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that the state should be expected to )llect from absent fathers. 2 If the

CMS is to represent something distinct frcm welfare, then the assured benefit

provided by states should be no higher than what 80-90 percent of fathers

could realistically pay. AssumiMr that states should be able to claim 20-

25 percent of earnings of absent fathers, the assured benefit should probably

be set no higher than $100 per month per dild.

2.0 he Refundable Child Tax Credit

fhe secon xaront of the bridge system would be a refundable child

tax credit set at $600 per year per dild. fhe credit wold replace the $2,000

perscral exemption for dildren effective in 1988 and would thus involve

wly minimal net revenue costs. Th-a inremental cwae in the tax ode

could effectively target benefits on low icome families fairly and without

stigma or series incentive effects. AvoidiM suh "hrror stories" as
having credits going to a few wealthy families could be easily a lished

by disallowing the credits for those who itemize deductions. For thoe

still on AFDC, the credits would have zero net costs since they would count

against AFDC benefits on a dollar for dollar basis. The earned income tax

credit has already bro)en the precedent against makiM credits refundable.

3.0 The waae Rate Subsidy
The third caqxxmt would be a generous wage rate subsidy or an enriched

the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC). I favor replacing the EITC with a

2 Mle Wisconsln CSAS provides for an assured benefit of $3000 per year
for the Zirst child. The gidlInes to the judge specify that rncustodial
fathers pay 17 percent of their ino for the first child. Given these
rmters, fathers would have to earn $17,647 per year for the state to have
no liability. This is about t. medipr earnings level for all male workers.
Thus, a substantial share of absent fathers are likely to earn less than
th A n -nt.

4
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wage rate subsidy for princip earners in families with dildren. Hae is

how the subsidy would work. Adults in families with children with the highest

earning in the prior quarter would qualify for a subsidy payment or.

hu The payment would equal half the difference between $7 per

har and the worker's wage. Consider a mother heading a family and working

at $4 per hour. She would receive a wage subsidy of $1.50 per hour (a-

half of $7 minus $4), -,us Jir easing her taka-hcm wage by nearly 40 percent,

to $5.50. If she worked at a $5 per hour jc, her subsidy would be $1 per

hour and her take-hcme wage would be $6 per hour. The wage subsidy would

reward work s.bstanti* ly for those with the lowest earnings capacities,

those whose best job is a low wage job. 'At#kers would view the supplements

as appropriate ensatio r family beads trying to make ends most by

working lcng hours at unappealing jots. The cost need not be excessive so

lcng as the program restricted eligibility to the primary earner (the person

earning the most during the prior six months) in families with children.

Tewage rate subsidy has advantages over exparding the EITC. With

the wage subsidy, we can provide large work-related benefits with-mt worrying

about extending goverment payments to middle inccma families. A full-year

worker earning $4 per hour could receive $3000. were we to attempt to transfer

such amounts through the EITC, we %uld have to phase cut the benefit at

high tax rates or pay subsidies to middle income earners. 3  A secxad advantage

of the wage subsidy is that it insures that benefits go to those willing to

3 Supose that the ErIC paid a maximum of $3,000 to families with $8,000
in earnings. Then, we would have to phase out the subsidy at a 25 percent
tax rate to limit the benefit to families with incas of $20,000 or less.
This would raise margL-l tax ates over the $8,000 to $20,000 range to 40
percent. Lmmring the phase cAZ rate would extend EITC payments to families
Arith income above $20, 000.

5
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'work at low wages. EM payments my go to moderate and high wage workers

who do not work steadily.

4.0 State Mdical InM-3e

Me comination of the refundable tax credit, the wage rate subsidy, and

the child support assurance program wold minimize the role of AFPC and

food stamps. But the shift away from welfare programs might not work unless

we alter the method of financing medical care for the poor. It would be no

great favor to keep mothers heading families off AFDC if the result was to

eliminate their eligibility for medical insurance. Unfortunately, exitirg

proposals for extedLq medicaid during the first year aftAr families leave

AFDC dwa with problem only tmaiorarily and do not tcuch working poor families

who stay away frmn AFTEC altogether.

I proper a cm -rehensive, but -incremntal approach of substinutirg

state mdical insurance p gr mm for medicaid. As employers do now, states

would coose to finance health coverage through a variety of providers after

rieoeivir bids from inrance capanies and HM's. Like emloyees, welfare

recipients would cxose fro am these insurers or providers. As under

miLcaid, states would pay the full premiums for these recipients. Wawlfare

family heads who lack health coverage through an employer wold be able to

buy into the program at highly subsidized rates. To finance the subsidies,

states could tax tho employers who do not currently provide health insurance.

This approach has the advantage of destigmatzing medical coverage and

providing for a smooth transition fro welfare to work.

Iziri con:ribioni from employers not offering group health insurance

Wo4d be fair ., d efficient ocrqared to alternative ways to broaden coverage.

For example, if the goverwzt mndated that all employers had to offer

6
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health in ware to all workrs, many mll employers would face a high
adinistrative burden in order to extend coverage mostly to secondary workers-

-youth and spouses-who already have coverage under the family head's policy.

By allowing employers to make payments into a state fund, the goverrmnt

wvuld minimize the adninistrative buxden and the dual cover. At the

same time, the policy wvild have the appeal of fairness by requiring that

all emp oyexrs bear som of the burden of health coverage. It would eliminate

the current inequity in which employers who already provide health insurance

for their own employees sometimes have to pay higher insurance rates to
help suvot coverage for the uninsured.

5.0 Job Search. Emloment and Training for ReMainiXr Welfare ciDients

he combination of the child support assurance program, the refundable

tax credit, the wage rate subsidy, and the state medical insurance programs

would minimize the role of AFDC, food stamps, and medicaid. For a mother

and two dildren, the maximum credit and child support assurarc paj nts

would equal $300 per month. Misse two amounts alone would well exceed AFDC

levels in 12-16 states. In the other states, even a moderate amount of

earnings would move people off welfare. Mothers able to work half tim at

the $4 per hur would be off welfare in most states and have a total income

of over $750 per muth.

With the bridg system in place, welfare caseloa will decline, perhaps
substatally, thereby allowing the work and trains program to focus o

the group st in need of services. The employment progr would not have

to impose any specil targetizM requirments in order to cxramntrat on

those I mt need of services. Further, the program's could acive success

in mviM families off welfare even if it were only able to help parents

7
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wm* uesily at low, wag jcbs. 7t bridge system would give current

rw~iim~sa realistic hope of leaving welfare andt raising their incme

beycrxl the poverty level.

Th o an FImiv I and Welfare Exit Points

7e five progr ca ; mets--child support assurance, a mall refudable

dLd tax credit, a w rate subsidy, state health insurance, and employment

andl trainn-cold omran wide public support because they respcxx to

over rising poverty without epwrdnrq welfare program associated

with 4,m-ixy and the txx serving. As a total package, the changes
oxfld wke a dramatic difference in the i e, i, and self-

reect of the poor and in the way the public views assistance pr.gr

tkIe the raw system, mothers heaing families who wrk half-time or

mare at realistic wags would keep elves off welfare, above the poverty

line, and maintain their family's health insurance. raw in= tw-paent

families wmld be abl, to raise their icmes subsantially and gain health

a wl th having to resort to food stas or other welfare benefits.

Te attachd graphs illustrate how various families wold fare urger

the current and proposed system. 'e figures focus an the total inm

of famIlies at different levels of work effort, wage rates, and child care

. All ig ore medicaid and health insurance. Figures 1 and 2 assm

no child care eqpvm, while in Figures 3 ard 4, I assum welfare mothers

have to spend $2 per hmw- to pay child care upees.

Note in Figures 1 and 3 that the proposed system woulc permiit even

mothers wcrJdr at $4 per hotw to e poverty while staying off welfare.

off the proposed systa, mothers headin families wou wrk t selves

off welfare with only half-time work at $4 per hawz. Wodirq beyondi 10

8
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hcurs per week would begin to yield sizable inceases in total family icm.

In cctrast, work is oftea urorfitable under the current system. Note in

Figure 4 that even mothers able to earn $6 per har would see only marginal

r in family in and would find themselves below the poverty line

after wcring all year. full-t 0a

IDw i two-parent families would also gain substantially under the

proposed system. They old benefit from the refundable tax credit, the

wage rate subsidy, and possibly the health insurance axrmImt. Figure 5

coqare total inches of two-parent families with two children under the

proposed and crent system. In these orzziars, the family head works

at a full-timr, year-round job paying $4, $5, or $6 per hcur. 4 Under the

pcsed system, even heads who earn $4 per hour would be able to move their

families iOut of poverty with full-time work. Today, such families fall 25

percent below the poverty line. If these low wage jobs did not provide

health insurance, the family would lack overage for medical experes unless

they paid a subtantial sl :' of their Izoia for insurance. Under the

proposed system, they wild je able to buy low cst health insurance.

Costs and Benefits

Althc h I do not yet have figures for the cs and the distributio

of benefits, I should be able to provide the Comuittee with these figures

within two months. Thanks to a grant fr=n the Ford Fo.udation and their

Project on Social Welfare and the American Future, I am develcpirq a detailed

analysis of the plan based on new data from the Survey of I and Program

4 Since cunly 20-25 perct of poor two-parent families claim food stands,
the figure ass zero incom from food stamps.

9
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ticn. At this m ,t, I believe the not increase in Fedral and

State costs would ncot be substantial, sing uWy of the char invove

sonectuut i n c u for arx tw or finding a relevant so of

In nliicn, I wamnt to register my aret with Senator Noynihan,,

the Mite House, and nnny of the nation's governors that w have a significant

tiity to make major chas in the nation's system of incom sports.

A now ccnurm has amre that aibasizes reductions rather than xpaniscons

of welfare, iireases in the eployment of recipients, and .t jten-q the

e mnfont of cild sport ia .

I a imistic: that ymr aitte can build n this new cormm5

and develop a -r efficient and r ram system that red.u poverty

while prcctiri irdq x11wesx. You can forge a ra social policy for famlies.
But to do so in a way that causes poverty and welfare d.endecwy to decline

si0 ificantly, I believe w need a bric system for the foreseable fut-im.

If the Congress, through the Cooittee' s leadership, can legislate these

rw aq=moacs, I believe you will gain the suprt and gratitude of welfare
recipients, the nrwelfare poor, and even the taxpayers of this c .ntry

10



Income
FIGURE 1

Gains from Work: New
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FIGURE 2

Income Gains from Work: New and Current
System:Wage Rate - $a6/Hour
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FIGURE 3

Income Gains from Work: New and Current
System:Child Care, Wage Rote - $4/Hour
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FIGURE 4

Income Gains from Work: New and Current
1 ... System:Child CoreWage Rate -- $6/Hour
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FIGURE 5

Income from Full-Year Work by Wage Rate
Under Proposed and Currant System120%
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Brandeis University
( er for Hrilrr (rsduaie sdwkl h17.131)-3'70
Human Resourc" I alhans. %lu-whu.e- 8OO-,.43-47O5

0225-9') I10
March 30, 1987

Senator Daniel P. Moynihan
Chairman, &kocmittes on Social
Serity and Family Policy

Strae Finan Csuittes
U.S. Oxqrsse
DiWrM Bunt. Office Baildir
Wshinton, D.C. 20510-6200

Dear Secutor M~dban:

At the close of my tetimony before the &Subommttee on February 23,
1987, you asked that I write a Judgment about %dfat cmld be picked up in
revenue if we b serious about ctild in.port enforcmet, including
giving states standards that would have to be met. In ruspone to your
requet, I have reviewed a rtuber of studies that provide information relevant
to your qmrslm. I shall wsrize these findings briefly and offer my
j~zudgnt about potetial hk~etary swvings front inrved child support

1. L avemeuts MWrLrt Title IV-A ASv Activit 1

Total MDC collections in 1985 reached $1.092 billion, well above the
$671 illion collected in 1981. Over the same period, the percent of AF C
payments rumored rose frm 5.2 to 7.3. However, the costs of administering
the program also inreased, from $526 million in 1981 to $814 in 1985. As
a result, over two-thirds of the $421 million bxisase in collecticnu was
offset by inreas administrative costs. Of the other third, m of the
money went to AFDC recipients because of the 0igssicnUally mandated policy
of disrerdin the first $50 in support paymets and the reminig m nt
wenit to stts 7he 1981-85 increase in collections did rout yield any budget
savings to the Federal government, both because of the disregard policy arnd
because of the fact that states gain a higher sham of collecticm than
they pay in adunistmtive costs. only in a few states did the Federal
government ach'ieve savings through the IV-A program.

Given the rem, pest, we can draw the following crrlusicus about
ir~witl lu oets throuh Title lV-A agenies.

1. Increases in collecticru are likely to continue but total collections
Will probably amt to less than 10 percent of payments.

2. Adinistrative costs are likely to camtinm to rise, perhaps mor slowly
than in the post.
3. No significant savings are likely to aue to the Federl gcverrwit.
Indeed, it would be an -ram rt if the Federal goverruwmt losses fro=
the Title IV-A pr ngrm stayed the sam or fall slightly.
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2. Major Shifts in Oollection Activity

over time, the technology of collection procedures may improve to the
point were states can efficiently obtain the support payments due to AFDC
recipients from ncin-oustcdial parents. This would require major changes in
collection procedres for all non-custodial parents. For example, sm
states may require imm.diate withholding without waiting for parents to
ecme delinquet. Implementing these changes at little or no added costs

could brig in increased sport paymts and associated Federal savings.
However, even this hapy prospect wild not bring in o as amounts because:
1) over 60 percent of AFDC mothers do not have support awards; and 2) the
average award is low (only $86 per month per dild in 1982). Still, collecting
all amonts currently obligated would increase the share of AFDC payments
offset by sport payments from about 7 percent to about 14 percent.

3. aDing Cbligations and Collections

A major increase in Federal revenues old result if states were able
to insure that all AFC mothers had support awards and that all awards ware
collected. According to estimates prepared by Philip Robins (American Eoconomic
Review, Septmer 1986, p.785), extenig support awards and developing a
payment system that collected the full award would cause suport payments
to reach 32-34 percent of AFDC benefits.

4. Imposirg New Standards for Support Obligations

A number of states are currently developing presumptive standards for
judges to use in establishing legal child support obligations of non-custodial
parents. In general, these standards would increase the amounts id by
non-custodial fathers. Adopting these new standards would increase support
payments, even without any increase in collection activity. However, the
reductions in AFDC benefits would be small, perhaps 5-7 percent. If, in
addition, collections improved and awards were extended to all fathers, the
reduction in AFDC benefit outlays could be substantial. one estimate indicates
that AFDC benefit paid could decline by as mxh as 50 percent, if the following
three changes were implemented: 1) move to payment standards as specified
in the Wisconsin model; 2) extend awards to cover all AFDC mothers in cases
involving an absent parent; and 3) collecting the full obligation.

Overall Oonclusion

Incremental improvements in the child support collection system are
unlikely to yield major Federal budgetary savings. However, if states were
to implement broad changes in the setting of support awards, in the
establishing of awards, and in the collection of payments, significant savings
in AFDC benefit outlays would result. The most serious gap in the current
system is the large number of mothers who lack support orders. Establishing
these awards should be a high state priority. This step is important for
budgetary reasons. More important, requiring all absent fathers to pay
some child support is a statement of principle that, as you said, "...if
you bring children into the world, you have responsibility for them."

Sincerely,

Robert I. Lerman
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Rockefeller, why don't you begin
with any question for the panel?

Senator ROCKEFELLER. I'll come off the wall.
What would an increase in the minimum wage do about any of

this, either positively or negatively?
Professor LERMAN. Who lo you ask?
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Whomever.
Dr. REISCHAUER. The minimum wage, as you know, hasn't been

changed since January 1981.
Senator ROCKEFELLERi. I know. It is proposed to be increased.
Dr. REISCHAUER. An increse in the minimum wage would certain-

ly help a lot of low-income workers in America, there is no ques-
tion about that. But it is a relatively blunt instrument for dealing
with poverty in American, because roughly four out of five of the
people paid at or below the minimum wage do not live in a poor
family. So, wages are raised for a much larger group than the
working poor.

A rise in the minimum wage also would have some marginal in-
flationary impact,"and that might have the effect of pushing some
people below the poverty line. So, there is an ambiguity with re-
spect to what the overall effect would be on the number of people
in poverty.

That is not to say that there aren't a number of good reasons to
raise the minimum wage, reasons that deal with the distribution of
earnings in the United States.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. There may be ambiguity, but in terms of
the three of you and in terms of the problem we are discussing this
morning, would it help or hurt?

Professor MEAD. I think it would help, but it isn't the central
problem. The way I would put it is, there are some problems with
low earnings for low-skilled people, there is no questions about it,
and the proposals we have heard from my colleagues I think have
addressed those to some extent.

But with the exception of health insurance, the lack of Medicaid
if one leaves welfare, there is not very good evidence that these low
wage factors are the result of low work effoi-t. The main work
reason for dependency and poverty is the low numbers of hours
worked or simply nonparticipation in the labor force.

Now, that has no obvious connection to low pay. One might
argue that if people were well-paid they would work more hours
rather than less. The fact is that welfare people, even employable,
at least the long-term cases, seem to work at much lower levels
than other low-skilled people.

Now, my explanation for that is primarily the lack of authority
in welfare, and that is why it seems to me we need definite partici-
pation obligations to overcome that. That has a much stronger
effect on participation than raising the wage rate, because this
group, for whatever reason, is not very responsive to economic in-
centives.

So, efforts to improve the wage package, including health insur-
ance or other benefits, are important for people who are already
working. But our problem is to get them working at all, to get out
of the house, to participate actively. It is getting participation,
where I think public authority is more important than incentives.
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Now, the one place where you clearly do need new benefits is in
the area of health insurance. That is a clear deterrent for mothers
going to work, and that we have to address. But the other things I
am not so clear about. I don't think they are the central problem
for non-work; rather, I think the low wages cause inequality
amongst those who are already working. But they don't explain
poverty and dependency on the whole. Those are due, rather, to
low work hours and to non-work, and for that we need a different
explanation, and I think it is largely the lack of clear-cut participa-
tion requirements in welfare.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. You mentioned San Diego and West Vir-
ginia, and I come back to the question of jobs and the training for
those, and if the jobs don't exist.

I suppose your could theorize that, if you train people and if
there is a way to actually lift people's skills to the point where
they could get jobs were there jobs available, that that would be
good.

Now, there are two ways of looking at that. One is that if there
aren't jobs available in a West Virginia, that you deem everything
not to work. Or you could say that, through something old-fash-
ioned like a job bank or cross-state cooperation, people would get
trained and they would simply have to go somewhere else, which,
then, West Virginia would either be deemed to be a failure on its
part to produce jobs, or you could be deemed to be proper because
people were finding work somewhere, which is better than not
having work anywhere.

Can you respond to that?
Professor MEAD. Well, as I said, the evidence is that jobs are

available in most areas of the country, most urban areas, at cur-
rent work levels among poor people. If you look at what determines
job entries in a program like WIN-and I have done studies of ex-
actly this-the main determinant is the share of recipients who are
obligated to participate actively. That is much more important
than the labor market constraints.

Now, that is true particularly in urban areas; it is less true in
rural areas. In rural areas there are, in some places, clear-cut
limits on the numbers of jobs. But even in these areas, the share of
clients obligated is more important than the job market in explain-
ing whether WIN can put people in jobs.

I think West Virginia is really atypical, and we shouldn't look to
that as an example.

Now, training has a benefit in helping people to go to work, but
the main way it has that benefit is increasing the hours that they
work in the jobs they can already get. Training has a limited effect
on the wage, a much greater effect on earnings. So, its main effect,
in my interpretation, is in fact to motivate people. So that is why I
think training can play a role in a work program, but it must be
mandatory-that is, you must have clear-cut mandatory participa-
tion in that as in other work activities. If you do, then you get
more work out, which is the goal.

So, we shouldn't think of training primarily as raising skills, al-
though it does that to some extent; we should think of it, rather, as
energizing people to get out and do something. And when they do,
the jobs are there, in most cases. The jobs that are mostly available
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are low-skilled, and it isn't necessary to have training to take most
of them.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. All right. Now, you talked about the in-
trinisic value in your testimony of the training, and I understand
that. But if the work isn't there in that area-and rural people
tend to want to stay closer to home-then at some point it's intrin-
sic value, but it is not work.

Professor MEAD. Yes. Well, in rural areas it may be necessary, as
it has been in West Virginia, to create jobs.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Well, that is what I am trying to get at.
Sure.

Professor MEAD. I would be in favor of that. But what we
shouldn't do is make that our national strategy. I think this is,
again, what I would term "a new-deal agenda' creeping into this
issue, which I think is inappropriate. There is a fear that I have
that we will make public jobs our main avenue for work through a
national program. That isn't necessary in most areas, but it may be
necessary in West Virginia.

So we have to have a program that simultaneously stresses pri-
vate-sector jobs, which are the real jobs available for most people,
which do not require advanced skills in most cases; but at the same
time, while stressing that, we have to have a provision for public
job creation in areas where jobs are really lacking, like West Vir-
ginia. Both of those things are true.

Senator ROCKEFELLER. Mr. Chairman, at the time that we started
the Community Work Experience Program in 1981 in West Virgin-
ia, shortly after that our unemployment rate was at 21 percent,
and was at 21 percent in fact for parts of 1982 and 1983. I don't
think during the Depression it got much over 25 on a national
basis.

Do you know or could you supply the Chairman's subcommittee
with figures on, when in rural areas where jobs are not easy to
come by, and not just in West Virginia but in Central Appalachia
as a whole and other places, for people, when they do get basic
skills of intrinsic value, to the extent that they can get jobs, to
what extent do they have to go elsewhere to find them?

And I am not making a moral judgment-that may be the higher
moral judgment that they have to go elsewhere, so long as they do,
as opposed to either subsidizing public jobs in that state, on the one
hand, or on the other hand going to Texas, which they used to do,
or other places to find work. Both have value for the family, for
the person, because it is work that pays. One has less value for the
state, because you have invested then lost the person; but that may
be a lower moral dimension than the person getting work some-
where.

Do you have figures as to the rural areas?
Professor MEAD. I don't know that myself. I do know studies

which talk of migration in the country and the effect of people
moving toward where they think jobs are available. It would e my
expectation that people moving from rural areas could find at least
low-wage jobs in urban areas today, at the margin.

Now, if they all moved there, and if people on welfare all decided
to work consistently all at once, you might find a lack of jobs even
in urban areas. But at the moment-and I do have a study of WIN
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that talks about this directly-the job constraint in urban areas
looks to be unimportant in whether people go to work.

Dr. RESCHAUER. I would like to just raise a word of opposition or
disagreement with Larry. I think he minimizes the problems of
finding jobs in this country. West Virginia might be perceived as
an anomaly when compared to only the East Coast in 1987. But we
have Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Texas, the Pacific North-
,west, lots of areas of this country right now where finding a job as
a skilled person or an unskilled person is a very difficult thing.
Several years ago it was Michigan, Ohio, the Rust Belt. These
things go up and down.

To look at the experience of the WIN program-and I don't dis-
agree with his analysis, but we are looking at a small number of
people who are running through that program-and saying, under
these kinds of conditions what is important, that is very different
from saying we are going to consider putting work obligations on a
million welfare recipients. You are just orders of magnitude differ-
ent in that case, and I would be skeptical.

Professor MEAD. I just don't want to overemphasize my disagree-
ment with Bob. I would agree with him that there are two impor-
tant limits to what I am saying. One is that, though jobs are avail-
able in urban areas where most of the caseload is, they may not be
available in rural areas. I agree with that. In fact, that is a finding
in my own most recent study.

The other thing I agree about is that the jobs are available at the
margin-that is, at current work levels. If indeed we had hugely
large increase in the number of welfare recipients seeking work,
we might find a problem, more broadly. I agree with that.

But since jobs are apparently available at the margin in the
urban areas, at present, I think we should start requiring work and
see how far we get. That is why I think phased implementation
stressing higher participation should be the focus of the implemen-
tation process, and let s see what happens. I don't know what is
going to happen down the road; we may find, with higher participa-
tion levels, that we start to see a constraint. Then you should
create jobs. But let us not start off creating jobs in large numbers
in urban areas, when in fact jobs are available at present.

Senator MOYNIHAN. All right. We got that.
Senator ROCKEFELLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
One question of each of you. If any of you disagree with what the

other has said, please volunteer your disagreement.
Mr. Mead, you said that simply to offer new benefits, whether it

be child support, child care, work and training benefits or what-
ever, if they are voluntary you think that that isn't productive.
You implied, therefore, that there should be an obligation. My
question to you is: Are you saying that, in order to receive benefits,
one must agree to work in a certain job for a certain period of
time? Have you detailed that?

Professor MEAD. Yes, basically that is correct. I think there is an
important place for services in an effective work program, but vol-
untary employment programs that did not involve a clear-cut par-
ticipation-of-work requirement, such as CETA, did not achieve
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higher work levels among the dependent; they achieved other im-
rovements to their earnings, perhaps, in terms of higher wages,
ut they didn't raise the share of the dependent who were trying to

work, and that is what we are mainly interested in here.
So, I think you can have services, but they must themselves be

mandatory, as a work obligation would be. They must be a form of
work, in other words. And it is the two together-the providing of
some service in training and job placement, and other assistance, it
is that plus the recipient's obligation to participate-that I think
moves us forward. If you just have the obligation with no services,
or if you have the services without obligation, you won't achieve
what you want.

Senator BRADLEY. Are there degrees of difficulty with the various
levels of welfare populations?

Professor MEAD. Oh, yes. That is why I think it is appropriate for
some people to say, "Rather than go to work immediately, you
should enter a job-readiness program of some sort."

Senator BRADLEY. I can't hear you.
Professor MEAD. I am sorry. Rather than say to everyone, "You

should go to work immediately," we should have some forms of job-
readiness training or other training for people who are less job-
ready. I accept that. But for them, that is the job; that is their obli-
gation to participate in that. And if you put them under the obliga-
tion, then in fact a significant share of those people will in fact go
to work.

So, the important motivating, energizing force is the obligation.
Senator BRADLEY. Thank yob.
Dr. Reischauer, you implied that medical care is a problem area.

Would you be supportive of extending the eligibility for Medicaid
to someone who has exceeded the poverty level by a certain dollar
amount? Or would you be in favor of extending the eligibility for
Medicaid for a certain period of time after that person is over the
poverty threshhold? Or both?

Dr. REISCHAUER. Right now we have a provision in the law which
allows for an extension of Medicaid coverage for AFDC recipients
who work their way off of welfare, so to speak. Their Medicaid is
extended for a number of months. And the question is whether
that should be amended.

Senator BRADLEY. It is four?
Dr. REISCHAUER. It is nine, now. And states have an option on

that.
Senator MOYNIHAN. It is nine, yes, for those who become ineligi-

ble due to the loss of their earned income disregard.
Senator BRADLEY. And the state option is?
Dr. RE1SCHAUER. They can extend that for six more, beyond that.
You are in a very difficult problem here, because Medicaid is a

relatively comprehensive health insurance system that, while it
doesn't provide you access to any doctor you might want, turns out
to be relatively generous compared to the insurance that is offered
by most employers that offer health insurance, such as the health
insurance I have. There are no co-payments, there are no deducti-
bles. And the question is, how do you mesh this relatively generous
public system with the kinds of insurance that low-wage workers
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are receiving, if they are receiving any at all? It is a very, very dif-
ficult problem.

You could have people buy into Medicaid, conceivably, for a
period of time. Have those who have poverty-level earnings pay a
monthly premium charge to be a part of this system, but a premi-
um charge that wouldn't cover the entire costs of the system.

I have a paper which I will be glad to send you which lists sever-
al alternatives along these lines.

Senator BRADLEY. Yes, I would very much like to see that.
Dr. REISCHAUER. But I don't think it is something where you can

just say if these people lack coverage; we should extend the cover-
age,. because you have to think how it is going to mesh with the
insurance that the rest of society has, and is there going to be re-
sentment where these two types meet.

Senator BRADLEY. Right. Well, if you have a paper, I would like
to see it, and I am sure the Chairman would.

Chairman MOYNIHAN. We would like to have it.
[The paper follows:]
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Welfare Reform and

Welfare Reform and
the Working Poor

Robert D. Reischauer

n his February 1986 State of the Union Address,
President Reagan called for a thorough review of
the current welfare system and the development of

a strategy to reduce dependency. This call, together
with growing public concern over high rates of child
poverty, the plight of the homeless, the emergence of
an underclass, and teenage pregnanry, has put welfare
reform back on the nation's agenda.

As groups both inside and outside government have
reviewed the current welfare system with an eye to-
wards reform, they have consistently concluded that
existing programs do not do enough to encourage wel-
fare recipients to become self-sufficient. The policy
response to this has been a renewed interest in efforts
to enhance the employability of welfare recipients,
reduce the barriers that keep some recipients from
employment, and increase the motivation of recipients
to look forjobs. More than three-quarters of the states
have begun to test a variety of work-welfare programs
that offer such activities as basic skills classes, job-
related training, work experience, job search assis-
tance, day care services, transportation subsidies,
supported work, wage subsidies, and public sector
workfare positions.

The author would like to thank Robert Greenstein, Sar
Levitan, and Isabel Sawhill for their comments and Rob
Krebs for his research assistance in the preparation of
this paper.

Policy discussions concerning these efforts to move
welfare recipients into the workforce have focused
almost exclu:iv ,ly on the world of welfare and on
questions like: What treatments should be offered?
Which recipien'.s should participate? and, What work
requirements oould be imposed? Little attention has
been given tr, the work environment into which the
program participants will move; that is, to the world of
the low-wage, low-skilled workforce. This is unfortu-
nate, because the circumstances facing low-income
workers may significantly influence the effectiveness
of work-welfare initiatives.

One reason why the circumstances facing the low-
income workforce are important for welfare reform
and work-welfare initiatives is that they limit the assis-
tance that can be offered to those receiving welfare.
This constraint arises from the widely-shared belief
that those who work and conform to society's expecta-
tions should be better off than those who depend on
public assistance. Many would feel it was unfair if
welfare recipients were offered benefits, education
and training options,job opportunities, and supportive
services that were significantly more generous than
those available to the low-income working population.
Resentment could grow and a political backlash might
develop against welfare programs. In addition, per-
verse incentives could be created. Low-income work-
ers might be drawn to welfare so as to avail themselves
of the greater opportunities provided to those on pub-
lic assistance.
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A second reason why the circumstances facing low-
income workers are important for welfare reform and
work-welfare initiatives is that, for most recipients,
these circumstances represent the realistic alternative
to the dependent life. While public policy should strive
to place welfare recipients in jobs that pay an adequate
wage, most recipients will find their employmetnt OP-
portunities limited to low-wage jobs of the sort cur-
rently held by those with little education and few skills.
If welfare recipients are to strive for self-sufficiency,
they must regard the life style afforded by these jobs as
an attractive alternative to public assistance. When the
jobs they can get do not have such appeal, programs
that try to move people off of welfare must rely on
regulation and sanctions. Such approaches have never
proven very successful.

This paper examines the circumstances facing the
low-income working population. It documents how,
for many of those who possess few marketable skills, a
life of work may not offer much more in the way of
material comfort than a life of dependency. To the
extent that this is the case, policies must be adopted to
improve the lot of low-income workers before signifi-
cant welfare benefit improvements can be considered
and before work-welfare initiatives can be expected to
succeed on a wide scale.

The next section provides some basic information
about the working poor and near-poor: how many
there are today and how their ranks have changed over
the past decade. It also reviews the various reasons
why some of those who work find themselves with
inadequate incomes. The third section compares the
life of the working poor and the life of the welfare
recipient with respect to two important dimensions of
government policy, taxes and health insurance. The
final section of this paper describes some of the poli-

cies that could improve the circumstances of the low-
income working population. These policies should be
an integral part of any effort to reform the welfare
system.

The Low-Income Working
How Big? Who? Why?

Population:

Many families and unrelated individuals in America
work, yet are poor or have incomes that are uncom-
fortably close to the poverty threshold. In 1985, thcre
were some 3.6 million families who were poor even
though the household head worked at some time dur-
ing the year.' (See Table I) Six percent of all families
and one-half of all poor families were members of the
working poor. In addition, there were about 2.5 million
unrelated individuals who worked but were poor.
Roughly two out of every five poor unrelated individu-
als worked at some time during 1985. The ranks of the
working near-poor, those who were not poor but had
incomes that were below 125 percent of the poverty
threshold, were made up of 1.6 million families and 0.8
million unrelated individuals.

The vast majority-some 84 percent--of working
poor families contained children. Slightly over one-
third of working poor families (37 percent) were fe-
male-headed. Seventy-three percent were white and
23 percent were black.

While the size of the working poor population has
declined slightly from the 1983 peak that was associat-
ed with the 1981-2 recession, this population has
grown substantially during the past decade. The num-
ber of working poor families was roughly one-third
greater in 1985 than it was a decade earlier and the
number of working poor unrelated individuals was 40
percent larger.

Table 1:
Poor and Near.Poor Working Families and Individuals, 1975 to 1985
(Numbers In Thousands).
YEAR FAMILIES UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS

Poor Near-Poor Poor Near-Poor

1985 3,630 1.555 2,510 837
1984 3,574 1,663 2,577 835
1983 3,768 1,716 2,688 754
1980 3,073 1,548 2,221 842
1975 2,745 1,544 1,793 611
a: Above poverty but below 125 percent of poverty.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports, "Charactenstics of the Population Below the Poverty Level," Series P-60, Number
154.152.147,123, and 106 and unpublished data.
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There are a number of different reasons why some
families and individuals who work find themselves
poor. For some, in particular the one-third of working
poor families who worked full-time throughout the
year, the problem is one of low wages relative to the
size of their family. A significant fraction of all jobs do
not pay a wage that, even on a full-time basis, is suffi-
cient to support a family above the poverty threshold,
For example, in 1985 almost one out of every thrce
jobs did not pay enough to keep a family of four with
no other source of income out of poverty.' (See Table
2)

Several recent studies suggest that the proportion of
jobs in the American economy that pay enough to
support a family adequately has declined in recent
years. One of these studies found that the fraction of
household heads who did not earn enough to keep a
family of four out of poverty increased from 19.7 per-
cent in 1979 to 26.1 percent in 1984. Another study
estimated that over one-half of the net increase in
employment that occurred between 1979 and 1984
could be attributed to jobs that paid less than $7,012
(1984 dollars) per year. This disproportionate growth
ofjobs paying inadequate wages has had a particularly
pronounced effect on the employment prospects of
those with little education.!

Various measures of average wages also suggest
that the pay provided by many jobs has deteriorated in
recent years. For example, average real hourly earn-
ings in the private, non-agricultural economy are some
6 percent below the peak level which they reached in
1971 and average real weekly earnings for production
and non-supervisory workers are 14 percent below the
levels reached in the early 1970's.

The minimum wage, which represents the floor un-
der the entire wage structure, has declined in real value

as well. Fixed in nominal terms at $3.35 an hour since
January 1981, it has lost over one-quarter of its pur-
chasing power to inflation. Currently, a single woman
with one child working full-time, full-year at this wage
can not earn enough to lift her family of two out of
poverty.' The income of a family of four whose bread-
winner worked at a minimum wage job would be only
62 percent of the poverty threshold.

For other working poor, the problem is not primarily
one of low wages, but rather of working at a part-time
job rather than a full-time job. While the American
economy has generated a tremendous number of jobs
over the past decade, an increasing proportion are jobs
that offer only part-time employment. In 1985, one out
of six jobs in the economy was part-time.6 While many
workers voluntarily choose part-time employment be-
cause of the flexibility such jobs offer, others have no
options and find such jobs to be a cause of poverty. In
1984, 29 percent of the household heads in working
poor families and 45 percent of poor, working unrelat-
ed individuals held part-time jobs; one out of ten poor
working families had a head who worked throughout
the year at a part-time job.

Family responsibilities, poor health, or a shortage of
full-time jobs rule out full-time work for many. For
women who are raising children, the first of these
factors is especially important. While two-thirds of all
mothers with children under age 18 worked in 1984,
one-third of these working women did not work full-
time. The situation facing single mothers, who do not
have a husband's income or help with child care, is
particularly difficult. Some 44 percent of poor single
mothers who worked were employed in part-time jobs.

Some who work and yet find themselves poor have
inadequate incomes because they do not work
throughout the year. In 1984, roughly two-thirds of

Table 2.
Percent of Jobs Paying Wages that Were Insufficient to Support
Families of Various Sizes Above Poverty Thresholds, 1985.

Family Size
Pay Basis 2 3 4 5

Hourly 11.1% 25.9% 42.6% 54.5%
Non-hourly 7.3 10.0 16.6 24.6

Total 9.5 19.2 31.6 41.9
Source: Estimates from the March 1985 Current Populaton Survey. Based on a comparison of the poverty thresholds with 2080 times the hourly wage
rate and 52 times the weekly wage of those who are not paid by the hour. The estimates would be somewhat higher if adjustments were maoe for me
fact that some hourly jobs are not full-time.
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working poor family heads and 55 percent of such
unrelated individuals did not work the entire year be-
cause they experienced some unemployment. Much of
this unemployment results from-the instability or sea-
sonality that is characteristic of many low-wage jobs.
The remaining one-third of the working poor did not
participate in the labor force for the full year because
they had health problems, entered retirement, went to
school, or were needed at home. The difficulty of
balancing work, school schedules and child care
makes the last of these reasons an important explana-
tion why many working women with children work for
only part of the year.

The preceding information indicates that there is a
large and growing population of families and individu-
als who are trying to make it in the world of work, but
who are not meeting with great success. Low wages,
temporary unemployment, a shortage of full-time jobs
or the presence of responsibilities that preclude work-
ing full-time throughout the year leave this population
with inadequate incomes. The problems faced by this
population deserve, in their own right, to be addressed
by public policy. Moreover, they must be confronted if
we hope to motivate welfare recipients to increase
their work effort and thereby become more self-suffi-
cient.

Government Policies and the Working Poor
Most government programs that are directed at the

low-income population assist the working and non-
working poor without distinction. Housing assistance
programs, nutrition programs, education assistance,
and job training efforts differentiate on the basis of

income, not the origin of that income. However, the
same can not be said for the tax system or for health
policies. In recent years, both have tended to place the
working poor at a disadvantage.

All low-income Americans, regardless of the source
of their income, pay some taxes. Sales and excise
taxes, which depend on a family's level and pattern of
expenditures as well as its state of residence, hit the
working poor and welfare recipients alike.7 This is not
true for income or payroll taxes. Transfer payments,
such as welfare, are not subject to such levies, while
earned income is. In recent years, this distinction has
become increasingly important as the income thresh-
olds above which families of different sizes must pay
income taxes have fallen and as payroll tax rates,
which are applied to all earnings up to a maximum,
have risen.

In 1948, a family of four could earn up to $12,170
(1986 dollars), or 10 percent more than the poverty
threshold, before it owed any federal income tax. By
1986, this tax threshold had declined to about $9,570,
or 14 percent below the poverty threshold.' Because
the values of the personal exemption, the zero bracket
amount, and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)
have not been increased as fast as inflation, the tax
burden on a working family with poverty level earn-
ings has risen substantially over the past decade.9 In
1975, such a family received a refundable credit or
payment through the EITC equal to 4.55 percent of its
inome; by 1986 that same family was required to pay
income taxes equal to 3.26 percent of its income.'0

(See Table 3) The Tax Reform Act of 1986, which is
discussed in the next section, will reduce these bur-
dens significantly starting in 1987.

Table 3: Average Tax Rate for a Four Person Family
with Poverty Level Income from Earnings
Year Poverty Average Tax Year Poverty Average Tax

Level Rate Level Rate
1948 $2,459 0.0 1980 $ 8,416 -0.66
1955 2,735 0.45 1981 9,289 1.89
1960 3,025 2.13 1982 9,859 2.89
1965 3,223 0.97 1983 10,176 3.13
1970 3,966 1.94 1984 10,609 3.43
1975 5,497 -4.55 1985 10,988 3.37
1978 6,663 -2.01 1986 11,213' 3.26
1979 7,414 -4.33 *estimate
Source: Eugene Sleuerie and Paul Wilson, 'The Taxation of Poor and Lower Income Workers," in Jack A. Meyet (eddm), Ladders Out of Poverty: A
Report of The Project on the Welfare of FamitW, Aniencan Horizons Foundation, Washington, 1986.
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In recent years, state income taxes have also tended
to take a bigger and bigger bite out of the incomes of
the working poor. In 1950, few states imposed income
taxes on families with poverty level earnings. This
situation changed during the 1960s and 1970s as more
states imposed levies on income and as tax rates in-
creased. Between 1977 and 1983, the average state
personal income tax rate for a family with $10,000 of
income (1979 dollars) rose from 1.54 to 1.98 percent."

The major tax burden on the working poor, of
course, is the payroll tax which finances the social
security and medicare programs. This burden has risen
steadily in the post-war period. In 1948 a tax of I
percent of earnings was levied on both employers and
employees; by 1970 this rate had risen to 4.8 percent:
by 1980, to 6.08 percent: and by 1986, to 7.15 percent.
Thus, a family of four with poverty level earnings will
pay about $800 in payroll taxes for 1986.

In all, a family with earnings equal to the poverty
threshold pays roughly 12 percent of its earnings in
taxes which are not levied on the welfare recipient.
This effectively reduces the difference between the
resources available to those who work and those who
are dependent on welfare.

Many of the working poor also have less protection
against health care expenditures than does the welfare
population. Most non-aged Americans obtain health
insurance for themselves and their families through
their jobs or the jobs of another family member. But
many low-wage jobs provide little or no such coverage
and individually-purchased health insurance tends to
be very expensive. In 1984, roughly three-quarters of
wage and salary workers who were poor worked in
jobs that did not offer group health insurance. Seven-
ty-four percent of those who held jobs from which they
earned less than $10,000 during the year did not have
group health insurance through their place of employ-
ment.'1

Part-time jobs and jobs in small firms tend not to
offer employer or union provided group health insur-
ance. Such insurance is also frequently not provided in
certain industries and occupations. (See Table 4) For
example. while 85 percent of men employed in execu-
tive or managerial occupations had job-related health
insurance, only one out of four women in service occu-
pations enjoyed such coverage.

Even when health insurance is available, low-wage
employees often have to bear more of the cost of that

Table 4: Percent of Wage and Salary Workers Not Covered by
Employer or Union Provided Group Health Plan
By Selected Industries, Occupations and Earnings, 1984
A. Industry/Occupation
All Industries/Occupations
Industries
Agriculture, Forestry,

Fishery
Construction
Retailing
Personal Service s
Entertainment,
Recreation

Occupations
Technical, Sales,

Admin. Support
Services

B. Earnings Level

Under $10,000
$10,000 to $20,000
Over $20,000

Male
332%

75.1
47.0
54.8
65.2

65.1

27.6
55.2
Male

Full-Time Part-Time
65.9%
24.2
9.1

88.7%
53.2
27.5

Female
48.3%

76.3
51.6
70.4
83.5

73.9

46.4
74.7

Female-
Full-Time Part-Time

57.4%
20.1
13.2

86.9%
48.5
36.5

39

Source: Bureau of the Census. Current Population Reports. "'Charactenstcs of Households eno Persons Receiving Selecte Noncash Benefits:
1984." Series P-60, No. 150, November 1985
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coverage than do high-wage workers. Employers oi
unions picked up the full tab for more than 40 percent
of the group policies covering full-time, full-year work.
ers earning over $25,000; however, they paid the full
cost for only one-quarter of the policies covering full.
time, full-year workers earning less than $10,000.

The limited evidence available also suggests that
policies covering low-income workers are less ade-
quate than those covering the high-income work-
force. " Deductibles and coinsurance rates are proba-
bly higher, reimbursement standards lower, cata-
strophic coverage more limited, and dependent
coverage less prevalent. Policy holders with less ade-
quate plans tend to have higher out-of-pocket expendi-
tures.

In contrast to many of the working poor, welfare
recipients do have fairly adequate health care cover-
age. This protection is provided through the Medicaid
program, which covers the full cost of hospitalization.
doctor's services and a range of other medical needs.
In over half of the states, Medicaid pays for eyeglass-
es, prescription drugs and dental care. While Medicaid
coverage is fairly comprehensive, a patient's choice of
providers is severely limited because many doctors,
reacting to low Medicaid fee schedules, do not partici-
pate in the program. Measured by expenditures, the
annual value of Medicaid protection for the typical
AFDC mother and her two children was about $1,700
in 19&4.14

Recent program expansions have extended Medic-
aid coverage to some, but not many, of the working
poor and near-poor. Certain pregnant women and
young children who meet their state's income and
resource limits for Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) have been eligible for Medicaid
since October 1984 even if they do not meet the other
eligibility requirements for AFDC.15 States may
choose to extend Medicaid coverage to two-parent
families that meet the state's AFDC income and re-
source limits even in cases where one parent is em-
ployed and the state has no cash assistance program
for two-parent families with an unemployed breadwin-
ner.

In addition, thirty-five states offer Medicaid cover-
age to the "medically needy." To be classified as
medicallyy needy," a family with dependent children
must have an income that, after deducting medical
expenses, falls below 133.3 percent of the state's
AFDC payment standard. The family must also meet
the state's non-income eligibility requirements for re-
ceiving AFDC. These include not only restrictions on
family structure but also resource limits that exclude
families who have more than minimal assets.6 Few
low-income working families benefit from the "medi.
ally needy" coverage and those that do might have to

r spend several thousand dollars on medical care and
t sell most of their assets. Therefore. for the vast major-
- ity of the low-income working population. Medicaid
I represents, at most, a very limited form of catastrophic
- insurance, not something that helps to pay the day-in

and day-out costs of medical care.
Taking both taxes and medical care into account,

the material standard of living available to many low-
wage working families may not be much better than
that afforded to families who depend on public assis-
tance. In the average state, a family of four with pover-
ty level earnings would have disposable resources that
are less than 25 percent above those of a welfare fam-
ily; in a high-benefit state such as California. the work-
ing family could find itself 6 percent worse off than a
family on welfare."7

Viewed from the perspective of the welfare recipi-
ent, the self-sufficient life may not seem very appeal-
ing. In the average state, a welfare mother of two who
finds a job earning just enough to cross the poverty
threshold (about $4.20 per hour in 1986) would see her
disposable resources rise by over 45 percent, a signifi-
cant increase over the level provided by a life of depen-
dency. However, if she has to pick up the costs of
medical care for her family because her job provides
no health insurance, and has to spend $31 per week on
day care, this increase would shrink to less than 10
percent.

In a high-benefit state such as California, her situa-
tion would be improved by less than 10 percent as a
result of working full-time. In effect, her net wage
would be less than $0.40 per hour. If she had to pay for
day care and medical care, her situation could actually
be worsened by taking a job.

But even these examples may overstate the realistic
alternatives facing many welfare recipients because
the earnings prospects for the average welfare mother
are generally quite limited. For one thing, full-time,
full-year work may not be realistic for someone trying
to raise several young children without help. For an-
other, a wage of $4.20 an hour may not be attainable.
Over half of all welfare mothers do not have high
school diplomas, close to one-third have no previous
work experience, and the vast majority of those who
have held a lob have worked at relatively unskilled
occupations. In 1985, over half of working women
who lacked a high school diploma held jobs that, on a
full-time, full-yewr basis, did not pay enough to support
a family of three--the median size of an AFDC fam-
ily--above the poverty threshold. Presumably, many
of the women who are currently working command
higher wages than the average welfare recipient can
earn when she first leaves the welfare rolls.

Of course, the attractiveness of the self-sufficient
life to the welfare recipient depends not only upon a
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comparison of the net income available from emplo)
ment with that provided by welfare. There are alsi
other satisfactions, benefits, aggravations and cost
associated with the two alternative ways of life. Worl
can provide a sense of identity and a feeling of pridi
that comes from knowing one is self-sufficient. Wel
fare may stigmatize an individual and foster feelings o
inadequacy and low self-esteem. Most jobs broader

*one's horizons and are a source of enjoyable persona
interactions and friendships. But employment also en
tails extra costs for clothing, transportation and chilk
care. Time for housework, family and leisure activitie!
is lost. Anxieties and tensions may arise from unsatis.
factory child care arrangements or from a difficult job
environment. For the most part, these dimensions are
difficult to quantify, intangible and subject to wide
variations across individuals and job situations.

Policies to Assist the Working Poor
Policies should be adopted to help the low-income

working population both because this group deserves
assistance in its battle to remain self-sufficient and
because such policies are a prerequisite to any effort to
reform the welfare system. Macro-economic policy
must play an important role in this effort. As long as
the nation tolerates a rate of unemployment that is
close to 7 percent, the ranks of the working poor will
be large. In such an environment, many will find them-
selves unemployed for part of the year or confined to
jobs with shortened work schedules. Slack labor mar-
kets also keep the real wages of many jobs from rising.
For those earning sub-poverty incomes, the failure of a
pay check to keep pace with inflation is especially
cruel.

But the focus of efforts to help the working poor
must extend beyond a reliance on macro-economic
policy. Steps should be taken in the areas of wage, tax,
and health policy to ensure that those who work do not
find themselves at a disadvantage and that welfare
recipients who make the effort to become self suffi-
cient through work improve their circumstances signif-
icantly.
Wage Policy

The ideal way to raise the wages of low-income work-
ers, is to raise their productivity through increased
education, training and job experience. However,
such policies take time and often are not very realistic
for middle-age and older workers. While awaiting the
results of such longer-term strategies, we could raise
and index the minimum wage. From 1962 until 1979, a
full.-time, full-year worker could earn enough at the
minimum wage to support a family of three at close to

F. or slightly above the poverty threshold.," The current
D hourly minimum wage of $3.35 would have to be in.
s creased to about $4.35 in 1987 to re-establish that stan.
k dard. This level would be approximately $0.17 higher
e than the level needed to restore the purchasing power
- that the minimum wage has lost since it was last raised
f in 1981.
I An alternative would be to tie the minimum wage to
I some measure of average wages in the economy. Over
- the period 1962 to 1981. the minimum wage averaged
1 48.2 percent of the average gross hourly earnings for
s production and nonsupervisory workers in private

non-agricultural industries. The minimum wage would
have to be raised to about $4.36 per hour for this
relationship to be re-established in 1987.

If the minimum wage were tied to the amount need.
ed to support a family of three at the poverty thresh-
old, it would automatically be adjusted for changes in
the cost of living. This might be regarded as inappro-
priate during periods of inflationary shock when the
real wages of other workers tend to fall. Thus, it may
be more sensible to adopt the indexing procedure used
for social security benefits when the trust fund re-
serves are relatively low. Under this procedure, the
minimum wage would be increased each year by the
lesser of the increase in wages or in prices. If the
annual adjustment were made on the basis of wages,
the shortfall relative to prices would be made up when
real wages began to grow again.

Over the long run, the relative value of a minimum
wage tied to the cost of living would decline if real
wages and real standards of living rose. This would not
be the case if the minimum wage were tied to some
measure of average wages.

Increasing the minimum wage is no panacea; in fact,
it is a rather blunt instrument for improving the living
standards of the working poor. In 1985, fewer than one
in five workers who were paid at or below the mini-
mum wage lived in a poor family; approximately one in
seven workers earning between $3.36 and $4.35 was
poor. Fewer than one in eight minimum-wage workers
and workers earning between $3.36 and $4.35 lived in a
family with an income between the poverty threshold
and one and one-half times that threshold.' Thus the
vast majority of those who would benefit directly from
an increase in the minimum wage would not be among
the working poor or near-poor.

Increasing the minimum wage is also a policy that
would raise some difficult tradeoffs. To the extent that
labor costs were pushed up, this policy would be infla-
tionary and could have a small detrimental impact on
the nation's competitive position. Roughly 15 million
workers would be directly affected if the minimum
wage were increased to $4.35; another large group
would be indirectly affected by efforts to maintain
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wage differentials between minimum-wage and abov
minimum-wage jobs. Because of the inflationary cor
sequences and because employers may experience did
faculties accommodating a single large wage increase
it would be prudent to phase in the new standard ove
several years. Four annual increases of $0.37 per hou
would bring the minimum wage to roughly the leve
needed in 1990 to support a family of three at thi
poverty threshold.

A second difficult tradeoff involves employment
Faced with a higher cost for labor, some employer
will cut back their workforce or reduce hours. Thi!
impact is likely to have the most effect on teenage
and others with the fewest marketable skills and th(
least solid attachment to the labor force. While the
persistence of high teenage unemployment rate!
makes this possibility particularly troubling, it should
be noted that most teenagers (62 percent in 1985) are
currently paid more than the minimum wage.2' Esti.
mates suggest that job opportunities for teenagers
would be reduced by about one percent for every ten
percent rise in the minimum wage. These disemploy-
ment effects may be softened a bit by the tightening of
youth labor markets that is expected to take place as
the size of the teenage cohort shrinks over the coming
decade.

Nevertheless, serious consideration should be given
to establishing an alternative minimum wage for teen-
agers. This rate could be limited to high school age
teenagers (18 and under) who generally d,3 not work
full-time throughout the year. Such a differentiation
would reduce the temptation to leave school before
graduation. A teenage minimum wage could be set at
the level needed to support a family of two at the
poverty threshold-about $3.55 an hour in 1987.

For the past few years, the issue of a youth mini-
mum wage has generated an intense debate in which
proponents have tended to exaggerate its benefits and
opponents have often exaggerated its costs. The na-
tion should not allow this disagreement to further para-
lyze efforts to restore the minimum wage to a level that
can support a family.

Hourly wage subsidies offer an alternative to in-
creasing the minimum wage. The principal earner liv-
ing in a family with children could be provided a subsi-
dy equal to one-half of the difference between $6 and
the worker's hourly wage rate.Y2 Such a subsidy would
reward work by giving more to those who worked the
longest hours. It-would be well-targeted because, per
hour of work, the biggest subsidies would go to those
who were paid the lowest wages. A minimum wage,
full-time, full-year worker would receive a wage subsi-
dy of roughly $2,750 under this scheme.

While wage subsidies have much to recommend
them, they represent a major change in policy that

e might take sever 1 year to enact and implement. New
i- mechanisms would have to be established to ensure
r. accurate reporting of hours. Changes may have to be
=, made in the tax code to recapture subsidies given to
r those whose circumstances improved markedly over
r the course of the year.
I Tax Policy

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 eliminated the federal
income tax burden on the working poor and greatly

s reduced this burden on the near-poor. When changes
s are fully implemented in 1988. the income levels at
s which families begin to owe federal income taxes will

be above the poverty thresholds for all family sizes. A
mother with two children will not have a positive tax
liability until her income exceeds 143 percent of the

I poverty threshold; for a married couple with two chil-
dren the corresponding figure will be 124 percent.

The liberalization of the Earned Income Tax Credit
contained in the Tax Reform Act of 1986 represents a
major benefit for the working poor. This credit, which
is available to families with ci ildren, will be set at 14
percent of family earnings up to $6,20U.1 The maxi-
mum credit of $868 will be reduced by $0. 10 for every
dollar of income the family has above $9,770. Thus, a
credit will be received by all those with incomes below
$18,470. If this credit exceeds a family's tax liability,
the credit will be refunded. This will be the case for all
working poor families with children. In 1988, a four-
person family with earnings just at the poverty thresh-
old will receive a payment of $640 or 5.29 percent of its
pre-credit income.

The working poor could be helped even more
through further enhancements of the EITC. One such
improvement would be to provide larger families with
bigger credits through the EITC. Under current law,
the credit does not vary by family size. Thus a family
consisting of a mother and a child with earnings of
$7,000 a year will receive the same $868 credit in 1988
as a family of six with the same income. If both of these
families were to earn just enough to reach the poverty
threshold for their family size, the two-person family
would receive an EITC payment for $868, while the
larger family would receive only $239.

A straightforward method of adjusting the EITC by
family size would be to increase the credit rate accord-
ing to the number of dependents. A four percentage
point increase for each additional dependent would
add about $250 per additional dependent to the size of
the maximum credit.24 If this adjustment were limited
to dependent children, not spouses or related adults,
the structure of-the EITC would reflect the special
difficulties faced by single-parent families.

Several other adjustments could be made in the
EITC to assist the working poor even more. First, the
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EITC could be extended to childless couples and index
pendent single individuals. If this were done, there
would be less need to raise the minimum wage to the
levels discussed earlier. Second, the basic credit leveh
could be raised above the amounts provided in the Tax
Reform Act of 1986. After the scheduled social securi-
ty tax increases of 1988 and 1990 take effect, the en-
hanced EITC will not fully offset the payroll taxes paid
by some working poor families.' Finally, further ef-
forts could be made to ensure that those who will be
eligible for a refund through the EITC receive that
payment on an advance basis rather than in a lump
sum payment after they have tiled their tax return.
Currently, fewer than two of every one thousand tax
units receiving an EITC refund obtain their payment
on an advance basis.

Another area of tax policy that could be modified to
provide more help to the working poor is the child and
dependent care credit.' Single working parents and
families in which both parents work are currently al-
lowed to take a tax credit equal to a fraction of their
eligible child care expenses. Expenditures of up to
$2,400 are eligible for families with one child and
$4,800 for those with more than one child. The credit is
30 percent of the eligible expenditures for families with
incomes below $10,000, 20 percent for families with
incomes exceeding $28,000, and between 20 and 30
percent for families with intermediate incomes.

For the most part, low-income working families
have not utilized the child care credit because, even
with the credit, they can not afford paid forms of child
care. The credit has largely helped the middle class. In
1983, fewer than one out of ten beneficiaries of this
credit had an adjusted gross income below $10,000;
less than one percent of the total tax expenditure bene-
fited such low-income families, With the increase in
the tax thresholds, the child care credit will cease to
benefit any of the working poor.

Two changes could make this credit of some value
to the working poor. The first would be to raise the
percentage of expenditures that can be credited from
30 to 50 percent for those in the lowest income brack-
ets. The second would be to make the credit refund-
able. This would ensure that the working poor receive
some benefit from this provision of the tax code once
the Tax Reform Act of 1986 is fully implemented,

Reforms in state tax policy could also help the work-
ing poor. Tax thresholds for most state income taxes
are far below the poverty thresholds. Increasing num-
bers of working poor are finding themselves with state
tax liabilities. Between 1980 and 1983 the number of
poor families that paid state income taxes increased by
30 percent.

States should take their cue from federal policymak-
ers and raise the income levels at which families first

begin to owe taxes to levels that are above the poverty
thresholds. The next few years are a good time to
undertake such reforms. The changes in federal tax
policy will affect the income tax revenues of 44 states
and force many to review their tax codes." Thirty-four
states will see their revenues increase as a result of the
new federal law. A portion of this windfall should be
directed at providing tax relief for the working poor.
Health Policy
Roughly 15 percent of the population has neither pub-
lic nor private health insurance coverage."' Low-in-
come workers and their families make up a large share
of this population. Their situation contrasts sharply
with the adequate medical protection provided to wel-
fare recipients through the Medicaid program. While
steps should be taken to provide the low-income work-
ing population with more adequate protection against
large health expenditures, all of the mechanisms for
accomplishing this objective have some serious draw-
backs.

In the past few years, the strategy that has been
followed has been to extend Medicaid benefits to in.
creasing numbers of low-income persons who are not
welfare recipients. The most recent, and potentially
far-reaching, expansion of this sort was contained in
the budget reconciliation act for fiscal year 1987 (PL
99-509). Under this legislation, states will have the
option of extending Medicaid to all pregnant women,
and children up to the age of five, who live in poor
families.' Thus, Medicaid coverage need no longer be
limited to those receiving AFDC, those living in cer-
tain family structures and those with large medical
expenditures. However, many states may not be able
to take advantage of this option because they do not
have the resources to pay their share of the costs.

Recent legislation has also extended Medicaid cov-
erage to families who lose their AFDC eligibility due to
increased income from work or child support. The
Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 (PL 98-369) lengthened
the period of Medicaid protection for those with in-
creased earnings from four to nine months and allowed
states the option of an additional six-month extension.
It was hoped that this would make welfare recipients
more willing to seek jobs because they would know
that they would not lose their public health insurance
protection until they were well established in the work-
force. The Child Support Enforcement Amendments
of 1984 (PL 98-378) required states to extend Medicaid
coverage for four months to those who lose their
AFDC eligibility because of increased child support
payments.

The strategy of extending Medicaid to increasing
numbers of low-income persons raises a number of
problems. First, it is a relatively expensive approach
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because Medicaid provides fairly comprehensive prc
tection and few incentives for providers or patients t
restrain their use of services. Second, this strategy
raises questions of fairness; some low-income worker
are given free Medicaid coverage because they do no
have employer-provided health insurance, while oth
ers of equal means may have a less comprehensiv
work-related plan which requires a moderate employ
ee contribution, coinsurance and deductibles. Third
those employers that offer group health plans may b4
tempted to drop them if a significant fraction of thei
workforce is eligible for an expanded Medicaid alter
native.

One way of extending Medicaid to more of the low
income, uncovered population while minimizing these
problems would be to permit thos' who do not have
employment-related insurance to "buy into" Medic.
aid. Such participants would be required to pay a
monthly premium as well as deductibles and coinsur.
ance. The fees could be keyed to family income or
could be set at flat rates as they are in private policies.
Because of the expense involved, many may still
choose to go without health insurance. The public
costs of such a program could be very high if those
who do opt to "buy in" do so because they have more
serious health problems.

A second strategy for providing more adequate
health insurance to low-income workers is to encour-
age more employers to offer health insurance plans,
enrich the benefits of existing plans and extend them to
dependents of their workers. This could be done
through tax subsidies or regulation. The former may
not be very effective because many of the employers
who do not- offer health insurance or who provide
marginal policies are small firms, new firms or finan-
cially weak companies, all of which tend to have low
or no tax liabilities.

Several recent policy initiatives have opted for the
regulatory approach. The fiscal year 1986 budget rec-
onciliation act (PL 99.272) requires businesses with
more than 20 employees that have group health plans
to extend coverage to the widows and divorced
spouses and dependents of workers for three years;
workers who have quit or been laid off can receive
insurance for up to 18 months. Few may take advan-
tage of these options because the participants must pay
the full cost of the plan plus a 2 percent administrative
fee. The fiscal year 1987 reconciliation act (PL 99-509)
will extend health insurance coverage to more uncov-
ered part-time workers. It requires employers that of-
fer group policies to extend insurance to all employees
who work more than 17.5 hours a week.

For the most part, the regulatory measures that have
been enacted have been incremental. A more radical

regulatory approach would require all employers to
o offer their employees a basic health insurance plan that
y met some minimal standards. The regulations would
s have to specify the proportion of the premium that
,t would be paid by the employee, the provisions for
i- family coverage, and the conditions under which an
e employee could choose not to participate. If the em-
- ployee contributions were significant and the partici-

pation voluntary, many low-income workers might
choose to go without insurance. If the employers had

r to pay a significant amount for this coverage, there
- could be disemployment and inflationary repercus-

sions from such a mandate. Small firms, new firms and
- employers with high worker turnover would encounter

difficulties meeting a mandate to provide a group
health plan.

State insurance pools represent an alternative that
could overcome some of these problems. Under this
approach, each state would be required to establish an
insurance pool that would provide health insurance to
all workers who were not covered by employer-pro.
vided plans. The public insurance plans could vary
from state to state and would provide only very basic
hospital and major medical protection.

The pools could be supported by an employer-paid
payroll tax similar to the unemployment insurance tax.
This tax would be levied only on the wages of workers
who were not covered by an employer-provided plan
that met certain minimal standards. Thus, employers
would have an incentive to provide their own policies.
The tax rate could be kept at a moderate level if many
of those whose wages were in the tax base did not
actually utilize the insurance because they were cov-
ered under the more liberal policies of another member
of their families. Over one-third of the workers who do
not have employment-related health insurance are
covered under a policy of a parent or spouse. The
insurance provided through the state pools could be
extended to those receiving unemployment benefits if
these payments were subject to the new health insur-
ance payroll tax.

Extending health insurance to more of the low-in-
come working population is a difficult and expensive
undertaking. It is difficult because of the complex way
in which health insurance is currently provided. Em.
ployers, unions, voluntary organizations, individuals
and government programs all play a role. New pro.
grams should not induce these players to reduce their
current efforts. It is expensive because health care
costs are very high. The health insurance enjoyed by
most professional workers costs between $750 and
$2,000 a year for the employee and more for family
coverage. For some employers, such an expenditure
may represent a prohibitive increase in the cost of
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labor, particularly for a low-skilled worker in an indus-
try facing international competition. For the low-wage
worker, struggling to make ends meet, the cost of
health insurance may be equally unaffordable. While it
is reasonable to expect both low-wage workers and
their employers to bear part of the burden for health
insurance, some public resources will have to be ex-
pended if adequate health protection is to be extended
to a substantial fraction of the low-income working
population.

Conclusion
The effort to reform the welfare system has focused

attention on work and self-sufficiency. This is certain-
ly a positive development. It reflects a renewed con-
viction that many welfare recipients can and should
participate in the economic mainstream. It also reflects
society's willingness to devote more resources to fa-
cilitate this participation.

However, the shining hope of self-sufficiency for
welfare recipients should not blind us to the bleak
reality faced by many low-income workers who are
not welfare-dependent. Despite their best efforts,
these workers and their families often lead lives with
no more material comfort than that provided by a
welfare check. They have been largely neglected by
public policy which has focused on the dependent poor
and the politically powerful middle-class.

Policies can be developed to assist this group who
are striving to remain self-sufficient. These policies
will not only help the working poor, but also will serve
to motivate welfare recipients in their effort to become
more self-sufficient.

I
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Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Lerman, would you say once more, suc-
cinctly, what are your thoughts on child support assurance?

Professor LERMAN. My first comment on the medical?
Senator BRADLEY. If you disagree.
Professor LERMAN. NO I just wanted to extend the point that I

mentioned regarding th. Health area. I think, there, what we don't
want to do is extend a welfare-oriented system, it seems to me.
Rather, we want to move to a more mainstream system, so that
even people on welfare may seem like they are in types of pro-
grams-HMO's and insurance-type plans-that working people are
in.

My proposal for dealing with that is to have states have a range
of providers, as employers do now. And then when people get jobs,
they would pay a part of the premium, as Bob mentioned, but that
we could perhaps finance a good deal of this by having a contribu-
tion from those employers who don't now provide health insurance.

Now, many times in states, what we do is, to cover the uninsured
we have these pools that current employers who provide health in-
surance have to contribute more. Their insurance rates go higher.
So, I think that that would be one way of handling it. Still, the de-
tails need to be worked out.

As far as the child support assurance, the basic idea-you are fa-
miliar with the Wisconsin model, I presume.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes, we are.
Professor LERMAN. Well, I applaud the Wisconsin model. I hope

it goes forward. I like it. The one thing that I am a little hesitant
about is the fact that for one child the assured benefit is $3000.
Now, they also have a provision which says that the father, the
absent father, must pay, if he has one child, 17 percent of his earn-
ings. And that would require that that absent father make some-
thing like $18,000 a year. Now, that is well above what, say, 30-40
percent of such fathers make, and I think that changes the nature
of the program.

What you want to tell people regarding this program is:
Here is a program which pays people an assured benefit, only to the extent that

the state has failed to either establish paternity, to establish an agreement, or to
collect the payment.

Now, if you set the benefit very high, what you are saying is,
"Well, we are also making an income-supplement program out of
it." In other words,, "We aren't collecting it just because we failed
to collect; because, even at realistic levels of what he would earn,
we wouldn't have collected that much." That was my only amend-
ment to the Wisconsin model.

Senator BRADLEY. But you are not advocating lowering the per-
centage?

Professor LERMAN. No, not lowering the percentage, but not
trying to do everything with the assured benefit. I think we need
this combination approach.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I would like to spend another hour with the
three of you, but two distinguished governors have arrived, dug out
of their various snowbanks, and we have our very good friend
Gerald McEntee here.
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Don't go away. I am going to ask each of you if you would do
something for the committee.

The largest new source of revenue, coming out of Mr. Mead's no-
tions in "Beyond Entitlement," and so forth, is this whole question
of child assurance that Senator Bradley was just talking about.

Would you write us a judgment of what we could realistically
expect to pick up in revenue if we really start getting serious about
this, and giving states standards that they have to meet, and how
you might suggest it could be done? We have to be realistic about
our budget situation. And also, we are not doing this just as a
matter of funds; we are doing it as a statement of principle. I
mean, if you bring children into the world, you have responsibility
for them.

I have a dear friend who was President Johnson's principal advi-
sor on educational matters. He recently said that in their family
the rule is, "By the time you are 40, you're on your own and out of
the house." But they are not sure they are going to pull it off.
[Laughter.]

Gentlemen, we thank you very much.
I see Senator Danforth is here, because his distinguished Gover-

nor has arrived as well.
Would Governor Kean and Governor Ashcroft be generous

enough to let Mr. McEntee testify first? He has been here most of
the morning, and I know you know him, and I am sure you will
want to hear what he has to say.

Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. No, I just wanted to say a word about Gover-

nor Ashcroft, Mr. Chairman, but another witness is coming first,
and I will just wait in line..

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is very generous of you.
And a very good morning.

STATEMENT OF GERALD W. McENTEE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF STATE AND COUNTY MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. MCENTEE. Good morning.
Mr. Chairman, I know you want everyone to be brief, and when I

see that red or yellow light come on, I want everyone to under-
stand that I am also here for Bob McGlotten, who is late, so I have
the proxy of the AFL/CIO with me today, and I would hope that
that would, in essence, give me a few more minutes, Mr. Chairman.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I just thought how much luckier you are
than if you were appearing before the Supreme Court. When the
red light goes on at the Supreme Court, they just get up and walk
out.

Mr. MCENTEE. I just don't want to be hooked.
Senator MOYNIHAN. No, sir.
Mr. MCENTEE. I want to stress at the outset that effective and

equitable welfare reform requires an active federal role and a
major commitment of federal resources. It would be ironic if a lack
of will to make the necessary investments jeopardized welfare
reform, because consensus seems to be, for the first time, emerging
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around some key policy objectives, among them the importance of
work opportunities.

This is appropriate, since family economic independence is the
desire and goal of public officials, welfare recipients, indeed, all
Americans.

In addition, our nation's future productivity may well depend on
our willingness to make significant human capital investments in
our welfare population. By the year 2000, we could be facing a
labor shortage, with much of our labor force growth occurring
among minorities, immigrants, and women. These groups are more
prone to ending up on welfare sometime during their lives and lack
the skills needed for the jobs of the future.

Therefore, we urge you to adopt a comprehensive and flexible
education, employment and training program, based on individual
assessments. It should give the states considerable latitude to es-
tablish a wide variety of activities, including job placement, reme-
dial and vocational education, and job training.

A welfare/work plan also needs a strong family-support strategy.
The potential loss of health coverage and the lack of child care and
transportation can rule out work as a viable or rational choice in
many cases.

One issue likely to generate considerable debate will be whether
individuals should be required to participate in work and in train-
ing.

AFSCME opposes mandatory work requirements. Voluntary par-
ticipation is better, for several reasons.

First, success is more likely if we start out by doing a good job
with a manageable number of motivated volunteers. A successful
program, in turn, will attract more volunteers and political support
or program expansion. That is the lesson of ET in Massachusetts

and Headstart at the federal level.
Second, -a mandatory participation requirement for mothers of

young children can end up hurting the children the most. Even
though many women with children work, it is not easy to juggle
parental and job responsibilities. The fragility of child-care ar-
rangements, frequent early childhood illnesses, and unsympathetic
employers can put a mother in the untenable position of choosing
between economic security and the wellbeing of her children.

Welfare-dependent families are especially vulnerable during such
times, because they do not have the resources to fall back on that
better-off families have.

We already have a serious shortage of safe, affordable, and acces-
sible childcare in the country; it would be tragic to overburden an
already fragile childcare infrastructure. Doing so could lead to infe-
rior placements or, worse yet, a growth in latchkey arrangements.

Finally, there is a further danger that mandatory participation
rules, combined with a strong emphasis on placements, could lead
to the more limited and expedient approaches of job search and
welfare. This is even more likely if the employment and training
services are underfunded.

AFSCME supports real training programs, with a limited work-
experience component, that offer a chance for paid jobs with a
future. We also support subsidized jobs that give participants em-
ployee status, with wages, benefits, and rights equal to those of
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comparable nonsubsidized employees. But we do not support work-
fare programs in which recipients of government assistance work
in exchange for their grants without the benefits and dignity that
go along with being an employee.

For one thing, this approach sends the wrong message about
work. It makes work a punishment instead of an opportunity. An
unskilled welfare recipient forced to work off his or her grant may
satisfy certain political objectives, but his or her prospects for es-
caping a life of welfare dependency are not very good.

Workfare also creates pressure to substitute and displace perma-
nent jobs with decent wages and benefits. AFSCME has had consid-
erable experience with subsidized work activities under CETA and
Workfare. I can tell yrou that substitution is very hard to prove,
even when you know it is happening. We have won several arbitra-
tion awards.

In general, though, litigation has not proven to be a timely or
satisfactory way of enforcing statutory protections against substitu-
tion. A 1986 court case in Lackawanna, New York demonstrates
the problem. The case involved 26 laid-off employees, and one of
them even went on welfare and was assigned to work off his grant
doing the same kind of maintenance work he had performed as a
city worker for three years. The judge, however, was persuaded
that management's claims of previous overstaffing and a revenue
shortfall due to the closing ofa Bethlehem Steel plant were evi-
dence that the town had not substituted in that case.

Mr. Chairman, I want to call your attention to the affidavit of
Samuel Chini in that case; it is attached to our testimony and
speaks forcefully to the unfairness of Workfare.

Despite losses in the courts, AFSCME believes that substitution
is inevitable. This is especially true where a large program exists
for a long time. The result is a policy that creates a working under-
class, further erodes decent paying jobs, exchanges one group of
low-income and unemployed people for another, and diminishes the
quality of public services through the recycling of people in and out
of public work.

If the substitution effect can be elusive, there can be no doubt
that Workfare creates a working underclass in the public sector.
Essentially, it is CETA on the cheap. The so-called "pay" for PWP
workers in New York City was established more than 10 years ago
and has never been raised. It is about half the hourly rates of their
Civil Service counterparts. In addition, PWP workers have no job
rights, no benefits, and no access to the grievance procedure like
other workers.

The courts have consistently denied Workfare workers the right
to wages, benefits, and bargaining unit representation because they
are not "employees," even though they perform regular entry-level
work for that employer. It is ironic that many who attacked CETA
for creating make-work dead-end jobs today claim that Workfare
provides useful public services and enhances the dignity of the par-
ticipant. The fact is that in San Diego, New York, and West Virgin-
ia many of the Workfare slots used to be CETA slots.

Perversely, it seems, only a job with equal pay and benefits is
"make-work." That makes no sense. If a job is worth doing, the
people doing it deserve equal treatment.
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Mr. Chairman, an alternative strategy of intensive training and
education of course is much more costly and complicated than
Workfare and Jobsearch, and the job placement payoff may not be
as quick; but in the long run, the basic objective of helping welfare
recipients achieve economic independence requires a strong focus
on education, skill development, support services, and placement in
unsubsidized jobs. And to the extent that government money is
used to subsidize work activities, an equitable, rational welfare
work plan also requires enforceable anti-substitution protections
and a recognition that work assignments are worthwhile through
the provision of employee status with equal pay, equal rights, and
equal benefits.

Thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. One of the problems with Gerald McEntee

is, he is often ambiguous-have you noticed that?
Senator BRADLEY. You never know where he stands.
Senator MOYNIHAN. You never know where he stands on some of

these things. [Laughter]
Well said.
Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you so much for your testimony, Mr. McEntee. Are you

familiar with the Work Opportunities Retraining Compact which
was introduced last year in the Senate by Senator Moynihan and
in the House by Congressman Levin, with the Senator from New
Jersey as the prime cosponsor and Congresswoman Kennelly in the
House as the lead co-sponsor?

Mr. MCENTEE. Specifically? No.
Senator BRADLEY. It provided work and education and child care

in a match program, but it left the option open for the state, if it
chose to, to attach some work requirements to it. Are you opposed
to any flexibility on the work requirement issue left with the
state-not a federal requirement, but left with the state?

Mr. MCENTEE. I guess we are kind of afraid of it. First of all, we
think it should be voluntary, and then we are kind of afraid that it
builds up such major expectations; it is going to be able to place all
of these people in a relatively short period of time. And that kind
of frightens us, those great expectations.

We would rather see a voluntary program, and the voluntary
program would almost provide a step-at-a-time kind of process and
not raise the expectations of these people.

Senator BRADLEY. Did you hear the testimony of Mr. Mead which
immediately preceded your testimony, where he made the point
that he felt the obligation requirement was central to moving
people up to a higher income level, that many wouldn't seek the
education and training if it wasn't a requirement that they seek it?

Mr. McENTE. It is not a requirement in Massachusetts, I don't
believe, with their ET program. And I don't know that that has to
be an essential part of the program, that it is mandatory. We
think, with a voluntary program-we think the people basically do
want to work, that basically they do want those jobs, and that you
will have, more volunteers than you can handle.

Senator BRADLEY. All right.
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One last question, and that is: Do you have any thought for us
about the Medicaid eligibility and how someone who reaches a cer-
tain income level suddenly drops off Medicaid eligibility, and you
have a class of workers who are $2-3-4-5000 the other side of that
cutoff, and there appears to be a real disparity between the health
care provided for the two groups? Do you have any thoughts about
the Medicaid trade-off?

Mr. McENrEE. I just think it would frighten the hell out of those
people, and that they would rather remain on welfare rather than
give up that kind of protection. That is such an essential compo-
nent in developing an entire program.

Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Can I say, sir, first of all, we appreciate very

much your proposition about state latitude. I mean, we have had a
succession of governors coming in with really extraordinary, new,
interesting programs they want to put in place, and what they are
asking for is that we give them the opportunity to experiment, and
with an understanding that you are not going to pull up that sap-
ling every six months to see if the roots are growing, that it is
going to take some time. It is going to take some waivers, it is
going to take some patience, and it is going to take some good
humor.

This onetime Assistant Secretary of Labor is very much aware of
this question of substitution. And I see Mr. Chini's affidavit here.
He was working for the City of Lackawanna, got laid off, and the
next thing you know he was back in the same job at the City of
Lackawanna, only without the rights and without even being an
AFSCME member.

One of the things to be noted, sir, is that now in the fourth of
five hearings we have heard a great many things in this room in
the past six weeks. No one has come down here with that old talk
about, "They've got to work," and, "They are lazy," and, "They
won't," and, "They will." I mean, that is not the way we are think-
ing about this. We are not talking that way, we are not thinking
that way.

We absolutely agree with you that the idea that you have to
make people work is so fundamentally wrong; and yet, we want to
give them the opportunity to work. People want to work.

The proprtion of the population in the workforce today is the
highest it has been in American history. How many are actually in
the workforce? Sixty-four percent. We have never had that before.
For a long time there was what the economists used to call "the
great ratio," that from 1900 when everybody was on a farm to 1960
when nobody was on a farm, from 1910 when kids worked in coal
mines to the time when nobody worked in coal mines, some 57 per-
cent of the population was in the workforce. Then suddenly this
has gone up to 64, like that. And be assured we are with you on
these matters.

Mr. McENTEE. The Senator from West Virginia hit on a very im-
portant point: What do you do in a State like West Virginia where
you train these people, and in the private sector there just aren't
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the jobs to absorb these people? What concerns us in that regard is
that, if it is a program-of such great expectation, then there is this
movement of these workers because of no jobs in the private sector
into the public sector, which will cause a measure of substitution.

In New York City, for example, we have had 5-10,000 people
doing the exact same jobs of civil service workers that are working
off their grants in terms of welfare. We don't argue with the move-
ment into the public sector, but if the job is there, and if the job is
worthwhile, then pay the people the rates of the job and the bene-
fits.

Someone was talking about the morale of just working. Well, I
would like to reverse the coin a little bit and talk about the morale
of the person that is working off the welfare grant, and working
next to somebody who is paid about $5 more an hour, with a health
plan, with a union representing them, and with fringe benefits.
And, because they are something else or something different, they
are paid at this other rate, whatever that happens to be.

Senator MOYNIHAN. That is bad labor policy, bad management
policy, bad welfare policy, bad social policy.

Mr. MCENTEE. Bad national policy.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And bad national policy.
We thank you very much, sir.
Mr. MCENTEE. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And give my regards to Bob McGlotten. I

gather he is under a snowbank somewhere.
Mr. MCENTEE. He is under the snow.
Thank you.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you very much for being here.
[The written prepared statements of Mr. McEntee and Mr.

McGlotten follow:]
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Mr. Chairman, my name is Gerald McEntee, and I am President

of the American Federation of State, County and Municipal

Employees (AFSCME). I am pleased to have the opportunity to

appear here today on behalf of AFSCME's 1.1 million members

across the country.

Many of AFSCME's members help run America's welfare system.

They are on the front line every day coping with complicated

rules, heavy caseloads, and the personal despair of poverty.

Thousands more staff the employment service offices which have

played an important role in the work incentive (WIN) program.

Many others are only one step beyond poverty themselves, having

left the welfare roles during the great expansion of state and

local government services from 1965-1980.

As taxpayers, AFSCME members deplore a welfare system that

fosters dependency. They know that people want to work for a

living and believe that welfare recipients who are able to work

should be helped to get and hold a job.

AFSCME has had a longstanding commitment to employment and

training assistance as one of the best ways to give the

unemployed an opportunity to compete in the marketplace and to

work at decent jobs. The union was instrumental in restoring WIN

funds in 1982. We worked hard for the 1983 jobs stimulus

legislation with its $200 million Title XX increase that restored

some of the day care services for working parents that were lost

in 1981. AFSCME leaders also have been heavily involved in the
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state welfare-to-work experiments launched under the WIN

demonstrations.

At the same time, because AFSCME represents employees who

provide government services and who can be affected by them, we

have sought to protect our members from adverse impacts from

government jobs programs. Thus, we supported the Comprehensive

Employment and Training Act public service employment program

while also seeking to protect the job security, employment rights

and benefits of public employees. We have had the same

objectives with the WIN demonstration projects.

Welfare reform is once again on the national agenda. This

time we are Just beginning to emerge from an anti-government

period that is unprecedented since the Great Depression.

I want to stress at the outset that effective and equitable

wel'ire reform requires an active federal role and a major

commitment of federal resources. President Reagan's proposal for
/

state demonstrations is a copout. It ducks the obvious need for

a complex strategy requiring significant new investments. Worse

yet, these *welfare reform" experiments look like a further step

toward finishing off many major federal domestic programs by

devolving them to the states.

*New Federalism" proposals such as those in legislation

advanced by Senator Evans and Congressman Downey, seek to raise

money for AFDC improvements by turning back to the states such

federal programs as mass transit, community development, and
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pollution control. This approach merely passes the buck to the

states to raise money for programs which, in fact, are necessary

complements to AFDC reforms to r.elp reduce dependency.

After six years of federal retrenchment and four years of

"economic recovery*, poverty and unemployment are intolerably

high in many parts of the country; most newly-created Jobs pay

near-poverty-level wages, and the states, which have shouldered

ever increasing federal responsibilities, have growing fiscal

pressures of their own. Clearly, we need more aggressive federal

leadership. Indeed, recent polls show a growing public

willingness to support an activist government again.

It would be ironic if a lack of will to make the necessary

investments jeopardized welfare reform because there appears to

be a consensus emerging around some key policy objectives. Among

them is the need to promote family stability and responsibility.

AFSCME supports achieving this goal through more effective child

support enforcement, extending AFDC to all two-parent families,

and establishing a national benefit standard to assure a minimum

level of economic security for poor children and their parents.

"Work", the subject of today's hearing, is a major focus of

the current welfare reform debate. This is appropriate since,

family economic independence is the desire and goal of public

officials, welfare recipients, indeed all Americans.

The demographics of the welfare population and future labor

force trends make it imperative that an AFDC work strategy create
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the kind of comprehensive and flexible education and training

program needed for a productive workforce. A singular focus on

punitive work requirements must be avoided.

Recent research clearly shows how diverse the poor are. For

example, we know that there is a high rate of normal caseload

turnover. Half of all welfare cases end in less than two years.

Only one-sixth of all welfare cases last eight years or more.

Although those who live in urban welfare ghettos are highly

visible, they make up only a small percentage of the AFDC

population. In fact, the persistently poor are more likely to be

found outside large urban arezt3.

If the demographics of the AFDC population are not

persuasive enough, I would call your attention to the fact that

by the year 2000 we could be facing a labor shortage. And much

of our labor force growth will be among minorities, immigrants,

and women -- groups which are more prone to ending up on welfare

sometime during their lives. They also lack the skills needed

for decent jobs and face discrimination in the workplace. At the

same time, however, future jobs will continue to require higher

skills and be in the service sector.

In short, Mr. Chairman, the welfare population of today may

be a mainstay of our workforce tomorrow. Our nation's future

productivity may well depend on our willingness to make

significant human capital investments in this welfare population.

With these facts in mind, we urge you to adopt a flexible
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employment and training program based on individual assessments.

It should give the states considerable latitude to establish a

wide variety of activities, including job placement, remedial,

and vocational education, and job training. Job placements

should not be the only measure of program success. Equally

important, especially for long-term recipients, is educational

advancement.

A welfare work plan also needs a strong family support

strategy since the entire family is affected when the parent

leaves home to work, go to school, or participate in training.

The potential loss of health coverage and the lack of child care

and transportation can rule out work as a viable or rational

choice in many cases.

In the health area, in particular, we need to work on ways

to bridge the gap between Medicaid and employers with coverage.

Congress took an important step in this direction last year by

allowing states to offer Medicaid to pregnant women and children

up to the age of five in families below the poverty line. We

should mandate and broaden this coverage.

One issue likely to generate considerable debate will be

whether individual participation should be voluntary or

mandatory. Increased workforce participation by women and the

concept of reciprocal obligations are today's justifications for

mandatory participation rules.

AFSCME opposes mandatory work requirements. Voluntary

participation is better for several reasons.
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First, success is more likely if we start out by doing a

good job with a manageable number of motivated volunteers. A

voluntary program can allow and challenge the states to strive

for excellence instead of forcing them to focus on how to meet a

legal requirement to serve all or a certain percentage of the

eligible population with what is likely to be limited funding. A

successful program, in turn, will attract more than enough

volunteers as well as political support for program expansion.

That is the lesson of ET in Massachusetts and Head Start at the

federal level.

Second, a mandatory participation requirement for inothers of

young children can end up hurting the children the most. Even

though many women with children work, it is not easy to juggle

parental and job responsibilities. The fragility of child care

arrangements, frequent early childhood illnesses, and

unsympathetic employers can put a mother in the untenable

position of choosing between economic security and the well-being

of her children; Welfare dependent families are especially

vulnerable during such times because they do not have the

resources to fall back on that better off families have. A

mandatory rule could well push these mothers into choices that

are detrimental to their children's interests.

Especially critical for AFDC mothers is child care. we

already have a serious shortage of safe, affordable, and

accessible child care. In fact, the gap between supply and
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demand is overwhelming in some places. For example, the

Cambridge-based Child Care Resource Center estimates that there

are 124,000 licensed child care spaces in Massachusetts to

accommodate 500,000 children.

Giving mothers the right to opt out of a mandatory program

if adequate child care is not available will not provide adequate

protection. It is not realistic to expect a mother to risk

losing family income to assert what in practice becomes a very

nebulous right. Defining acceptable child care is difficult. Is

having a 13 year-old take care of a younger sibling acceptable?

We have heard of this being proposed in one California county

recently.

Political and budgetary pressure to produce high

participation rates or caseload reductions could lead to inferior

child care placements, or worse yet, a growth In latchkey

arrangements.

It would be a tragedy to overburden what already is a very

fragile child care infrastructure. Doing so could cause a

dumping of children into totally unacceptable arrangements in

much the same way deinstitutionalization has dumped the mentally

ill into unsafe homes and into the streets.

Finally, there is a further danger that mandatory

participation rules combined with a strong emphasis on placements

could lead to the more limited and expedient approaches of job

search and workfare. This is even more likely if employment and

training services are underfunded.
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Job search has limited value for people who need remedial

education or training, or who live In high unemployment areas.

At its worst, it is used as a way tp -orce people off the, rolls

through onerous employer contact requirements.

Workfare forces welfare recipients to work off their grants

at a rate equal to the minimum wage without employee status,

benefits, or job rights. Failure to do so results in denial or

reduction of the welfare grant.

AFSCME supports real training programs with a limited work

experience component that offers a chance for paid jobs with a

future. We also support subsidized jobs that give participants

employee status with wages, benefits and rights equal to those of

comparable nonsubsidized employees. But we do not support

programs in which recipients of government assistance work in

exchange for their grants without the benefits and dignity that

go along with being an employee.

For one thing, this approach sends the wrong message about

work. It makes work a punishment instead of an opportunity. A

welfare recipient forced to work off her grant who can barely

read, who has virtually no work skills, and who gets child care,

medical care, and transportation from the government instead of

earning the money for them on a regular Job, may satisfy certain

political objectives. But her prospects for escaping a life of

welfare dependency are not very good.

Workfare also creates pressure to substitute and displace
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permanent jobs. The problem with substitution, however, is that

it's very hard to prove even when you know it is happening. We

have grappled with the substitution problem under CETA and

general assistance for years. it is very hard to isolate the

effect of the workfare program from other factors that influence

personnel decisions and staffing patterns.

Nonetheless, we have won some significant arbitration

awards, the most recent in Pennsylvania in 1985. In that

instance, the state, which had assigned approximately 1,000 CWEP

participants to AFSCME bargaining unit positions, was ordered to

remove CWEP participants from work such as filling potholes,

opening mail, and processing AFDC case files that would have been

done in the absence of the CWEP participants.

In general though, litigation has not proven to be a timely

or satisfactory way of enforcing statutory protections against

substitution. A 1986 court case in Lackawanna, New York

demonstrates the problems involved in proving substitution. The

case involved 26 laid off employees. One of them even went on

welfare and was assigned to work off his grant doing the same

kind of maintenance work he had performed as a city worker for

three years. The judge rejected AFSCME's allegations of

substitution. He was persuaded that management's claims of

previous overstaffing and a revenue shortfall due to the closing

of a Bethlehem steel plant were evidence that the town had not

substituted. Substitution aside, the equity issues this

situation raises should not be ignored.

78-474 0 - 87 - 11
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We believe, however, that substitution is inevitable and

that permanent jobs with decent wages and benefits will be lost

in the process. This is especially true where a large program

exists for a long time. So what do we accomplish? The result

is a policy that creates a working underclass, further erodes

decent paying jobs, exchanges one group of low income and

unemployed people for another, and diminishes the quality of

public services through the recycling of people in and out of

public work.

In this regard it's important to remember that AFDC is not

the only program under which workfare can be created. State

general assistance and food stamp programs also make workfare

assignments. A nationwide survey of the status of workfare

conducted by AFSCME last year indicated that 28 states had an

AFDC workfare component; 8 states had a food stamp workfare

requirement, and 19 states had general relief workfare programs.

(See attached) So, AFDC workfare does not occur in a vacuum, and

at the local level the effect is cumulative.

One of the larger workfare type programs is the Public Works

Project (PWP), in New York State. New York City has run a PWP

project for more than 10 years. Today it has about 15,000

participants;, 9,600 are home relief recipients and 5,400 are on

AFDC.

While we do not have the investigative capacity to do a full

scale analysis of the city's budget, personnel patterns, or the
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work performed by the PWP workers, we do know several things

that, at the very least, look suspicious. For example, there is

a civil service classification called pest control aide. No

regular employees work in this job, but there are 527 PWP pest

control aides who perform necessary public health duties.

Just over half of the PWP workers are in two PWP titles:

Clerical Aide and Custodial Aide. Their sheer number is mind-

boggling. In 1986 there were approximately 7,900 regular full

time office aides in city agencies and more than 4,400 PWP

clerical aides in city agencies. In the same year, there were

1,881 city custodial assistants and 3,539 PWP custodial aides

working in city agencies. Even assuming that three part-time PWP

participants equal one full-time worker, the ratio of PWP workers

to regular city employees is very high.

With such a large number of PWP workers in low-level

functions, only one of two possibilities would seem to be

occurring. Either displacement is taking place or the PWP

workers aren't being used productively. We have, in fact, some

documented evidence of substitution among custodials in a memo

last fall from the Deputy Administrator of the Human Resources

Administration's Administrative Services Unit. Based on the

number of custodials then employed by the city, each cleaner's

workload should have been much more than is customary workload.

But the memo indicates that the actual amount of work per

custodial was less than the ratio indicated "because of the

deployment of PWP personnel.

• ,:•
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If the substitution effect can be elusive, there can be no

doubt that workfare creates a working underclass in the public

sector. Essentially, it is CETA on the cheap. The so-called

*pay* for PWP workers in New York City was established more than

10 years ago and has never been raised. It is about half the

hourly rate of their civil service counterparts. (See attached)

In addition, PWP workers have no rights, benefits or access to

grievance procedures.

AFSCME District Council 37 has sought to represent the PWP

workers without any success. Significantly, while the arbitrator

in Pennsylvania agreed with AFSCME District Council 13 on

substitution, he rejected their attempt to represent the CWEP

workers and get the full benefits of employee status for them.

In both cases, the workfare workers were denied the right to

wages, benefits and representation because they were not

"employees" -- even though they performed regular entry-level

work.

It is ironic to us that many who attacked CETA for creating

make-work deadend jobs, today claim that workfare provides useful

public services and enhances the dignity of the participant. The

fact is that in New York, San Diego, and West Virginia, many of

the workfare slots used to be CETA slots. Perversely, it seems,

only a job with equal pay and benefits is make-work. That makes

no sense. If a job is worth doing, the people doing it deserve

equal treatment.

"I
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As for the much-touted value of workfare as a way to provide

training or experience and to save money by facilitating the

transition off welfare, at best the evidence is limited; Indeed,

workfare can even be counterproductive in that regard. A 1985

study by AFSCME's New York Civil Service Employees Association of

the PWP program found actual cases of supervisors trying to block

participants' efforts to find jobs. The supervisors wanted to

keep these valuable workers who were *free". Clearly, that

Lackawanna worker wasn't getting training or experience by doing

the same work on a workfare assignment. The high turnover rate

in the New York City PWP program strongly suggests that there is

inadequate supervision and not much useful training.

The Manpower Development Research Corporation claims that

job search and workfare result in some statistically significant

employment gains. These gains are not worth the potential for

displacement of regular employees by unpaid workers especially

when other studies show better results with public service

employment or programs with intensive training and education

components.

A strategy of intensive training and education, of course,

is much more costly and complicated than workfare and job search,

and the job placement payoff may not be as quick. But in'the

long run the basic objective of helping welfare recipients

achieve economic independence requires a strong focus on

education, skill development, support services, and placement in
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unsubsidized jobs. And, to the extent that government money is

used to subsidize work activities, an equitable, rational welfare

work plan also requires enforceable anti-substitution protections

and a recognition that work assignments are worthwhile through

the provision of employee status with equal pay, rights and

benefits.

Ultimately, however, even the best employment and training

program will be limited by the environment in which it operates.

Recession, technological change, trade policies, lagging wages

and discrimination all limit what training programs can do. We

need a high employment economy to produce jobs for trained

people. We need to raise the minimum wage so that a family of

three does not stay poor even when the wage earner works 40 hours

a week. And we need to move aggressively against discriminatory

employment practices that limit earnings and career potential.

Unless we address these economic factors and define our

objectives carefully and realistically, we will doom another

federal program to political failure.
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ATTACHMENT A

Status Report-Workfare Program States
May, 1986

Workfare Targeted at Recipients of:

General
Assistane(GA)

No GA Program

FOod
AM Stamps*

Yes

Arizona No No

No GA Program

Yes

Yes*

Covmg--Commentu
Optional to counties; operating In
3 counties.

WIN Demonstration Project-does not
Include workfare component. Workfare
under consideration. Operating in
2 counties.

Yes WIN Demonstration Project operating in.
22 counties.

Yes* General assistance workfare limited to
San Diego County. New AFDC program
(GAiN) has workfare component.

NO Yes Operating In 25 counties.

*State Is operating an AFDC WIN Demonsration Project which Includes a worxdare component
"Food Stamp SecurtyAct of 1985 (PL 99-198) requires states to establish an employment and training program by

April 11987 for employoble but unemployed Food Stamp Program recipients. States have the flexibility In dater.
mining the program cmponents. States may Include one or more of the followlnf actlwvfes:Job "arch, training,
community work experience orbrfare) programs that do not displace paid employees and that extend the same
work conditions and benefits received by regular employees performing comparable tasks, and other permitted
programs or actvtles. Minimum recipient participation standards are to be sot for each state.

0 Sources: -Stat Wrad Sta S ep Jobs Watc, Doecembe ,98.
-. fo Psm9wn S eprt, Offce of FamlAsslistce, U& Oerent otHo an Hunw Servkes.Janu.

my J. M&
-192chrctrstc of Zim"a Assis tanePormsc Maflof dweAsslst nSecaey for Rwannng and Eval.

ion, S Oepartent of Heafth and MHn Servcws No U

nasC it8

Pu6* ol 0OCYeWotenEt
Aft 1M

state

Arkansas

California

colorado
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State
Connecticut

Delaware

District of
Columbia

Florida

Georgia

Hawaii

Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Maine
Maryland
Michigan

Minnesota

Montana

Nebraska

New Hampshire

New Jersey

General
Assistance Food

(GA) AFDC Stamps" Coverago-Commonts
Yes No GA worktare mandatory statewide. New

AFDC program excludes workfare.

No Yes AFDC wordare Is mandatory for certain
categories of recipients.

No No Worfare legislation for GA and AFDC
recipients before City Council.

NoGAProg'am" No Yes Mandatory. statewide AFDC and FS
workfare bill has been Introduced In
state legislature.

No yes WIN Demonstration Project operating in
7 counties.

Yes No GA workfare mandatory statewide.
No GA Program Yes Mandatory AFDC workfare statewide.

Yes Yes' Yes New program has mandatory, statewide
workfare component for GA and AFOC.

Yes No GA wordare optional to counties.
Yes Yea' GA workfare optional to counties.

Mandatory AFOC workfare for
unemployed parents operating in 49
counties.

Yes Yes GA workfare mandatory statewide. AFOC
workfare operating in 19 counties.

Yes No GA workfare mandatory statewide.
Yes No GA workfare operating in three counties.
Yes Yes' Statewide GA and AFDC workfare.

No Yes AFDC workfare operating in 8 counties.
Yes No GA workfare operating in 20 counties.

No GA Program Yes" AFOC workfare limited to Unemployed
Parent cases.

Yes No GA workfare optional to counties.

Yes No GA workfare mandatory statewide.
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State
New Mexico

New York

General
Assistance

(GA)

No

Yes

North Carolina No GA Prograr

North Dakota

Ohio

Oklahoma

Pennsylvania

Rhode Island

South Carolina

South Ckota

Utah

Vrmont

Virginia

Washington

West Virginia

Wisconsin

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No GA Prograr

Yes

No

No

Yes

Food
AFDC Stampt" Coverage-Comments

Yes AFDC workfare limited to a few counties.
Yes* GA workfare (Public Work Project)

authorized statewide. New AFDC
program may Include workfare
component.

n Yes Yes Mandatory AFDC workfare program
operational In 12 counties.

Yes Mandatory AFDC workfare program
operational in 11 counties.

Yes Mandatory.AFDC workfare program in
eight counties.

Yes* AFOC mandatory workfare component In
WIN Demo. operating statewide.

Yes* Mandatory GA and AFDC workfare
component in WIN Demo. are statewide.

No GA statewide workfare program.

Yes Yes AFDC mandatory workfare program
operating in two counties.

Yes* Yes AFDC workfare component In WIN Demo.
operating statewide.

Yes GA mandatory workfare operating
statewide. AFDC mandatory workfare for
unassigned WIN mandatories.

Yes AFDC workfare mandatory for
unemployed parents active 6 months
or more.

Yes* Yes Mandatory for GA. AFDC workfare
component In WIN Demo. Is statewide.

Yes Yes AFDC mandatory workfare operating in
two counties.

Yes' Mandatory AFDC workfare component

Yes Yes
operating statewide.

State legislature has enacted pilot AFDC
program with a mandatory workfare
component. United to two or more
counties.
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, . ATTACHMENT. P.

AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF NEW YORK )
COUNTY OF ERIE ) ss:
CITY OF LACKAWANNA )

SAMUEL J. CHINI, being duly sworn says that he resides at 68
Jackson Avenue, in the City of Lackawanna, New York.

He further states that to the best of his knowledge and belief
that:

1. I had worked three years for the City of Lackawanna's Depart-
ment of Public Works (D.P.W.) from 1980 thru March 1983; I was
a Sanitation Laborer within .. P.W. dLoze n a Lt_ e of
tasKs sucha wpWn_ lairu and Ant.'y-1vM b Jtilro1l dun.e

2. I was a member of Local 1205 AFSCME (AFL-CIO) prior to my
lay-off in March 1983.

3. After my la, -orCollected nem~lavment ins for 34

three to four aat~~fr i~gfrW1~~ t the Rath Bu'ild-
ing--iuffalo New Yorl" T A1,,ctntl1 fflIl for- weifre afterJobdiee6ing proved unsuccessful and after my unemployment insur-ane-e-poymen runou.

4. At the time I filed for welfare I was informed that- I would
h av e l fothe" kfarp" program, i.e.- if I did not
wrk as they assigned m Iwould P- s.
Wela t00u
I am re~ur . xOw.O ....- O day per mo nh dn have been assigne
to Work for the City of anna.

5. Under "Workfare" I have been required to report to the ity
of Lac-kaanna's Janitorial ome-an Fte~die Greene. My assign-

ments cover work that a Labore r/Tennin performs o- th- Cty;
I kf'& that I am performing n',,k-th-t .. "...h, ton. by di, ced
bar aInin unit employees. Fon r.mplA I am reauir'd i-n r-port
to City Hall and change lightbulbs, place loc s on doors. sweep
the City Hall, fix toilets, and perform necessary work through-
out the building.

6. On MondaY. March 18. lq85 i-h Chief Engineer (Anthony Collaren
saw me workinlt - fromwhat recall: "T NtfIc
t bu ont insk thes 'oTnditions."e I
Mayor Radiah when I was as,'-nd under. "Wnrkf- Ve" tn Citz Hall
an i I to m ', me-thas e 11 I'm here working on Welae.
whepsthold have my old Job back." T - lso reall telling him
that "workfare " - n vde-an.prtunty for a person to
better -himself-.
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AFFIDAVIT 'OF SAMUEL J. CHINI continuedd )

7. I am somewhat embarrassed and really publicly humiliated by
being 6fevrd-T work under -wor are" ; eole -I _ nwap qachme'Wh .e-o a'ada I am b ca _-o ob-
I do not know what to tell them. s0 - let them think- that-l-work

8. The. 4ronjOf this whole matter is thatif I had not been laid
off ad diapla fby Workfra'l penpla the City of Lackawanna
wosLJav.-b . . . . .. -. m a, * h lad - off workers,
to perform necessary__wntk.

sAKuK. J. cfVN1

Sworn to before me this

Sday of i1f t- 1 1985.

FEDELA 1A. 4ARRERO
mob" Putofc, ,Oe d NeW York

Quahrod i vse Ccity
IlCmnvsiio Expire farch M30.1
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ATTACHMENT C

Comparison of Hourly Rates Between New York City
PWP and Comparable City Titles

PWP

Attendant Aide
Clerical Aide
Community Service Asst
Custodial Aide, AM

Custodial Aide, PM
Elevator Aide
Fiscal Aide
Homemaking Aide
Janitorial Aide
Messenger Aide
Office Machine Aide

Pest Control Aide
Stenographer Aide
Stock Asst
Telephone Aide
Typing Aide
Watchman Aide AM]

Watchman Aide PM
Food &
Housekeeping Aide

Computer Operator Aide
Computer Prcqrammer
Aide

Utility Aide

Key Punch Aide
Motor Vehicle Aide
Block Service Aide
Child Care Aide
Hospital Clerical Aide
Hospital Messenger
Aide

Hospital Elevator
Aide

Hospital Food &
Housekeeping Asst

Hospital
Institutional Aide

Truckman's Helper

Number

1405
4431

92

3539

36
20

896
1437
699
38

527
3

128
24

191

4]

40

4
2
1

0
4
1
2

281
23

1

171

169

2

Hourly
Rate

$3.92
$3.83
$3.35
$3.85

$4.10
$3.98
$4.06
$4.35
$3.74
$3.83
$3.83

$4.06
$4.06
$4.51
$4.06
$3.83
$3.92

$4.17
$4.15

$5.24
$7.10

$3.92

$3.95
$3.59
$3.94
$3.94
$4.57
$3.83

$4.25

$4.43

$4.43

City Title

Attendant
Clerk
Community Svc Aide
Custodial Asst

Elevator Operator
Account Clerk
Homemaker

Messenger
Office Appliance
Operator

Pest Control Aide
Stenographer
Asst Stockhandler
Phone Operator
Typist
Watchperson

Dietary/
Housekeeping Aide

Computer Operator
Computer Programmer

Senior Citizen
Specialist

Key Punch Operator

Senior Clerk

Messenger

Elevator Operator

Dietary/
Housekeeping Aide

Institutional Aide

Laborer

February 19, 1987

Hourly
Rate

$7.69
$7.99
$7.85
$7.59

$7.80
$8.26
$8.71

$7.99
$7.99

$8.26
$8.26
$8.97
$8.26
$7.99
$7.69

$8.54

$9.85
$12.95

$5.44
$8.14

$8.91
$7.99

$7.80

$8.54

$8.54
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87-OS

STATEMENT OF ROBERT MCGLOTTEN, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR AND CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SOCIAL SECURITY AND FAMILY POLICY
OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

February 23, 1987

Thank you, Mr. Chairman for giving us this opportunity to express our views

on welfare-related work programs. We would like to commend the Chairman for

his vigorous leadership in focusing the national debate on the need to replace the

welfare program with a combination of badly needed support systems.

For over a decade the AFL-CIO has urged reforming or replacing the nation's

welfare system in order to provide 1) education, training and placement in decent

jobs for those recipients who can work outside the home; 2) assistance to the

working poor who although working full-time are unable to earn enough to keep

their families out of poverty; and 3) adequate payment levels for those who are

unable to take paying jobs.

We are encouraged to see what appears to be a growing consensus for the

enactment of a national program addressing the job and training needs of welfare

recipients as well as efforts to bring payments to a decent level for those who must

rely solely on welfare. We urge that attention also be given at this time to

assisting the working poor - many of whom were cut from the rolls in 1981 - and

the unemployed and dislocated workers who are receiving no assistance from any

source.

Before commenting on work and training programs for welfare recipients, I

think it's useful to point out the broader job picture. There are currently 8 million

unemployed workers - of whom only 33 percent are receiving any unemployment

insurance benefits. (Those fortunate enough to receive compensation will find that

their payments average less than three-fifths of whats needed to keep a family of

four out of poverty - and in many states will loose their benefits entirely if they

participate in a training program.) Along with the eight million unemployed there
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are another million who have given up looking for work and no longer show up in

the official count, and five million who are working part-time only because they

can not find full-time jobs - totaling 14 million workers seeking full-time jobs

which pay a living wage.

In addition, there are more than 15 million workers in America who are paid

at or around the minimum wage of $3.35 an hour - far below the $4.60 an hour

necessary for a wage earner to lift a family of three or more out of poverty.

Changes in the traditional America labor market are causing permanent job

dislocations for up to two million workers each year. Overall, 60 percent of the

new jobs created since 1979 paid less than $7,000 a year. The poverty level for a

two person family is $7,240 a year, $9,120 for a family of three, and $11,000 for a

family of four.

Consideration of means by which families can achieve financial

independence, therefore, will have to include serious efforts to increase the

minimum wage and address the sorry state of the unemployment insurance system

which provides payments to just a third of the unemployed workers.

Employment Programs

A welfare jobs initiative should be designed to offer an entire range of

employment assistance to all welfare recipients seeking help. Ideally the program

should be expanded and coordinated with other resources available in order to

provide services to all the unemployed, underemployed and displaced workers. The

program should consist of four basic elements: 1) career counseling and

assessment, 2) education, 3) training and skill development, and 4) job placement.

1) Each person should be seen by a trained counselor - someone who is

trained not only in assessing an individual's skills, but who also has knowledge of

the labor market. There are growing numbers of individuals ( who have had to

resort to welfare) who are experienced workers with a long history of labor market
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attachment but whose industry or skill market has disappeared. In order to become

self-sufficient, these people may need retraining just as a new worker needs

training. In addition to training or re-training, the needs of those to be served

may include immediate job placement, returning to high school, or even placement

in a drug treatment program.

The roll of the career counselor or caseworker in helping the client determine

the proper path to self-sufficiency is critical to the success of the entire welfare-

jobs effort. Currently there are only limited numbers of professional personnel

available to work directly with recipients and they are frequently overworked,

untrained and underpaid. These people must be given the proper training and be

fairly compensated in order to perform this task. They must have the resources

they need to link clients to the proper source of service and not be required to

spend time on federally imposed bureaucratic paper work.

2) The emphasis on education is crucial. It is encouraging to see

commitments being made in some states to provide not only a high school

education, remedial literacy and English language instruction, but community

college degrees as well. Nearly 60 percent of all welfare recipients have not

finished high school. Many teen-age mothers do not return to school leaving them

likely candidates to become long-term welfare recipients. We feel the need in this

area is of such magnitude as to require that each recipient be given the opportunity

to earn a high school or equivalency diploma, receive assistance in developing a

career plan and take advantage of post secondary or vocational training where

appropriate.

3) For those who have achieved a basic education, the next step toward

independence has to be acquiring marketable job skills through training programs

which lead to decent jobs. Every effort must be made to avoid the tragic waste of

human potential and scarce resources by putting people through training programs
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and then leaving them on their own and without assistance to search, for jobs which

frequently don't exist or don' t pay enough to get them off welfare. We point to a

number of state programs such as in Illinois and Massachusetts where state

administrators have actively and aggressively identified businesses and non-profit

organizations which will train welfare recipients and guarantee their placement in

decent jobs at the end of the training program. Public welfare departments must

work closely with State Departments of Commerce and Employment Security to

determine the job requirements of the business community and then train welfare

recipients to fill those jobs.

4) As the purpose of all this is to provide the poor with the means to become

self-supporting it goes without saying that the jobs in which they are placed will

have to pay them a living wage and provide standard benefits and worker

protections. To do less will risk the disappointment and failure that has occurred

under earlier programs where the poor were given false hope only to end up on or

return to welfare frequently after suffering periods of destitution. We are not

unmindful of the reality that many entry-level jobs which would be available to

persons on welfare are both unstable and low paying. In addition to a long overdue

increase in the minimum wage, we recommend that those who may end up in this

type of job receive continued job counseling to assist them into a more satisfactory

position.

Targetin2q

Mr. Chairman, you may have heard that a number of proposals appear to be

taking the direction of singling out only a portion of welfare recipients who are to

benefit from employment and training programs. We recognize the good intentions

of those who suggest such targeting. They are motivated, on the one hand, by what

seems to be an acceptance that there will not be enough money to serve the job

needs of all welfare recipients, and on the other hand, by a legitimate concern of

reaching those considered the most needy. Nevertheless, we feel that deliberate
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exclusion of large members of welfare recipients will produce a distortion of the

goals as well as the outcome of the program. Services to welfare recipients should

be based on their needs and should not be determined by any arbitrary categories

In which they may be placed. Neither the most job ready nor the least job ready

shoud be deprived of the services they need in order to become self-sufficient.

Although we share the desire to break the cycle of poverty for long-term

welfare recipients, we feel it is bad public policy for the federal government to

encourage the practice of setting arbitrary age limits or require that a person

remain on welfare for a specific period before they can receive job assistance.

Such actions will do a disservice to all the poor and will result in: 1) turning away

people who recently were forced on to welfare because the only job for which they

were trained disappeared when the industry folded or moved - people who need

retraining as badly as new workers need training; 2) ignoring the needs of both the

long-term unemployed and the new entrants into the labor market who are over a

certain age - many of whom are mothers who were encouraged by social policy and

welfare regulation to stay at home and care for their children until their youngest

child turned 6 years old; and 3) leaving teen-age mothers (who it is known could

benefit from immediate career counseling and education) on welfare for long

periods before receiving any attention.

It is frequently argued that nearly half of the families on AFDC go off the

rolls in two years without the help of a government program. But many of these

people could and should benefit from an employment and training program. Two or

even one year on welfare is costly - in both financial and human terms. It is also

known that many of those who leave the rolls return after short periods - indicating

the need to help them find more adequate and stable employment.

The federal government should provide the leadership and financial support

necessary to serve the needs of all the poor. It should not be the job of the

caseworker or counselor to make arbitrary judgements and target for assistance
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only those who they think are most needy. Instead they should facilitate services

for anyone who needs them in order to get off welfare. The money saved from

placing those who are more job-ready and helping them to remain in a job that pays

a living wage or move to a second one that does, could be used to offset the higher

cost for those who need more concentrated and lengthy services.

Work fare

A number of state programs, as well as most of the current welfare reform

proposals being discussed, allow the states to include workfare as a part of their

employment and training options. The AFL-CIO opposes the practice of requiring

the poor to take jobs that pay no wages in return for their benefits. Workfare

schemes are frequently punitive and do little to increase the self-esteem or

employablity of the participant. Participants are often denied the status of regular

employees, get no wages, and are not provided standard benefits or full worker

protection.

With the cutbacks in funds needed to provide more costly and beneficial

education and training programs, localities frequently turn to workfare because

they believe, mistakenly in our opinion, that it is a less expensive approach. As the

representatives from the Conference of Mayors testified before this committee,

"Workfare does not save money, because of the costs associated with operating it.

Every objective evaluation of the program that has been conducted has concluded

that it costs at least as much -- and sometimes much more -- to administer than it

saves as a result of grant terminations of non-complying recipients".

Workfare seriously jeopardizes the jobs of regular workers. It is often

attractive for an employer to hire workers to whom no wages have to be paid and

then let go or not replace their regular workers. Experience with state programs

has demonstrated that statutory language prohibiting displacement is extremely

difficult to enact and even more difficult to enforce. The punitive effects of a

practice that threatens the jobs of some workers and provides no wages to others
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far outweigh any benefits claimed by its supporters.

It is known that most welfare recipients want to work and will readily

volunteer for opportunities they feel will lead to a better life for themselves and

their children. They are unlikely to view working for no wages as such an

opportunity. Mandating workfare and then cutting poor families off wel1dre when

the parent refuses to participate leaves children destitute. This is a gross violation

of decent treatment of families. Mandatory workfare is frequently used not as a

way to make people more employable but only as a means of terminating grants

when recipients refuse to comply. This is a distortion of the goals of a

compassionate welfare system which should be to restore people to self-

sufficency, not to force them and their children into destitution.

Administration and State Flexibility

A new federal initiative to combine work and welfare must take a broad look

at coordinating a number of state and federal resources. By forming what appears

to be very good cooperative working relationships developed by the welfare,

employment, education and business communities, a number of states have been

able to expand their services to welfare recipients but such services have been

limited mainly by the lack of sufficient financial resources. State experience has

demonstrated that different arrangements are appropriate in different states and

in different areas within states since labor market conditions and institutional

capacity vary from place to place. A new federal initiative should allow states and

localities to continue to have this flexibility while providing the leadership and

resources which will meet the goal of preparing the poor for jobs that pay decent

wages and benefits.

Child Care

The most important element of any job and training program for welfare

mothers is child care. The availability, quality and affordability of care for the

children of the AFDC mothers - 60 percent of whom have children under 6 - has
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been given scant attention either by the Federal government or most of the states.

There are currently 24 million children nationwide under the age of 13 who

need care and only 6 million spaces available in licensed centers or homes. The

cost of care is now around $3,000 a year per child for the majority of parents. The

federal allotment for child care for AFDC recipients is $1,920 a year.

With day care in such short supply and the cost of most of it beyond the reach

of welfare recipients, it is unrealistic to be creating job and training programs to

make welfare recipients self-supporting unless equal attention is given to the

availability of decent, affordable day care.

Heath Care

Access to health insurance must be an integral part of any welfare-work

program. The cost of medical care for one seriously ill child, if free care is not

available, could be enough to force a mother with no insurance back on to welfare

in order to care for her child. Every effort should be made to place participants in

jobs where health insurance is provided. When that is not possible medicaid

coverage should continue for a reasonable period to insure that the employment is

stable and the wages sufficient to enable the worker to purchase insurance

independently.

Child Support

Divorce is a major factor in forcing children into poverty and thus onto

welfare. One recent study of divorced couples found that a year after tOe divorce

the woman's income dropped by 73 percent and she was also left with the children

to support. By 1990 25 percent of all children in the country will be living with a

single parent who, in most cases, will be the mother. An estimated two-thirds of

these children will end up on AFDC. Consideration of means by which welfare

families can achieve financial independence therefore, should include examination

of the widespread problem of fathers refusing to contribute to the support of their

children even where they can afford to do so.
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Conclusion

In recent years the most dramatic increase in poverty has occurred among

children, particularly those in female-headed households. One in four children is

born In poverty today and one in five spends his or her youth in poverty. Whereas

means tested programs and tax policy were able to remove 22 percent of the poor

from poverty in 1979, these programs removed only 9 percent from poverty in

1984. The buying power of AFDC benefits has declined by a third over the past ten

years and of the 12 million poor children in the nation, five million receive no

assistance at all. This growing ineffectiveness of welfare programs in fighting

poverty and supporting families must be reversed.

Mr. Chairman, the AFL-CIO stands ready to work with you to enact

legislation which will 1) provide for a federal minimum benefit level sufficient to

bring poor families out of poverty; 2) provide effective and fair job and training

programs for all who need them; 3) mandate AFDC-UP and ease eligibility

requirements in order to assist the working poor and recently unemployed; 4) allow

medicaid coverage to continue for a reasonable period after a person previously on

welfare becomes employed; 5) provide day care on a sliding fee scale basis; and 6)

strengthen the states' capacity to collect child support from the absent parent.

We hope this Committee and the Congress will move full spead ahead on

enacting genuine, fair and compassionate welfare reform.
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Senator MOYNIIIAN. Now to our last witnesses, and it is a very
special privilege for us.

I wonder if I might suggest to Governor Kean and Governor Ash-
croft, who are both here-and I cannot doubt good friends and col-
leagues-why don't you come to the witness table together?

I think in the order of original appearance and in the order of
arrival Governor Kean was first, and Governor Ashcroft was
second.

I wonder if my distinguished colleagues would like to introduce
these eminent personages?

Senator BRiADLEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I don't have to introduce Governor Kean to the committee; he

has been here a number of times before. And as usual, he will
speak with insight and eloquence on this issue.

I might say that he has taken a particular interest in the whole
area of welfare reform and proposed a number of initiatives in the
State of New Jersey, which I think are not only fully consistent
with some of the things that you yourself and I proposed last year
in the WORC Bill but also could very well give us good guidance
when we think about the problem nationally. So, I look forward to
hearing his testimony and welcome him to the committee.

Senator MOYNIHAN. And Senator Danforth, would you welcome
Governor Ashcroft?

Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
First, let me say that I am glad to see Governor Kean with us

again. I have been trying to remember a hearing I attended this
year when Governor Kean has not been a witness. [Laughter.]

I am delighted to see him again-a very, very able person.
I am honored, Mr. Chairman, to introduce our Governor from

Missouri John Ashcroft, a person for whom I have the highest
regard. I have served with John Ashcroft in state government. He
was our state auditor when I was attorney general; he succeeded
me as Attorney General of Missouri. He has now been our Gover-
nor for two and a half years.

Governor Ashcroft is particularly interested in and involved with
education. Among other things, he has been the Chairman of the
National Governors Association task force on adult literacy and is
the chairman-elect of the Education Commission of the states.

I had the experience a couple of weeks ago of having breakfast
with Governor Ashcroft in Springfield, Missouri, when we talked
about his concept of welfare reform. To the best of my knowledge,
he has done a unique job in tying together the concepts of welfare
reform and increasing the educational opportunities. His view has
been that, if people are to be lifted out of permanent welfare
status, they have to have educational opportunities, and they have
to have job training opportunities.

I think that he has something very different and important to
contribute to this debate, and I am honored to be able to introduce
him.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Very generous of you, and very informative.
Why don't we do just as we have been doing? If Governor Kean

will speak, then Governor Ashcroft, then we will have at you.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE THOMAS H. KEAN, GOVERNOR,
STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Governor Kean. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bradley, I thank you for those kind words, as I always

thank you for everything you do for our state.
Senator Danforth and Mr. Chairman, it is a real privilege to be

with you today. I think all of us who are interested in this field
have been benefiting from your writings and statements for so
many years. You have been ahead of the curve on so many issues,
and I don't think anybody has provided more thoughtful leadership
than you have over the years in trying to solve American social
problems, and it is an honor to be before you today.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you.
Governor Kean. Obviously, the leadership of all of us is in

demand once again. Welfare reform is really the agenda, the
agenda for the nation's Governors at their meeting this week, and
in that regard your timing on holding these hearings couldn't be
better.

I have very seldom seen, at least in our state, liberals and moder-
ates and conservatives come together as they have come together
on this issue. The time is right-I don't think there is any question
about that-and I don't think we should miss the opportunity.

Welfare right now works backwards-for most, it promotes de-
pendency, when what we should be doing is promoting economic in-
dependence. And the polls clearly show that a majority of Ameri-
cans think that welfare simply has to be changed.

No one wants to see- welfare changed, I don't think, more than
the 365,000 people who are its recipients in a state like New
Jersey, and two-thirds of them, of course, are children.

These people face a lifetime of dependency, poverty, and priva-
tion. Obviously, they can't afford that, and neither can we as a
nation.

This is the real challenge, to move children in particular, but
poor families in general, not just off the rolls-that is not the pur-
pose-not just to move them off welfare, but to move them off pov-
erty totally. That is the goal.

We haven't got any spare people anymore in our society, if we
ever did. In my state we are going to create 600,000 jobs in the next
decade. That is what our Council of Economic Development tells
us. Who is going to fill them? Many are going to have to be filled,
really, by the women and the children who today are on the wel-
fare rolls. If these people aren't qualified, then the jobs are going to
go elsewhere. In other words, if compassion doesn't motivate us,
then economic necessity ought to motivate us.

That is why a month ago I announced our own ambitious welfare
reform program in New Jersey. Our goal is quite simply to change
welfare from a program that accommodates dependence to one that
emphasizes work, self-sufficiency, and opportunity.

We call our new program REACH, Realizing Economic Achieve-
ment. We want to help welfare recipients pull themselves up and
share in the prosperity that the rest of our state is experiencing at
the moment.
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At the heart of REACH is the concept of mutual obligation,
which means literally that there will be a contract, a contract be-
tween the recipient and the state. I believe it is time to stop argu-
ing about whether poor people or government are responsible for
the failure of welfare; we have got to recognize that both sides have
an equal obligation to make welfare work. Able-bodied recipients
must take steps to support themselves and their families by going
to school, by entering a job training program, or looking for and
taking a job.

Under the REACH program, all recipients with children two
years of age or older will be required to do this as a condition of
public assistance. Recipients with children under two years will re-
ceive counseling and will be encouraged to voluntarily participate
in employment and training programs.

Now, we know that meeting the needs of parents of very young
children isn't easy; so we are spending $7.1 million on a Welfare
Prevention Demonstration Project in the City of Camden and the
City of Newark to find the best way to involve women with infants,
and absent fathers as well, in education, employment, and training.

Now, government's side of the bargain is equally important. Our
obligation is to provide the opportunities. Those opportunities obvi-
ously mean education, job training and job placement, and the sup-
ports-services like child care, and transportation assistance, and
Medicaid coverage-that are essential if a woman with children is
going to be able to take a job or even finish school.

There are many other features of the REACH program: case
management services for each recipient, delivered by both public
agencies and private organizations; tax credits for employers who
hire REACH participants at a good wage, to retain them for at
least one year with health benefits; the use and expansion of pri-
vate sector programs for job training and placement; and a series
of steps to increase child support collections. All of these are impor-
tant, yet it is really the idea of the contract that is at the heart of
our proposal.

A second major thrust of REACH is prevention. This is some-
thing which we feel very, very strongly about. Right now, more
than one-third of our welfare recipients in the State of New Jersey,
who are under age 22, will remain welfare recipients for 10 years
or more. Unless we target our most intensive efforts to these
people, to these young, first-time welfare mothers, we are going to
see people for 10 or more years trapped in the cycle of poverty.

And this is why we are involving mothers with young children in
REACH, and also of course in our Camden/Newark project, be-
cause most of these women are high school dropouts. We are
making this strong commitment, therefore, to education.

When fully operational, REACH will encompass our entire state
AFDC caseload. We want to give every able-bodied recipient the
support he or she needs to become self-sufficient.

Now, a program of this magnitude of course is going to require a
major investment of state funds. REACH is going to cost approxi-
mately $100 million for the State of New Jersey by the time the
program is operational, at the end of three years, and we envision
$50-$60 million annually after that.
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The bulk of these funds will go to job training, child care, ex-
tended Medicaid coverage, and individual case-management serv-
ices. This investment is very large for a state like ours, but we
think it is prudent. We estimate that if we reduce the welfare rolls
by 15 percent, that we are going to save $100 million; and there-
fore, the kind of program we are talking about will pay for itself.

We know the jobs are there-they are in New Jersey. With ev-
eryone participating in REACH, we think we can fill them. We are
going to save money, but more importantly we are going to save
lies.

That is what we are trying to do. I know other states are imple-
menting very similar programs, but welfare reform won't succeed
with just the backing of state government. We simply have to have,
I believe, a stronger partnership with the Federal Government.

Right now, the Federal Government takes, of course, half the
savings we achieve if we move welfare recipients off the rolls
through a program like REACH. Therefore we would expect the
Federal Government to share in the investment necessary to
achieve those kinds of savings.

We hope the Federal Government will follow the states' lead and
emphasize work over welfare. Today, funding for federal work-re-
lated programs equals only about one percent of the total federal
spending for direct cash assistance for recipients.

Funding for the WIN program, for example, the only job-training
program exclusively for welfare recipients, is half the level it was
in 1981.

So, as long as the Federal Government continues to favor welfare
over work, state governments which encourage self-sufficiency are
going to be hampered. Welfare expenses will continue to rise, be-
cause recipients who grow dependent obviously stay on the rolls.

How do we change this biased equation? Well, we need your
help, in several areas:

First, the Federal Government should increase its commitment
to job training for the poor. A greater investment now in education
and training will pay off in more productive lives and a more pro-
ductive America in years to come.

Second, Medicaid. Welfare recipients have said to us repeatedly,
when we have talked to them individually, that the major deter-
rent that they have to taking a job is the threat of losing health-
care benefits for themselves, and, more ir~r.portantly, for their chil-
dren. So, I suggest that we extend Medicaid coverage for up to one
year for all people who have participated in an approved training
program for AFDC recipients and who lack employment-based
health insurance. I believe the federal and state governments
should share in this cost.

Third, we need to invest more in the child care necessary for a
woman to go to school, get job training, or-'work. In New Jersey,
good child care can cost more than $400 a month for two children,
and that is more than half the take-home pay of a job that is even
slightly above the minimum wage.

Fourth, we need to improve child-support enforcement. We must
remember that child-support money takes the pressure off state
and federal budgets; In New Jersey, we rank fourth in the nation
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in child-support collections; and yet, even in our state, 85 percent
of our child-support payments are in arrears.

We plan immediately to begin to withhold child-support pay-
ments from paychecks, and we believe this will increase collections
by up to 20 percent. But 30 percent of our delinquent parents live
elsewhere, in other states. Therefore, we need a consistent national
policy in this area.

We also need national guidelines to tie child support directly to
the absent parent's income, so that we can prevent those unfair in-
stances that we have discovered, where a person earning $13,000 a
year pays more child support than a person earning $50,000 a year.

There is no question that these kinds of investments are going to
cost money in the short term. And I am sure that the members of
this committee are tired, as the rest of Congress is, of those of us
who are governors coming down here and saying, "Reduce the defi-
cit-but not in this area."

I don't think I am one of those people; I understand the threat
the deficit poses. Reducing the deficit obviously has to be the
number-one priority. But my message today is simply that states
like New Jersey are willing to put up the investment to make wel-
fare work, and the Federal Government can share in the rewards
by helping us invest in the support and tools recipients need to
become self-sufficient.

We must never forget that every single welfare parent who gains
a job is going to become a productive, tax-paying member of socie-
ty. Instead of a drag on the economy, they become a spur to its
future growth; and a strong economy is obviously the very best
antipoverty program.

Mr. Chairman, by the way, if the unemployment rate in this
country was the same as it is in New Jersey-right now, 3.6 per-
cent-the deficit would be half of what it is today.

We have today, Mr. Chairman, a rare opportunity. The political
climate is ripe to allow us to find a way to turn welfare into what
it was first intended to be, a system that gives the able-bodied poor
in this country the temporary support they need to make it on
their own. And I am sure none of us wants to miss this opportuni-
ty.

As Thomas Carlysle said a long time ago, "A person willing to
work and unable to find it is perhaps the saddest sight that for-
tune's inequality exhibits under this sun."

So, I ask you to work with us in the states, and together I believe
we will give our economy what it needs.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We thank you, Governor. And I believe Mr.
Altman is your Commissioner of Human Services.

Governor KEAN. Correct.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We welcome you to the committee, Mr.

Altman.
Governor Ashcroft, we would like to hear from you, and then we

will talk with you both.
[Governor Kean's written testimony follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Thank you for inviting me to testify.

I feel privileged to be here with you today, Mr. Chairman. I have been
reading and benefiting from your writings on social issues for many years. No
one I can think of has provided more thoughtful leadership in trying to solve
America's poverty problem.

Your leadership is in demand once again. Welfare reform is on the
agenda. Your timing in holding these hearings could not be better. I have
seldom seen liberals, conservatives, and moderates come together as they have
on the need for welfare reform. The time is right to fashion a better welfare
system, and we must not miss this opportunity.

Today welfare works backwards. It promotes dependency when what we
should be doing is promoting economic independence.

The polls clearly show that the majority of Americans think welfare must
be changed. But no one wants to see public welfare changed more than the
365,000 women and children who are its recipients in New Jersey, and their
counterparts in other states across the nation.

These people -- two-thirds of whom are children -- face a lifetime of
dependency, poverty and privation. They can't afford that and neither can we.
This is the real challenge we face -- to move children and poor families not
Just off the roles, but out of poverty altogether.

There dre no spare people in our society. In my state we will create
600,000 jobs by the next decade. Who will fill them? Many will have to be
filled by the women and children who today languish on welfare. If these
people arer,'t qualified, the jobs will go elsewhere. If compassion does not
motivate us, then we must be motivated by economic necessity.

That's why a month ago I announced one of the most ambitious welfare
reform programs in the country. Our goal is to change public assistance in
New Jersey from a program that accommodates dependence to one that emphasizes
work, self-sufficiency and opportunity.

We call our new program "REACH", for Realizing Economic Achievement. We
want to help welfare recipients pull themselves up and share in the prosperity
the rest of New Jersey is enjoying. I

At the heart of REACH is the concept of mutual obligation, which means
literally a "contract" between the recipient and the state. We believe it is
time to stop arguing about whether poor people or government are responsible
for the failure of welfare. We've got to recognize that both sides have
obligations if we are to make welfare work.
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Able bodied recipients must take steps to support themselves and their
families by going to school, entering a job training program or looking for or
taking a Job.

Under REACH, all recipients with children two years of age or older will
be required to do this as a condition of public assistance. Recipients with
children younger than two years will receive counseling and will be encouraged
to voluntarily participate in employment and training programs.

We know that meeting the needs of parents of very young children is not
easy. So we are spending $7.1 million in a welfare prevention demonstration
project in the cities of Camden and Newark, to find the best way to involve
women with infants, and absent fathers as well, in education, employment and
training.

Government's side of the bargain is equally important. Our obligation is
to provide the opportunities -- meaning education, job training and job
placement -- and the supports -- things like child care, transportation
assistance, and medicaid coverage -- that are essential if a woman with
children is going to take a Job or finish school.

There are other features of the REACH program: case management services
for each recipient, delivered by both public agencies and private
organizations; tax credits for employers who hire REACH participants at a good
wage and retain them for one year with health benefits; the use and expansion
of private sector programs for Job training and placement; and a series of
steps to increase child support collections. All of these features are
important. Yet it is the idea of a contract that lies at the heart of the
REACH program.

A second major thrust in REACH is prevention. This is something I feel
strongly about. Right now, more than one-third of welfare recipients in New
Jersey who are under age 22 will remain on welfare for 10 years or more.
Unless we target our most intensive efforts to these young, first-time welfare
mothers, we will continue to see lives trapped in the cycle of poverty.

That is why we are involving mothers with young children in REACH and in
our Camden/Newark project. Because most of these women are high school drop
outs, we are making a strong commitment to education.

When fully operational, REACH will encompass our entire state AFDC
caseload. We want to give every able-bodied recipient the support they need
to become self sufficient.

f A program of this magnitude will, of course, require a major investment
of new state funds. REACH will cost approximately $100 million by the time
the program is fully operational at the end of three years, and $50 to $60
million a year after that. The bulk of these funds will go for Job training,
child care, extended medicaid coverage and case management services.
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This investment is large but it is prudent. We estimate that if we
reduce the, welfare rolls by 15 percent we will save $100 million and the
program will pay for itself. We know the jobs are there. With everyone
participating in REACH, we think we can fill them. We will save money, but
more important, we will save lives.

That is what we are trying to do in New Jersey. I know other states are
implementing similar programs. But welfare reform won't succeed with Just the
backing of state government. We need a stronger'partnership with the federal
government.

Right now the federal government takes half of the savings we achieve
when we move welfare recipients off the roles through a program like 'REACH.
Yet the federal government shares only minimally in the investment necessary
to achieve those savings.

The federal government should follow the states lead and emphasize work
over welfare.

Today, funding for federal work-related programs equals about one percent
of total federal spending for direct cash assistance to recipients. Funding
for the WIN program, for example -- the only job training program exclusively
for welfare recipients -- is half the level it was in 1981.

As long as Washington continues to favor welfare over work, state efforts
to provide self-sufficiency will be hampered.

.Welfare expenses will continue to rise because recipients grow dependent
and stay on the rolls.

how do we change this biased equation? We need your help in several
areas.

First, the federal government should increase its commitment to job
training for the poor. A greater investment now in education and training
will pay off in more productive lives -- and a more productive America in
years to come.

Second, Medicaid. Welfare recipients have told me repeatedly that the
major deterrent to taking a Job is the threat of the loss of health care
benefits for themselves and their children.

I suggest that we extend Medicaid coverage for up to one year to all
people who have participated in an approved training program for AFDC
recipients and who lack employment-based health insurance. The federal and
state governments together should share in the cost.

Third, we need to invest more in the child care necessary for a woman to
go to school, get job training or work. In New Jersey good child care can
cost more than $400 a month for two children. That's more than half the take
home pay of a job above the minimum wage.
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Fourth, we need to improve child support enforcement. We must remember
that child support money takes the pressure off state and federal budgets.

New Jersey ranks fourth in the nation in child support collections, and
,yet 85.percent of our child support payments are in arrears.

We plan to immediately begin withholding child support payments from
paychecks and we believe this will increase collections by 20 percent. But 30
percent of our delinquent parents live in other states. Therefore, we need a
consistent, national policy.

We also need national guidelines to tie child support directly to the
absent parent's income, so that we can prevent those unfair instances where a
person earning $13,000 a year pays more child support than a person earning
$50,000.

There is no question these kind of investments are going to cost money in
the short term. And I am sure the members of this committee have grown tired
of Governors and others who come before you and say, "Reduce the deficit,
but."

I'm not one of those people. I understand the threat the deficit poses.
As I told the Senate Budget Committee last week, reducing the deficit must be
your number one priority.

My message today is simply that states like New Jersey are willing to
make the investment to make welfare work. The federal government should share
in that by helping us invest in the support and tools recipients need to
become self sufficient.

We must never forget that every single welfare recipients who gains a
job becomes a productive, taxpaying member of society. Instead of a drag on
the economy they become a spur to its future growth.

And a strong economy is the very best anti-poverty program. If the
unemployment rate in this country was the same as it is in New Jersey -- 3.6
percent -- the deficit would be half of what it is today.

Mr. Chairman, we have a rare opportunity. The political climate at long
last is ready to allow us to find a way to turn welfare into what it was first
intended -- a system that gives the able bodied poor of this country the
temporary support they need to make it on their own.

We cannot miss this opportunity. Our economy depends on it. And indeed.
our society depends on it.

For as Thomas Carlyle said long ago, "A person willing to work, and
unable to find it, is perhaps the saddest sight that fortune's inequality
exhibits under the sun."

I ask you to work with us in the states to give welfare recipients what
they want and what our-economy needs, a productive Job and a productive life.

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE-JOHN ASHCROFT, GOVERNOR,
STATE OF MISSOURI

Governor ASHCROFT. Thank you, Senator Moynihan, and Senator
Bradley and Senator Danforth. It is a pleasure to have this oppor-
tunity to discuss Missouri's Learnfare/Welfare-to-Work proposal. I
want to thank you for the leadership which you have been develop-
ing for quite some time, bringing it to the issue of welfare reform.

I believe a redirection of our welfare system must be a top na-
tional priority. Our strategy must be to help Americans move from
the dependency of welfare to the dignity of work, from poverty to
productivity, and included in that strategy, I believe that we help
people most when we help them help themselves. I believe the par-
ticipation of the recipient is the fundamental and key aspect of
making the system work.

I do believe there is a growing.national consensus, and what Gov-
ernor Kean has talked about is certainly important, and children
are as affected if not more affected than anyone else. The intergen-
erational aspects are of deeper concern to me, perhaps, than any-
thing else that we face.

Our welfare system has been around a long time; it is old, it is
tired, it doesn't work. Our people who don't work are caught in a
system that doesn't work, a system in fact that is devoted in some
ways to not working, and I think we have got to redirect the
system.

As a governor, I think I share with other governors the real
sense that opportunity is one of the things that is a primary re-
sponsibility of mine, and I see economic development and education
as being ways of finding opportunity-the quality of schools con-
tribute to our quality of life. That is an important consideration
when people consider locating their businesses in our state, and an
educated and trained workforce is a key component in our effort to
attract and develop new industries and opportunities.

Individual self-advancement, like statewide development, I think
rests in large part upon the attainment of knowledge and skills
and the maintenance of aspirations and hope.

There is a sense in which the world is changing, that the world
economy has restricted, at least in the United States, some of the
manufacturing that we used to rely upon for certain entry jobs for
unskilled people. The service sector employment requires a mas-
tery of reading, writing and computational skills that haven't pre-
viously been required quite as intensively.

Demographis projections indicate a national labor shortage by
the turn of the century. A declining number of young people and
an increasing number of functionally illiterate individuals will
compound this problem unless we intervene to change the circum-
stance.Missouri is fairly typical in this respect, and Governor Kean re-
ferred to the situation in New Jersey, where they expect to gener-
ate 600,000 jobs by the turn of the century. A report prepared for
the Missouri Opportunity 2000 Commission, which I commissioned,
forecasts our future labor force growth to be well below the 20-per-
cent level reported between 1970 and 1980. Ten-year growth rates
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are expected to fall to 13 percent during the Eighties, and a 9-per-
cent growth rate in terms of our labor force in the Nineties.

Therefore, future Missouri employers are likely to find entry-
level workers in especially short supply. By the year 2000, 17 per-
cent of our labor force is expected to be in the traditional entry-
level age group-that is down from 21 percent which we have
today.

Now, while this promises a great potential, these demographic
circumstances don't by themselves ensure that jobs will be avail-
able for welfare recipients. It is evident that the educational grade
level attained is a significant factor in obtaining employment. In
fact, completion of the twelfth grade doubles the chances for em-
ployment, compared to dropouts. For welfare recipients, recent
date from the WIN program shows that among persons leaving
welfare to take jobs, those who had completed the twelfth grade ac-
counted for over 50 percent more placement than those who had
not. And of course, high school graduates have the advantage of ob-
taining higher quality, better-paying and more stable jobs. If you
have learned to learn, you are more likely to have long-term em-
ployment than if you just have job training which says, "Put the
red bolt and the red nut together." Change the color of the bolts
and the nuts, and you have got a retraining job on your hands.

It is the literacy level of welfare recipients that needs to be
raised in this respect, to significantly increase the long-term em-
ployability of welfare recipients in today's-and I might emphasize
in tomorrow's-job market, where technology advance is going to
be coming at us at an accelerating pace.

The time has come to begin a serious and sweeping effort to use
our collective resources, I believe, to liberate the God-given poten-
tial of people who are caught in the web of welfare dependency.

In Missouri we are proposing a comprensive program called
Learnfare. Learnfare will remove the lack of a high school educa-
tion as a barrier to employment. Combined with Missouri's Wel-
fare-to-Work Program, an initiative to provide training for skilled
jobs, I believe we can successfully break the cycle of poverty for
many Missourians.

To break the cycle of poverty, I believe our efforts must begin
with education. In Missouri we know that previous job training
programs for welfare clients have suffered from the fact that many
recipients don't have the necessary educational levels to make
them really ready for the training.

Another problem: Teen pregnancy begets low educational
achievement. Low educational achievement begets unemployment
and dependency. Even the most motivated welfare recipients face
stiff competition in today's labor markets if they don't have the
GED or a high school education.

Inadequate education also prevents recipients from being com-
petitive for those job training opportunities. It is a vicious cycle
that only education can break.

Our Learnfare/Welfare-to-Work proposal targets these problems
in welfare with some new weapons:

First, Learnfare would boost the educational level 'and job poten-
tial of AFDC parents. The proposal is this: Those who lack high
school diplomas or the equivalent GED would be required to regis-
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ter in adult basic education or equivalent high school education
programs. Only those parents with preschool children or special
hardships would be exempted from this requirement, and they
would be exempted under current law, because we can't force them
to be involved. But the requirement would be a required involve-
ment in attaining high school equivalency skills, education.

Second, our Welfare-to-Work plan offers new job opportunities
for AFDC parents through a mandatory registration for job-skills,
job-search, job-experience, and-job-placement programs. Our plan
offers individually-tailored guidance by assigned case managers.

Third, we will locate job service staff in our welfare offices to
provide immediate access. I am going to be assigning employment
security people to our welfare offices; in fact, the first application
you file in a welfare office will be a job application rather than a
welfare application. Potential welfare applicants will often find
their first application then is not for welfare.

Our initatives also include a major expansion in daycare. For
those individuals who are required to be involved in pursuing edu-
cation, in lifting their own potentials, as a condition for recipt of
the grant they will have expanded daycare and a small stipend to
cover the incidental expenses of pursuing that educational opportu-
nity.

Finally, our initiative provides a new community work experi-
ence program. This program will provide on-the-job work experi-
ence for those who lack job histories and who are unsuccessful in
the education, training, and job search components of the program.

Now, Learnfare represents a joint-a joint-investment, an in-
vestment between society and those who are most in danger of
long-term welfare dependence.

This massive assault on low educational attainment also prom-
ises positive spillover effects for the children of welfare recipients-
and this is perhaps as important as anything else. Maybe for the
first time, children of AFDC parents will see the most important
persons in their lives, their role models, their parents, working to
further that parent's education. Maybe for the first time they will
benefit from the increased self-esteem of their parents, who, rather
than be threatened by school work brought home by children,
would be able to assist and participate in the education of their
children. When children bring schoolwork home, parents at least
shouldn't be intimidated, and at best will be able to participate in
that educational effort.

Learnfare is the first step in our welfare reform effort in Missou-
ri. Our companion proposal, "Welfare-to-Work," provides a range of
employment-oriented training and job experience programs, and
graduates of Learnfare and recipients who have already gotten a
diploma or a GED-will engage in activity designed to lead them
from the dependency of welfare to the permanence of employment
and self-reliance.

Our initiative also includes a major new investment in child day-
care, as I mentioned, and other support critical to the transition.
We must remove barriers to the workplace, the barriers of lack of
education, the kind of thing that has made welfare so long-term for
a number of individuals.
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It is time for government to quit offering help only if people give
up and go on welfare. By expanding Medicaid coverage to low-
income families, we can prevent the fear of the loss of medical ben-
efits and remove an incentive to stay on welfare. And I have rec-
ommended in my budget for this year that, for children under five,
and for pregnant women, we will extend that Medicaid in conjunc-
tion with the program that is being offered at the federal level.

We will also strengthen the enforcement of child-support obliga-
tions and will crack down on welfare fraud and abuse. That is
something that we have been in the process of doing, to try to
make progress on for some time.

I really believe our most important resource is our people. None
of us can achieve our full potential unless all of us have the oppor-
tunity to achieve our full potentials, and I believe that we as a soci-
ety can ill afford not to have a full effort from as many people as is
possible.

Learnfare and Welfare-to-Work take an aggressive yet compas-
sionate approach to these problems. Most important, they help
people to help themselves, and I believe that we really ought to ask
for people to be involved in the process. Welfare reform is not
something we should do "to" people; it is something we should do"with" people.

Moving people from welfare to work is a joint enterprise. It is a
mutual investment. And the fact that we require individuals to be
involved is eminently fair and considered to be fair by welfare re-
cipients as well as the population generally.

We must recognize that government-federal, state, or local-
can be a partner to other institutions in breaking the web of wel-
fare dependency and building individual opportunities.

National welfare reform proposals, I think, must acknowledge
the importance of state and community based reforms. I think
those efforts can be more successful when they adapt to the unique
characteristics of the 50 States of our country, and I am very
pleased to say that many of my ideas come from bouncing these
ideas around between and among the governors, and I am grateful
to them for their assistance in shaping and fashioning things that
we hope will work in the community we call Missouri.

We have had some problems, obviously, ingetting the right waiv-
ers, and what we would most like from the Federal Government is
the kind clarity and flexibility in rulemaking so that this system of
laboratories we call the Fifty States can work.

We explored the possibility of requiring mothers with very young
children to participate in the Learnfare Program. We were told
that to do so would require a Research Demonstration Waiver. We
said, "Well, fine. We will do a research demonstration to allow us
to deal with families with children under six years of age." And
they said, "Well, that is too bad. Somebody has already done that
research and proved that it works. Therefore, you can't do it be-
cause the research has been done, and there are not research waiv-
ers available."

Well, it is time for us to move beyond that. It is time for us to
recognize that there is an appropriate need for flexibility, with the
clarity of rules that can allow for the experimentation. Yes, and
with the opportunity for failure on the part of one state, both the
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opportunity to discover that a program doesn't work but also the
opportunity to strike oil-or I guess these days we would want to
strike something else more valuable-in terms of making a system
work.

Reform requires investment. The State of Missouri is making
substantial investment out of its General Revenue Funds in order
to move forward in this respect. It is an investment which, as Gov-
ernor Kean has very clearly pointed out, will redoubt as well ore
more to the federal treasury if it is successful as it will to our own.

I thank you very much for your commitment to examining alter-
natives, to clear the web of dependency, and to remove barriers to
work and move people across the bridge to independence and pro-
ductivity. Our focus must be education as well as jobs, and I am
grateful for this opportunity.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Governor, we thank you for an extraordi-
nary statement. We very much appreciate it.

[Governor Ashcroft's written testimony follows:]
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Testimony Prepared for

GOVERNOR JOHN ASHCROFT

STATE OF MISSOURI

before the

U.S. Senate Finance Committee

Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy

February 23, 1987

(Senator Danforth will introduce you to the committees.)

I appreciate the opportunity to be with you today to discuss the Missouri

Learnfare/Welfare-to-Work proposal. i am grateful for the leadership that

you, Senator Moynihan and this subcommittee are bringing to the issue of

welfare reform. Restructuring our welfare system must be a top national

priority. Our strategy must be to help Americans move from the dependency of

welfare to the dignity of work, from poverty to productivity. We help people

most when we help them to help themselves.

Increasingly, the welfare system is criticized as an obstacle to independence.

It has bred what amounts to a web of long-term dependency that drains

resources, productivity and the human spirit. Analysts from all points on the

political spectrum fault the welfare system for causing family fragmentation,

erecting barriers to employment, excessive cost and, perhaps most troubling,

for serious erosion in the aspirations and motivation levels of children in

welfare families.
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Our current welfare system has wrung the spirit of hope out of most of these

families. We must re-awaken these citizens to their abilities and

opportunities. We need their productive efforts.

Our welfare system has been around i long time. It's old, and it's tired, and

it doesn't work. Our people who don't work are caught in a system that

doesn't work, a system, in fact, that is devoted to not working.

As governors, my colleagues and 1 snare two important and related agenda

items: education and economic oaeelopnent. The quality of schools--excellence

in education--contributes great:, to the overall quality of life, an important

consideration for industries seeking to !ocate or expand their production. An

educated and trained work force is tne key component in our states' efforts to

attract and develop new industries. Ana finally, individual self-

advancement--like statewide economic cevelopment--rests in large part on the

attainment of knowledge and ski:;s.

But, the changing world economy nas restricted manufacturing employment--the

traditional avenue to self-suftic:encf fir the unskilled. Service-sector

employment requires mastery of reinn, writing and computation skills.

Demographic projections indicate a national labor shortage by the turn of the

century. A declining number of 1 oun4 people and an increasing number of

functionally illiterate will compound this problem.

Missouri is fairly typical in tnis respect. A report prepared for the

Missouri Opportunity 2000 Commission, which I established to help our state
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prepare for the next century, forecasts our future labor force growth to be

well below the twenty percent level recorded between 1970 and 1980. Ten year

growth rates are expected to fall to thirteen percent during the 1980's and to

nine percent during the 1990's.

Future Missouri employers are likely to find entry level workers in especially

short supply. By the year 2000, seventeen percent of our labor force is

expected to be in the traditional entry-level age group, down from twenty-one

percent today.

While promising great potential, these demographic circumstances do not by

themselves ensure job placement for welfare recipients. It is evident that

the educational grade level attained is a significant factor in obtaining

employment.

In fact, completion of the 12th grade doubles the chances for employment

compared to dropouts. For welfare recipients, recent data from the Missouri

WIN program shows that among persons leaving welfare to take jobs, those who

had completed the 12th grade accounted for over 50% more placement than those

who had not.

And, of course, high school graduates have the advantage in obtaining higher

quality, better paying and more stable jobs. The literacy level of welfare

recipients must be raised to significantly increase the employability of

welfare recipients in today's and tomorrow's job market.
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The time has come to begin a serious and sweeping effort to use our collective

resources to liberate the God-given potential of people caught in the web of

welfare dependence.

In Missouri we are proposing a comprehensive program called Learnfare.

Learnfare will remove the lack of a high school education as a barrier to

employment. CJnbined with Missouri's We]fare-to-work program, an initiative

providing training for skilled jobs, I believe we can successfully break the

cycle of poverty for many Missourians.

To break the cycle of dependency I believe our efforts must begin with

education.

In Missouri, we know that previous job training programs for welfare clients

have suffered from the fact that many of the recipients do not have the

necessary educational levels to make them ready for training.

Teen pregnancy begets low educational achievement; low educational achievement

begets unemployment and dependency. Even the most motivated welfare

recipients face stiff competition in today's labor market without a diploma or

GED. Inadequate education also prevents recipients from being competitive for

job training opportunities. It is a vicious cycle that only education can

break.

Our Learnfare/Welfare-to-Work initiatives target these welfare dependency

factors with new weapons.
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o First, Learnfare boosts the educational level dnd job potential of AFOC

parents. Those who lack nigh school diplomas will be required to

register in adult basic education or an equivalent high school program.

Only those parents with preschool children or special hardships are

exempted from this requirement.

o Second, our Welfare-to-.iork plan offers new job opportunities for AFDC

parents through mandatory registration for Job skills, job search, job

experience and job placement programs. Our plan also offers individually

tailored guidance by assigned case managers.

o We will locate job service staff in our welfare offices to provide

immediate access. Potential welfare applicants will find their first

application is a job application.

o Our initiatives also include a major expansion in day care. This will

help AFDC parents get the maximum benefit from the new education and

employment opportunities.

o Finally, our initiatives provide a new Community Work Experience program.

This program will provlce on-the-Job work experience to those lacking job

histories and those who are unsuccessful in the education, training and

job search components of the program.

Learnfare represents a joint long-term investment by society and those most in

danger of long-term welfare dependence.

This massive assault on low educational attainment also promises positive

spillover effects for the children of welfare recipients. Perhaps for the
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first time, children of AFOC parents will see the most important people in

their lives, their role models, working to further their education. They will

benefit from the increased self-esteem of their parents, and recognize the

importance of education and the doors of opportunity it can open.

When children bring school work home, parents at least will not be intimidated

and at best will be able to participate in their children's educational

effort.

Learnfare is the first step in our welfare reform efforts in Missouri. Our

companion proposal, Welfare-to-Work, provides a range of employment-oriented

training and job experience programs. Graduates of Learnfare and recipients

who already have a diploma or GED will engage in activities designed to lead

them from dependency to employment and permanent self-reliance.

Our initiative also includes a major new investment in child day care and

other support critical to the transition to self-reliance. In addition to

"transition" day care for parents just entering employment, the new initiative

will provide a stipend to defray participants' transportation and other

program-related expenses.

We must remove other barriers to independence and dignity. Its time for

government to quit offering help only if working people give up and go on

welfare. By expanding Medicaid coverage to low-income families we can prevent

the fear of loss of medical benefits and remove an incentive to stay on

welfare. We will also strengthen the enforcement of child support obligations

and crack down on welfare fraud and abuse.
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Our nation's most precious resource is its people. None of us can achieve our

full potential until each of us is enabled to take full advantage of

opportunities for personal development ana productivity. No less than any of

us, most people trapped in dependency want better lives for their families and

children. We all want our children to recognize their gifts from God, and to

make the most of those gifts.

Learnfare and Welfare-to-Work ZaKe dn aggressive yet compassionate approach to

these problems. Most important, *tey nelp people to help themselves.

I began my remarks by noting tnat trie current welfare system has spun a web of

dependency that drains resources, )rrauctlvlty and numan spirit. As the

welfare system currently exists, :ients face a bewildering maze of

bureaucracies that--although intencec to help--pose a formidable barrier to

employment: day care from one agenc., ob search from another, education and

job training from yet other agencies. 70e same bureaucratic maze that faces

our clients also faces our pro rji acninistrators.

We must recognize that government--r.deral, state or local--can only be a

partner to other institutions in breaking the web of welfare dependency and

building Individual opportunity.

National welfare reform proposals inust acknowledge the importance of state and

community based reform. Those efforts can more successfully adapt to the unique

characteristics of the fifty great states of our nation and the hundreds of
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local communities and neighborhoods. We need your help in changing the

current rules of our welfare system that allow for little variation or

experimentation. We need federal legislation providing general and system-

wide waiver authority. State and local efforts to reduce welfare dependency,

such as Missouri's Learnfare/WelfAre-to-Work, need this flexibility to make

work more rewarding than welfare.

When we were discussing our proposed programs with federal officials, we

explored the po.Ssibility of requiring mothers with very young children to

participate in Learnfare/,elfare-to-work.

We were told that to do so would require a Research Demonstration waiver. We

said fine, how do we do that?

The federal officials responded that another state had already received such a

waiver as we were describing, with very good results. Since the topic had

already been "researched" we would not be able to secure such a waiver.

We already know that it works, so we can't secure another demonstration

waiver--it's already been demonstrated.

Clear, simple rules from Washington will allow more creativity in treating

community problems and individual welfare cases.

There are no simple solutions to breaking the web of welfare dependency. The

key is to prevent dependency. Education anj work leads to increased self-
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reliance and dignity. Work is always better than welfare because it ennobles

people and leads to the direct opposite of dependency--independence and

dignity.

Reform requires an investment, but it will be less expensive than perpetuation

of welfare dependency. I firmly believe that the people of this nation expect

more for their money than merely providing a subsistence to people trapped in

dependency. The alternative must be to brush away the web of dependency by

removing the barriers to work. Our focus must be education and jobs.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Now we will follow our usual practice.
Senator Bradley?
Senator BRADLEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Let me say that occasionally some officials come in and offer

their testimony, and it is not, shall I say, "always enlightening,"
but I have found both of your testimonies exceedingly helpful to
the consideration of this committee. I mean that, and I appreciate
it very much.

What I would like to do is to give Governor Kean a chance to
talk a little bit more about what we are doing in New Jersey in
child support, one of the areas that is so very important to the
total picture.

You mentioned job training and Medicaid and child care and
child support, and you talked about guidelines that you established
for child support. Could you share with the committee what the
impact of that has been?

Governor KEAN. Yes. When we have gone back and rechecked
again on the kind of child support that should be being provided by
fathers, we have been able to double-actually double-the amount
of money that we have received.

Senator BRADLEY. You have doubled the amount of money?
Governor KEAN. Yes, actually doubled.
Senator BRADLEY. Based on simply putting guidelines in as op-

posed to simply waiting for court orders?
Governor KEAN. Yes.
Senator BRADLEY. I think there might be a message there, Mr.

Chairman.
What about the impact of the review of old AFDC cases? By

simply reviewing old AFDC cases, what has the impact of that
been?

Governor KEAN. We went back and looked, working with the
courts, at about 1500 cases on a trial basis, and we found that,
again, we were able to almost double the obligations and increase
collections by about $5 million, just for that sample. So now that is
something we want to do on a regular basis, and I think it is some-
thing we would recommend you consider now.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you send us those numbers? We
would appreciate that.

[The information follows:J
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES
CAPITAL PLACE ONE

OREW ALTMAN. n.O, 722 SOUTH WARREN STREET
TRENTON. NEW JERSEY 08625

Xalch 2, 197

The Honorable Patrick lfoynihan, Chairuan
Subcommittee on Social Security and

Family Policy
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Moyn-han:

Thank you for the interest you expressed in Governor Thomas Kean's
testimony regarding the need to strengthen child support enforcement
as part of welfare reform. We believe that the recommendations which
we made at the February 23 hearing on Work and Welfare would result in
enormous savings in welfare expenditures at both the federal and state
level and a more decent standard of living for children living in single
parent households.

The following summarizes projects we have initiated or plan to initiate
in the near future and the need for federal legislation:

1. ESTABLISHMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES

Last year the New Jersey Supreme Court released guidelines which
are based on a concept called "income shares" that allocates the
proportion of disposable income that normally would have been spent
on the children of an intact family. We anticipate that these
guidelines could more than double child support orders in New Jersey.
Persons with incomes below the poverty level will not be subject to
the guidelines but will be required to pay a nominal amount.

Federal Action Needed

Because of the demonstrated success of this program, we propose
that states be required to comply with child support guidelines as
a matter of law, held to the irreparable harm standard.
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2. UPWARD MODIFICATION OF CHILD SUPPORT PAYMENTS

In July 1985, we conducted a pilot project in one of our counties
to determine whether prior child support orders were in compliance
with the new child support guidelines. Because we found such enor-
mous discrepancy between the orders and the amount the absent parents
should pay, we extended this project to 19 of the 21 counties.

We have reviewed about 1500 cases which has resulted in increasing
child support orders from $2.2 million to $4.9 million, a 130 per-
cent increase. This represents only about three percent of the
50,000 absent parents with children on welfare who we estimate have
incomes below the guidelines. About 26.3 percent of the AFDC cases
were closed due to the increase in the child support collections.

Furthermore, we have found that, contrary to popular belief, most of
the obligors have incomes high enough to pay their fair share of
child support. A review of 650 cases in seven counties found that
the average annual gross salary of the obligor was $20,266. Also,
virtually all of the cases had health insurance which possibly could
be available to the children,

Federal Action Needed

We propose that states be required to modify child support orders
on a regular basis in compliance with specific income guidelines.
States should be permitted to do this administratively rather
than through the courts. This would reduce administrative costs
and increase the number of cases which can be processed.

3. PRIORITIZATION OF CHILD SUPPORT CASES

Currently, federal law requires that we treat all child support cases
the same. However, we would like to give priority to those cases in
which the custodial parent is participating in REACH.

Under the current system, if a welfare client accepts a job at or
slightly above the minimum wage, this individual will suffer a sub-
stantial loss in AFDC payments and Medicaid coverage. This results
in a disincentive to accept training or entry-level employment. If
we were permitted to target our enforcement efforts toward the ab-
sent parent in those cases, we could increase the welfare client's
total income and assuage her fear that wages from a job would not
be sufficient to compensate her for lost welfare benefits.

Federal Action Needed

The Secretary should be granted clear authority to grant waivers to
states that want to target their child support enforcement resources
towards cases which will reduce welfare dependency.
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4. IMMEDIATE INCOME WITHHOLDING

As part of our welfare reform initiative, we will request state
legislation which will result in automatic immediate wage with-
holding in child support cases at the time the order is issued.
The current federal requirement it that wages are withheld when
the obligor is 30 days in arrears. The requirement in New Jersey
is 14 days, yet we have found that this more stringent standard is
also inadequate.

The reason is that by the time we locate the employer, find the
obligor, notify him and wait for a response and the exhaustion of
all of his administrative appeals, it is months before the wages
are actually withheld. During that period we estimate that about
$20 million is lost in New Jersey in child support payments. Fur-
thermore, this estimate applies only to AFDC cases. If non-AFDC
cases were included, the impact would be even greater.

It is clear that the current.system is not working. It is costly,
ineffective, and unfair to the child who is denied the basic neces-
sities of life for months at a time. Furthermore, the current
system reinforces the attitude that wage withholding is a stigma
which it should not be.

Federal Action Needed

While we plan to initiate this change in New Jersey our success
will be limited because 30 percent of all absent fathers owing
child support reside in other states. This is an interstate issue
which can only be fully addressed at the national level. The fed-
eral government should require that wage withholding be automatic
for all adjudicated cases at the time an order is entered without
the need for presumption of default.

5. SPECIAL PROJECTS TO REDUCE WELFARE DEPENDENCY AMONG TEENAGE PARENTS

The Department has been awarded $1.9 million from the Office of
Family Assistance for a program to reduce long term welfare depen-
dency among teenage parents in Camden and Newark. An innovative
component of the program will be that teenage fathers will also be
required to participate in job training or attend school in order
to receive other welfare benefits such as AFDC, food stamps or
general assistance. This should result in increasing child support
collections.
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Federal Action Needed

States should be permitted to make special efforts to enroll fathers
in AFMC or food stamp employment and training programs when the
custodial parent and child are also on public assistance.

In conclusion, in order to assist New Jersey and other states to obtain
the support children are entitled to, we ask that states be required
to comply with child support guidelines as a matter of law; be permit-
ted to modify child support orders administratively to reflect increased
earnings of the obligor; be granted the flexibility to prioritize cases
to reduce welfare dependency; and that all states be required to with-
hold wages at the time an order is entered.

Please let me know if I can provide any further assistance.

Sincerely,

/ 1 7

Drew Altlak P6,
Commissioner

DA: 17
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Senator BRADLEY. And on immediate wage withholding for the
AFDC noncustodial parent, the impact of that? Would you suggest
we do that or that we would allow you to do that?

Governor KEAN. Yes. We estimate that we will increase our col-
lections, just with that step, and even with the problem- of delin-
quent fathers in other states, by about 20 percent, or $11 million in
the first year. So, that is an important step, too.

Senator BRADLEY. What occurs to me is that you are really going
after the very difficult part of the welfare population, which is so
important. You are not just skimming off te top, but you are
really saying that if New Jersey has a booming economy, which we
have, and if it can be done anywhere, it ought to be done in our
state, because the jobs are there, the demographic trends are there,
and the commitment of a state government working with a federal
government might actually make an impact on that problem.

Governor KEAN. A great impact, I believe.
Senator BRADLEY. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
And again, I would like to thank both of the witnesses.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Indeed.
Governor Ashcroft, would you like to have your associate come to

the witness table so we can welcome him?
Andyou are Mr.--?
Mr. STANGLER. Gary Stangler.
senator MOYNIHAN. How do you do, Mr. Stangler. Good after-

noon.
Senator Danforth?
Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I share

the comments of Senator Bradley; I think that this has been very
interesting and informative testimony by both governors. I also
think, Mr. Chairman, it is further evidence that we don't have a
monopoly on good ideas in Washington, that there are plenty of
people out there that--

Senator MOYNIHAN. We were getting pretty close to a monopoly
on bad ideas. [Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. That is very possible.
Senator MOYNIHAN. We seem to have a corner on that market.
Senator DANFORTH. But I think, to hear some of the innovative

thoughts of people who have been working in the states on these
matters is really very, very exciting.

Governor Ashcroft, I take it that you are not here to ask us to
spend a lot of money; you are here to ask us to let you do your
thing. Is that right? What you want is flexibility, what you want is
the ability to put your program in place. Is your program in place
now, or are there some barriers that we have somehow created at
the federal level?

Governor ASHCROFr. Well, as I indicated, we would like for our
program to be in place for families with children who are under six
years of age. Right now, we asked for a waiver, and someone else

ad already done successful research saying six years wasn't logi-
cal and that it would work under six years; but, since that has
been done, we couldn't do it.

We do need the flexibility. We are not asking you to spend more
money. Ideally, I think Governor Kean and I are asking you to
spend less money, to join with us in an investment that should
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help us spend less money. And we do need the flexibility and clar-
ity.

One of the problems is that so many of the welfare services cut
across the lines of a wide range of agencies, so we do have a prob-
lem with regulations. Unfortunately, I am not as conversant with
all of those problems as I ought to be, but they tend to hamstring
our efforts.
- So, any move toward flexibility for us to make these experiments
will be helpful.

In the first year we are starting this program, we have a $9-mil-
lion or so fiscal note. We are going to be using some of the federal
funds available to us now. It will cover about $3 million of the pro-
gram. It will take about $6 million of state revenue. And I believe
there is at least an equal payback for every one we move off wel-
fare, so that the Federal Government's investment in what we are
doing here really is less than the states, but its return will be equal
to or greater than the states'.

What we are asking for here is greater flexibility and clarity and
opportunity. We are kind of asking for opportunity so that we can
promote a different kind of opportunity among the people.

I want to make one other point, and that is about the concept of
who we are dealing with. I think Senator Bradley very carefully
noted, that when you are down to 3.6 percent unemployment like
you are in New Jersey, you are dealing with long-term hard people
to get off the rolls; it is not a process of skimming or of "creaming"
as they say.

And my program is a required program. You have to, in order to
maintain benefit, improve yourself educationally if you haven't at-
tained the skills. It would be pretty easy to develop a program
which said it was voluntary, and just take the people who were
highly-motivated and were going to do it anyhow, and the people
who do not constitute a part of a long-term welfare problem. I
think when you require activity and require participation by recipi-
ents, when you get down into that group of individuals who tend to
stay on welfare, the people who are on there for multiple numbers
of years and have a one in twenty chance under the current system
of ever getting off, and you begin to ask them to participate, I
think that is fundamental.

Senator DANFORTH. Just one other question: In providing addi-
tional flexibility, is -this something that we could do generically? I
mean, do we just pass a bill which in effect says the state- have
more flexibility? Or is the quest for flexibility something that is
pursued on an ad hoc basis? Is it part of the problem of dealing
with the Federal Government that all the time barriers to your dis-
cretion crop up, or instead, is it something that is the nature of the
welfare program as currently drafted, and something that we could
fix by inserting the appropriate language in specific legislation?

Governor ASHCROFT. There has been a report to the President
that recommends a system-wide waiver that would give a great
deal of flexibility.

You may be able to comment on that more intelligently than I,
G r. STANGLER. Senator what the domestic policy report to the

President suggested was system-wide waivers. At the local level, re-
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cipients get daycare from one agency, job training from another
agency, adult education from another agency. And in the current
system we can give waivers in categorical programs, and I would
think that the idea of a system-wide waiver may indeed have merit
to be considered in the legislation you are describing.

Governor KEAN. Senator, to also answer that, we need to be able
to get waivers independent of the research area-because the re-
search area is limited. We have run into exactly the same problems
that Governor Ashcroft ran into. All of us do. In other words, if we
had the flexibility to seek waivers not just for research but for solid
programs, I think it would be helpful for all of the states.

Senator DANFORTH. And that can be done generically? That can
be done by general language in a bill?

Governor KEAN. Yes, I believe so.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Could I say that I was with Mr. Hobbs

Friday evening. He said, I guess on McNeil-Lehrer that the Presi-
dent's proposal is going to come up to this committee, and we are
going to welcome it, and we welcome him.

I hear you both, and it has just been a long succession of men of
equal stature in our country saying that we have a moment of op-
portunity here-don't we? This is the one thing in the country
where maybe nobody is mad at anybody anymore. [Laughter.]

I mean, we are trying to work this thing together.
It is tough. Let me just say that we had Mayor Holland who

came down from Trenton to testify on behalf of the Conference of
Mayors-brilliant testimony, a fine mayor. But there you are, sir,
with the second highest per capita income in the country, and an
unemployment rate which even 20 years ago was thought to be
low-you know, 3.6 percent is full employment. And yet a quarter
of the population in your state capital is on welfare-a quarter of
the population, in Trenton.

And you, sir, come from the Great State of Missouri, as Senator
Danforth has taught me to say. That brings to mind Lee Rain-
water's great studies of Pruitt-Igoe which were done at Washington
University in the 1960's. Pruitt-Igoe won a nationwide award for
design excellence, and so forth and so on, but it was all destroyed
when the Housing Authority couldn't control the vandalism and vi-
olence that plagued the project. In the end, the only thing they
could do with what was thought to be one of the best housing

projects in the world was, as Governor Ashcroft said, dynamite it.
Tat was the only thing they could think to do.

Senator DANFORTH. I believe we are dynamiting another one this
week, aren't we, in Kansas City?

Governor ASHCROFT. Speak for yourself. [Laughter.]
You are not going to get me to say I am dynamiting housing.

[Laughter.]
Senator BRADLEY. I understand Senator Danforth would like to

submit a statement to the record concerning dynamiting. [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. We will leave the record open for a
week in case there is some unexplained explosion in the Western
part of Missouri. [Laughter.]
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Could I just say-and thanking you very much, both of you-that
I heard three things. I heard the idea of contracts, the idea that
there is an exchange of obligations, that citizens have them and so-
ciety has them towards citizens. Mr. Mead over there has taught us
something.

I hear you talk about-the word "targeting" is not the best term,
but that there are particular persons who you can recognize as
being very much at risk in this system, whereas others aren't,
really, if at all. And there will be a certain number of persons for
whom AFDC is a form of income replacement, just as unemploy-
ment insurance is, and then something happens with a divorce and
separation, and people get their lives back together. But there are
some people who walk in your door, and you know they are candi-
dates for a lot of trouble-aren't they?-and their children. And
you want to be careful with them.

I also hear child support. You both think there is a problem. You
know, our system of welfare began as a widow's pension, back
when women were expected to stay at home. Well, it can't work in
a world in which less than 5 percent of the recipients of AFDC are
widows. There is a paradox. There is another paradox there, when
he or sometimes she has earnings.

You might be interested in the fact that in Indianapolis they are
taking some of those very young people, the young males, and they
say, "All right, we are going to introduce you to the pleasures of
manhood, and you are going to pay, say, $12.50 a month. Get start-
ed." You know? We'll say, "Begin paying now, because you are
going to be 30 some day, and your child is still going to be a minor,
and you are going to be making adult wages."

Can I ask you one more question before you leave? The WIN pro-
gram-I want both of my colleagues to hear this-it's funding is
due to expire in June. You wouldn't want to see that happen,
would you? Mr. Stangler and Mr. Altman, join in.

Mr. STANGLER. Absolutely not, Senator. What we want to do will
require a WIN demonstration waiver to implement Learnfare.

Senator MOYNIHAN. A WIN demonstration waiver wouldn't help
you very much if there was no WIN.

Mr. STANGLER. That is right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. I think you have logic on your side.
Mr. STANGLER. Thank you, Senator.
Senator MOYNIHAN. And Mr. Altman?
Mr. ALTMAN. I think that is right. I think the really important

principle is that, as the Federal Government shares in the savings,
it should share in the investment necessary to produce those sav-
ings, whether through WIN or in some other way.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Well, we are facing a deadline here, and pos-
sibly we can use this to further the purposes of getting ourselves
some general legislation as well as specific legislation on this
matter.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Governors, you probably have 50 places

where you are supposed to be, and the President is probably wait-
ing for you. You couldn't have been kinder, and we very much ap-
preciate your testimony. And thank you, Mr. Stangler, and thank
you, Mr. Altman.
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Can I say to our guests here that we are not finished. We are
almost finished, but Senator Larson iA here.

Senator Larson, you have made it here from Connecticut, and we
appreciate it. We heard earlier from your associate Art Agnos from
California.

I really must ask that we have quiet in our committeeroom so
that we can hear our guest.

Senator, we welcome you. We know it was a hell of an experi-
ence getting here, but you made it.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN LARSON, PRESIDENT,
CONNECTICUT STATE SENATE, ACCOMPANIED BY FREDRICA
GRAY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, PERMANENT COMMISSION ON
THE STATUS OF WOMEN, AND CECILIA J. WOODS, LEGISLATIVE
AND RESEARCH DIRECTOR, SENATE DEMOCRATIC OFFICE,
STATE OF CONNECTICUT
Senator LARSON. It was a harrowing flight, Mr. Chairman.
But certainly, Chairman Moynihan and members of the commit-

tee, it is an honor to testify before the Subcommittee on Social Se-
curity and Family Policy. I am certainly grateful to Joy Wilson of
the National Conference of State Legislators for providing your
committee with testimony, and to your staff, Senator, for the atten-
tion they have ven my staff in preparing for today's hearing.

Senator MOYNIHAu. That is very thoughtful of you.
Senator LATISON. For the record, I am John Larson. I am the

President Pro Tem of the Connecticut State Senate, and accompa-
nying me here today and sitting directly behind me are Frederica
Gray from the Permanent Commission on the Status of Women
and Cecilia Woods, the chief analyst and Research Director for the
Senate Democratic Office, State of Connecticut.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Ms. Gray, and Ms. Woods, if you would like
to join us up here, we would like to have you do that.

Senator LARSON. We would like to have them up here, Senator;
they have been dying to meet you and of course be conversant with
you, but they are a little shy, and I am glad that you brought them
up here.

Senator MOYNIHAN. We welcome you, ladies.
Senator LARSON. I would like to complimentyou, Senator, for the

comprehen8ive nature of the work you are undertaking in your in-
quiring into welfare reform or replacement.

Commissionetr Heinz from our Department of Income Mainte-
nance in the 1State of Connecticut has attested to a holistic ap-
proach in concern for the family in this committee, and, Mr. Chair-
man, I would be less than honest if I didn't indicate to you that
"Family and Nation" has provided much in the way of intellectual
underpinnings for a program of work that we have embarked on in
the State of 'onnecticut.

We in the State of Connecticut have introduced a comprehensive
program entitled "The Future of Connecticut Families, Balancing
Home and Work," and our goal is to establish a comprehensive pro-
gram that nurtures our primary institution-the family. The
family, by the way, is an institution whose deterioration has been
noted by this committee. We know, of course, that as a nation we
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have no national policy that is directed at the family; in fact, we
are alone in the Western Democracies of this world in that circum-
stance, that unfortunate circumstance.

This gives added emphasis, in my mind, to the need for a policy
in the area of work and welfare that we have been asked to com-
ment on here today. It also exposes the broader interrelated con-
cerns which, if neglected, will further weaken the American
family.

Let me focus, then, on work and welfare from a state legislator's
perspective. Certainly in the State of Connecticut we are not
unique and share several similarities in dealing with poverty on
both a structural and cyclical basis with many other of our fellow
states.

I think, in considering the following from the State of Connecti-
cut, and listening to the Governors, we are the wealthiest state in
per capita income in the United States, and yet we have three of
the poorest cities in this country. Seventy-eight percent of our poor
are women and children. Ninety-four thousand children are living
at or below the poverty level in our state. One child in seven under
the age of six is impoverished in the State of Connecticut.

I know Commissioner Heinz has talked about the national situa-
tion where one in four children is impoverished. Without a compre-
hensive policy, we feel very strongly that we are forsaking our
future.

It used to be, in the 1950's, that 70 percent of all families con-
formed to the model of the working husband and the woman stay-
ing at home to rear the children, what we called the "Father
Knows Best" model or the "Ozzie and Harriet" model. It is not
quite clear what Ozzie did for a job, but that is the model that we
have referred to frequently in testimony.

In 1986, we have seen this figure drop below 7 percent. Families
are in transition; dual households are the rule not the exception;
single-parent households are increasing; and in Connecticut, 40 per-
cent of all families maintained by women live below the poverty
level.

Senator MOYNIHAN. In the state with the highest per capita
income.

Senator LARSON. In the state with the highest per capita income!
In establishing a public policy, interrelated needs require collabo-

rative attention by both the state and the Federal Government,
which includes a decent job-the real ticket out of welfare-child
care and nutrition and medical care that is associated with rearing
children, job retraining, transportation, and affordable housing.

A work and welfare agenda that is incentive-oriented, that fos-
ters dignity and integrity, can form the cornerstone of a federal
policy that buttresses the family.

In our family and workplace program in the State of Connecti-
cut, we have emphasized the importance of economic self-sufficien-
cy and supportive service. This is a direct means of addressing the
welfare-to-work problem that is not a quick fix and requires sub-
stantive counseling and continuing education.

Economic self-sufficiency creates esteem and value associated
with having a viable job, and it serves to foster dignity within the
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recipient; particularly, Senator, when we are looking at the struc-
turally poor, we recognize this importance.

To achieve this, we advocate that, aside from its funding of pro--
grams that encourage incentives to get off of welfare, that the
states have the continued flexibility as was outlined by the Gover-
nors to create and devise their own programs; for, what works in
Hartford may not necessarily work in Hackensack, with all due re-
spect to Senator Bradley and the good Governor who preceded me.

In Connecticut, for example, we have two incentive programs.
One has been in existence over the past year, and the other one we
seek to create. One is a pilot program on supportive work that we
want to expand to some of our poorer cities. It targets welfare re-
cipients and aids and supports them by funding unsubsidized em-ployment.We have a Women's Employment and Education pilot program

that places increased emphasis on job development, job matching,
and places AFDC women in permanent jobs in the private sector, a
model that we adopted from your State of New York, Senator.

The results of the data we have received have been encouraging.
In our supportive work model, we saw a 22 percent increase in the
number of recipients who entered permanent unsubsidized employ-
ment, and the Women's Employment and Education pilot, again,
modeled after the .New York program, boasts an 85-90 percent re-
tention basis for people who are employed in private sector jobs.

Economic self-sufficiency in our minds also means a commitment
to close the gap as it relates to pay equity, to increase the mini-
mum wa e, and to service the displaced homemaker, the underem-
ployed, tle underskilled, the disabled, and the working poor. Eco-
nomic self-sufficiency can only be accomplished with supportive
services, which include adequate child care, medical and nutrition-
al needs, continuing ed, jobs training, remediation for the undered-
ucated and the underskilled, not to mention, as I have in the past,
both transportation and housing needs.

In our program, we have sought to increase rates for purchase of
service for daycare for AFDC mothers. In the States of Connecticut,
where the cost of daycare on average was $70 a week, we were pro-
viding AFDC recipients with a $45-stipend. Obviously that is not an
incentive for a working parent who is concerned about rearing
their child to get off the welfare rolls and into employment and be
assured that their child is receiving adequate care.

We have expanded the creation of tax incentives for the private
sector, so that business can become more directly involved through
tax breaks in terms of offering a childcare center. And for smaller
businesses we have sought out consortiums, to form consortiums,
on their behalf with outreach work done by the State of Connecti-
cut, to encourage programs for the smaller private sectors.

In conclusion, Senator-and I thank you for allowing me to sum-
marize-the nation needs a national policy that addresses the con-
cerns of all families, or we certainly will be forsaking our country's
future.

"Work and Welfare" and the policy that will be formed by this
subcommittee will play an integral part of that national policy and
should apply, in our mind, again, to an incentive that is flexible
and provides states with varying models. Models that indicate the
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kinds of initiatives that states across this nation have taken, and
perhaps ideas also that have come forward from Washington that
instill and foster dignity, so that, particularly, the structural and
generational and attitudinal problems that are inherent with the
impoverished can be addressed, with the understanding of the need
for self worth and self esteem.

Lastly, Senator, to avoid past failures, programs of this nature
need integrity. Senator, something that you emphasized in your
book "Family and Nation" and something I feel very strongly
about, is the need, when we are putting forth creative ideas and
programs that are addressing our welfare concerns, that we have
the evaluative tools necessary to measure the worth of those pro-
grams and to indicate whether or not they are efficiently run and
are effective on behalf of their recipients. Without this, I think
that we as states are not going to be accountable to the Federal
Government when we ask for funds or to the taxpayers who ulti-
mately pay the bill.

I thank you for your time before the committee, and I will
answer any questions you may have.

Senator MOYNIHAN. Thank you, Mr. President, and I am sorry
the committee as a body is gone, as they were very slow in arriv-
ing.

On that last point, Art Agnos, Assemblyman Agnos, who was to
speak with you this morning, described this program in California,
GAIN. They have engaged the Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation, MDRC-I am sure you know them-to monitor what
goes on. You know, "You come in, and watch how we do this."
They are studying now 9 counties, and by 1990 they mean to be
statewide, and they are going to keep themselves honest.

The great point there is, when you don't have real records,
anyone can come along and say anything about you, and you can't
dispute it. I mean, we have been going through a sort of time in
this town for the past five years in which the reigning doctrine is
that you have problems because you tried to do something about
them.

Senator LARSON. Well, I believe you tried or attempted to create
an Office of Legislative Evaluation that ultimately became the
function of the GAO, and it was the good Senator Abraham Ribi-
coff from my State of Connecticut that initiated that.

But I feel there is very definitely a need on the state level, not
only in matters of welfare and work but also in other critical areas
of initiating legislation, that we have these kinds of evaluative
tools before us.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I am going to have to close off now, because
we have a full committee hearing at 2:30, and they have to sort of
straighten this room out; otherwise, they will abolish our subcom-
mittee. [Laughter.]

But I wanted to make just two points. Your highest per capita
income in the country and perhaps in the world is in three to four
cities. And Governor Kean came in with the second highest per
capita income, and a fourth of the population in his capital is on
welfare.

Senator LARSON. Their employment is a little bit better.
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Senator MOYNIHAN. Yes. But note this-note this-young chil-
dren in Connecticut are twice as likely as adults to live in poverty.

Senator LARSON. That's right.
Senator MOYNIHAN. One in 15 adults, and one in seven children

under the age of six. Is this the way we are heading? This pattern
is everywhere-you find it with variations in the mountains, the
proposition that you are twice as likely to be poor if you are a child
than if you are the average adult. It is the first time in our history
where the poorest in our population are the children. History isn't
going to let us get away with this.

One other question: You have a family agenda of some 30 bills,
you say?

Senator LARSON. Yes, we do.
Senator MOYNIHAN. Would you please send them to us?
Senator LARSON. Yes, Senator. And we would like dearly at some

point-and I know your busy schedule-to have you come to Con-
necticut. Certainly your voice matters on programs of this urgency.
We would like to think Connecticut is going to be on the leading
edge of establishing a comprehensive family policy, and to have
someone of your stature come to our state to speak on behalf of
that would be an outstanding boost to our program.

Senator MOYNIHAN. I accept. And thank you very much, and Ms.
Gray and Ms. Woods. Thank you for joining us.

We will call this fourth of our five hearings completed.
[Senator Larson's written prepared testimony follows:]
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"Work and Welfare"

Testimony of Senator John Larson

President Pro Tempore

Connecticut General Assembly

Before the Committee on Finance,

Subcommittee on Social Security

and Family Policy

February 23, 1987

I am very honored to be here today to testify on work and welfare from a

state legislator's perspective and to represent the National Conference of

State Legislatures. I congratulate Senator Moynihan and other members of the

Subcommittee on Social Security and Family Policy for their foresight in

attempting to frame a national policy that will address not only work and

welfare but many of the other interrelated concerns which are contributing to

the deterioration of the American family.

I am Senator John Larson, President Pro Tempore of the Connecticut State

Senate. While I represent East Hartford, East Windsor, South Windsor and

Ellington, the issues I have been focusing on are not indigenous to my

communities or even to the state of Connecticut. I have been working for six

months with lawmakers and other experts representing many areas of family

concern to develop a package to examine as fully as possible thE new

priorities of the changing family unit. We are convinced that ntate

government efforts must be redirected to ensure that our dollars (and those of

our federal government) are serving the needs of today's family.

While we have been concentrating on promoting a new family agenda for the

state of Connecticut, I believe that these issues have national significance

and can be useful in structuring a national model to combat poverty and

strengthen the-family.

It is really distressing to note that we are the only Western democracy

that does not have a national policy that focuses on the needs of the family.
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We need a federal policy that will buttress the family and one that can be

incorporated into our national fiber both financially and philosophically. We

must start supporting programs that benefit and uplift the family as a unit.

Our vision for the future of this nation must actively account for the

concerns of family and we must put forward public policy that nurtures this

primary institution. Without concern for our families, we will be unable to

sustain a productive climate for the nation's future and in turn our economic

and social environments will continue to deteriorate.

In Connecticut I have introduced a new family agenda, which will require

passage of more than 30 bills to enact completely. This is a first-time

effort to assess and address a complete and balanced range of family issues

including day care, parental-medical leave, accessibility to health care

services, housing and job training and placement. This program's impact spans

several legislative committees and state agencies.

I know that you are aware of the remarkable trends in our country. With

more children than ever being raised in households steered by one working

parent or by one parent on AFDC, we have a responsibility to rethink and

reshape family services. While you are addressing the plight of the welfare

recipient, you know that there are millions of women who comprise the working

poor and are often in and out of the welfare system. Even in a rich state

like Connecticut we find that children are really suffering. "Young children

in Connecticut are twice as likely as adults to live in poverty. One in 15

adults in our state lives below tale poverty level. One in seven children

under six lives below the poverty level" according to Growing Up At Risk In

Connecticut, A Collaborative Project of The Connecticut Association for Human

Services and The Junior League of Hartford. This signals that we may be

sacrificing our children's well-being and future generations may not be even

as well off as we have been.

While we may not agree on all of the reasons why women and children find

themselves in poverty, we can certainly concur that day care should be an

integral part of a national policy on the family as should employment and

training. We all know that American society has been forced to redefine what
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constitutes a family - and that is not yet clear. We have learned that

families come In a variety of forms and that these families should be

strengthened, supported and valued equally. But one thing that is clear is

that children who grow up in a stressful environment, with inadequate

nurturing and attention, will not have a very bright future. In Connecticut

alone, 40% of the teenage inmates in the Connecticut Department of Corrections

have not received more than a ninth grade education. Kids need to get a good

start. And one way to insure that kids get a good start is to establish a

national policy that reflects a commitment to strengthen our working families.

As you know, we in Connecticut are very fortunate to have had Commissioner

Stephen Heintz from the Department of Income Maintenance serve as Chair of the

Hatter of Commitment Steering Committee of the American Public Welfare

Association and National Council of State Human Service Administrators (a

joint policy development project). Since he has already testified before your

Subcommittee, I will not reiterate those points which he addressed. However,

in order to understand some of the compornts of our family agenda, I would

like to summarize briefly what we have been doing in Connecticut in the work

and welfare area.

In Connecticut we have recognized that mere "quick placement" into low

paying, dead-end jobs is not productive for many AFDC recipients.

Transitional supports are essential. Basic education, job training,

counseling, child care and transportation are prerequisites for placement in

good jobs with real chances for advancement and good benefits.

We are concentrating on your theme, "Work and Welfare", Connecticut

instituted its 'Job Connection' in October, 1985, under WIN-demonstration

authority. The first year of operation saw a 22 percent increase in the

number of recipients who entered permanent unsubsidized employment. The

number participating in education and training programs more than doubled from

the previous year.

Connecticut's Job Connection places emphasis on adequate and supportive

job preparation. Welfare recipients can improve basic skills, receive the

equivalent of a high school diploma, or enroll in a community or state
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technical college. The state also offers supported work grant diversion model

programs. Participants in the supported work program receive wages, instead

of AFDC payments, counseling, skill sharpening, and temporary placement in a

private job -- a job which becomes permanent after a successful transitional

period of about 5 months. Retention is high. In this situation everyone wins.

The state wins as another AFDC recipient becomes self-sufficient; the employer

wins, having gained an employee who has proven his or her skill - and the

participant wins freedom from poverty and dependency on the state.

In our family agenda legislative package, we have a section devoted to

economic self-sufficiency -- an area we feel is critical for self-esteem. The

stability of our nation's families is affected in large measure by their

ability to achieve and maintain economic self-sufficiency. We want to provide

adequate mechanisms to enable poor families to reach this goal. In this

philosophical context, we have focused on education, job training, pay equity

and equality of opportunity. The emphasis is on job development, employment

re-entry and welfare-to-work programs.

We hope to expand our supported work model. This model targets welfare

recipients and aids these people in finding and maintaining unsubsidized

employment. We have two such programs already in existence -- one in

Hartford/New Britain, the other in Bridgeport (a state enterprise zone). We

h' pe to establish this supported work pilot as a permanent program and to

establish two more sites. The per participant cost for this program is

estimated to be $2,000+.

We also plan to incorporate a new Women's Employment and Education Pilot

Program into our family agenda. This pilot program is based upon a successful

New York City program. We hope to place major emphasis on job development and

job matching to place AFDC women in permanent jobs. We plan to give

significant attention to extensive follow-up and support services. This

program to date has boasted an 85-90% retention rate one year after placement.

The long term benefit is that AFDC mothers will be able to become

self-supporting and financially independent and that the state AFDC costs will

decrease accordingly. Spending monies on welfare-to work programs should be

viewed as an investment because employment is the only way out of poverty.
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In Connecticut we are firmly committed to pay equity. In 1919, the

General Assembly funded a pilot study to research pay equity in state service

jobs. The results of the study revealed widespread pay disparities in 250

state classified positions. In 1981, legislation was enacted to mandate all

2600 classified be compared by "objective job evaluation". To date, the

process has shown a 17-20% wage gap between jobs held predominantly by men and

jobs held predominantly by women. Four million dollars was appropriated last

year to begin to correct the wage inequities. Our proposals for this year is

to appropriate an additonal $10 million dollars for FY '87-88 to be used to

implement pay equity in State service jobs. We know this is a way to help the

working poor, many of whom are female, and most regrettably, are unsupported

heads of households.

We have also set a priority to provide services to displaced homemakers,

underemployed and disabled persons. Many working parents, both men and women

(and we are as concerned with men as your subcommittee is) are struggling in

positions that are low-paying and offer little benefits or career advancement.

Connecticut wants to educate and retrain these adult citizens. We plan to

establish another pilot program in the Department of Labor wherein incentive

grants would be awarded to community agencies in each Congressional district.

These programs would provide post-secondary adult, basic education, supportive

services, training and placement to serve displaced homemaker, underemployed

and disabled populations. We hope to spend $1 million dollars in our state

for this effort.

We recognize (and other states should also) the need to train women for

non-traditional jobs that are career-oriented and more lucrative than the

low-paying dead-end occupations in which women are traditionally found. These

women can, and should be trained for skilled craft and technical occupations

including electrical, painting, plumbing, electronics, drafting and other

non-traditional fields. These efforts should include apprenticeships and

specialized training through vocational technical schools and technical

colleges. One such project in Connecticut, Women Working Technical, is about
to get underway at Hartford State Technical College. Other projects have

trained women to become cable television installers (Hartford College for

Women) and to help women enter construction fields (Bridgeport YWCA).
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Finally, we are all aware of some of the excellent benefits of the Head

Start program for children. We want to catch those parents who didn't get a

head start. We envision a head start for parents in the adult education

arena. There Is substantial evidence which indicates that a large number of

single parents face a wide range of barriers preventing them from entering the

labor force and becoming self-sdffkient. Key among the barriers faced by

single parents are insufficient academic and coping skills. In recognition of

the special needs of this population group, a proposed link between our State

Department of Adult Education, the Bureau of Adult Education and Head Start

should be established to address the particular needs of undereducated single

parents in areas where there is a need for education. Many Head Start parents

are recipients of public assistance. We would connect with Head Start in

order to provide a system of Competency Based Adult Education (including

assessment, education and career counseling, life and parenting skills, basic

education, referral to employment and job placement programs, etc.) This

would be done in a strongly coordinated manner with the Head Start program for

children. Funding for this program would not be extensive ($200,000) but I am

confident that the success of the program will ultimately justify the

financial underwriting.

Again, on behalf of the Senate of the State of Connecticut, I applaud your

Subcommittee's efforts. While the New York Times has quoted Senator Moynihan

as saying, "unless we move beyond welfare, we can now assume that some

one-third of children being born today will be on AFDC before reaching

maturity", I know that you have hope. We do not want that to happen and it is

obvious that this Subcommittee is committed to find ways to solve this

national dilemma because you are devoting your precious time and energy to a

problem that really affects us all, even if we are not poor and have never

been on welfare.

Since I have been an educator and an insurance agent, I can relate to both

the economic and human concerns associated with welfare reform/replacement.

While I represent a wealthy state, we have three of the nation's poorest

cities and I want to see these cities and their people thrive and grow.

In conclusion, I want to address the family living standard that

78-474 0 - 87 - 13
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Commissioner Heintz outlined in his recent report. American families need an

economic floor to stand on, a level of living beneath which we as a society

will not permit them to fall. This Is our responsibility as the wealthiest

naticn on earth and while we will no doubt encounter controversy as we

struggle to arrive at a consensus on how this will be achieved, we must agree

at least that a standard must be set. I agree that support services must be

in place to prepare individuals to move to self-sufficiency and to take

advantage of a comprehensive social policy, such as the family living

standard.

The Connecticut family agenda will attempt to hold up the family until we

replace or modify our existing system. Doubtless, there will be increased

debate over a family living standard as there was in the early seventies.

However, we do need to establish a cash assistance plan for families and

eliminate the morass of welfare programs that often do not promote dignity,

encourage people to work or provide a subsistence wage. We should also

consider increasing the minimum wage. I believe that there will be public

support to bring a family income up to a minimum standard of living, if

parental support payments and earnings still leave a family with insufficient

resources and in poverty.

I believe that a family living standard should reflect the basic living

costs in a specific geographic area. It has been proposed that families with

children will receive cash assistance in the form of a family living standard

supplement based on the difference between the standard and a family's income,

including wages, child support and any other stipend including housing

assistance. Since I know that this Subcommittee is well-versed in this

concept, I will conclude my remarks by stating that I feel this policy has

considerable merit and will most probably be advantageous in the long run to

both federal and state governments.

Again, I thank you for your kindness in allowing me to address this

Subcommittee. We are optimistic in Connecticut. We have had some successes

and we are fortunate to be involved in commenting on the future of federal

policy. We share your concerns for the less fortunate who have hopes and

dreams like the rest of us. Helping people ts the most important thing those
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of us who serve In the State Capitol are charged to do. Typically, many of

the issues I have addressed in my family and the workplace package have

traditionally been brought to the Legislature in a piece-meal fashion. I

believe that our families deserve a more thoughtful approach -- an approach

that takes into account currently existing services offered by state agencies

and adjusts them to address existing concerns. I believe you are doing this

in a comprehensive way on the federal level and I applaud your efforts.
"...Many of the things we need can wait. The child cannot..." (Adapted from a

poem by Gabriela Mistral.)

[Whereupon, at 1:51 p.m., the hearings were recessed.]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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The American 3ewish Committee is very pleased to have the op-
portunity to testify on the critical national policy issue of welfare.
We applaud your efforts, Sen. Moynihan, and those of your colleagues to
solicit a variety of views on how to remedy the inadequacies of our
existing welfare system.

The AXC strongly believes that such Congressional attention to this
issue Is long overdue. We are encouraged that the kind of bi-partisan
cooperation on possible policy approaches needed to forge change appears
to be emerging both within the Congress and among interested groups.
The A3C is deeply committed to playing an active role in the public
education and advocacy process that will be needed to bring about
welfare reform.

The recommendations that we will offer today are rooted In AJC's
Statement on Economic Policy and the Poor, adopted at AJC's 1986 Annual
Meeting. That statement is the culmination of a year-long study process
undertaken by a special Task Force on Social Policy. The Task Force met
In a number of cities around the country, heard expert testimony from a
variety of perspectives, commi3sioned background papers on both public
policy Issues and 3ewish teachings and tradition on social policy, and
formulated the position statement ultimately adopted by AJC as the basis
for our ongoing work. The policy statement and background papers have
compiled into a publication, The Poor Among Us: 3ewish Tradition and
Social Policy, that has been widely circulated to all members of
Congress and to individuals and groups concerned about the issue.

We undertook this effort for several Important reasons. First, as
an organization dedicated to promoting economic and social Justice, AXC
believes that the nation must vigorously attack the problem of poverty.
Census Bureau data indicate that poverty remains close to its highest
level in two decades, despite a slight drop In 1985. A disproportionate
number of the poor continue to be minorities or those who live in
female-headed households. And perhaps most troubling Is that nearly
one-fourth of the nation's children under six now live in poverty.

Second, we have been concerned about the polarization of the debate
over social policy--a polarization that has paralyzed consensus building
around constructive policy approaches. We hope that the principles and
guidelines A3C has arrived at can help break that impasse.

Third, we believe that religious teachings have a special role to
play in advancing attention to social policy issues. Like the important
discussion sparked by the Catholic Bishops' pastoral letter, AJC's The
Poor Among Us is intended not only to stimulate awareness within the
3ewish community, but also to contribute to the national debate on
social policy.

Several guiding principles shape the AJC's approach to formulating
social policy. We would like to touch on those principles briefly
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before discussing their specific application to welfare reform and the
criteria that we believe ought to be applied to any proposed legislative
initiatives.

Approaches to social policy must balance the fundamental American
principles of communal responsibility to provide for others and indi-
vidual responsibility to provide for oneself. To successfully balance
the dynamic tension between these principles, approaches must stress
both the proper role of government in providing adequate support for
those who cannot support themselves, and the need for individuals who
can support themselves to attain economic self-sufficiency.

Other basic principles that AJC espouses are the need to examine
costs and benefits of specific programs, the need to recognize that the
poverty population Is diverse, the need to Identify appropriate roles
for state and local governments and mediating Institutions, and the need
to evaluate the efficacy of all social policy programs.

Finally, other principles emerged through our study of 3ewish
values in dealing with economic need. 3ewish tradition stresses
preventative approaches, including employment and training; the respon-
sibility of each person and the larger community to aid the poor; the
responsibility of the able poor to strive for economic-self-sufficiency;
the responsibility of the community to provide generously for those who
cannot support themselves, and the need for pragmatic rather than
ideological approaches to social policy.

How then, do these principles apply to our views on welfare reform?
We start from the premise that the federal government must take primary
responsibility for welfare programs, and that those programs must be
made more adequate. Benefit levels should be brought closer to the
poverty line and should be made more equitable and consistent across
state lines. The current patchwork quilt of benefits is simply unfair.
While some states provide much more generoa-asslstance than others,
most provide levels at far below the poverty line. Moreover, the real
value of A.F.D.C. fell more than 30% in the median state between 1970
and 1985. Another long-overdue reform is mandated coverage of intact
families in which both parents are unemployed. Such families currently
are eligible In only about half the states. Failure to provide such
coverage is a disincentive to maintaining families--a goal that should
underline all social policy.

A3C further recommends that one means of achieving more equitable
benefit levels in a period of diminished resources would be through a
transfer of greater responsibility to the federal government in exchange
for states' assumption of a greater share of other programs, such as
road maintenance, waste water treatment and smaller social services.

While much attention Is appropriately being given to Job and
training programs that would move recipients out of welfare dependency,
It is simultaneously Important to stress that many welfare recipients--
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the elderly, disabled, mothers with infant children--will be unable or
should not be expected td work. Still others will need a longer
transition period to move successfully out of welfare and onto employ-
ment. This may be especially true for recipients in long-term depend-
ency who may never have held a job, may lack basic skills or may have
other intractable problems. Thus it is critical that, as attention
shifts to employment and training programsp attention to the pressing
need for adequate benefit levels must not be neglected.

The AJC fully supports mandatory or voluntary training and employ-
ment program for A.F.D.C. recipients who can work, in order to assist
them In achieving economic self-sufficiency. Much creative initiative
already has been demonstrated by the states in this area, including
programs such as Massachusetts ET, California's GAIN, and Jew Jersey's
REACH, a new program recently announced by Gov. Thomas Kean. The
National Governors' Association just recently has endorsed an approach
calling for mandatory, state-designed employment and training programs
for recipients, combined with binding contractual agreements between the
government and client. Clearly such a comprehensive program cannot be
funded by the states alone and would require additional federal fiscal
resources either through a substantial increase in the Work Incentive
Program, which has financed many of the state welfare-to-work programs,
or through new legislative initiatives. One bill that warrants atten-
tion Is S.514, Introduced by Sen. Kennedy, which would authorize bonuses
to states that succeed in training long-term welfare recipients and
finding them jobs.

AJC does not support one type of approach, mandatory or voluntary,
over the other, but rather suggests that flexibility Is warranted. We
are hopeful that disagreements among those who argue that work programs
must be mandatory, and those who argue that mandatory programs are
Inherently punitive will not derail a consensus on the widely-shared
goal of promoting economic self-sufficiency. There are some signs that
this may be achievable. As important component of the governors' plan
is the concept of a mutually binding contractual agreement in which the
government agrees to provide vital support services and the client
agrees to strive for self sufficiency. This concept of a mutual
contractual agreement also has been emphasized in two key sets of
recently-released policy recommendations, One Child In four, the
American Public Welfare Association's recommendations on dealing with
families and children at risk, and A New Social Contract, the report of
Gov. Cuomo's Task Force on Poverty and Welfare.

The role of support services is absolutely critical to the
potential success of programs geared to moving welfare recipients into
employment. AOC strongly supports the provision of needed services that
would enable single heads of household--most of whom are women--to care
for their children. Employment and training opportunities hold out
little incentive to an A.F.D.C. recipient who has no child care.
Similarly, the loss of Medicaid benefits may place a head of household
who moves from welfare into a low-paying job without health benefits in
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more dire economic straits than she previously faced. Therefore, A3C is
pleased that the governors' plan places an emphasis on government
provision of transitional child care, medical insurance and other
support services as part of its proposed package. On the other hand, we
are disappointed that the governors have agreed to drop their proposal
for a national minimum benefit level in exchange for Administration
support. We believe that Congress must deal both with jobs and benefit
levels In order to achieve meaningful welfare reform.

While A3C advocates that primary responsibility for welfare should
rest at the federal level, we also believe that specific non-cash
programs such as job training and child care should, where feasible, be
operated at the local level. Mediating institutions that are based in
the community, such as churches, neighborhood organizations, ethnic
groups and businesses, should be utilized to put in place the infra-
structure needed to make welfare-to-work programs viable.

Any discussion of welfare must, as we have indicated, take Into
account the diversity of the welfare population. Data from the Univer-
sity of Michigan's Institute for Social Research indicate that while
many individuals at some point experienced short-term poverty, rela-
tively few experienced long-term need. Most of those mired in long-term
poverty (62%) were Black- and most (61%) live in female-headed house-
holds.

Similarly, the A.F.D.C. population Is more fluid thant the stereo-
type often automatically associated with it. Many A.F.D.C. recipients
suffer only short-term dependency. Over half of all recipients move off
the roles within two years; only 16% of recipients remain on welfare for
eight years or more.

Based on the long-term multi-state evaluations carried out by the
Manpower Research Demonstration Corporation, we know something about the
potential efficacy of work programs for A.F.D.C. recipients. For one
thing, the programs made the most difference among women who otherwise
were likely to be on welfare the loQgest--those, for example, who had
never previously held a job. The program evaluations also indicated
that increased pressure to move recipients off the rolls may not
necessarily accomplish more. Therefore, In fashioning and evaluating
welfare to work programs, It will be critical to scrutinize those-
programs carefully. Many short-term recipients may be able to move off
welfare on their own. Others, for whom assistance will be at once more
difficult, more expensive and more important, will pose more of a
challenge. Again, A3C reiterates that work requirements are not a
panacea. Without simultaneously providing both flexibility and the
infrastructure of support services needed to make work and training
programs viable, they cannot work effectively.

Finally, the A3C believes that the federal government must also
focus on those family policy issues that have direct relevance to
welfare. Currently A3C is undertaking a comprehensive study of family
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policy, through a special Task Force that is examining the role of both
communal institutions and government policy in maintaining and strength-
ening families. Ultimately the Task Force will be formulating a policy
statement complementary to AXC's social policy statement.

One area that A3C is studying is child support enforcement. We
believe that existing child support requirements should be more vigor-
ously enforced. But such requirements will have a minimal impact on
increasing the economic security of children whose absent fathers are
themselves poor or unemployed. Therefore we believe that careful
consideration should be given to innovative programs such as the
experimental child support enforcement program being implemented in
Wisconsin. Similar recommendations that would treat children essen-
tially as beneficiaries entitled to a guaranteed minimum support level
rather than stigmatizing them as welfare recipients also have been set
fort in the recommendations of the American Public Welfare Association
and Gov. Cuomo's Task Force on Poverty and Welfare.

Another area of concern for us is teen-age pregnancy. The statis-
tics on the number of teen-age mothers are alarming. Teen mothers are
more likely than others to drop out of school, become dependent on
welfare, and to have difficulties escaping out of poverty.

Studies comparing the U.S. with other developed countries indicate
that the higher rate of pregnancy in the U.S. is not related to a
difference In the level of sexual activity, but rather to differences in
societal attitudes and policies regarding sex education and the avail-
ability of contraception. Clearly these are important components in
reducing the epidemic of teen-age pregnancy. Improving the self-esteem
and skills of teen-agers Is an equally important part of a preventative
strategy, as is more successful integration of our nation's youth Into
the American family system. We believe that preventative strategies
that slight the complex but important issue of values will be inadequate
to the task of reducing teen-age pregnancy.

Finally, when teen-age girls do have babies, then It is critical to
encourage them to complete their education.

Addressing all of the problems associated with teen-age pregnancy
will require cooperative efforts by government, educational systems and
communal institutions.

To conclude our testimony, we would like to state the criteria that
A3C has arrived at as a basis for assessing proposals aimed at alleviat-
ing social need. We believe that these criteria are directly relevant
to the deliberations about social programs that you are undertaking.

-- Do they provide those who need assistance with adequate
resources to meet their basic needs?
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-- Do they have features that work toward the prevention of
poverty as well as toward short-term relief?

Do they encourage those who can work to assume self-support
through programs such as job training, employment services and
quality child care?

-- Do they integrate the support networks of community, family
and neighborhood sufficiently Into their programs?

Are they adequately attuned to the appropriate roles that
should be played by the Federal government, state and local
authorities, private agencies and business?

-- Do they expend public dollars in the most efficient and
effective way to achieve desired results?

-- Are provisions for continuous evaluation built Into program
implementation?

Do they respond adequately to the needs of specific popula-
tions in poverty, such as the elderly, single-parents,
children, mentally ill and people able to work?

Do the programs emphasize as much as possible feelings of
self-worth and dignity among the poor?

Do they in general, embody the core values of social and
individual responsibility that must Inform all of our efforts
on social policy?

Finally, as critical and pressing as the problem of welfare reform
Is, we also urge you to place it In the context of broad social policy
problems -- our troubling national poverty and unemployment rates.
Studies show that, while poverty among female-headed households persists
as a serious concern, the working poor currently constitute the fastest
growing segment of the poor. A report of the Congressional 3oint
Economic Committee reported that high unemployment and falling wages
were the factors most responsible for the seven million Increase In the
poor since 1979. We should not lose sight of the need to respond to the
full range of the nation's poverty population and problems. The
economic dislocation faced by many Americans, including displaced
workers from ailing smokestack Industries and families in the nation's
farm belt, must be addressed.

While the apparent consensus developing around the need for welfare
reform is welcome and encouraging, there is no reason to assume easy or
early agreement on the specifics of any meaningful programs. There is
nothing really new in the now off-repeated principle of helping welfare
recipients get off the welfare rolls and on to American payrolls,
preferable private Industry payrolls.
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CALIFORNIA FAMILY SUPPORT COUNCIL

February 25, 1987

U.S. Senate
Committee on Finance
Washington, DC 20510-6200

RE: Child Support Comments as described
in Press Release H-16 concerning
Subcommittee on Social Security
Hearings: "Welfare: Reform or
Replacement"

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Senate Finance
Committee:

This statement is submitted on behalf of the
California Family Support Council, the
progessional organization in California for
those responsible for performing the duties set
forth in Title IV-D of the Social Security Act.
The purpose of this correspondence is, first, to
address the budget proposal in the 1987 budget
concerning reduction of Federal funding for
support enforcement second, to suggest
improvements within the present system and
alternatives as to funding; and, finally, to
offer a word of caution on "welfare reform" and
support enforcement alternatives discussed in
the press.

/ I

OPPOSITION TO HHS' CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
PROPOSALS

A. Reduction in Federal Financial Participation

The Family Support Council opposes the
accelerated reduction in Federal financial
participation to 66 percent two years ahead
of schedule. The proposals put in effect in
1984 are still being reviewed and sifted.
The reduction of FFP in an orderly neaner
wa negotiated with the Federal Government
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and incorporated in long-range local planning. Suddenly,
changing the rules of the game, as this proposal will do,
will disrupt long-range plans. It will also discourage
further local and State involvement in the program because
Federal commitments will now appear unreliable. Thus,
undertaking to give effect to the 1984 Amendments will be
delayed in any situation where there must be a cash outlay.
The funding reduction that came with the 1984 amendments and
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings was a bargained for arrangement. This
proposal appears to be a breach of that agreement.

B. Using a cost/collection ratio as a basis for denying State's
incentive funds.

This proposal is an even greater breach of faith than
accelerated reduction of FFP. First, although the proposal
is stated in terms of relating cost of enforcement of
welfare-related support to collections of welfare -related
support, in fact we were advised by Mr. Stanton on February
17, 1987 that is not how it would be calculated. Rather, it
would be total cost, including non-welfare cost, to welfare
collections.

This use of this ratio in this manner relates inappropriate
costs to collections. At the very least, it should be
confined to welfare collection costs, not total costs. To
avoid confusion concerning Congressional intent, if this
proposal is taken seriously legislation should be explicit on
this matter. As Mr. Stanton has interpreted the proposal, 29
states would be denied incentives.

However, even if this language were used, we would still
oppose the proposal. The ratio concerns itself only with
welfare budget savings. It undercuts the intent of Congress
to extend the program to non-welfare cases. Further, it
suggests that paternity cases and orders for small amounts be
given short shrift. Ultimately, it will increase the IV-A
caseload because these cases will not receive adequate IV-D
assistance in getting and staying off AFDC. Census
statistics show that 39% of women who do not receive child
support are on AFDC, but only 13% of those who do receive
support are on AFDC.

This, in turn, demonstrates the irrelevance of this ratio for
any meaningful purpose. It does not incorporate a cost
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avoidance factor. Further, it invariably will be cost
ineffective. This is because it will cause the program to
stop short of its most effective point, that is where the
last dollar invested earns more for the public in the program
than it would in some passive investment.

If you accept this HHS proposal, you will undo the good done
by the 1984 amendments. Even if you accept accelerated
reduction of FFP, this should be rejected, not only because
of the social good done by paternity proof and non-welfare
enforcement, but because backing away from these program
aspects would result in a long-term economic loss to the
public from increased IV-A costs.

C. Periodic modification of support orders.

It is strongly recommended that this proposal be viewed with
caution, if not rejected outright, at least as to non-welfare
cases. While so many support cases are welfare related and,
therefore, demonstrate a public aspect in modification
proceedings, a significant number have no such relationship
when it comes to modification. To mandate that public
agencies must move to modify some movie star's child support
order is to invite adverse press comment concerning the use
of public funds. It also is inconsistent with HHS's funding
cuts described above, and with Gramm-Rudman-Hollings.
Getting a support order is obviously important to the public.
Modifying such orders should be viewed more cautiously.

II

PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS

A. Drop excessive regulation.

Present program regulations are excessive and badly drafted.
They should be reduced, rewritten, and submitted to a broader
consultative forum than is now being used.

The recently published regulations concerning interstate
cases is one example. While grants established to explore
this problem have not even been fully allocated, and funded
projects not yet completed, HHS is attempting to force a
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revamping of this whole program on all the states. These
regulations demand that all cases go through the state
capitol rather than directly to the county or region where
they will be litigated-By creating a central clearing house
in every state, a new and mostly layer of bureaucracy is
being introduced at the same time funds are being cut. There
are detailed requirements about contacting the custodial
parent. Involvement with the custodial parent is important,
but the contacts required of responding jurisdictions with
these parents are excessive. They will not speed up the
process, just raise the cost. Finally, it is our
understanding that legal forms for this type of case have
been recently standardized. These will meet the bulk of the
objectives of these regulations. Certainly forms are a lot
cheaper than a whole new level of welfare department
bureaucrats at the state capitol.

The worst example of over-regulation is expedited process.
What the Sacramento County, California judiciary thinks of
these regulations is demonstrated by the enclosed letter to
John Dougherty, District Attorney. That some of the
regulations were legally unnecessary if not ultra vires is
demonstrated by the enclosed ABA House of Delegates Report.
The failure of these regulations to adequately provide for
judicial action to ensure full faith and'appropriate criminal
and quasi-criminal sentences has left a void in the program.
Expediting has been measured by time limits in these
regulations. But commencement of the time limits at "filing"
rather than at service of process has created an irrelevant
criteria for measurement of judicial speed. And there are
numerous other problems. HHS has argued that its exemption
process (to escape this burden) meets these concerns, but it
is threatening to use this exemption process in a punitive
manner. According to HHS Region IX representatives, it will
require continuing quarterly reports on 100% of the
appropriate cases from exempt counties. No such report will
be required from counties that spend the added $350,000 to
hire an expedited process hearing official.

Income withholding regulations are similarly badly drafted.
These are not clear on the impact of the Consumer Credit
Protection Act. Further, they appear to deny the obligor the
power to challenge jurisdiction in interstate transfers.
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The original regulations for Title IV-D were drafted in 1975
by a group of knowledgeable attorneys drawn from all levels
of government. That cooperation is what made the first three
years of the program so effective. That spirit of
cooperation and infusion of knowledge should be restored to
the regulatory process.

B. Reporting requirements and methods of evaluation should be
restructured.

Federal reporting requirements have caused turmoil at the
local level with little discernible advancement of the
program. It was never intended that these requirements
divert funds and staff from program objectives. However,
because the Federal Government has discouraged the use of
random sampling to meet these requirements, except as a
temporary expedient, this is what is happening. Random
sampling should be permitted permanently to cut costs.

The misuse of cost-to-collection ratios as a measure of cost
effectiveness is discussed above. Rather, the marginal
dollar concept should be used in calculating that sum. Also,
in computing savings, cost avoidance should be added.
Because of its social purpose, all paternity costs should be
excluded from such costs.

Finally, HHS should be cautioned to avoid publishing
misleading numerical data. Such conduct causes needless
confusion and conflict. As an example, enclosed is a table
published by HHS comparing California's collections on
welfare cases with its total grants. The unadjusted ratio
placed California 47th. As a result, unfair publicity such
as that enclosed required staff time and a diversion of
resources for a response. When the data was adjusted to
account for grant size, as is shown by the enclosed report by
the Department of Social Services, California was right at
the national average. This report demonstrates that,
although California is only 10% of the population, it
collects 14% of the nation's child support and, although only
5% larger than the next largest state, it has 60% more cases.
HHS's failure to give credit where credit is due has had a
demoralizing effect on child support personnel in California.
The program would be improved greatly if a spirit of
cooperation could be restored.
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C. Keep funding constant.

The negative psychological impact on budgetary staff at the
State and local levels, caused by repeated attempts to cut
funding, is discussed above. Suffice to say that the
continuous changes have drastically reduced our ability to
add to the program.

D. In the alternative, improve funding structure.

1. In computing incentive eligibility, paternity costs
should be dropped from the total. The long-term social.
good of this activity cannot be measured in short-term
dollars. Keeping these costs in a collection-related
ratio discourages full implementation of this program
aspect.

2. Drop the "cap" on the non-welfare side of the incentive
structure based on welfare collections. To collect
non-welfare incentives means keeping cases on welfare.
Because this encourages IV-A costs needlessly, this
wastes Federal funds. Dropping this cap should be a
powerful incentive to reduce the IV-A caseload.

E. Stop loading the program with new requirements while cutting
funding.

At the California Family Support Council meeting this month,
HHS encouraged thg IV-D agency to advertise on billboards for
new n-n-welfare cases. The Administration appears to want to
modify all orders through IV-D. Medical insurance
enforcement is now a program requirement. None of this can
be done with less money. Not all of it is really necessary.

F. Alter the IV-A program to increase the public share.

1. First, drop the $50.00 disregard. It has produced
neither greater cooperation from custodial parents nor
more payments from obligors. It has produced costly
changes in accounting systems, diversion of resources to
deal with unfounded complaints from custodial parents and
welfare rights groups, and an exacerbation of the Federal
budget deficit. It may also be producing increased
welfare fraud since it encourages payment outside the
system.
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2. Second, alter the statutes that required a supplemental
payment of child support to meet requirements of the 1975
legislation. Recently published regulations (Federal
Register, Vol. 51, No. 158, 8/15/86, p. 29223) requires
that such sums be forwarded from collected child support
to families in certain states. In those states, support
enforcement "profits" will be illusory. Since these
regulations also require payment of the $50.00 disregard,
the fiscal savings under the program are being severely
diminished.

3. -Third, for tax intercept purposes, adopt at the Federal
level the California community property rule that makes
the total sum refunded from a joint tax return totally
available to repay child support. The present "1040X"
system creates confusion and rewards the obligor's family
for holding out sums often desperately needed by the
custodial parent. If a second spouse has an independent
income and feels aggrieved by this, that spouse may
increase his or her exemptions and reduce withholding.
The present system has resulted in distributions having
to be reclaimed from needy custodial parents and costly
"backing out" of such sums from public treasuries. While
in California this has only been used in interstate
cases, it can only be imagined what a nightmare must have
occurred in states where local law sanctions this
practice.

G. Reinstate and reinvigorate the separation of IV-A and IV-D.

The budget proposal referred to above reintroduces the
concern that IV-A interests are overshadowing IV-D
responsibilities at the Federal level. Relating total
funding solely to IV-A collections means ignoring non-welfare
cases. Further, the enclosed HHS article relating states'
performance to IV-A grant recovery reenforces that concern.
The original Title IV-D talked in terms of a single and
separate agency. A narrow definition of governmental
efficiency unfortunately appears to have sacrificed the
independence of the IV-D program and introduced at least the
appearance of a conflict of interest. Congress should call
for a restoration of the original program independence.
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III

COMMENTS ON WELFARE REFORM

Recent proposals in the popular press discuss merging child
support collections with AFDC into some form of income system for
separated and divorced families. While such programs appear
simple and efficient on the surface, I believe there should be a
word of caution. The salary deduction process that this would
entail is not necessarily automatic, It involves acknowledgment
by the obligor of his duty to pay. Failure to do so must be
followed up on, and may be more difficult under such a fusion of
responsibility than it is now. The present system did not
develop because any responsible person wanted it that way. But
the individual tailoring of support orders to each person's
circumstances and goals was necessary. The continued
"probationary" supervision of obligors has proven to be the best
way to collect such sums. The proposal in question is similar to
one that in years past emanated from the University of Wisconsin.
Yet not even the State of Wisconsin has enacted this proposal in
total although authorized to do so by the 1984 amendments (PL
98-378). Before such a proposal becomes Federal law, it is
recommended that this Committee, in a most critical manner, ask
of Wisconsin, Why?

Respectfully yours,

Michael E. Barber
Government Liaison
California Family Support Council

MEB:sm

Enc.
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superior Court of tije btate of California
COUNTY Of SACRAMENTO

SAAAEALNTO CALWORNIA 51514

Rodney Davis. Judge

December 12, 1986

John Dougherty
District Attorney
.Sacramento County
901 G Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Dear John:

We are taking this opportunity to call to your attention
the significant accomplishment your Domestic Relations Department
achieved in meeting the federal time limits imposed for
"expedited child support actions* during the filing period May 1,
1986 to July 31, 1986. This effort required an attention to
detail and a commitment to professionalism of which you can be
justly proud. Through the Domestic Relations Department's
successful efforts, Sacramento County will not be compelled by
the federal government to implement a costly and inefficient
administrative hearing procedure.

Judge of the Superior Court

44
Judm af the SUpdrior Court.

RONALD ROBE
Juege of the Superior Court

PD! 1)b
::: [ion. Eugene T. Gualc-:

Mike BarberC-, o) Whit,,
fin C a' C n.,;
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REPORTS OF SECTIONS 23

Family Law (Report No. 303)
The Section's recommendation was approved by voice vote. It reads:

Be It Resolved, That the American Bar Association urges the Secretary of the
Department of Health and Human Services to rescind that portion of the regula-
tions implementing expedited processes pursuant to Public Law 98-378 which pre-
cludes the States from using "a judge of the court" and to clarify that States may
establish an expedited process using judges as presiding officers.

Individual Rights and Responsibilities (Reports No. 114A, 114B, 114C, 114D,
115, 116A and 116B)
The Section's first recommendation (Report No. I 14A) concerning access to records
maintained by the National Crime Information Center was withdrawn by the propo-
nents.

The Section's second recommendation (Report No. 114B), cosponsored by the Law
Student Division, was approved by voice vote. It reads:

Be It Resolved, That the American Bar Association recommends enactment of
federal legislation that would:

1) amend the federal wiretap law, Title III of the Omnibus Crime and Safe
Streets Act of 1968, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510 et. seq., (hereinafter Title I1) to pro-
tect the tranumision of all form of information including voice, data, and video;

2) eliminate the distinction contained in Title In between common carrier and
non-common carrier electronic communication systems where the system is de-
signed to carry private communications not readily accessible to the public;

3) create statutory exceptions from the prohibition on interception for commu-
nications carried in whole or in part on public access systems such as ham radio,
CB radio, ship-to-shore, and emergency band radio;

4) require the government to obtain a search warrant before gaining access to
private messages stored in the computers of an electronic mail or messaging system
including access to messages stored only for transmission backup purposes:

5) grant standing to the user of an electronic mail or messaging system to contest
the lawfulness of the release of the user's messages to the government;

6) amend federal criminal law to prohibit unauthorized access to computers of
electronic mail or messaging systems: -

7) create federal privacy protection against the unauthorized disclosure of ,
munications contained in an electronic mail or messaging system; and

8) establish a framework modeled after the Right to Financial Privacy Act to
govern government access to customer-controlled information contained in the
computers of remote data processing service organizations.
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We appreciate the opportunity to testify before this

committee on work programs for AFDC recipients. Our testimony

focuses on our nationwide study of employment-related programs

run by state welfare agencies, which we conducted at the request

of Representative Ted Weiss of New York. Our results and

conclusions are described more extensively in our January 29,

1987 report, Work and Welfare: Current AFDC Work Programs and

Implications for Federal Policy (GAO/HRD-87-34), which we believe

is the most comprehensive source of national data on these

programs to date. Today, I would like to focus on some of our

most important findings and their implications for future

work/welfare programs, but first let me describe the source of

our data.

Our review focused on the optional new work programs

authorized in 1981 and 1982. Most important in terms of funding

and participation were WIN Demonstrations. They are a modified

version of the WIN program operated by state welfare agencies.

Two of the best known work programs--Massachusetts' ET and

California's GAIN--are WIN Demonstrations. The other programs we

studied were Community Work Experience Programs, called "CWEPs,"

in which welfare recipients are required to "work off" their

grants; employment search programs; and work supplementation or

grant diversion programs, in which AFDC grants are diverted to

employers to subsidize jobs or on the job training. These four

types of programs were operating in 38 states during 1985. We

did not examine regular WIN programs.
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Through a mail questionnaire, we collected fiscal year 1985

data on all of the 61 programs in the four categories I have

mentioned that were operating in that year. The programs we

surveyed ranged from major state initiatives, such as ET in

Massachusetts, to small demonstration projects, such as projects

in South Carolina and Ohio to train AFDC recipients as home day

care providers. To get more in-depth information than that

provided by our questionnaire, we visited programs in 12 states,

selected for their diversity.

The experiences of the current programs have a number of

implications that the Congress should consider in developing a

new program to replace WIN and the other work/welfare programs.

I will briefly describe our most important findings and their

implications for policy.

PARTICIPANTS AND SERVICES

First, concerning participation, current AFDC work programs

are serving a minority of the AFDC caseload. In WIN

Demonstration states, where our survey included all the work

programs serving AFDC recipients, we estimated that these

programs reached about 22 percent of all the adults who were on

AFDC during fiscal year 1985. Moreover, an unknown proportion of

the people counted as participants received no services other

than an orientation or assessment.

Unfortunately, the people being left out of the work

programs include many who might have the greatest need for the

services and could yield the greatest savings to the welfare

2
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system. For example, of the 50 programs with registration or

participation requirements, only 14 required women with children

under 6 years old to register or participate. While some

programs encourage these women to participate as volunteers,

others have neither the capacity nor the child care funds

necessary to serve them. Yet, research shows that young,

unmarried women who enter AFDC when their children are less than

3 years old are the group at greatest risk of spending at least

ten years on AFDC. Delaying a woman's exposure to the labor

market until her youngest child turns 6 may decrease potential

welfare savings and put her at a disadvantage in the labor market

because of her years on public assistance and lack of recent work

experience.

Another group that may be underserved by the work programs

are welfare recipients who need education, training or support

services before they are considered ready for jobs. Although

there is little usable data on the characteristics of work

program participants, we observed that some programs exclude

people with multiple or severe barriers to employment such as

poor reading skills, attitudinal problems, medical problems, or

child care and transportation needs. Like women with young

children, people with low levels of education and work experience

are at risk of becoming long-term AFDC recipients. Yet, research

shows that they benefit most from employment and training

programs. Thus, serving them could produce the greatest benefits

in the long run.
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Although they are only serving a minority of adult AFDC

recipients, states appear to be spreading their resources thinly

to serve as many people as possible rather than providing more

Intensive--and expensive--services to fewer people. While WIN

Demonstrations were intended to be comprehensive programs

providing a range of services including training and education,

the predominant service provided is job search assistance, a

relatively inexpensive service designed to place participants in

jobs immediately, rather than improve their skills first.

Lack of resources is a major reason for the emphasis on job

search assistance: three-fourths of the WIN Demonstrations spent

less than $600 per participant. As a result, many programs must

rely on other sources, such as the Job Training Partnership Act

(JTPA) and local education systems, to serve participants who

need education and training. But these programs may themselves

be unable to serve all eligible AFDC recipients. A recent study

of JTPA showed that service providers often selected those

eligibles who were most job-ready and rejected those with low

levels of education or experience.l

To participate in work programs, AFDC recipients often need

support services, such as child care, transportation, or

counseling on personal problems. However, work programs spend

little money on these services. While almost all programs

offered child care assistance to their participants, half spent

1 Gary Walker, Hilary Feldstein, and Katherine Solow, An
Independent Sector Assessment of the Job Training PartneFship
Act (Grinker, Walker and Associates, 1985).
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less than $34 per participant for this purpose. The programs

depended instead on other sources, such as state and Social

Services Block Grant funds. However, as in the case of training

and education, these sources are often insufficient to meet the

needs of the eligible population. For example, program staff

told us that shortages of state subsidized child care slots were

a major problem. As a result, program staff reported that they

had to exempt some people who were in need of child care,

transportation, or other support services that the programs could

not provide.

Overall, our findings about participation, activities, and

support services suggest that work programs are excluding the

people who need the most help--in terms of child care, education,

or training--before they are ready to go to work. Yet, serving

these people could produce the highest long-run payoffs. While

it would involve higher short-term costs, it is also likely to

yield greater long-term savings.

These findings have several implications for policy.

Requiring states to serve a fixed proportion of their caseload,

with limited funds, may discourage the provision of more

-intensive services. It would exacerbate the current tendency to

spread funds thinly over large numbers of people by providing

low-cost services that do little to enhance employability. This

may well be helping the AFDC recipients who are likely to find

jobs on their own rather than those who will be unable to find

work without intensive help.
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The Congress might want to consider encouraging or requiring

states to give priority to AFDC recipients who are harder to

employ because of low levels of education or work experience.

Increasing the participation of women with children under 6 is

also'a worthwhile goal in terms of reducing AFDC rolls# but

whether these women'should be required to participate or simply

encouraged to volunteer is a difficult question in light of

concerns about adequate care for the-children and conflicting

opinions about the value of mothers staying home with their

children. Some programs have succeeded in serving this

population. For example, no AFDC recipients are exempt from

Oklahoma's Employment and Training Program (called E&T) based on

the age of their children. In 1985, parents of children under 6

were 70 percent of E&T registrants and 68 percent of those who

found employment.

Concerning funding, serving AFDC recipients who need more

intensive services or support will require either increasing

overall work/welfare funding or expanding or retargeting other

programs, such as JTPA and the Social Services Block Grant, to

enable them to serve more welfare recipients. Providing federal

matching funds for job search and work experience and not for

education and training, as has been proposed, could discourage

states from providing these services.

PROGRAM RESULTS

The Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) found

that AFDC work programs in four of five states it studied had
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modest positive effects on their participants, raising their

employment rates by 3 to 7 percentage points. Data from our

survey of 61 programs show that most participants were placed in

low-wage jobs, with a median hourly wage of $4.14. In half the

programs, fewer than 48 percent of the participants left AFDC

after finding work, although their AFDC grant amounts were

lowered. This is due to the low-wage and/or part-time nature of'

the jobs found.

The modesty of the results may be related to the tendency of

programs to provide low-cost services that do not enhance

employability in higher-wage and/or full-time positions. The

programs' impacts may also be limited by the difficulty of making

the transition to work for AFDC recipients, whose earnings may

not make up for decreased AFDC, Food Stamp, and Medicaid benefits

and increased child care, transportation, and other work

expenses. Some states, such as Massachusetts and New York, do

continue child care assistance for 9 months or a year after a

welfare recipient is placed in a job. Also, since these programs

do not create new jobs, they depend on the ability of the local

economy to provide them.

Program success is often measured in terms of placement

rates. Yet, this measure is not sensitive to the ability of the

job to sustain a family off the AFDC rolls for the long term, or

to the differing economic conditions and participant

characteristics facing different programs.
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The information we have on program effects has several

implications for work/welfare policy. First, the positive

results are promising, but the modesty of these effects cautions

against unrealistic expectations about their effect on the

welfare rolls. However, it might be possible to produce better

long-term results by strategies mentioned earlier, such as

increasing the intensity of services or serving more recipients

who are harder to employ. Program results could also be improved

by providing continued assistance with child care,

transportation, and health care for program participants who are

placed in jobs.

There are also implications regarding the measurement of

success. Developing more sophisticated measures of performance

than are currently used, including interim progress in achieving

skills or quality of the jobs found, would aid in program

assessment and could encourage serving the hard-to-employ or

providing intensive services. Caution should be used before

developing performance standards to reward or penalize states, to

ensure that the standards are sophisticated enough to reflect

differences in local conditions and clienteles served.

ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES

The current AFDC work programs are a patchwork of

administrative responsibilities and funding. The regular WIN

program continues to be administered jointly by the Department of

Labor and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and,

at the state level, by the welfare and employment security
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agencies. The WIN Demonstrations and the other three work

programs, however, are administered solely by HHS and state

welfare agencies. At the state level, this administrative

division can result in duplication and inefficiency, impeding

development of coherent work programs. The new requirement to

establish Food Stamp work programs means that states must follow

still another set of regulations and reporting requirements.

The different work program options also receive disparate

rates of federal financial participation. The federal government

provides 90 percent of the funding for WIN (including WIN

Demonstrations) up to a state's maximum allocation. The CWEP,

job search, and work supplementation options receive 50 percent

matching grants, which are not capped. Thus, by adopting one of

these latter work programs, a state can supplement its cappped

WIN funds with uncapped funds. This may lead to an emphasis on

activities allowable under these authorities, such as CWEP and

job search. Between 1981 and 1987, WIN funds declined by 70

percent, limiting the resources available for the more intensive

types of services--education and training.

We found that individual programs displayed a great variety

in their dependence on federal funding: for example, the

proportion of federal funding in WIN Demonstrations ranged from

42 to 96 percent, with half receiving less than 80 percent. The

variation reflects states' differing degrees of commitment and

ability to support their work programs beyond the amount they are

required to contribute.
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Our findings on administration and funding have several

implications. The multiplicity of program options allows states

to tailor their programs to their own local needs and to be

creative in trying different approaches. Flexibility does not,

however, necessarily require multiple program authorizations.

Authorizing one program that permits a range of services would

give the states flexibility to meet their local needs and help

resolve the division of administrative responsibility.

Providing stable federal funding with a uniform matching

rate for all options would help states plan their programs and

emphasize the services they believe are most appropriate. A

number of different federal matching rates have been proposed for

a new welfare employment program. Our results suggest that while

some states would maintain their work program efforts if the

federal matching rate were lower than the current 90 percent for

WIN, others that are currently very dependent on federal ,funding

mtght cut back their programs.

In concluding this testimony, it is important to mention

that aggregate data can obscure the innovation and dynamism that

is evident in many programs. On our visits we saw many examples

of this: the welfare office in Bangor, Maine, which keeps a

closet\of clothes for program participants-lo wear to interviews;

the high-level official in New York City's welfare department,

who personally negotiates with other agencies to create jobs for

AFDC recipients; and the cooperative relationship between

Michigan's welfare and education agencies, which results in one-

third of its WIN Demonstration participants being placed in

educational programs.

That concludes my prepared statement; we would be pleased to

answer any questions you may have.
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